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introductory note

during the last period of military rule in Greece (1967–74), many a household, 
including my own, used to tune in to the bbC world Service in order to get 
information, especially news about Greek domestic affairs, free from the censor’s 
clippers. for many, including my parents’ generation, this was a repetition of a 
riskier habit during world war ii, when listening to ‘radio London’ was arguably 
a form of passive resistance. Several years later, i became a temporary employee 
of that very service, during the concluding stage of my post-graduate studies 
in London. if any more incentive for the study of british efforts to win the war 
was needed, this was provided by my family history. theodosios Stefanidis, my 
father’s brother and a Greek Cavalry officer, was recruited by the British Secret 
intelligence Service in 1942 and served with distinction – and considerable risk 
to his life – on various missions in occupied Greece until the time of liberation.

Personal motives apart, my bibliographical research seemed to confirm the 
existence of a relative gap in the study of british propaganda to the balkans during 
world war ii. elisabeth barker, who had the rare privilege to be both a practitioner 
and a student of the subject, Michael Stenton, a british scholar, and Spyridon 
Ploumidis, a Greek scholar, have contributed chapters or articles on parts of this 
story. i have in turn intended to provide an all-round treatment, address a number 
of questions and suggest answers, while fully engaging my ‘precursors’ in the 
treatment of the subject.

the outbreak of world war ii provides a rather obvious starting point. the 
withdrawal of German troops from most of South-east europe, in october–
november 1944, fundamentally changed the aims and content of propaganda 
in the region. as for the place, the ‘balkans’ – or, as it less frequently appears, 
‘South-East Europe’ – are used as reflected in the mental maps of the period. They 
comprise five pre-war states (Albania, Bulgaria, Greece, Romania and Yugoslavia) 
which came to be completely dominated by the axis powers and which the british 
treated as a geographical and functional whole for propaganda purposes. true, 
after September 1941, Hungary was lumped together with the rest for reasons 
which will be explained in the text but did not necessarily warrant its inclusion in 
this study. few would regard that country as part of the balkans, then or today.1 
turkey, with its geographical presence and ottoman legacy was a more obvious 
candidate. it has been exempted, however, since it managed to stay out of the 
war – and, for this reason, was treated separately by the british propagandists 
themselves.

1 on the conceptual evolution of the ‘balkans’ as a region, see Maria todorova, 
Imagining the Balkans, new York-oxford: oxford university Press, 1997.
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an obvious task of any study of british propaganda is to assess its contribution 
to the outcome of the war. in the case of the balkans, in addition to being an 
adjunct to the main war effort, propaganda to the – neutral, allied, axis satellite 
and axis-occupied – countries of the region is quite revealing about other aspects 
of british policy. it also shows how the british tailored their efforts in response to 
supposed national peculiarities of these countries. thus, i have sought to address 
not only the organisational tangle, the techniques and evolving aims of propaganda, 
but also its relation to british military strategy and diplomacy, its practitioners’ 
set of beliefs about the region and its peoples (prejudices, stereotypes as well as 
academic approaches), moral issues (e.g. incitement to violence and the treatment 
of reprisals, as part of the overall dilemmas of resistance and collaboration) and 
planning for the post-war period (e.g. schemes of balkan [con]federation).

it is equally important to search for the effect of british propaganda on its 
recipients, i.e. local publics plus axis personnel in the wartime balkans. this 
would require an extensive investigation of records, the contemporary press 
and other printed sources in the countries concerned as well as transcripts of 
broadcasts in various languages. what is more, the impact of propagandist activity 
is not always perceptible and often passes unrecorded by its targets only to emerge 
much later, filtered by individual or ‘collective’ memory. Partly as a result of the 
limits of a self-financed project, this study focuses on the ‘sending end’. On the 
basis of material originating with the agencies involved in the formulation and 
dissemination of propaganda, it has been possible to glimpse reactions at the 
other end. to this extent, i have attempted to test a number of fairly common 
perceptions regarding the role of the british and their propaganda in the fate of 
balkan societies during the war and early post-war years, including the growth 
of resistance movements, the outbreak of civil wars and the region’s division into 
spheres of influence.

The structure of the text reflects both a thematic and a geographical approach. 
an introductory chapter deals with british wartime propaganda-making in general 
and its balkan version, in particular. there follow two thematically broad chapters, 
one on british wartime policy to this region, the other on evidence of a regional 
approach – and common themes – in propaganda during the entire period. the 
remaining chapters are in essence case studies on each of the five pre-1939 states 
(except turkey). the british effort to undermine the power of the axis and hasten 
its defeat was the main common denominator. However, different categories 
emerge, as bulgaria and romania joined the axis after a brief period of neutrality, 
Greece and Yugoslavia resisted and were occupied, while albania was a peculiar, 
‘hybrid’ case, having entered the war as an italian dependency. Greece remained 
a british ‘responsibility’ throughout, but the Soviet factor weighed increasingly 
heavily in all other cases.

This study was completed during a particularly difficult time for Greece which 
could not leave her academics unaffected. the dearth of funds was to some extent 
made up by moral support and hospitality. i am indebted to the late Philip taylor 
for his encouragement and inspiration at the outset of my research. i also wish 
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to thank Professor dennis deletant for his overall interest and expert advice on 
wartime romania, the helpful personnel at the national archives of the united 
Kingdom, Jeff walden of the bbC written archives Centre, eugenios Michail 
who provided copies of his thesis, my friend Christos Psaltis, my friend and host 
Polyvios Polyviou, and thomas Grey of ashgate Publishing Ltd, who arranged 
for a peer-reviewer to scrutinise my manuscript. the latter, i believe, has greatly 
helped me to improve the original.

february 2012
ioannis d. Stefanidis

aristotle university of thessaloniki
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abbreviations

aVnoJ Antifašističko Vijeće Narodnog Oslobođenja Jugoslavije (anti-fascist  
 Council for national Liberation)
bbC british broadcasting Corporation
BLO British Liaison Officer
CoS Chiefs of Staff
eaM Ethniko Apeleftherotiko Metopo (national Liberation front)
edeS Ethnikos Dimokratikos Ellinikos Syndesmos (national republican 
 Greek League)
eLaS Ellinikos Laikos Apeleftherotikos Stratos (Greek national Liberation
 army)
eSb egyptian State broadcasting
fnC Fronti Nacional Çlirimtare (national Liberation front)
fPd foreign Publicity directorate
frPS foreign research and Press Service
iMro internal Macedonian revolutionary organisation
irC international red Cross
JbC Joint broadcasting Committee
KKe Kommounistiko Komma Elladas (Communist Party of Greece)
LnC Lëvizja Nacional Çlirimtare (national Liberation Movement)
Mew Ministry of economic warfare
MI(R) Military Intelligence (Research), War Office
Moi Ministry of information
nLa national Liberation army (Yugoslavia)
OSS Office of Strategic Services
OWI Office of War Information
PbS Palestine broadcasting Station
Peea Provisional Committee of national Liberation
Pwb Psychological warfare branch
Pwe Political warfare executive
raf royal air force
ru research unit
SiS Secret intelligence Service
Soe Special operations executive
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Chapter 1 

british Propaganda in world war ii

[Re]discovering the ‘Fourth’ Arm

As technological developments accelerate the flow of information across physical 
or artificial barriers, those with the requisite capacity, including governments, are 
naturally tempted to target an ever-increasing body of opinion in order to further 
their interests. in times of crisis, especially in war, no government can afford to 
ignore the potential of information techniques to make its users think or even 
behave in the desired manner. it is the deliberate use of information in this sense 
that deserves the term ‘propaganda’.1 employed only so often by unscrupulous 
practitioners, the term has acquired a moral ambiguity and is often replaced by 
various euphemisms, such as ‘projection’ or ‘publicity’.

in world war ii propaganda constituted an essential instrument of ‘political’ 
or ‘psychological’ warfare – the first term preferred in British use, the second in 
american. Having tested it in the Great war with considerable success, the british 
government proclaimed this form of waging war in 1939–45 to be its ‘fourth’ or 
‘fifth fighting arm’ – depending on whether one added ‘economic warfare’ to the 
three strictly martial arms: the army, the navy and the air force. according to a 
wartime definition, its basic aim was to break the enemy’s morale and, ultimately, 
his will to fight, and, by inference, to boost the morale of friendly elements 
under enemy occupation. only with victory in sight, tasks related to liberation, 
occupation and reconstruction gained prominence: gauging ‘sympathy and active 
support’, anticipating local reaction and factionalism, offsetting the effects of 
enemy psychological warfare. on this basis, a tenuous distinction was drawn 
between ‘propaganda’ and ‘publicity’: the former was directed to the enemy and 
was deliberately ‘belligerent’ and subversive, the latter to a friendly or neutral 
population and was ‘persuasive’, ‘conciliatory’, aimed at building confidence 
and mutual goodwill.2 a similar distinction was summed up by Hugh dalton, 
in charge of british subversive activities as minister of economic warfare until 
early 1942. He argued that propaganda to enemy and enemy-occupied countries 
was undoubtedly ‘subversion’, but propaganda at home and to allied or neutral 
countries was not. this dichotomy cuts across a further distinction which emerges 
from wartime documents between ‘white’ or ‘overt’ propaganda, aimed at building 

1 taylor 1981, 1–3.
2 inf 1/899, Pwe, ‘the meaning, techniques and methods of political warfare’, 

november 1942, pp. 3–4, 7.
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up its source which it explicitly acknowledges, and ‘black’ or ‘covert’ propaganda 
which is attributed to a source other than its true one.3

in april 1939, Sir Campbell Stuart, a pioneer in the previous world war who 
was summoned to prepare for the next, defined the following three principles for 
British ‘white’ propaganda: (a) ‘it must be related to a clearly defined policy’; (b) ‘it 
must be rigorously truthful’; (c) ‘it must never be self-contradictory’.4 on the other 
hand, ‘black’ propaganda could be waged with no holds barred. according to the 
leading propaganda expert at the Foreign Office, Reginald Leeper, no subversive 
agency could fulfil its tasks if it abided by the moral standards demanded of the 
british government in peacetime.5

being integral – if not synonymous – to information, news is essential to any 
propaganda effort. a wartime manual described it as ‘the most potent means of 
attracting and building up an audience’, especially among the ‘news-hungry, 
censor-ridden’ populations under enemy control.6 in order to serve its purpose as 
‘the shocktroops of propaganda’,7 news was to be selected but not distorted.8 in 
the case of ‘black’ propaganda, news can be ‘planned’, in the sense that it is the 
product of ‘special research’ or created ad hoc – something that cannot be done in 
white propaganda without invalidating its character.9

in 1939, the means available for propaganda dissemination included rumours 
(known as ‘whispers’ or ‘sibs’), printed material (especially leaflets), film and, 
above all, broadcasting – a medium that vastly increased its range. in comparison 
to other communication techniques, the radio is ‘immediate, direct and difficult 
to prevent’. It can influence, even ‘wear down the minds of the people’.10 a 
memorandum drafted six months into the war described radio as ‘an essential 
and powerful form of armament’.11 a document of the british broadcasting 
Corporation (BBC) hardly exaggerated when it identified broadcasting as ‘the 
main difference in propaganda’ between the Second world war and the first.12

 3 a third category is sometimes mentioned: ‘grey’ propaganda is unattributed but its 
recipients are allowed to guess a connection with its true origin: Cruickshank 1977, 182; 
Garnett 2002, xi, 38.

 4 Cruickshank 1977, 44.
 5 ibid., 82.
 6 inf 1/899, Pwe, ‘the meaning, techniques and methods of political warfare’, 

november 1942, p. 5.
 7 Sir John reith, former director-general of the british broadcasting Corporation 

and, briefly, Minister of Information, quoted in Taylor 1999, 178.
 8 HS 8/310, Pwe, recommendation to the executive Committee, 1.9.41.
 9 ibid.
10 Taylor 1981, 3 6; idem 1999, 127, 169.
11 fo 898/56, ogilvie to Lee, Moi, 25.3.40, enclosure: ‘Six months of radio war: 

government opportunities’.
12 Quoted in briggs 1970, xvix.
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it is commonly admitted that the british government entered the arena of 
wartime propaganda rather ill-prepared. there might be a cultural aspect to this. 
despite its successful application in the previous war, propaganda as a means of 
furthering foreign policy objectives was widely regarded as politically incorrect, 
‘something foreigners did and democracies only resorted to in wartime’.13 However, 
the perceived success of the totalitarian european powers on this score attracted the 
british government’s attention during the last years of peace. according to a later 
report, nazi policy had demonstrated the ‘importance of timing and integration of 
political warfare with economic pressure, and eventually direct, military action’.14 
At first, propaganda was treated as ‘an adjunct to normal diplomacy’, a response 
to the anti-british rhetoric of the totalitarian states, which could, hopefully, be 
countered with ‘facts’ – in the sense of accurate yet carefully selected news items 
rather than comment. the tone of such propaganda was bound to be defensive, 
‘more “pro-british” than “anti-foreign”’, in line with the prevailing policy of 
preventing war through appeasement. all said, propaganda was largely treated as 
‘a necessary evil’.15

Staffing the propaganda machinery was no simple matter either. However 
familiar candidates were with using words and ideas, ‘wartime propaganda was a 
new art to all of them’. Qualifications in civilian life might simply prove irrelevant 
or even a drawback.16 in practice, most recruits had to train themselves on the job. 
only ‘propaganda agents’ destined for enemy-controlled territories received some 
training in ‘intelligence, broadcasting, leaflet-writing, printing and the assessment 
of public opinion’.17 the effort to mobilise and co-ordinate the available expertise 
was further handicapped by a policy of excessive secrecy. Moreover, rather than 
opting for centralised management, it engaged in a series of ‘piecemeal reactive 
measures’18 which fragmented authority among different, often competing, 
agencies. in peace time, the diplomats were regarded ‘as the proper authority’ 
for propaganda abroad. this might not suit wartime needs. thus, despite the 
objections of the Foreign Office, which wanted to promote its existing News 
department, neville Chamberlain’s government decided to revive a world war 
i institution, the Ministry of information (Moi).19 its title revealed the prevailing 

13 taylor 1999, 91, 120.
14 inf 1/899, Pwe, ‘the meaning, techniques and methods of political warfare’, 

November 1942, p. 3; similarly, Garnett 2002, 2.
15 Leeper quoted in Taylor 1981, 294. See also Cole 1990, 7; Taylor 1981, 3–6; Taylor 

1999, 80–84.
16 Cruickshank 1977, 42.
17 HS 8/310, Leeper to FO, tel. 28, 20.4.43; cf. Cruickshank 1977, 42–3.
18 taylor 1999, 80.
19 it was headed successively by Lord Macmillan, September 1939–, Sir John 

reith, January 1940–, alfred duff Cooper, May 1940–, brendan bracken, 20 July 1941– 
May 1945.
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aversion to the actual term,20 but its mandate originally included ‘propaganda and 
counter-propaganda’ at home and abroad, including enemy countries.21

Meanwhile, since Hitler’s annexation of austria in March 1938, two more 
agencies had entered the field. The Department for Enemy Propaganda known 
as ‘electra House’ (also referred to as ‘Country Headquarters’ or ‘woburn’) 
was to focus on the war of words with the prospective enemy. Section d of the 
Secret intelligence Service (SiS, latter Mi6) specialised in subversion which was 
defined as both inciting and committing acts of violence, especially sabotage and 
‘unrest’.22 the bbC was also a potential channel of propaganda. However, though 
its overseas Service was launched in early 1938, its administration had reason to 
complain that ‘its place in the modern state at war was not recognized’ until a year 
or so after the outbreak of hostilities.23

in addition to its inherent shortcomings, british propaganda suffered from 
the fact that, until the fourth year of the war, it had precious few successes to 
exploit. as british propagandists realised, words alone are a poor substitute for 
victory. the military leadership, for its part, had little use for what as late as June 
1941 it described as ‘a cheap-jack charlatan game’.24 However, the importance 
of propaganda increased dramatically after france fell and britain ‘stood alone’. 
It officially came to complement naval blockade and strategic bombing as the 
major weapons available for fighting Hitler. According to the brief of the first 
delegation to Moscow, in September 1941, british strategy aimed to ‘undermine 
[the Axis powers] by propaganda; depress them with the blockade; and, above all, 
bomb their homelands ceaselessly, ruthlessly, and with ever increasing weight of 
bombs’.25 this optimistic approach implied that physical force was not everything 
in modern warfare, and that other means, including communications technology, 
could compensate for material deficiency.26

Officially, then, much was made of political warfare and propaganda as a 
means capable of undermining the nazi ‘new order’.27 to be sure, despite the talk 
about ‘setting europe ablaze’, british policy did not aim at arousing, and even less 
revolutionising, the captive peoples in europe. before the allies returned to the 
continent in force, the emphasis was on sustaining morale rather than encouraging 

20 Cruickshank 1977, 176–9; Taylor 1999, 115–7, 141–3.
21 Garnett 2002, 8.
22 Cadogan to athens et al., tel. 695, 9.10.40, quoted in fo 898/113, thornhill, Soe 

Directorate of Special Propaganda, Middle East, September 1941; cf. Garnett 2002, 8–10; 
Stenton 2000, 14.

23 Briggs 1970, 16. An early post-war study confirms that during the early war period 
precedence was given to the printed word, particularly in propaganda to enemy countries: 
Garnett 2002, 3, 16.

24 Quoted in taylor 1999, 176.
25 Quoted ibid., 114.
26 Stenton 2000, 394.
27 Balfour 1979, 90; Stafford 1983, 15, 59.
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resistance. in this connection, a distinction was often made between ‘preparatory’ 
and ‘operational’ propaganda. the former aimed at ‘the psychological preparation 
of peoples so that they would be conditioned to do what [the british] asked of 
them at a later date’. ‘operational’ propaganda consisted ‘of direct or indirect 
instructions to secure specific results’ serving broader military objectives.28

Propaganda is conditioned by the contingency, its source and its target. british 
wartime propaganda owed as much to the country’s political culture as to the fast-
changing diplomatic and military context, and the requirements of a heterogeneous 
international public. indeed, ‘one person’s truth is often another person’s lie’ and 
not every neutral or even allied government shared the ‘british’ conception of 
‘freedom’, ‘liberty’, ‘justice’, ‘democracy’ or ‘welfare’. british propagandists 
generally bore this in mind and tried to avoid self-righteousness or bombast.29 
the projection of british achievements and post-war plans, in order to capture the 
imagination of sympathetic audiences, was far from systematic.30

wartime propaganda was expected to serve british policy as a whole. as 
e.H. Carr stressed early in the war, ‘it is essential to make sure that [propaganda] 
policy had the approval of the Foreign Office’. This principle, however, would 
be questioned in practice, as longer-term foreign policy priorities conflicted with 
rather shorter-term military ones.31 further complications arose from the fact that 
british propaganda policy-making remained a haphazard process. it rarely reached 
the highest level. one such occasion offered itself in mid-november 1940. duff 
Cooper, the Minister of Information, had for some time insisted on the need to define 
britain’s post-war aims as a prerequisite for a successful propaganda campaign. 
together with dalton, they submitted to the war Cabinet a joint paper which 
criticised past performance and suggested ways of making british propaganda 
more credible and attractive. in their view, britain should ‘hold out the hope of 
a fair deal’ even to her enemies, and formulate post-war aims broad enough ‘to 
sustain the british people’ and to counter the nazi ‘conception of a new order 
in Europe’. Two years later, an official manual on political warfare confidently 
declared that ‘a social revolution’ had taken place and there could be ‘no retreat to 
1939’. However, it still noted the absence of a post-war social blueprint, warning 
that ‘aspirations, like patriotism, are not enough’. ‘Political warfare’, it quipped in 
trotskyist fashion, would continue ‘until it becomes “political welfare”’.32

28 HS 8/310, Pwe, report of Joint Sub-Committee on operational Propaganda, 
2.3.42; cf. Cruickshank 1977, 49; Stenton 2000, 101.

29 inf 1/899, Pwe, ‘the meaning, techniques and methods of political warfare’, 
November 1942, p. 8; cf. Barker 1980, 257–8; Stenton 2000, 66–7; Taylor 1999, 122, 127, 151.

30 Stenton 2000, 75.
31 Cole 1990, 24.
32 inf 1/899, Pwe, ‘the meaning, techniques and methods of political warfare’, 

november 1942, p. 8.
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a blueprint appeared in late 1942 in the form of the beveridge report on a 
post-war welfare state. it was given much publicity in propaganda abroad,33 but 
it could hardly be expected to stir pre- or semi-industrial societies. what was 
more, winston Churchill was unenthusiastic about such things as war aims and 
obstructed further discussion ‘with clear conscience’.34 thus, the war Cabinet 
refrained from committing itself to any longer-term policy.35 this attitude, which 
Stenton describes as ‘crippled pragmatism’, owed much to uncertainty about 
the course of the war and the predicament of britain herself: a chain of military 
reverses in norway, Crete, north africa, and Malaya ‘reduced the belief in british 
power’ and stifled forward thinking.36 even after the entry of the united States 
into the war decisively tipped the scales against the axis, british propaganda, it 
is argued, stuck to the ‘short-term aim of winning the war’ and never worked out 
a credible ‘stick and carrot’ formula for friend or foe.37 The ensuing deficit was 
hardly made up by later success. in this respect, the british could not compete with 
the ‘american solutions’38 or the radicalism of resistance movements which drew 
inspiration from the Soviet model.

The Organisational Tangle

throughout the war, the british propaganda effort remained decentralised. a 
‘functional’ division of labour came about between the Moi and the rest, the former 
being responsible for overt propaganda to allied and neutral countries, the latter 
for covert propaganda to enemy and enemy-occupied countries. this distinction 
proved both hard to maintain and a major obstacle to efficiency. Worse, it fuelled 
agency proliferation and bureaucratic infighting. As Robert Bruce Lockhart, 
a high-ranking member of the propaganda apparatus, later quipped, there was 
‘more political warfare on the home front than against the enemy’.39 However, 
various proposals in favour of a single authority controlling all propaganda abroad 
went unheeded.40 the reasons included bureaucratic self-preservation, personal 
strategies and a measure of calculated indifference at the top with an eye to the 
delicate balances at Cabinet level.41

33 Briggs 1970, 609, note 3; cf. Stenton 2000, 78.
34 Stenton 2000, 70.
35 Briggs 1970, 598; Cruickshank 1977, 46–8; Taylor 1999, 173.
36 Stenton 2000, 385, 395.
37 Garnett 2002, 91–92.
38 Stenton 2000, 67.
39 Quoted in Briggs 1970, 36; similarly, Lockhart in Garnett 2002, 79.
40 INF 1/926, Selborne to Bracken, 18.8.44; cf. Balfour 1979, 90–91; Cruickshank 

1977, 17–23, 176–9; Stafford 1983, 37, 66–8; Garnett 2002, 36, 40, 72.
41 Taylor 1999, 80; similarly, Cruickshank 1977, 178; Roberts in Garnett 2002, xi.
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The identification and ranking of the various agencies involved in this story is 
no easy task. At the outbreak of war, the Foreign Office, the MOI, the BBC, the 
Ministry of economic warfare (Mew), the General Staff (research) – later Mi(r) 
– section of Military Intelligence at the War Office, Electra House and Section D, 
all claimed a role in the war of words. From the outset, both the Foreign Office 
and the revived Moi were involved in the formulation and conduct of propaganda. 
the former could boast its record from the previous world war. Moreover, its 
senior officials Robert Vansittart, minister of State for Foreign Affairs from 
1935 to 1940, and Leeper, head of the Foreign Office News Department from 
1935 to 1939, had been instrumental in re-establishing the link between british 
foreign policy and propaganda.42 before long, the Moi disputed the de facto 
division of labour and twice wrested electra House, the principal agency for 
propaganda to enemy and enemy-occupied countries, from Foreign Office control. 
Section D, while nominally supervised by the Foreign Office, in fact belonged 
to the intelligence apparatus. whoever was in control, both agencies engaged in 
subversive propaganda and to a great extent duplicated each other’s efforts.43

the Moi itself developed a rather cumbersome machinery. a reorganisation 
in august 1940 left it with six main departments and 23 divisions.44 its foreign 
Publicity directorate (fPd) was responsible for ‘white’ propaganda to allied and 
neutral countries.45 the functions of its enemy division overlapped with those 
of electra House. However, performance suffered from inaccessibility to good 
intelligence, particularly from the Service departments which tended to regard 
the Moi as an extension of fleet Street and, consequently, a security risk.46 
Moreover, its ability to conduct propaganda ‘in the field’ was undercut not only 
by its difficulty to staff and fund Press Offices,47 but also by the fact that its 
representatives came under the jurisdiction of the heads of mission. as a result, 
much in the way of local propaganda depended on a senior diplomat’s approval.48 
the latter category developed a rather low opinion of Moi personnel, especially 

42 briggs 1970, 145.
43 Garnett 2002, 27, 38. Briggs 1970, 35–6; Foot 1999, 3–5; Cole 1990, 38; 

Cruickshank 1977, 17; Stafford 1983, 20–21; Taylor 1999, 122, 138; Roberts in Garnett 
2002, x; Garnett, 8–9, 27.

44 briggs 1970, 330.
45 from 1939 to 1941, the fPd was headed in succession by Lt-General Sir ronald 

Charles, September 1939–, e.H. Carr, the distinguished international expert, december 
1939–, ivone Kirkpatrick, March 1940–, and anthony Leigh ashton, february 1941–.

46 Garnett 2002, 77.
47 For instance, during the first four months of war, Press Offices in Bulgaria, Greece, 

romania and Yugoslavia were to operate on a budget of £3,000 each: fo 930/1, ‘estimated 
expenditure abroad by foreign Publicity department’, undated (January 1940?).

48 FO 930/1, FO to all Missions (except Berlin, Moscow, Washington), 1.9.39; cf. 
Cole 1990, 3, 11, 15–16.
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its alleged amateurism.49 Often prompted by its missions, the Foreign Office 
intervened to ensure that nothing contrary to government policy was written, said 
or broadcast.50

a rearrangement followed the fall of france. in July 1940 electra House, whose 
record has been described as ‘undistinguished’,51 Section d and Mi(r) merged into 
the Special operations executive (Soe). Set up in ‘a desperate attempt to plug the 
gaping hole in british strategy’,52 it came under the minister of economic warfare, 
but it was ‘otherwise quite unconnected’ to that authority.53 in british wartime 
vocabulary, the concept of ‘economic warfare’ embraced blockade, strategic 
bombing, sabotage and political warfare – i.e. the essence of british strategy in 
1940–42.54 The mission of both the MEW and SOE reflected the notion that Hitler’s 
empire was fundamentally weak and would eventually disintegrate ‘by way of 
subversion and sabotage’. no wonder that Mew was dubbed the ‘Ministry of 
wishful thinking’.55 Soe was to (a) promote ‘disaffection and if possible revolt or 
guerrilla warfare’, (b) hamper the enemy’s war effort by sabotage and subversive 
action, (c) ‘combat enemy interests and fifth column activities by unacknowledged 
means’.56 The first task, in particular, was before long qualified in order to take into 
account broader political considerations.

although Soe remained separate from the armed services, its strategic 
objectives were to be defined by the Chiefs of Staff (COS) Committee. The Foreign 
Office was supposed to provide guidance regarding political objectives in enemy-
controlled territory. the agency also undertook activities required by Mew and 
the Minister of Supply. Significantly, its relation to the established intelligence 
services, on whose co-operation its success depended, would remain ill-defined.57

for about a year, Soe was divided in two sections: So1 was the successor of 
electra House in ‘preaching subversion’ to enemy and enemy-occupied countries. 

49 in a letter to Sir orme Sargent, then assistant under-Secretary of State at the 
Foreign Office, Carr admitted as much, for the Ministry’s infancy at any rate: ‘When this 
Ministry was started, there were not more than two or three people in the whole foreign 
Publicity Division who had any idea how an official letter should be written’: FO 371/23782 
r11405, Carr to Sargent, 6.12.39.

50 Cole 1990, 15, 42; Stenton 2000, 25.
51 Stafford 1983, 21; see also Balfour 1979, 90. Garnett notes the inception of 

clandestine or ‘black’ broadcasting as the main achievement of electra House, shortly 
before its replacement: Garnett 2002, 16.

52 Stafford 1983, 2; cf. Garnett 2002, 34–7.
53 fo 371/34391 C13464, ‘the Special operations executive’, mid-november 1943.
54 Stafford 1983, 11–13. the ministers of economic warfare and, in secret, Special 

operations were in succession ronald Cross, September 1939–, Hugh dalton, May 1940–, 
Lord Selborne, february 1942 –May 1945.

55 foot 1999, 68.
56 fo 371/34391 C13464, ‘the Special operations executive’, mid-november 1943.
57 ibid.
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The Foreign Office asserted its primacy through Leeper, head of SO1. The MOI 
continued to be responsible for overt propaganda, though the ‘exact administrative 
relationship’ between the two remained unclear.58 So2 succeeded Section d in 
practising subversion, especially sabotage, but its missions ‘in the field’ also did 
So1’s work.59 if anything, more ‘inter-departmental intrigues and strife’ ensued.60 
SOE soon found itself at loggerheads with SIS, the Services, the Foreign Office 
and the Moi. the latter renewed its efforts to become the central propaganda 
authority.61 to make matters worse, So1 and So2 inherited their predecessors’ 
antagonism and became locked in a ‘most tiresome and time-consuming’ rivalry 
over matters of control.62 Leeper sought exclusive authority over subversive 
propaganda to europe. So2, however, went on with ‘black’ activities in the 
balkans ‘with little if any reference’ to its sister section.63

This interdepartmental war of attrition and the ensuing inefficiency seemed 
all the more poignant as the German attack on the Soviet union transformed the 
war scene. the foreign and information ministers combined to wrest control 
of covert propaganda away from dalton’s department.64 Reflecting a ‘regional’ 
division of labour, the Political warfare executive (Pwe) was launched on 11 
September 1941. as a ‘secret and separate entity’, it used the cover name ‘Political 
Intelligence Department of the Foreign Office’.65 the new agency was intended to 
unify control of propaganda ‘in all its forms’ – i.e. ‘black’ and ‘white’ – to enemy 
and enemy-occupied countries. fragmentation was reduced, as the new agency 
absorbed So1, already coveted by the Moi, and the enemy division of the Moi 
fPd. Pwe also undertook to ‘reform and control’ the bbC services broadcasting 
to enemy and enemy-occupied countries.66 the Moi remained responsible for 
propaganda at home and to allied and neutral countries.

58 Cole 1990, 38; Garnett 2002, 36; Stenton 2000, 17–19, 21.
59 A planning branch, SO3, soon withered away: Balfour 1979, 90; Cruickshank 1977, 

30; Stafford 1983, 3, 67.
60 executive Committee, Pwe, to Ministerial Committee, 1 September 1941, quoted 

in Stenton 2000, 35; also, Garnett 2002, 36, 79.
61 In May 1941, Sir William Strang of the Foreign Office described the state of affairs 

between SO1 and MOI as ‘a running fight which seems to interest them as much as the 
propaganda they do’: Stenton 2000, 54; also, idem, 16–17; Roberts in Garnett 2002, xi; 
Garnett 2002, 37–8.

62 Foot 1999, 27; also, Cruickshank 1977, 31, 50; Garnett 2002, 36, 39–40, 63–64.
63 Stenton 2000, 19, 20, 24.
64 Briggs 1970, 339; Stenton 2000, 17, 23ff..
65 a real Political intelligence department, engaged in political data collection and 

analysis, had existed since autumn 1938. it would merge with the more scholarly foreign 
Research and Press Service into the Foreign Office Research Department in April 1943: 
Balfour 1979, 92; Barker 1980, 259; Taylor 1999, 138–9.

66 HS 8/305, ‘The Political Warfare Executive’, brief description, 1941; cf. Garnett 
2002, 83.
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initially, the Pwe was run by a tripartite executive Committee representing 
the Foreign Office, MOI and MEW, under the supervision of the respective 
ministers. after dalton was moved to the board of trade, in late february 1942, 
the role of Mew was terminated. the foreign and information ministers remained 
responsible for policy and administration, respectively, but, as the author of the 
internal-use Pwe history, david Garnett, commented, ‘practically all matters 
involved both policy and administration’ – and the Foreign Office was by far the 
more assertive of the two.67 Shortly afterwards, the executive Committee was 
abolished and Lockhart, former diplomat, author, Evening Standard columnist 
and already member of the executive Committee, was appointed director-general 
(20 March 1942 – 1 March 1945). Handicapped by poor health, he was described 
as ‘anything but a dynamic leader’.68 when not incapacitated, he helped to keep 
PWE under close Foreign Office control. During his absence, Brendan Bracken 
appeared to increase his authority.69 Lockhart was assisted by an advisory three-
member Propaganda Policy Committee. two of its original members had long 
co-operated with him: brigadier (later Major General) dallas brooks, who liaised 
with the fighting Services, and Leeper, who stayed on in charge of all forms of 
covert propaganda until January 1943, when he chose to return to the diplomatic 
service.70 Kirkpatrick, the third member, was described as ‘the lynch-pin of the 
whole white operation’.71 as Controller of the bbC european Services and 
member of the Pwe managing team, he would often resist Pwe attempts to assert 
its role in foreign broadcasting.72

Pwe largely inherited its seven regional directorates from So1. this was 
also the case with some of its regional directors, a fact conducive to continuity. 
the regional directorates issued weekly directives to the bbC and the ‘black’ 
stations. These directives were approved in advance by the Foreign Office. PWE 
was also involved in preparing leaflets, a means of propaganda that remained ‘at 
the mercy’ of the royal air force (raf), which treated it as ‘a secondary task, 
incidental to bombing’.73 in august 1942, this mechanism was complemented by 

67 Garnett 2002, 329. as a sop, the minister of economic warfare ‘retained the 
right … to appeal to the war Cabinet on any questions’ affecting his interests: HS 8/308, 
Cornwall-Jones, Secretary, Soe Sub-Committee of the defence Committee, ‘delimitation 
of functions between Soe and Pwe’, 4/6.9.42.

68 Cruickshank 1977, 183; similarly, Stenton 2000, 38.
69 Barker 1976, 152; Balfour 1979, 91–3; Cruickshank 1977, 24–7, 34, 48, 183–4; 

Garnett 2002, 123–5, 127, 329; Stafford 1983, 76.
70 Taylor 1999, 148, note 90; Garnett 2002, 78, 131.
71 Balfour 1979, 93; Briggs 1970, 36; Cruickshank 1977, 31, 33–4; Stenton 2000, 38.
72 Garnett 2002, 87–9.
73 Cruickshank 1977, 45; Stenton 2000, 34; Garnett 2002, xxiv. The Air Ministry and 

the RAF controlled leaflet-dropping and could always refuse to distribute objectionable 
material: idem, 17.
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a Political warfare intelligence directorate. its two directors were responsible for 
propaganda to enemy/satellite countries and to occupied countries, respectively.74

not unlike its partial predecessor, So1, Pwe was described as a ‘rather 
bohemian and experimental’ set-up. it eliminated neither competition nor 
overlapping as its founders had hoped. in fact, for some time it inherited much of 
the So1-So2 feud. according to the original arrangement, Pwe should not create 
its own organisation abroad and Soe would act as the ‘agent’ for the dissemination 
of Pwe propaganda.’75 in the Middle east, where ‘black’ stations remained in 
Soe hands, the old rivalry between ‘preachers’ and ‘practitioners’ of subversion 
persisted.76 as Charles Cruickshank put it, Soe and Pwe ‘were forced to live 
together, suffering all the discomforts of a close union, and enjoying none of the 
blessings’.77 their experience rather proved the futility of separating ‘black’ and 
‘white’ propaganda in wartime.78 Philip taylor sounded more positive. ‘after two 
years of chaos’, he concluded, ‘the system settled down to a remarkably effective 
process that aided the course of eventual victory’.79

apart from these two main protagonists, a number of other agencies also 
played a part. Established in 1934 under the auspices of the Foreign Office, the 
british Council was britain’s only permanent agency for cultural diplomacy – and 
propaganda – in peacetime. it was conceived as a response to the rising totalitarian 
challenge and undertook to project the ‘british democratic institutions and indeed 
all that was considered best in the british way of life’.80 after the outbreak of war, 
it came under Moi jurisdiction but only nominally so. Lord Lloyd, its director 
since September 1937, believed that the Council’s usefulness ‘depend[ed] almost 
entirely on its institutions refraining from any kind of active political propaganda 
or connection with political activities’.81 thus, the Council resisted the recruitment 
of its representatives by the Moi, much to the latter’s displeasure. in a note to 
Churchill, in June 1941, duff Cooper described the british Council as ‘another 
unnecessary wheel to the clumsy propaganda machine’.82 at any rate, objective 
factors had reduced its capabilities. doubting the value of cultural propaganda 
in time of war, the treasury drastically curtailed its allocations, while the rapid 
German expansion dramatically diminished its scope for activity in europe.83 the 
services of reuters were also obtained as the news agency agreed ‘to increase the 

74 Balfour 1979, 96; Cruickshank 1977, 32–6; Garnett 2002, 129–31.
75 HS 8/308, Cornwall-Jones, Secretary, Soe Sub-Committee of the defence 

Committee, ‘delimitation of functions between Soe and Pwe’, 4/6.9.42.
76 Foot 1999, 54; Garnett 2002, 64.
77 Cruickshank 1977, 26–27.
78 Garnett 2002, 64; Stenton 2000, 17, 29.
79 taylor 1999, 151.
80 ibid., 77.
81 Donaldson 1984, 89; see also BW 18/3, BUL/8/2, Seymour to Tollington, 10.1.45.
82 inf 1/894, Minute from duff Cooper to the Prime Minister, 6.6.41.
83 Cole 1990, 23–4, 39–40.
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supply of british news abroad’.84 radio Luxembourg, conveniently situated near 
the German border, was converted to an outlet of british views and culture. it 
served its task until the Grand duchy was overrun in May 1940 and, again, after 
its liberation, in autumn 1944.85

Radio

the importance of broadcasting in wartime can hardly be exaggerated. as britain 
lost access to much of continental europe, her propaganda planners came to regard 
it as the most important technique of political warfare. during that period, as a 
historian of wartime ‘special operations’ observed, the bbC became ‘the single 
most important link between britain and occupied europe’.86 its main tasks were 
to ‘build [an] audience, retain its confidence, sustain its morale’. Reliability 
was regarded essential for furthering these objectives. according to a wartime 
memorandum, the bbC was expected to become ‘the trusted friend of news-
starved europe’ and then prepare its audience ‘to be not just grateful listeners, but 
active allies’.87

it was in response to the anti-british broadcasts in arabic of the italian radio 
Bari that the Foreign Office originally asked the BBC to develop its Overseas 
Service. Programmes in the first European languages (French, German, Italian) 
commenced on 27 September 1938, two days before the infamous Munich summit. 
Medium-wave transmissions were introduced in January 1939. the war did not 
bring expansion as rapidly as might be expected, due to technical and budgetary 
constraints but also a shortage of qualified personnel, foreign and British. At 
first, the BBC signal could not cover an area beyond Western Europe and the 
Mediterranean.88 although the bbC european Services managed to broadcast 
in 14 languages (12 of them european) by december 1939, british transmitting 
capacity was still inferior to that of Germany.89 increased spending redressed the 
situation. By late 1940, the BBC fielded 10 short-wave transmitters, a fact that ‘put 
britain permanently ahead of Germany’.90 the new capacity combined with what 
was reputedly ‘the most sophisticated recording studio in europe’, bush House, to 
expand foreign broadcasting exponentially.91

84 taylor 1999, 126.
85 ibid., 131–2.
86 Stafford 1983, ix.
87 inf 1/899, Pwe, ‘the meaning, techniques and methods of political warfare’, 

november 1942, p. 5.
88 Cole 1990, 15.
89 Garnett 2002, xxiii.
90 balfour 1979, 89.
91 Briggs 1970, 18–19, 176–7, 180; Taylor 1999, 131–2.
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throughout the war, the bbC foreign-language broadcasting remained 
separate from both the Home and the empire Services, although europeans 
who could understand english often tuned in to the Home Service. according to 
Stenton, ‘both developed a similar grasp of essential points’.92 in october 1941, 
overseas Services were transformed into ‘external Services’ with two completely 
separate divisions, one for europe (european Services, which in 1942 comprised 
27 services broadcasting in 23 languages) and another for the rest of the world 
(overseas Services). they were placed under two Controllers, Kirkpatrick and 
J.b. Clark, respectively.93 Kirkpatrick’s favourite, noel newsome, was appointed 
director of european broadcasts ‘with the task of translating Pwe’s policy 
into broadcasting terms’.94 as Stenton put it, the two men would try ‘to run the 
european Service as a single multilingual newspaper’.95 Kirkpatrick’s appointment 
as Controller of european Services turned out to be more than a safeguard of 
ultimate Foreign Office control. In fact, his presence enhanced the ability of the 
BBC to influence the policy it was supposed to serve.96 newsome proved ‘a good 
motivator’.97 although his ‘radical’ sympathies, expressed in his daily directives 
to bbC editors and in his personal ‘the Man in the Street’ programme, often 
infuriated the entire propaganda machinery, including Pwe, newsome survived 
in his post until September 1944.98

Reaffirming the overt propaganda principle, an early PWE directive outlined 
the relationship of bbC broadcasting to government policy as follows: ‘the 
BBC is looked upon as being the official organ of H[is]M[ajesty’s]G[overnment]. 
Propaganda must therefore be in line with HMG’s openly declared or self-
evident policy, and be such that HMG can take full responsibility’.99 according 
to bracken, the british government had intended to control the Corporation ‘in 
matters affecting the war effort, the publication of news, and the conduct of 
propaganda’.100 from the inception of its foreign broadcasts, the bbC ‘promised to 
seek Foreign Office guidance on all complex issues and the Government undertook 
to meet the bill on a year-to-year basis’.101 early in the war, it was decreed that 

 92 Stenton 2000, 39.
 93 In April 1944, Kirkpatrick relinquished his post to Clark and briefly served as 

deputy director general of PWE, before returning to the Foreign Office in August: Garnett 
2002, 413.

 94 Balfour 1979, 94; Briggs 1970, 37, 334, 341–3, 369; Cruickshank 1977, 33; 
Stenton 2000, 35–6; Taylor 1999, 78–9, 97.

 95 Stenton 2000, 40.
 96 Garnett 2002, 94; Barker 1975, 23.
 97 Stenton 2000, 71–2.
 98 Garnett 2002, 85, 88–9, 91, 95–8, 375–8.
 99 fo 898/151, continuous directive, ‘bbC transmissions in roumanian’, September 

1941.
100 Quoted in briggs 1970, 336.
101 balfour 1979, 88–89.
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‘nothing contrary to foreign policy is allowed on the air’.102 Yet the bbC proved 
too heavy an instrument for a single government department, let alone a single 
person, to handle.103 in theory, guidance passed into the hands of the Moi, which 
secured the appointment of two ‘advisers’ (one of them a diplomat) for home 
and foreign policy, respectively. However, Moi efforts to obtain overall control 
failed. Pressure from this source was largely lifted after bracken was appointed 
minister of information in July 1941. according to asa briggs, he ‘showed far 
more understanding of the bbC’s point of view’ than his predecessors.104

The BBC’s relation with Electra House, the first agency to issue directives for 
foreign language broadcasting, was described as ‘an organisational disaster’.105 in 
the field of propaganda to enemy and enemy-occupied countries, the Foreign Office 
asserted its role through weekly meetings of regional and country committees 
at the bbC, also attended by Moi fPd representatives, which ‘interpreted’ the 
directives given by newsome.106 after october 1941, guidance passed into Pwe 
hands. its regional weekly directives were drafted in consultation with bbC 
regional editors, then were cleared with the Foreign Office, before being approved 
by the agency’s management through Kirkpatrick. Pwe staff was to keep an eye 
on transmissions and ensure that its directives were observed107 but, as balfour 
pointed out, ‘the man at the microphone is bound to have the last word!’108

Compliance with government ‘guidance’ remained a contentious issue 
throughout the war. A Foreign Office official described it as a ‘contest between 
“straight news”, uniformly distributed, and scientific, differentiated propaganda’.109 
newsome was the main advocate of a uniform approach. when accused of 
disregarding the Pwe regional directives in his own guidance to bbC staff, the 
director of european broadcasts claimed that giving news a slant ‘to suit local 
needs’ threatened to reduce the Service to complete dissonance.110 at one point, 
he expressed outrage at the suggestion by a Pwe regional director to one of his 
‘staff that there is no such thing as news’.111 His mentor, Kirkpatrick, argued that 
regional differentiation interfered with the mission of the european Service, which 
was to give its audiences ‘pure news’ – in contrast to the ‘black’ stations which 
were by definition adjusted to local demands. PWE regional directors countered 

102 Cole 1990, 42.
103 Briggs 1970, 33–5, 329–45; Cole 1990, 23–4, 39–42; Garnett 2002, xxiii, 9; 

taylor 1999, 119, 170–71.
104 Briggs 1970, 337; cf. Stenton 2000, 30–31.
105 Garnett 2002, 18–20.
106 FO 371/29853 R8541, minute by Warner, ‘Propaganda for Greece’, 31.8.41; 

bbCwa, e2/604, note to Hill, Moi, 9.10.41.
107 Balfour 1979, 94; Cruickshank 1977, 33; Garnett 2002, 86.
108 balfour 1979, 95.
109 fo 371/33157 r2263, minute by warner, 2.4.42.
110 Garnett 2002, 85; Ploumidis 2006, 416; Stenton 2000, 37, 58.
111 bbCwa, e1/816/1, newsome to Kirkpatrick, 30.11.41.
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that ‘pure news’ was a fallacy as output consisted of items selected at various 
stages and according to different criteria, including personal political views – a 
clear allusion to newsome’s ideas. in wartime, it was averred, ‘news becomes the 
handmaiden, not the mistress of broadcasting policy’.112

it has been argued that Pwe cohabitation with the bbC european Service 
in bush House after March 1942 reduced the ‘detachment’ of political warfare 
specialists from the channels of propaganda.113 at the same time, physical proximity 
did not automatically eliminate the ‘fundamental clash of principle’ between bbC 
editors and Pwe directors.114 when charged with deviations, the former could 
counter that government directives did not always keep up with the pace of events 
and that decisions had to be made on the spot.115 if the worst came to the worst, 
Kirkpatrick’s presence provided ‘something more than mere protection’.116 well-
connected, privy to ‘all sources of military and civil intelligence’ and ‘sure-footed 
like a mountain animal’, Kirkpatrick often defended the european Services against 
incensed government officials.117

eventually, a Pwe directorate of Plans and Campaigns under Peter ritchie 
Calder, a ‘socialist author and journalist’, undertook to improve conformity. from 
September 1942 onwards, a weekly Central directive was issued for the european 
Service as a whole. newsome sat on the drafting committee. unlike the ‘advisory’ 
regional directives, the Central one was binding on bbC editors.118

Criticism of government directives hinted at a significant issue, that of the 
intelligence available to propaganda planners. Political warfare, it was stated in a 
1942 Pwe study, ‘has to rely on the secret intelligence of other departments’.119 
Slightly more colourfully, an earlier report had concluded that intelligence ‘is 
the raw material from which the propaganda bullet is fashioned’.120 Later studies 
agreed that a good intelligence service is vital to any propaganda operation, 
for, among other reasons, it can help to ‘prevent the propagandists from being 
blinded by their own hot air’.121 Yet most agencies involved in propaganda 
making complained of inadequate supply of secret material. in fact, throughout 

112 Garnett 2002, 91–7; BBCWA, E1/816/1, Newsome to Kirkpatrick, 30.11.41. As 
might be expected, allied governments-in-exile preferred regionally differentiated news: 
inf 1/899, minutes of a policy meeting held in the Secretary of State’s room, fo, 30.4.42.

113 Stenton 2000, 393.
114 Garnett 2002, 86.
115 Government directives were criticised ‘for giving more guidance about the past 

than about the [unforeseeable] future’: balfour 1979, 94.
116 Briggs 1970, 37; Garnett 2002, 88–90. See also Chapter 7, notes 388–95.
117 Briggs 1970, 333–4, 345; Stenton 2000, 35–7.
118 Garnett 2002, 89, 94–5, 125–7; Stenton 2000, 39, 111.
119 inf 1/899, Pwe, ‘the meaning, techniques and methods of political warfare’, 

november 1942, p. 8.
120 inf 1/898, Pw(M) (42) 20, browett on Pwe and bbC intelligence, 7.11.41.
121 balfour 1979, 100.
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the war, government departments, the bbC and governments-in-exile received 
a daily ‘news digest’ compiled on the basis of Service reports and the world 
press and news agencies.122 by early 1942, each of the seven regional units of 
Pwe contributed their own weekly report. as was the case with the Moi, they 
had no access to secret intelligence except ‘an ad hoc sprinkle of Soe material’ 
– and Soe, in turn, had only limited access to ‘enigma’ intercepts. However, the 
Pwe staff could tap ‘the open and public sources of which no one else took much 
notice’. these included the bbC Monitoring Service and the so-called empax 
telegrams from the Press reading bureaus in Stockholm, istanbul and berne, 
which garnered material from sources in enemy and enemy-occupied countries. 
More information came from émigrés and escapees.123

through its Monitoring Service the bbC provided crucial information about 
enemy zones of control. as briggs notes, the british took a clear lead in this 
field, as the German propaganda chief, Josef Goebbels, distrusted even his own 
people to listen to allied broadcasts.124 one thing the bbC, or any other british 
service for that matter, avoided was jamming enemy stations. Such a practice, it 
was argued, was bad propaganda in itself and would only help to draw attention 
to enemy propaganda.125 there remained the problem of deliberate interference. 
before the war, it had been expected that broadcasting services would be crippled 
by jamming and counter-jamming. The radio, however, proved quite flexible an 
instrument.126 in some cases, transmission wavelengths had to change. Moreover, 
certain voices, especially ‘high-pitched’ ones, seemed to get through best.127 a 
paper from July 1942 concluded that ‘the vocal technique of the news reader is 
certainly more important than the quality of his voice’.128 finally, listeners were 
advised that even the worst jamming could be overcome with patient readjusting 
of the tuning knob.129

during the war, the bbC had to put up with the demands of other agencies 
dabbling in propaganda abroad. an early ‘claimant’ was the Joint broadcasting 
Committee (JbC), a façade organisation subsidised by the Moi and Section d 
(later So2). it sought to project britain through recorded programmes and scripts 
for use by foreign stations. their propaganda content was supposedly found in 
‘introductory talks given to each item’ – mostly music. by late 1940, the whole 
project was judged ‘costly and not very effective’. although the decision was 

122 Garnett 2002, 15–16, 224–30.
123 Balfour 1979, 100; Barker 1975, 28–9, 209; Garnett 2002, 128–9, 226–7.
124 briggs 1970, 190–91.
125 Ibid., 67; Taylor 1999, 168.
126 fo 898/56, ogilvie to Lee, Moi, 25.3.40, enclosure: ‘Six months of radio war: 
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taken in december 1940, it was not until July 1941 that JbC was transferred to the 
bbC and formed the nucleus of its transcription Service.130 More seriously, the 
Service departments and Soe advanced their own requirements and views. the 
foreign language sections were often asked to broadcast coded messages, such as 
forewarnings of impending landings or drops, thus releasing agents from the use of 
detectable wireless sets.131 Less welcome was their tendency to restrict the flow of 
military news and intelligence. this was a matter of not only operational secrecy 
but also prestige, especially in view of successive reversals on the battlefield. 
Quarrels were not uncommon and the bbC was occasionally blamed for security 
breaches.132

regarding effectiveness, a report on british propaganda in europe from april 
1942 acclaimed the bbC as ‘by far the most important method’ in comparison 
to leaflets, rumours, and aerial bombing.133 the bbC Handbook for the same 
year stated rather optimistically: ‘[n]early everywhere in europe, resolute people 
expect leadership from british broadcasts and are ready to act on them’.134 Since 
January 1941, the Corporation had been waging its ‘V for Victory’ campaign, 
‘perhaps the best-known of all the bbC’s propaganda activities during the 
war’. although its success was later disputed, at the time it seemed to satisfy a 
widespread psychological need for at least symbolic action. walls across europe 
were emblazoned with the ‘V’ sign. it appeared in riots in Yugoslavia, while anti-
German groups used it in Sofia and Budapest.135 in May 1941, the so-called V 
Committee, an unofficial body of mainly BBC people under Douglas Ritchie, 
newsome’s assistant news editor, started working on various plans with the aim to 
calibrate radio propaganda as a tool of total war. ‘when the british Government 
gives the word’, ritchie claimed, ‘the bbC will cause riots and destruction in 
every city in europe’.136 He himself directly addressed his captive audience as 
‘Colonel britton’, a specialist in european resistance.137 in this instance, at least, 
the bbC blurred the limits between ‘black’ and ‘white’ propaganda.

130 HS 8/304, D/Q to CD, ‘The Joint Broadcast Com’, 18.11.40; cf. Briggs 1970, 
185–7, 344.

131 Foot 1999, 139; Garnett 2002, 373–4; Seton-Watson 1975, 290–91.
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both the ‘V’ campaign and ritchie’s broadcasts were not taken kindly by Pwe 
and were terminated in March 1942.138 Pwe proposed other campaigns, aimed at 
disrupting nazi rule in europe by various non-violent methods, such as the ‘go 
slow’ campaign (august 1941), the peasant campaign (June 1942), the transport 
campaign (September 1942), or the calls for bureaucratic obstructionism.139

the role of the bbC in fomenting resistance must have been substantial, 
although it is difficult to gauge. Information is a valuable weapon in time of war 
and this the bbC regularly provided in addition to ‘ideas and inspiration’, and, 
occasionally, operational orders.140 Still more elusive is the extent to which bbC 
‘pure white’ propaganda helped undermine enemy morale. this was the explicit 
task of ‘black’ broadcasting and the bbC ‘was always concerned with something 
more than demoralization’.141 but there is no doubt that british broadcasting 
was taken seriously by resistance movements. Certain governments-in-exile, 
including the Yugoslav and the Greek ones, were apprehensive of the influence 
british propaganda agencies, particularly the bbC, exercised in their occupied 
homelands. However, they could count on the Foreign Office, which for a long 
time objected to inflammatory rhetoric and activities. After the PWE was set 
up, resistance enthusiasts were reined in until the eve of the british return to 
continental europe.142

Governments-in-exile were given access to the bbC but never carte blanche 
to wage their own propaganda.143 in february 1941, after some trouble with the 
belgians over control of output, Churchill ruled: ‘in all questions of propaganda 
whether by broadcast or by the dropping of leaflets, the view of the recognised 
Government should normally prevail’. It was added, however, that in case of conflict 
between approved Cabinet policy and allied government views, the Secretary of 
State would have the final word.144 both the Moi and the bbC expressed serious 
misgivings.145 Kirkpatrick and Newsome, for their part, objected to the ‘infiltration’ 
of the European Service by governments-in-exile and tended to keep their officials 
at arm’s length.146 Kirkpatrick described the situation as ‘a perpetual tug of war’ 
between the foreign governments which wanted ‘purely regional bulletins or 
talks devoted to sectional interests and the bbC, who had to insist that the voice 
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of HMG should be heard’.147 Conversely, he and newsome were criticised for 
tolerating ‘foreign staff who opposed their own governments’.148 as the cases of 
the Greek and Yugoslav Services demonstrated, the bbC administrators stood 
by their foreign employees. to give in to the demands of foreign authorities, 
Kirkpatrick warned, would compromise the british ability to maintain discipline 
and control.149 Foreigners, for their part, had difficulty in comprehending this 
measure of autonomy and tended to suspect a british government plot.150 after the 
entry of the united States into the war, the bbC also had to cope with american 
requirements. thus, from early 1943, it relayed the daily 15-minute bulletins of 
‘america Calling europe’ in various languages.151

as will be shown in the following chapters, there was domestic criticism of 
bbC output, too. although its ‘sense of national duty and responsibility’ was 
never seriously in doubt,152 the extent to which the bbC safeguarded its autonomy 
often frustrated and angered government officials. Michael Balfour, a former 
MOI official, recalled that the European sections ‘were full of enthusiasts who, 
in their desire to hold their listeners, overlooked the need to keep output in line 
with political and military objectives’.153 Garnett complained that the work of 
Pwe ‘was hindered by the semi-independent status of the bbC services to enemy 
and enemy-occupied countries over which it had only partial and intermittent 
control’.154 Churchill is quoted to have described the bbC as ‘an enemy within the 
gates, doing more harm than good’.155

Had the bbC services completely stuck to their directives, their output would 
still be liable to varying interpretations. on 7 July 1944, a Parliamentary Question 
on the content of bbC broadcasts to Yugoslavia triggered a major discussion of 
british propaganda policy. flight-Lieutenant L.w.b. teeling, Conservative MP for 
brighton, accused the bbC for selectively quoting a recent statement by Churchill 
on Yugoslavia and asked whether the Foreign Office or the MOI was ultimately 
responsible for broadcasting policy. He further wished to know who decided the 
selection of press items for broadcasting, and how people in control of broadcasts 
were chosen. in response, bracken dismissed allegations of an Moi/Pwe rivalry 
with the Foreign Office, humbly conceding that both departments were ‘the 
instrument … of the Secretary of State for foreign affairs’. He and anthony 
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Eden, he said, had clearly defined responsibilities and were ‘on closer terms than 
Siamese twins’. bracken eloquently presented the case for bbC autonomy. ‘our 
broadcasters are not Foreign Office officials’, he said; broadcasts were addressed 
to peoples, not to governments; consequently, they expressed many shades of 
opinion, the ‘only essential’ condition being that they were in line with foreign 
Office policy. ‘We have built up [enormous] audiences and achieved our results’, 
bracken maintained, ‘by a policy of truthful news, supplemented by sincere and 
lively comment’.156

undoubtedly, the bbC came out of the war with its credibility greatly enhanced. 
it was praised for rejecting both the ‘deliberate perversion of the truth’ and a 
blatant manipulation of its audience.157 ‘ask any refugee from europe’, George 
orwell submitted in april 1944, ‘which of the belligerent radios is considered to 
be the most truthful’.158 the bbC was also credited with adhering to the line that 
‘successful propaganda must be closely related to hard facts and that hard facts 
cannot be successfully concealed over a long period’.159 However, such statements 
should be qualified by taking into account wartime censorship which ensured that 
all news were monitored at source and ‘filtered’ before being broadcast. In the 
studio, ‘switch censors’ were present, empowered to ‘fade out’ any undesirable 
item.160 of course, it was easier to mark deviations from prepared scripts than 
to censor impromptu speeches. Yet, as Briggs notes, despite ‘the difficulties of 
switch censorship in some of the foreign-language programmes … the rules were 
known to everyone inside the bbC, and everyone was expected to follow them 
faithfully’.161 taylor is closer to the point when he concludes that the Corporation 
gained a ‘reputation for telling the truth when, in reality, the whole truth could not 
be told’.162

156 to teeling’s request for translations of bbC scripts in other languages to be 
deposited at the Parliamentary Library, bracken raised no objection, though he wondered 
how it would be possible for anyone to read ‘a daily output in the order of 300,000 words’: 
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debates, 7.7.44.
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‘Research Units’

Parallel to the bbC, a whole network of stations under the cover name ‘research 
units’ (rus) disseminated ‘covert’ or ‘black’ propaganda. the stations were ‘black’ 
to the extent that their british origin was concealed. one category, usually referred 
to as ‘opposition’ or ‘freedom stations’, was ‘more or less closely identified with 
anti-nazi or anti-German political groups or movements with which the british 
were in contact’. Another variant claimed to be the mouthpiece of real or fictitious 
resistance organisations and to transmit from occupied territory. a third group 
belonged to the ‘counterfeit’ or ‘pseudo-enemy’ type. in the case of Germany, 
these stations purported to ‘voice the views of elements inside Hitler’s power 
structure, usually within the armed forces’. those directed at the satellite countries 
masqueraded as mouthpieces of the local collaborators whom they aimed to 
discredit by taking a ludicrously pro-German line.163

according to an So1 note, ‘black’ stations aimed at persuading ‘foreign 
individuals, groups or organisations’ to assist with the british war effort in the 
belief that ‘they are acting entirely in their own interests and incidentally to the 
advantage of Great britain’. in order to substantiate their claim to represent ‘native 
opinion’, these stations could ‘suggest certain action and make certain assertions 
… inconsistent with the dignity and tradition of HMG’. in other words, they 
could put out material which neither the british nor an allied government would 
dare to use openly.164 Stretched to its logical conclusion, this assumption raised 
questions about the compatibility of ‘black’ propaganda with government policy. 
Sometimes, RUs could operate on the basis of ‘agreed divergence’ from official 
tenets.165 denis Sefton delmer, organiser of ‘black’ broadcasting to nazi Germany, 
spelt it out more bluntly. ‘Policy’, he contended, was ‘purely a cloak and not an 
objective of clandestine broadcasting’.166 this, of course, was something that other 
departments, the Foreign Office in particular, found difficult to live with.

the raison d’être, objectives and technique of the rus considerably evolved 
after their inception. According to a PWE memo, at first they were intended ‘to 
meet ad hoc political warfare requirements’, such as morale breaking in enemy 
countries, morale building and encouraging resistance in occupied countries. as 
the armies of the western allies returned to europe, they were asked to contribute 
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‘to operational requirements’.167 Much more than their ‘white’ counterparts, 
‘black’ stations were regarded as an ‘ideal medium for strategic deception’.168

Starting in May 1940, up to 48 ‘black’ stations went on air from near a riding 
school at woburn abbey, 50 miles north of London. towards the end of 1940, So1 
inaugurated a series of short-wave rus in Jerusalem, broadcasting to enemy and 
enemy-occupied countries in South-east europe. already claimed by So2, these 
units remained in Soe hands long after So1 was abolished.169 the existence of 
two ‘black’ station networks drew criticism at an early stage, on grounds of lack of 
co-ordination and duplication of effort.170

after Pwe took over propaganda to enemy and enemy-occupied countries, it 
sought to control the rus through a ‘black’ committee and regional co-ordinators. 
the procedure was described as identical to that for ‘white’ radio: ‘no material 
is broadcast without having been first passed for policy as well as for form and 
general content, and without having a censor present at the time of broadcast 
or recording’.171 Yet this picture did not necessarily reflect reality. Security was 
supposedly tighter than in the case of the bbC, as rus handled operational material 
off limits to the press or even allied governments. Moreover, care had to be taken 
not to compromise british prestige after the war. ru personnel usually consisted of 
a british housemaster and four or fewer script writers and speakers. unrestrained 
by official policy exigencies, RUs were expected to provide an ‘emotional safety 
valve’ by speaking their listeners’ mind and language. according to a Pwe study, 
RUs needed a main platform, ‘specific and even limited in its appeal’, in order to 
establish a distinct profile and a measure of authority.172

Verisimilitude mattered and, in order to maintain it, rus depended on ‘up-to-
date intelligence’ as well as ingenuity.173 they were often required to disseminate 
rumours or ‘sibs’ designed to undermine enemy morale. although a special Pwe 
committee ‘scratched their heads’ once a week for the right rumours, there was no 
full-time ‘specialist’ and the result ‘was a case of “too many cooks spoiling the 
broth”’.174 in a way, their existence spared the bbC from a greater role in strategic 
deception than it did ‘unwittingly if not willingly’, and thus helped to protect its 
reputation.175
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rus transmitted on short-wave which rendered tracking their origin more 
difficult. On the downside, this limited the potential audience at a time when 
few could afford the more expensive short-wave receivers. british propagandists 
did not consider this much of a problem, as they believed that ‘rumours spread 
quickly’ in wartime europe.176 More serious was the fact that rus were ‘more 
or less regularly jammed’.177 during 1942, the procurement from the uS of a, 
by contemporary standards, very powerful medium-wave transmitter, known as 
‘aspidistra’, offered not only new wave lengths but also the ability to intervene 
on the frequencies of enemy transmitters. However, owing to inter-departmental 
bickering, these possibilities were not fully exploited until november 1943, when 
‘black’ broadcasts assumed ‘a definite operational role in the preparation for the 
second front in the west’.178

although output was regularly ‘tasted’ and analysed, the effectiveness of rus 
was not easy to verify. in the case of enemy states, it was realised that ‘black’ 
propaganda required more time to sink in.179 direct testimony came from émigrés 
and enemy Pows. enemy jamming, occasional retorts in the local media and 
postal censorship intercepts. ‘[f]orced denials’, Leeper noted, ‘are the best 
proof of all that the damaging rumour has had its effect’.180 a Pwe study from 
1943 could trace ‘no resentment’ owing to subterfuge techniques, including the 
‘hoodwinking’ of friends as to the whereabouts of the stations.181 Later accounts 
of British propaganda qualified this sanguine assessment.182 rus proved hard to 
control in practice and their broadcasting often upset allied authorities, including 
the Greek and Yugoslav governments-in-exile. even their ‘operational’ value was 
limited by a fundamental difficulty, indeed one of the major dilemmas facing 
british attitudes towards european resistance: ‘the problem of putting out cover 
(i.e. deception measures) for any particular operation’ without arousing undue 
hopes or even a premature uprising.183

after Pearl Harbor, Pwe and Soe undertook to co-ordinate their ‘black’ 
propaganda activity with their American counterparts, i.e. the Office of War 
Information (OWI) and the Office of Strategic Services (OSS), respectively. With 
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regard to broadcasting, owi relied on the bbC for its transmissions to europe 
until april 1944, when the american broadcasting Station in europe came into 
being.184 according to barker, since the british ‘had a two-year headstart over 
the americans’, they were able to retain the initiative and ‘a considerable degree 
of independence’.185 a difference of approach soon arose as ‘Pwe thought that 
propaganda should be used to help to win the peace as well as the war’, whereas 
the americans emphasised the operational aspect.186 when, in early September 
1943, the uS Chiefs of Staff proposed new machinery which would give the 
military a greater role, Churchill appeared determined to keep propaganda under 
civilian control. ‘all the great propaganda gaffes’, he quipped, ‘have been made 
as a result of soldiers interfering in publicity matters’.187 Still, according to barker, 
‘from 1943 onwards british propaganda was more and more closely geared to 
the requirements of allied military operations’, at the expense of its political 
element.188

Propaganda Organisation in the Middle East: The SOE Phase

after the italian invasion of Greece, General archibald wavell, commander-
in-chief, Middle east, sought to establish a base for propaganda to the balkans 
under the auspices of his headquarters in Cairo.189 Officially, propaganda to the 
remaining neutral balkan states was Moi domain. Moreover, an electra House 
(later So1) unit had been active in Cairo under Colonel C.J.M. thornhill since 
May 1940, while his So2 counterpart, George taylor, in addition to subversion, 
did propaganda work in Cairo and belgrade quite independently from Middle east 
Headquarters.190 overlapping and bitterness between So1 and So2 reached such 
a level, that even a co-ordinating committee, set up in January 1941, failed to 
smooth things over.191

developments in Yugoslavia led So1 to try its hand ‘on the spot’. Kenneth r. 
Johnstone, then an SOE Lt. Col., and two more officers were dispatched to Athens 
with the task of setting up missions in Greece and Yugoslavia.192 as Garnett noted, 
the three men ‘were sent off without proper papers and without having had the 
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proper inoculations’.193 by the time they arrived, the German assault had rendered 
the original plan unrealistic.

after the british withdrawal from South-east europe, So1 did establish a 
balkan section under thornhill in Cairo. However, mainly due to travel conditions, 
the necessary personnel and equipment were not in place before august. So2 
continued to dabble in propaganda through its bureau under taylor’s successor, 
S.w. bailey. this ran the ‘black’ stations in Jerusalem transmitting to bulgaria 
and Yugoslavia, but the 7.5 kw transmitter of the Palestine broadcasting Station 
(PbS) on which it relied was ‘barely audible in the balkans’. a more powerful 
transmitter was lost at sea and a replacement did not arrive before the end of the 
year.194 Objective difficulties apart, both Taylor and Bailey resisted supervision of 
their work. Leeper, the So1 head, resented this and sought to have all balkan work 
transferred to London. bailey could count on dalton’s support. the usual ultimate 
arbiter, the Foreign Office, had earlier resisted the idea of a single propaganda 
centre for the balkans and beyond under wavell’s aegis, which could meddle in 
foreign affairs. However, after Greece was lost, its attitude relaxed.195 SO1 briefly 
took over the So2 units in the Middle east but was obliged to suspend operations 
pending an official assessment by Johnstone.196

Departmental susceptibilities dictated a fine delineation of authority between 
So1 and So2. nominally, the ‘black’ stations went to the former but control of 
their staff and transmitters was saved for the latter on the grounds that they were 
‘partly operational in character’ and thus closely connected with the subversive 
activities of So2.197 the ‘inevitable confusion and collision’ brought the head 
of Soe, frank nelson, to Cairo. as a remedy, he ordered a partial purge and 
appointed another representative, terence Maxwell, ‘with full authority over both 
organs’. Johnstone resigned and thornhill was recalled to britain.198 if that was 
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a victory for So2, it proved a short-lived one. Middle east headquarters cut off 
intelligence,199 but, more importantly, a formidable rival presently sprang to life.

following its establishment, Pwe inherited much of So1 human resources, 
including the latter’s regional director for eastern europe, ralph Murray, who 
stayed on as regional director for the balkans,200 and francis w. neate, balkan 
regional Section supervisor of ‘black’ stations. Murray and his deputy, elizabeth 
barker, discussed policy with Lord Glenconner, the senior regional specialist in 
SOE, James Pearson, the SOE Balkan desk officer, and Douglas Howard, the head 
of the Southern Department at the Foreign Office.201 Such continuity, however, did 
not immediately apply to the Middle east, where So1 had been side-tracked by the 
enterprising So2. the fact that Pwe initially undertook not to operate overseas 
enabled Soe to control much propaganda to the balkans through a ‘directorate of 
Special Propaganda’ in Cairo. the latter received a summarised weekly directive 
from the Pwe regional directorate for the balkans,202 but it was not until april 
1942 that a new telegraphic service enabled a regular connection between London 
and Cairo.203 in effect, Soe retained control of ‘black’ broadcasting, written 
propaganda and rumours as well as political intelligence.204 it had no intention of 
becoming a mere channel for the dissemination of Pwe output. the latter agency, 
however, was determined to assert its primacy.

Before long, PWE officials began questioning ‘black’ broadcasting from 
the Middle east on various grounds: there was little co-ordination and much 
duplication of effort with the RUs based in England; SOE had ‘begun and run’ the 
Middle East RUs regardless of official propaganda policy; none of them served its 
original purpose, being ‘more akin to [an] orthodox overt news service’; neither 
Pwe directives nor policy control through the Moi representative in Cairo, Sir 
Walter Monckton, were having much impact; last but not least, the fact that all 
Middle east rus operated on the same frequency threatened to expose their 
‘mystery origins’.205 on behalf of the Moi, bracken complained that the division 
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of all foreign propaganda between Pwe and his Ministry did not apply in the 
Middle east. He attributed Soe meddling to dalton’s undeclared intention ‘to 
continue a propaganda mission of his own’.206 in february 1942, the matter came 
before the tripartite executive Committee still in charge of Pwe. it concluded that 
there should be no multiple rus in one language and that different frequencies 
should be used. it also endorsed Murray’s proposals regarding the future of the 
stations.207

Citing the controversial record of the Greek ru, ‘free Voice of Greece’, as 
an example, PWE began alerting the Foreign Office about undesirable effects of 
covert propaganda disseminated under Soe auspices. its ‘revolutionary’ content, 
it was alleged, ended up subverting allied governments which it was official 
policy to support. the point was that ‘whatever the merits of the case, all covert 
propaganda should be undertaken by Pwe’ – a position eden warmly embraced.208 
defending its turf, Soe contended that it had ‘an inherent right by the terms of its 
charter to use the media of propaganda’ in support of its operations. to lose control 
of ‘black’ broadcasts, it maintained, would severely reduce its effectiveness in 
occupied territory.209

regarding the accusation of operating at variance with government policy, 
Lord Glenconner offered an interesting counter-argument: in order to appeal to 
potential supporters, Soe propaganda ‘must be able, if necessary, to differ from 
the policy of HMG’; the latter need not worry, since SOE propaganda did not 
‘carry the official British stamp’.210 objections were also voiced against foreign 
Office interference in ‘black’ media activities through monthly meetings and 
the abolition of rus to enemy countries where ‘black’ propaganda was mostly 
needed.211 That view was not shared by senior Foreign Office officials. Sargent, for 
one, questioned the usefulness of rus for axis satellites.212 the initial position of 
Pwe was that all short-wave propaganda should be concentrated in britain and, 
as a result, the Soe ‘black’ stations in Jerusalem would have to go.213 this did not 
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happen because Murray persuaded his superiors that the Jerusalem rus were an 
important asset. these the Pwe then set about to acquire.214

Soe played its hand badly in seeking to win back the ‘black’ stations in england. 
this caused eden’s intervention. faced with charges of failure to comply with war 
Cabinet decisions, Soe acknowledged the primacy of Pwe. an agreement was 
reached on 2 September 1942, whereby Pwe became responsible for ‘all forms of 
propaganda’. it could also set up its own missions in british-controlled territory 
overseas but could not put its own agents ‘in the field’.215 Soe was to hand over all 
‘black’ stations and not to establish new ones. in return, Pwe undertook to provide 
Soe with ‘special clandestine broadcasting facilities for “operational purposes”’ 
under various conditions: broadcasts could be made by Soe teams whose identity 
might not be disclosed; SOE was to submit transcripts in advance, which PWE was 
to review bearing in mind that Soe’s operational policy did ‘not necessarily form 
part of propaganda policy which is business of Pwe’. any differences were to be 
referred to a co-ordinating committee in London. this rather intricate agreement 
was immediately put into effect in england but not in the Middle east, where 
Soe continued to control the existing stations, providing script and policy.216 as 
Eden later claimed, this was not due to inefficiency but to the ‘tide of war’, which 
shifted attention to other priorities.217 at the same time, all interested parties in 
Cairo, including SOE, agreed on what at first sight seemed obvious: that ‘a clear 
distinction’ should be drawn between enemy governments and governments-in-
exile, in the sense that the latter ‘should not be subverted’.218

Propaganda Organisation in the Middle East: PWE Takes Over

although it seemed more logical to concentrate all rus targeting the balkans in 
the Middle East, the Foreign Office did not want this to happen while SOE was 
still in control in Jerusalem, whereas Pwe did not wish to see the ‘black’ stations 
in england go.219 in october 1942, Paul Vellacott was sent to Cairo to direct 

214 Stenton 2000, 47.
215 In occupied territory, SOE liaison officers would act as agents for PWE in spreading 

written propaganda or whispers, influencing local opinion or obtaining information about 
the local effect of propaganda.

216 HS 8/308, Cornwall-Jones, Secretary, Soe Sub-Committee of the defence 
Committee, ‘Delimitation of functions between SOE and PWE’, 4/6.9.42; HS 8/307, SOE 
memo ‘SOE broadcasts’, 16.9.42; FO 371/37602 R398, minute by Sargent, 20.1.43; HS 
5/840, D/H.311 to D/H.13, 6.4.43; cf. Garnett 2002, 151.

217 fo 371/37165 r2353, r2457, eden to Selborne, 10.2.43.
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what would be described as ‘a miniature simulacrum’ of the parent agency220 or, 
alternatively, ‘the most important’ Pwe mission overseas. His mandate included 
the conduct of political warfare ‘through all available media’ to enemy and enemy-
occupied countries in the Middle east and the balkans, liaison with the british 
political and military authorities in Cairo and responsibility ‘for the collection 
of propaganda intelligence material’ from the region.221 in late november, he 
was joined by Murray as balkan policy adviser. Vellacott ‘forced Soe’ into a 
joint committee chaired by himself and charged with planning, co-ordination and 
execution of covert propaganda.222 Vellacott’s ultimate aim, as Soe realised, was 
to take over the entire ‘black’ broadcasting machinery.

For five months SOE Cairo stuck to its guns, claiming that the ‘operational 
purposes’ clause of the September agreement should be interpreted as referring 
to ‘persistent and uninterrupted’ propaganda ‘in support of resistance groups in 
occupied countries’ and that this required control of broadcasting teams. Pwe, as 
Soe saw it, restricted the meaning of the clause to ‘occasional messages relating 
to individual operations’.223 Thus, it refused to hand over its five radio stations in 
Jerusalem and even set up a sixth, the Serbian ‘Karageorge’.224 Vellacott, for his 
part, accused Soe of withholding intelligence.225

Once again, Foreign Office support tipped the scales in PWE’s favour. During 
a meeting on the future of ‘black’ stations, its representatives appeared determined 
to terminate Soe’s part in propaganda conducted from the Middle east.226 a month 
later, Sargent described the dual control of ‘black’ propaganda as ‘a deplorable mess’ 
leading to all sorts of ‘misunderstandings and contradictions’.227 Having enlisted 
bracken’s support, eden repeated Sargent’s arguments in a letter to Selborne, 
dated february 10, 1943: ‘operational propaganda’ should not be ‘interpreted to 
cover continuous propaganda in support of any body or movement in enemy or an 
enemy-occupied country merely because Soe were in contact with such a body 
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or movement’.228 the foreign Secretary demanded the immediate application of 
the September agreement in the Middle east, i.e. the transfer of ‘complete control’ 
of the Soe propaganda machinery to Pwe and Moi.229 Selborne countered that 
it was Vellacott who, owing to lack of staff and ‘the complicated arrangements 
necessary’, was unable to put the September agreement into effect. Moreover, he 
expressed doubt whether the fo and Soe shared ‘the same immediate object’. 
referring to ‘the various Cabinet decisions or “Charters”’ under which Soe 
operated, he flatly stated his intention not to surrender the RUs, ‘a weapon so 
valuable to Soe’, without arbitration ‘by an impartial authority’ – unless eden 
agreed that Soe should continue using the stations under the new machinery.230

eden would have none of this. Selborne accepted negotiations between Sir 
Charles Hambro, the Soe executive director, and Lockhart premised on the 
universal application of the September agreement.231 from Cairo, Lord Moyne, the 
resident minister,232 also supported the case for Pwe control, arguing that the double 
propaganda apparatus was causing ‘duplication and unnecessary expenditure’.233 
Vellacott, for his part, dismissed the claim to ‘operational propaganda’ as mere 
nonsense. insinuating its rival’s amateurism, he claimed that Pwe could serve 
Soe’s special interests and, at the same time, ensure ‘that broadcast propaganda 
is related to political knowledge, judgement and paying policy’.234 finally, the 
Foreign Office informed Churchill that SOE had ‘persistently run propaganda 
campaigns at variance with’ official British policy, especially in Greece. PWE, the 
prime minister was told, should do the job, being ‘responsible to the war Cabinet 
for all propaganda in enemy and enemy occupied countries’.235

on 20 March 1943, Hambro and Lockhart agreed that Pwe should control 
propaganda ‘throughout’ the Middle east and that this entailed physical control 
of instruments of propaganda. with regard to broadcasting facilities, an elaborate 

228 This observation reflected the controversy over the Serbian RU, ‘Karageorge’, 
whose overt support for the Četnik movement antagonised British propaganda policy at 
that point. eden, however, failed to mention what Sargent had admitted, i.e. that neither the 
Foreign Office nor SOE London had cared to communicate this policy to SOE Cairo. See 
also Chapter 8, note 474.
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arrangement provided for Pwe control and payment of all personnel, control of 
the use of equipment, the management of and discipline in the studios. all scripts 
had to bear Pwe approval. Soe remained responsible for the maintenance of 
equipment and for the setting-up of new machinery, but all persons other than its 
engineers would be ‘in the service of Pwe’. Soe also retained its role in distributing 
subversive propaganda ‘from inside enemy or enemy-occupied territory’. as 
for leaflet production, this was a PWE function but its facilities could be made 
available to Soe. Pwe recognised the ‘importance of subversive propaganda as 
an adjunct to Soe’s operations’ and undertook to serve that objective ‘within the 
limits of policy laid down to Pwe by His Majesty’s Government’. finally, the two 
agencies assured each other of ‘closest co-ordination and co-operation … at all 
times’. the agreement came into effect as of 1 april.236 armed with it, Vellacott 
persuaded his Soe counterpart, Lord Glenconner, to hand over the Jerusalem 
stations.237 Vellacott appeared confident that PWE could ‘now begin to influence 
Soe policy and propaganda’ through ‘close contact’ with the latter’s operational 
personnel.238 He commented on ‘the good people in Soe’, especially ‘some very 
good juniors’.239 Years later, M.R.D. Foot, former SOE officer, recalled that despite 
all the infighting, ‘the working staffs of PWE and SOE’ had always been able to 
co-operate ‘fairly smoothly’.240

Soe continued to play its part in spreading british propaganda ‘in the 
field’. The agency considered ‘the vast majority of the population’ in enemy-
occupied countries as potential agents. on the eve of the allied return to europe, 
its objectives were ‘to stimulate morale and resistance by spreading news of 
allied successes and the allied war effort, by underlining the certainty of axis 
defeat and by denouncing or discrediting quislings and collaborationists’.241 in 
November 1943, after receiving reports from the field confirming total control of 
information by the Communist-led resistance movements, Murray suggested the 
despatch of Pwe missions to Greece and Yugoslavia, ‘ostensibly to provide news 
and information’, but in practice to disseminate pro-british propaganda.242 this 
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proposal partly materialised in January 1944, when Major randolph Churchill 
was sent to Partisan territory as propaganda officer.243

unlike its troubled Soe counterpart, Pwe Cairo functioned rather smoothly. 
Vellacott cultivated ‘excellent relations’ both with the resident minister and the 
military commanders, whose ‘instinctive hostility’ he had noticed upon arrival.244 
Murray was appointed Psychological warfare adviser ‘with responsibilities for 
propaganda policy and method and general planning of Political warfare’. there 
were country sections for the five Balkan states (Albania, Bulgaria, Greece, 
romania and Yugoslavia) as well as for italy and Germany.245 However, the 
circulation and processing of intelligence from the balkans remained a major 
problem. in summer 1943, a new procedure was introduced aimed at bringing 
in all information from Soe and Mi6 sources ‘at the centre’ in Cairo and then 
releasing it for broadcasting. Copies were forwarded to Pwe regional directors 
for comment. as barker noted, this arrangement was due to suspicion (apparently 
for Soe practices) and was bound to disrupt both balkan region control and the 
supply of domestic news for Greek and Yugoslav broadcasts. this left the bbC 
with little choice but to rely on news agencies’ messages from Cairo, an alternative 
which barker considered ‘undesirable’.246 as f.w.d. deakin remarked, even years 
later the picture of intelligence management was one ‘of alarming confusion – and 
suppression’.247

after the anglo-american landings in french north africa, Pwe Cairo was 
renamed Psychological warfare branch (Pwb) eastern Mediterranean. the 
allied foothold on southern italy led to the establishment of a Pwb sub-mission 
at bari which, in March 1944, took over political warfare to albania, Hungary and 
Yugoslavia. Cairo remained responsible for bulgaria, Greece and romania. Having 
access to the powerful bari transmitter, Pwb operated stations broadcasting in six 
Balkan languages and German. It also became the centre of leaflet production and 
dissemination throughout the Mediterranean and the Middle east. overlapping 
with Cairo was hard to avoid.248 finally, in august, Pwb moved to naples.249

Meanwhile, an opportunity was missed to reinforce the british role in political 
warfare over the entire region, following General Henry Maitland wilson’s 
appointment as Supreme allied Commander in the Mediterranean, in January 
1944. PWE proposed Vellacott as chief officer for co-ordinating the centres of 

243 On this, rather unhappy, attempt at propaganda in the field, see Garnett 2002, 
325–6.
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political warfare at algiers, Cairo and bari. However, after spending four months 
in england on sick leave, Vellacott was forced to quit Pwe in July. among the 
factors militating against an overall british lead Garnett emphasised the ‘friction 
between the British Foreign Office and the British Resident Minister’, Harold 
Macmillan.250

the intricate structure of the british propaganda machinery during world war 
ii, its successive transformations and the concomitant bureaucratic darwinism 
have been described in previous works. Still, in addition to presenting new 
evidence on its Middle east outlet, it was considered worth recapitulating its 
evolution as a whole to the extent that it accounts for apparent shortcomings in 
the formulation and execution of propaganda policy, not least in the case of the 
balkans. two elements were permanently absent: centralisation and ‘a plan of 
campaign’. true, the fast changing reality of war required continuous adjustment 
and inspired improvisation. However, the acute diffusion of authority militated 
against coherent planning and effective implementation. the establishment 
of Pwe did improve matters after late 1941 but residual overlapping and, as 
will be shown in subsequent chapters, conflicting policy considerations often 
handicapped the british propaganda effort, especially in South-east europe. Pwe 
was not vested with the authority to resolve or even smooth over contradictions 
between the agendas of the Foreign Office, the MOI, MEW (until early 1942) and 
the military.

an effort has also been made to explain the process of british propaganda-
making. the advent of Pwe reduced much of the initial confusion251 and friction, 
as directives began to flow regularly and a working relationship was established 
with the main channels of dissemination. with regard to South-east europe, 
however, it was not until the spring of 1943 that the Pwe asserted its primacy 
vis-à-vis Soe Cairo or the Middle east Headquarters. despite the intensity of the 
battle over the Jerusalem rus, Stenton rightly pointed out that ‘Pwe’s principal 
tool’ was ‘the political volume and prestige of the bbC’.252 although high hopes 
were occasionally placed on ‘black’ stations and leaflets, ‘overt’ broadcasting 
undoubtedly emerged as the heavy artillery in the ‘war of words’.
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Chapter 2  

wartime british Policy to the balkans:  
an overview

From Caution to Intervention

for most of the inter-war period, South-east europe as a whole remained low 
in the priorities of british foreign policy. by the mid-1930s, the region seemed 
economically written off and there was no reaction when nazi foreign trade policy 
threatened to turn it into a German economic outlet.1 at the political, military 
and even cultural level, London’s policy evolved in reaction to axis initiatives. 
after the italian invasion of abyssinia, there were signs that britain’s ‘traditional’ 
interest in Greece had been revived. Hitler’s flagrant violation of the Munich 
agreement and the occupation of bohemia and Moravia, in March 1939, combined 
with the italian occupation of albania, a month later, to discredit appeasement. in 
what was described as a ‘panic response’,2 the Chamberlain government together 
with its french counterpart offered unilateral guarantees to Poland, romania  
and Greece.

as war appeared increasingly likely, the british rediscovered the balkans. after 
touring the region in early 1939, a British Council team confirmed that German 
economic penetration had become ‘the cardinal factor of the situation’ in Greece, 
bulgaria, romania and Yugoslavia.3 their resources, it was predicted, would be 
essential to a German war effort.4 on the other hand, the british still hoped that 
their existing links with the balkan states would enable them to strike against 
German interests.5 However, as barker pointed out, such optimism contrasted with 
a marked ‘lack of any top-level decision on priorities’ – diplomatic, strategic or 
economic.6 in her view, even after the outbreak of war, british policy towards 
South-east europe remained ‘for the most part a story of last-minute improvisation 
and the undertaking of commitments without the resources to fulfil them’.7

during the ‘phoney war’, the attitude towards the still neutral balkan states was 
one of circumspection. as Hugh Gaitskell, then a Ministry of economic warfare 

1 barker 1976, 6.
2 ibid., 4.
3 bw 2/503, memo, 13 March 1939. See, also, Chapter 5, note 47, Chapter 7, note 48.
4 barker 1976, 45.
5 Stafford 1983, 23, 46.
6 barker 1976, 46.
7 ibid., 5.
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official, put it, ‘the Foreign Office won’t let us bully them and the treasury won’t let 
us bribe them’.8 unlike the more pro-active french, the british were content with a 
neutral balkan bloc, implicitly pro-allied and ready to resist axis encroachments. 
in theory, the four member states of the balkan Pact9 could serve this purpose. it 
was the ‘odd man out’, bulgaria, which was viewed as the ‘key’ to a successful 
policy of containing German influence. In order to stem Sofia’s pro-German drift, 
the Foreign Office was prepared to contemplate limited territorial changes. Thus, 
it discussed the restoration of southern dobruja, a region that bulgaria had lost 
to romania in 1913.10 eventually, the policy for a neutral balkan bloc proved 
unsustainable both in view of territorial disputes between bulgaria and nearly all 
her neighbours, and ‘britain’s lack of military strength to back up its diplomacy’.11

the policy in favour of balkan neutrality precluded plans for a revival 
of the ‘Salonica front’ of the last war, as proposed by french generals in late 
1939.12 Faced with disaster in France, in May–June 1940, British planners briefly 
considered drawing the balkan states into the war on their side as a counter to 
italian intervention. in early 1941, in a desperate attempt to stem the impending 
German advance, the british government sent an expeditionary force into Greece 
and tried to hatch a balkan bloc comprising Greece, turkey and Yugoslavia.13 this 
attempt failed, but the ‘myth of a Salonica front’ – or of an airborne expedition 
into the territory of Axis satellites – lived on. It influenced resistance movements 
in Yugoslavia and Greece, as it did romanian and Hungarian politicians in 1943 
and 1944. it also haunted Hitler throughout the war. He could not forget that, as 
he once said, ‘Salonica had been the beginning of Germany’s defeat last time’.14

in the event, britain’s travails on the balkan front proved futile in the face of 
Yugoslav irresoluteness, anglo-Greek lack of understanding and stubborn turkish 
evasiveness, and, of course, her own military weakness. the German attack 
commenced on 6 april 1941. by the end of May, the entire balkan peninsula 
minus turkish thrace consisted of either axis or axis-occupied territories. 
Shortly afterwards, Germany and turkey signed a treaty of friendship. as had 
been the case with norway and france, british military intervention proved no 
match to Blitzkrieg tactics and ended up in ignominious defeat and evacuation. 
Yet this phase of the war could be interpreted as a sign of british ‘determination to 
return to the continent and, in particular, to stake out a claim to an active presence 
in South-east europe’.15 its major effect was, perhaps, that it kept Hitler on his 

 8 ibid., 28.
 9 Greece, romania, turkey, Yugoslavia.
10 Barker 1976, 11; Rachev 1981, 20–21.
11 Barker 1976, 13; Rachev 1981, 23.
12 Barker 1976, 13–18; Deakin 1975, 95–8.
13 barker 1976, 99, 104.
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toes. as barker notes, the fear of a possible british come-back ‘could later be 
exploited to divert his energies from greater concerns’.16 Propaganda would play a 
significant part in this operation of strategic deception.

The Elusive Come-Back

british planning for South-east europe after spring 1941 was conditioned by 
developments in other fronts and, especially, the exigencies of anglo-Soviet and 
anglo-american relations. the idea of a military come-back was never abandoned 
but it was always subordinated to other considerations. Churchill, in particular, 
believed that resistance in the occupied countries (albania, Yugoslavia and 
Greece), the defection of axis satellites (bulgaria, Hungary and romania) and, 
hopefully, turkey’s entry into the war might pave the way for anglo-american 
intervention and even precipitate the collapse of Germany before the Soviet 
armies arrived in the region.17 Churchill retained a keen, if intermittent, personal 
interest in occupied Greece and Yugoslavia. However, the american military 
leaders steadfastly opposed a balkan diversion – and their british colleagues 
usually complied. Moreover, washington insisted and London agreed that, ‘in any 
important negotiations’ affecting the region, Moscow should be consulted and its 
concurrence ‘obtained if practicable’.18

in spite of overwhelming odds, the scenario of an operation against the ‘soft 
underbelly’ of Hitler’s empire lingered on. in the early summer of 1943, major 
landings on the coasts of Greece, albania or Yugoslavia were given ‘serious’ study 
as a follow-up to the conquest of Sicily and, for some time, political warfare to 
that region reflected that likelihood. The Middle East Command started planning 
for the military administration of Greece, albania and Yugoslavia and ‘civil affairs 
officers’ were trained for this purpose in Egypt.19 these plans were put to rest, 
when, in the wake of the conquest of Sicily, in august 1943, the Combined Chiefs 
of Staff decreed that:

operations in the balkan area will be limited to supply of balkan guerrillas by air 
and sea transport, and the bombing of Ploeşti and other strategic objectives from 
italian bases. the balkans are unsuitable for large-scale offensive operations, 
due to terrain and communications difficulties.20

16 Ibid.; Hunt 1988, 5; Deakin 1988, 96.
17 barker 1976, 111. elsewhere, the same author cautions that ‘in any attempt to 
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After the Italian peninsula received priority, Balkan scenarios were still floated, 
not least as an inducement to the axis satellites in South-east europe to switch 
sides. However, Hitler’s decision to stand fast in italy removed ‘both the necessity 
and the possibility of a serious balkan campaign’.21 Speaking at a conference of 
the dominions’ prime ministers in early May 1944, Churchill admitted that ‘there 
had never been any question of major action in the balkans’.22

the actual importance of South-east europe to the british war effort in 
1943–44 lay in its potential for strategic deception. indeed, Hitler and his military 
advisers interpreted the allied invasion of italy as a precursor to a thrust into 
the balkans. according to the German High Command, domination of the region 
was deemed essential to a war-winning strategy ‘for tactical, military-political 
and economic reasons’.23 accordingly, the Germans deployed 24 divisions in the 
balkans, in october 1943, as against 25 in italy. nine months later, on the eve of 
operation overlord, the balkans still contained 19 German divisions.24

although military operations did not materialise until the German withdrawal, 
the British did give some serious thought to post-war planning. The Foreign Office 
was concerned with the disruptive potential of balkan nationalisms, especially the 
ever explosive territorial issues which the war had helped rekindle. expert advice 
was provided by academics and other experts working under arnold toynbee’s 
direction for the foreign research and Press Service (frPS).25 as barker noted, 
‘detailed recommendations were drawn up for post-war frontiers which would be 
more just than those drawn after the 1914–18 war’.26 However, decision-makers 
preferred ‘to keep their hands free’ and, officially, stuck to the line that no territorial 
issues should be discussed until after the war.

apart from the general acknowledgement of self-determination in the 
atlantic Charter, the declaration of principles issued by Churchill and franklin 
D. Roosevelt in August 1941, British diplomacy floated the idea of ‘federations’ 
as an alternative to incompatible programmes of national restitution. in this 
framework, it was hoped, the states of Central and eastern europe would be 
able to sink their territorial differences, resolve minority issues, attain economic 
viability, and improve their position vis-à-vis stronger neighbours.27 an important 

21 Barker 1976, 209–10; Hunt 1988, 3–7, 16.
22 deakin 1975, 113.
23 Hunt 1988, 5.
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assumption was that such a scheme, if successful, might contain both German 
and russian expansionism.28 in the case of the balkans, it might help to ‘sterilise’ 
bulgarian revisionism.29 there was also a record of local support for regional 
integration. apart from the Comintern federative schemes to which the local 
Communist parties had subscribed since the 1920s, four balkan conferences had 
discussed issues of co-operation and integration between 1929 and 1934, with at 
least implicit official approval. More specifically, the prospect of a South Slav 
federation attracted the Serb Peasant Party under Milan Gavrilović and the left 
wing of the bulgarian agrarians led by G.M. dimitrov. incidentally, both of them 
got in touch with british agents after the outbreak of war.30

during the second half of 1941, the british encouraged negotiations between 
the exiled governments of Czechoslovakia and Poland, and Greece and Yugoslavia, 
which led to treaties envisaging multinational post-war combinations. Officially, 
the Greek–Yugoslav treaty of 15 January 1942 was hailed as a harbinger of a 
future balkan confederation. the Greek government-in-exile, however, was never 
enthusiastic about this prospect31 and, significantly, opposed a British-inspired 
joint declaration with bulgarian émigrés espousing a ‘fraternal’ balkan entente 
after the war. the british were aware of Greek suspicions lest, in their effort to 
detach bulgaria from the axis, the allies sanctioned the annexation of Greek 
territory.32 the Yugoslavs, for their part, did not conceal their interpretation of 
balkan union as ‘a barrier against Communism and Sovietisation’.33 this was in 
line with a school of thought in the Foreign Office exemplified by Sargent but not 
shared by eden who always insisted that the british ‘must bear in mind russian 
susceptibilities’.34

Such schemes obviously did not foresee the dramatic advance of the Soviet 
armies before britain and the united States were able to establish a foothold east 
of the adriatic. Coming from ‘bourgeois’ elements under british auspices, they 
were bound to be distasteful to Stalin. besides, as an frPS study pointed out in 
May 1942, ‘bold experiments’ in multinational governance presupposed various 
conditions, including their consistent support ‘by overwhelming force during a long 
period’.35 Such conditions were simply lacking in  the twentieth-century balkans. 
Significantly, the Anglo-Soviet Treaty of 26 May 1942 mentioned neither frontiers 
nor confederations. Gradually, Soviet reserve evolved into open opposition, as 
Vyacheslav Molotov made it abundantly clear to the british ambassador in June 

28 barker 1976, 130–31, 267.
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1943.36 in october, during the foreign Ministers’ Conference in Moscow, Molotov 
explicitly condemned confederative plans in Central and eastern europe as 
‘premature and possibly artificial’, redolent of ‘cordon sanitaire’ policies of the 
past. Shortly afterwards, the uS foreign Secretary publicly disputed the value of 
regional ‘arrangements’ in europe.37 in the end, the project of balkan confederation 
came to nothing, as indigenous nationalists and communists, as well as Stalin, had 
other plans.38 The fact that London officially supported it until late in the war39 
gave british policy – and propaganda – to South-east europe an air of unreality. 
in January 1944, however, the successor to frPS, the research department of 
the Foreign Office, was asked to prepare background material for possible frontier 
changes and population transfers in the region. this could be an indication that the 
prospect of integration no longer seemed plausible. Significantly, all three scenarios 
concerning romania avoided the issue of her frontier with the Soviet union.40

finally, british policy towards occupied Greece and Yugoslavia, in particular, 
reflected a degree of moral obligation. The two countries (Serbia, at any rate) had 
been allies in the previous war and now suffered on account of their refusal to 
submit to the axis. Since his restoration in 1935, King George ii of Greece had 
proved himself a staunch supporter of britain.41 british-educated 18-year-old King 
Peter of Yugoslavia inspired protectiveness to both Churchill and eden, ‘which 
persisted even when it became clear that he was changeable, unstable, and easily 
swayed by every outside influence’.42

The Dilemmas of Balkan Resistance

reviewing the relevance of european resistance to british strategy in early 
September 1940, a Mi(r) report listed the following preconditions: ‘adequate 
preparation, effective propaganda, and a clear policy as to the economic and 
political future of europe’.43 it also emphasised the need to control and subordinate 
resistance movements to british strategic planning. with regard to South-east 
europe, these conditions were never actually met. resistance there created more 
dilemmas than opportunities for british policy-makers.

before the return of british armies to the continent appeared imminent, the 
CoS were thinking of european resistance in terms of three distinct, though 
potentially overlapping, courses of action: (a) ‘the formation of secret armies 

36 barker 1976, 135.
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41 barker 1976, 154.
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43 Quoted in Stafford 1983, 42.
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and the general uprising of patriots’ when the right moment came; (b) ‘sabotage 
connected with actual operations’; and (c) ‘the general sabotage and “Go-Slow” 
methods which went on all the time’. This was the approach of the first two COS 
directives to Soe, issued in november 1940 and May 1942, respectively, as well 
as of joint anglo-american planning for 1943.44 the ‘secret armies’ proposition, in 
particular, supposed a lengthy period of gestation during which only sabotage and 
passive resistance were contemplated, and the british should be careful to avoid 
anything that might provoke premature insurrections.45 the problem was that this 
course both entailed grave risks of detection and demoralisation and overlooked 
local conditions. as has been remarked, armed resistance ‘ignited more quickly’ 
in fragmented rural societies than in urbanised areas.46 ‘Low intensity’ tactics, 
such as the ‘go-slow’ campaign, might have suited the industrial centres of 
north-west and Central europe, but in the balkans, with the exception of the 
romanian oil industry, their potential for harming the enemy was limited.47 Still, 
long after balkan guerrilla movements had gathered momentum, certain british 
agencies remained decidedly against armed resistance. The Foreign Office was 
concerned with both the susceptibilities of governments-in-exile and the long-
term implications for british interests. SiS, for its part, insisted that ‘terrorism 
hindered intelligence gathering’.48

the entry of the Soviet union and, especially, the united States into the war 
rendered the low-intensity option unrealistic. by summer 1942, the hard-pressed 
Soviets were exhorting their sympathisers to an all-out struggle aimed at diverting 
as many axis troops as possible from Hitler’s renewed offensive.49 of course, 
the british were aware that, before contemplating a more pro-active policy, they 
should be able to offer something more than exhortations and, equally important, 
to re-establish links disrupted by enemy occupation. it was not before autumn 
1943, when bases in italy became available, that it became possible to send 
more than token material assistance – and even then, Soe demands were usually 
subordinated to bombing operations.50 the latter’s missions were already having 
trouble persuading homespun resistance movements to unite, co-operate and 
subordinate their own agendas to british strategy. instead, in all three occupied 
countries the British were drawn in bitter civil conflicts between communist-
controlled organisations and their rivals. the ideological dimension dovetailed 
with a broader, geopolitical perspective, owing to the Soviet designs in the region, 
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the proximity of the eastern front and, last but not least, the need to safeguard the 
anglo-Soviet alliance.51

in their effort to induce the principal organisations to overcome their rivalries 
and co-operate, the british tried to enlist Soviet support. as early as november 1941, 
they appealed to Moscow for help in ending the conflict between the Partisans and 
the Četniks. Yet they disliked the Soviet offer for a treaty with the exiled Yugoslav 
government – or any other government, for that matter – stipulating post-war co-
operation. thus, in the absence of any formal commitment, the Soviets remained 
unhelpful. ‘relations between russia and the exiled government were maintained 
but became increasingly bitter’, barker noted.52

barker admits that british policy towards resistance movements in Yugoslavia, 
Greece and Albania ‘seemed a matter of muddle and inconsistency and conflict’.53 
to a large extent, this was the result of a fundamental contradiction between 
short-term military and longer-term political considerations: the former focused 
on defeating the Axis, the latter on the restitution of British influence in countries 
near the imperial lines of communication through friendly, preferably elected, 
governments. Several authors have concluded that these two sets of objectives 
were never reconciled. Moreover, they often conflicted with local agendas. As 
a Slovak historian pointed out, the allies ‘were mainly interested in european 
resistance where they could approve the timing and scope of actions in advance or 
use them to support a particular military operation’.54 according to a former Soe 
official, both the military and the Foreign Office rarely understood that resistance 
fighters ‘were risking their lives for war aims of their own’, not always identical 
with those of the allies.55

until it was possible to extend appreciable aid to resistance groups, british post-
war interests did not overly worry military planners nor was there much reason for 
the Foreign Office to press them hard. It also took London some time to realise 
the way things moved in occupied balkan lands. the political vacuum created 
by enemy occupation was tempting to groups, communist or separatist, which 
opposed the restoration of the pre-war order. resistance offered these groups a 
unique opportunity to establish a claim to the post-war political dispensation and 
effectively dispute the right of exiled authorities to reinstate themselves. their 
fighting record apart, foreign recognition was crucial to success. Praise for their 
performance or even the use of their own self-definition in Allied media could be 
exploited to that end. as Stenton aptly remarked, ‘[r]esistance bestowed a kernel of 
legitimacy on those in charge, and BBC recognition magnified this effect’.56 Such 
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recognition, however implicit or unintended, might detract from the legitimacy of 
forces which, if anything, had thrown in their lot with britain.

Governments-in-exile had an additional important reason to discourage active 
resistance: the certainty that violence was bound to provoke bloody reprisals 
against the civilian population, a section of which might in desperation turn to 
rival sources of authority, collaborators or resisters, for protection. in September 
1941, a German directive had set the toll at 100 hostages for each German killed 
and 50 for each wounded. in the following month, this ratio was far exceeded in 
the Serb town of Kragujevac, where, in reprisal for the killing of 10 Germans and 
the wounding of 26 more, 2,778 civilians were executed.57

British officials largely shared these reservations. For as long as a return in 
force to the region was not on the cards, active and large-scale resistance was 
deemed ‘dangerous, wasteful, and premature’.58 Yet the potential of underground 
activity for hurting the enemy was tempting. in early September 1941, brooks, 
the ‘military man on the Pwe committee’, had warned ‘that some resistance 
strategy was needed’. Could britain maintain its great power status ‘without 
offering leadership in resistance’, he rhetorically asked.59 in mid-november, the 
Foreign Office requested the views of the governments-in-exile on ‘individual 
acts of violence against agents of the occupying power’. the british, they were 
told, wished neither ‘to arouse europe’ nor to completely discourage resistance. 
all, including the Greek and the Yugoslav governments, concurred with this 
deliberately equivocal approach. they all underestimated the willingness of 
others, especially the Communists, to take risks.60

It was SOE officials who insisted on encouraging at least acts of sabotage 
in certain countries, ‘even if it led to reprisals and the shooting of hostages’.61 
the joint sub-committee on operational propaganda, in which Pwe, the bbC, 
SOE and MEW were represented, gave its qualified approval. Incitement to 
‘subversive activity including sabotage’ should be controlled, incremental (‘after 
due preparation by means of instruction in passive resistance and discipline’), and 
selective.62 Lockhart and Leeper objected. Pwe regional directors also considered 
that ‘dangerous propaganda needed the authority of the allied governments’. 
thus, the bbC was instructed to encourage only ‘undetectable sabotage’.63 in 
June 1942, Garnett on behalf of Pwe summed up the dilemma. it was a matter of 
‘two opposed propaganda values’, he argued: on the one hand, british propaganda 
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could stimulate resistance by emphasising stories of successful resistance and 
German failures; on the other hand, it could foment anti-German feeling ‘by giving 
prominence’ to reprisals and oppression. this, in turn, entailed the risk of cowing 
‘timid people’. as an antidote, Garnett suggested that british broadcasts interpret 
reprisals as signs of weakness and the enemy’s growing difficulty to control ‘a 
steadily deteriorating situation’.64 This approach would be increasingly reflected 
in Pwe directives for Greece and Yugoslavia.65

Former SOE officers have left conflicting assessments. According to Foot, the 
risk of reprisals haunted the allied high command as much as the governments-in-
exile.66 bailey stated that ‘the problem of reprisals was carefully swept under the 
carpet’. in his view, ‘it was never faced squarely at any level in either its moral, its 
ethical, its social or its military aspects, for any european resistance movement’.67 
for whatever reasons, including the endurance of the ‘secret armies’ theory, the 
fact is that british propaganda consistently sought to discourage mass uprisings 
as premature. until well into 1943, it emphasised passive forms of resistance, e.g. 
the go-slow campaign, and promoted limited operations, such as sabotage against 
enemy communications.

Priorities shifted as the british armies prepared to return to europe.68 the 
enhanced appreciation of balkan resistance in allied planning dictated co-operation 
with not only ‘legitimist’ forces, such as Colonel Dragiša (Draža) Mihailović’s 
Četniks or Colonel Napoleon Zervas’ EDES, but also the communist-controlled 
Yugoslav Partisans, Greek eaM/eLaS and their albanian counterpart.69 this shift 
in priorities would test relations between governments-in-exile and ‘legitimist’ 
movements, on the one hand, and british agencies involved in fomenting 
resistance, Soe and the bbC in particular, on the other.70 SOE officers in the 
field had to work with resistance movements resolutely opposed to the ancien 
regime – and occasionally sympathised with them. this must have come as no 
surprise to dalton, the Labour politician in charge of Soe until february 1942, 
who thought subversion ‘as primarily the task of the left and the trade unions in 
europe’.71 His successor, however, Churchill’s personal friend and ‘diehard tory’, 
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Lord Selborne, would remain ‘a staunch anti-Communist and fervent champion of 
the Greek and Yugoslav kings’ to the bitter end.72

Enjoined to work with rival groups in the field, SOE was often made the 
scapegoat for the failure of its missions ‘to solve the quite insoluble contradictions’ 
between the priorities of its ‘mentors’, the COS and the Foreign Office. With regard 
to immediate military requirements, it soon became clear to all but the colour-
blind that the most effective resistance organisations were those under communist 
control. working with these groups naturally antagonised the perceived longer-
term interest in the restoration of exiled kings and governments after the war.73 
The reports of SOE agents from the field contradicted the received wisdom in 
whitehall, and their contacts with Communists and other radical elements were 
not taken kindly by both governments-in-exile and the Foreign Office. All this 
added to the image of Soe ‘as an irresponsible, amateurish, and uncontrollable 
organisation, only too often consorting with foreign and certainly undesirable 
radicals and revolutionaries’.74 as a result, Soe underwent periodic shake-ups and 
at least twice came dangerously close to extinction. in fact, the second and longest 
crisis, lasting from September 1943 until early 1944, was triggered by reactions to 
Soe’s handling of the Yugoslav and, especially, the Greek resistance.75

authors, some of them Soe old hands, agree that its activity in the balkans 
suffered from lack of co-ordination, inconsistent guidance and poor intelligence.76 
Soe was usually barred from sensitive information, such as ‘ultra’ intercepts. 
as has been mentioned, when Soe Cairo was rebooted outside Middle east 
Headquarters’ control in august, 1941, the latter cut off ‘the supply of military 
intelligence’ previously available to So1. reorganisation also meant the loss of 
skilled officers. To make matters worse, ‘distance and poor communications’ 
hampered the flow of information between SOE London, its regional branches 
and the missions in the field.77 the situation improved between September 1942 
and august 1943, when Colonel C.M. Keble, who already was on the distribution 
list of military intelligence, served as Chief of Staff of Soe, Cairo. one immediate 
effect was that ‘the whole picture of resistance in Yugoslavia was transformed in 
favour of the communist Partisans’.78
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The Foreign Office and PWE often accused SOE Cairo of withholding 
information. According to former SOE officials, there were only unintentional 
delays due to overload and personnel shortages.79 SOE officials, for their part, had 
since Dalton’s days complained of too much interference by the Foreign Office 
or ‘too little contact with the Chiefs of Staff’.80 Significantly, between March 
1943 and november 1944, the latter issued no further general directive, a defect 
hardly made up for by the allied force Headquarters in algiers, which eventually 
took charge of Soe operations in the Mediterranean.81 the question, of course, 
remains, whether the british had an ‘overall military policy’ for the balkans. a 
former member of the Joint intelligence Committee replied in the negative.82

in early october 1943, the apparent inconsistency of british policy towards 
resistance in the occupied balkan countries prompted richard Gardiner Casey, the 
resident minister in Cairo, to suggest that britain should somehow try to keep up 
the pressure on the enemy by giving all possible support to right-wing elements 
at the expense of left-wing ones. Casey’s message coincided with a diverging 
assessment of the CoS. in their view, all effort should be made to tie down as 
many German divisions as possible in Greece and Yugoslavia. by ‘making things 
so hot’ for the Germans, it was hoped, balkan resistance would not only deprive 
Hitler of scarce manpower but might also induce him to a partial withdrawal. 
the ensuing damage to German resources and prestige, the CoS predicted, would 
‘more than counterbalance’ any political disadvantages. The Foreign Office, 
which had effectively assumed the political direction of Soe activity in Greece 
and Yugoslavia,83 realised that limited british resources dictated a differentiated 
approach towards the two countries. whereas tito’s Partisans were acknowledged 
as ‘of real operational importance’ to the allied war effort, the Greek eaM/eLaS 
was dismissed as a sinister lot, bent on seizing power after the war ‘by terrorist 
methods’.84 this view was not exactly shared by british military chiefs in London 
and Cairo, who valued the contribution of eLaS, but eden and the foreign 
Office eventually prevailed.85 both approaches, however, overlooked a common 
pattern in Yugoslav Partisan and Greek andartes activity: they both ‘employed 
an unsustainable aggression against the occupier’ which produced recruits from 
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a local population faced with – inevitably – enemy reprisals. from that point on, 
‘their struggle was mainly indoctrination and civil war’.86

The Yugoslav and the Greek resistance were finally treated differently. As a 
propaganda directive put it in May 1944, ‘[i]n one place we support the King, 
in another a Communist’, without attempting to ‘enforce particular ideologies’.87 
in the last analysis, britain’s capabilities determined her policy priorities. from 
the short-term, military perspective, tito’s Liberation army was considered a far 
more effective force than Mihailović’s Četniks. Thus, it could be useful against the 
Germans and also much more difficult to dislodge after the German withdrawal. 
eLaS, on the other hand, was treated not as a military asset but as a threat to 
british plans for post-war Greece. it was this, longer-term, perspective that 
dictated priorities in a country considered ‘the corner-stone of British influence 
in the balkans’88 as well as ‘physically more controllable, than Yugoslavia’.89 the 
british gambled in Yugoslavia but played it safe in Greece.

Communism and Nationalism

it has been pointed out that british policy towards left-wing resistance movements 
in the balkans suffered from ignorance of the ‘inner workings’ of local Communist 
parties, their complex relations across ethnic lines and their rapport with Moscow. 
Of course, at some point, most British officials concerned realised that, while 
aiming at ‘the liberation of their countries from axis occupation’, communist-
controlled movements would in the process destroy ‘local rivals and emerge on the 
model of Soviet republics’.90 but the communist world was far from monolithic 
and ‘Communists were swayed as much as anyone else by national passions and 
prejudices, or at least by the need to play on such feelings in their followers’.91

In particular, the British had difficulty grasping two issues which had been 
prominent in Comintern propaganda since the 1920s: balkan or South Slav 
federation and Macedonian self-determination. between 1919 and 1936, the 
Yugoslav Communists oscillated between support, rejection and then re-adoption 
of Yugoslavia as a federal entity, although in Croatia and Macedonia they continued 
to toy with separatism. At the time of the Anglo-Soviet Treaty, the Foreign Office 
came out against the ‘Panslavist’ idea of a South Slav union as incompatible with 
their vision of balkan federation. in their view, such a union was bound to fall 
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under ‘Russian’ influence and to threaten an isolated Greece.92 the nuances of 
communist politics probably eluded the British officials who still thought in terms 
of traditional russian objectives and Pan-Slavism.93

with regard to the Macedonian Question, british diplomacy opted for a hands-
off attitude. The Foreign Office treated it primarily as a problem of Bulgarian 
irredentism and for some time resisted proposals for clandestine dealings with 
local revolutionaries, warning that ‘we would only burn our fingers’.94 it did, 
however, give in on the eve of bulgaria’s accession to the tripartite Pact. the 
british minister, George w. rendel, was authorised to subsidise the so-called 
Protogerovist95 faction of Macedonian revolutionaries on condition that he did 
so in absolute secrecy and that his representatives (So2) did not enter into any 
political commitment.96 Significantly, the Protogerovists were in touch with the 
Bulgarian Workers’ (Communist) Party, which had modified its policy in August 
1940. instead of secession or annexation to bulgaria, the Party advocated an 
autonomous Macedonia within a ‘democratic’ federal Yugoslavia and, at a later 
stage, the incorporation to it of ‘the other parts of Macedonia’ – presumably 
including the bulgarian part, too.97

How explosive the Macedonian question could be was demonstrated shortly 
after the German conquest of Greece and Yugoslavia. while in Cairo, Steven 
runciman, then a promising medieval historian who had served as press attaché in 
Sofia, openly advocated the cession of large parts of ‘South Serbia’ (i.e. Yugoslav 
Macedonia) to Bulgaria. This alarmed Slobodan Jovanović, the Yugoslav deputy 
prime minister and a historian himself, who alerted emmanouil tsouderos, the 
Greek prime minister, to the likelihood of british support for an independent 
Macedonia. tsouderos sought assurances from leading bulgarian dissidents in the 
Middle east. according to an Soe account, the latter disclaimed any support for 
Macedonian secessionism.98 the british also reassured tsouderos and the matter 
rested there until april 1944, when Moscow publicly endorsed tito’s scheme for 
an autonomous Macedonia as part of his post-war vision for Yugoslavia. Churchill 
asked the Foreign Office to brief him on the issue. The prospect of a ‘Bulgar-
Yugoslav bloc’ equally worried him. in eden’s view, whereas such a union might 
settle the Macedonian problem, it ‘would overshadow Greece both politically and 
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militarily’ and give Moscow preponderance in the balkans.99 in the following 
months, the spectre of a ‘post-war balkan-Slav bloc’ continued to haunt british 
diplomacy.100 on the eve of German withdrawal, rumours were rife and the british 
could not be sure about tito’s intentions regarding Greek or bulgarian Macedonia. 
when Churchill met the Partisan leader in naples, on 12 august 1944, he ‘sounded 
a note of warning’ against schemes that might threaten Greek territorial integrity. 
In private, however, he realised that it would be difficult for Britain to arrest the 
trend towards a communist South Slav union.101

The Axis Satellites

if british policy towards the occupied balkan countries presented a ‘muddle’, in 
the case of the two axis satellites, bulgaria and romania, it was judged ‘mainly 
improvised and very loosely co-ordinated’. until the acquisition of air bases in 
italy made strategic bombing an option, pressure tactics had little teeth and all 
that the british could do was ‘through propaganda and rare secret contacts with 
anti-German elements’. at that stage, the romanians were being urged not to send 
fresh troops and to recall those fighting with the Germans on the Eastern front. 
bulgaria was not at war with the Soviet union. the british sought to impress upon 
her leaders the futility of clinging to Greek and Yugoslav territories annexed under 
German auspices, and to warn them that by occupying these territories they were 
indirectly hurting the allies, including ‘russia’.102

the italian capitulation fed expectations of similar developments in Central-
eastern europe. by late 1943, the Chiefs of Staff wished ‘to promote a state of 
chaos and disruption’ in the balkan satellites.103 in the absence of ground operations, 
aerial bombardment and subversion were the obvious alternatives. with regard to 
propaganda, a former PWE official observed that ‘more attention was attached 
to keeping the sympathy of those who were on our side than to winning that of 
our enemies’.104 in fact, appeals to ‘self-preservation through surrender’ proved 
less than compelling. the line of unconditional surrender drawn by Churchill and 
roosevelt at the Casablanca Conference raised the spectre of a punitive peace and 
tended to foster cohesion through fear.105

following the stabilisation of the italian front south of rome, Churchill offered 
a vague alternative to unconditional surrender. if the axis satellites, he declared 
in the Commons on 21 September 1943, could help to shorten the war, they might 
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‘be allowed to work their passage home’.106 Yet, in february 1944, Sir alexander 
Cadogan, the permanent under-secretary for foreign affairs, advised his colleagues 
not to expect that any satellite ‘is going to “surrender unconditionally” until it has 
got assurance of much better protection by the allies than italy has got’.107 at that 
time, the Post-Hostilities Planning Staff speculated about an occupation force in 
bulgaria which would also strengthen the british position in Greece and turkey.108

the satellites, for their part, were never more than fair-weather partners and failed 
to co-ordinate their overtures to either britain or the united States. in the summer 
of 1943, as the italian collapse seemed imminent, the Hungarian government of 
Miklos Kallay signalled that it was prepared to surrender unconditionally to the 
western allies. at the same time, budapest proposed to bucharest a settlement to 
their differences. by then, opinion in both countries had apparently turned against 
further participation in Hitler’s war. However, transylvania proved an insuperable 
obstacle. both countries concentrated troops in that region and friction escalated 
to clashes with some loss of life.109 nationalist rivalries complicated matters for 
the Germans without benefiting the British.

whether they secretly desired or dreaded the prospect, both the satellite 
regimes and their German overlords could not afford to rule out anglo-american 
operations until the very end. in fact, satellite peace feelers were based on the 
assumption of anglo-american landings in South-east europe. this served the 
aim of keeping the Germans guessing about allied plans, especially on the eve 
of the landings in Sicily, the italian mainland and normandy. there was also a 
downside to this. the british could not dispel the satellites’ illusions regarding 
their intentions – or actual capabilities – without offsetting the very real advantages 
of strategic deception. as for the Soviets, their position turned out to be quite 
simple: ‘there was no need to pay any attention to surrender moves until the red 
armies were about to invade the country concerned’.110 in the end, left to cope with 
Soviet occupation, pro-western elements in these countries would feel ‘betrayed 
by Churchill and the british’. it is also possible that, in their effort to achieve 
strategic deception without discouraging satellite defections, british planners also 
deceived, if not themselves, some of their own people, too.111

it is known that, until June 1944, a balkan alternative to the landings in the 
south of france was not entirely ruled out. even after operation dragoon took 
place, Harold alexander, the commanding general in the Mediterranean theatre, 
and Churchill himself attempted to revive the ‘soft underbelly’ idea, arguing in 
favour of an amphibious operation in the northern adriatic, which would eventually 
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force the gates of Vienna open.112 However, as Cadogan pointed out, it was not so 
much a policy the british lacked as an expeditionary force – and the latter was 
not forthcoming, largely owing to consistent american objections.113 in the event, 
the british attempted to give effect to their bombing threats against bulgaria and 
romania with the assistance of the uS air force. However, given its low priority 
and limited intensity, this bombing campaign could hardly achieve London’s aims: 
either to scare the satellites out of the war or force the Germans to occupy them.114

a word perhaps is due about Hungary, since, for purposes of propaganda 
organisation and dissemination, this country was lumped together with the 
stricto sensu balkan states. the So1 and Pwe regional divisions for the balkans 
included Hungary. this was considered an advantage insofar as it facilitated 
planning designed to exploit the romanian-Hungarian rivalry, especially over 
transylvania.115 Yet, as was the case with romania, british objectives were 
undercut by a powerful russophobia, fed by historical memories of russian 
intervention and the more recent experience of béla Kun’s communist regime, 
in 1919.116 However, heavy losses on the eastern front in the winter of 1942–43 
helped to generate anti-war sentiment. in february 1943, frank roberts of the 
Central department considered that the time had come to encourage opposition 
elements to come to the fore. it was his minute that ‘inspired Cadogan to suggest 
a reconsideration of british policy towards the satellites’.117 wishing to maintain 
Stalin’s good will, Churchill and eden refrained from responding to the overtures 
of Horthy’s regime. the latter’s efforts to detach Hungary from Germany went in 
vain as no assurance of an anglo-american expedition was forthcoming. then, 
on 19 March 1944, German troops effectively occupied Hungary.118 according to 
deakin, british strategy with regard to Central europe and Hungary, in particular, 
during 1944 ‘never went beyond the luxury of speculation’.119

The Soviet Factor

Given its long record of involvement in the balkans, London expected that, the 
nazi-Soviet Pact notwithstanding, Moscow was bound to assert its own interests 
in the region. In summer 1940, the Foreign Office instructed its representatives 
to try and ‘exploit conditions which are likely to embroil russia and Germany 
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in the balkans’.120 a year later, Hitler broke the partnership with Stalin and 
invaded russia. this fateful decision can hardly be attributed to any deliberate 
activity on the part of the Churchill government other than its refusal to concede 
a German victory and its determination to keep up the fight. Before the invasion, 
british diplomatic efforts to improve relations with Moscow or even reach ‘an 
understanding over South-east europe’ yielded no tangible results.121 the only 
exception, it seems, was the consultation preceding the Soviet statement of 25 
March 1941 ‘that if turkey were obliged to go to war in self-defence, it would 
count on the complete understanding and neutrality of the Soviet union’.122

after ‘barbarossa’, british policy towards South-east europe was conditioned 
by the over-riding priority accorded to the anglo-Soviet alliance. talking to eden 
in december 1941, Stalin, ever the realpolitiker, asserted the Soviet claim to 
the territories annexed as part of his deal with Hitler at the expense of romania, 
among others.123 at that time, the british remained evasive and the anglo-Soviet 
Treaty made no reference to territorial issues. However, the Foreign Office ‘took 
it for granted’ that the Soviet claims to bessarabia and northern bukovina would 
not be opposed.124

the british also attempted to engage the Soviets in some sort of ‘working 
partnership’ in the region, especially in Yugoslavia. this raised the delicate issue 
of relations with local resistance movements.125 it should be noted that, in contrast 
with the cautious british approach, ‘within a few hours of the German invasion’, 
Stalin had called for all-out resistance in enemy-occupied countries. on Soviet 
initiative, an understanding was reached between the People’s Commissariat for 
internal affairs (nKVd) and Soe providing for an exchange of missions. in the 
event, co-operation proved one-sided and did not amount to much.126

in the absence of a second front, british leaders chose to placate Stalin in 
most other respects. Still, the repercussions of a Soviet victory against Hitler’s 
armies were not hard to predict. when the prospects for South-east europe were 
discussed in the Foreign Office, in January 1943, Sargent saw three possibilities 
for salvaging british interests: (a) anglo-american military presence at the end 
of the war; (b) Turkey’s participation in the war; and (c) Anglo-American control 
of food relief to ‘the starving populations throughout the balkans’.127 The first 
two prospects remained elusive. in March 1943, eden conceded to his Soviet 
counterpart that ‘Russia’ should have the final word in countries such as Romania, 
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where she was ‘bearing the main burden of the war’.128 responding in June, Molotov 
listed the following principles for dealing with the axis satellites: ‘unconditional 
surrender, return of occupied territories, indemnity for war damage, and the 
punishment of war criminals’. in return, they would retain their independence. 
Molotov significantly added that Moscow had never recognised the partition of 
transylvania. by that time, Churchill had realised that the persistent reference to 
‘unconditional surrender’ was proving counterproductive. Thus, Eden qualified 
the reaffirmation of those principles with the need not to present unconditional 
surrender in a way that discouraged those wishing to help the allies.129

the british did their best to keep Moscow informed of satellite peace feelers 
and even of major developments in their relations with exiled governments. the 
Soviets did not reciprocate and remained suspicious of british motives.130 on 
the eve of the italian capitulation, they sounded London regarding its plans for 
the balkans. eden mentioned only minor operations but urged an anglo-Soviet 
understanding on policies towards individual countries. the reply given through 
the Soviet ambassador sounded ominous. Post-war europe, he said, might be 
organised in two ways: ‘a division into Soviet and Western spheres of influence, 
each excluding the other, or “as his government would greatly prefer”, each should 
admit the right of the others to an interest in all parts of europe’.131

by the time of the tehran conference, in november 1943, Stalin appeared 
determined to check anglo-american penetration anywhere north of Greece. in 
april 1944, he seized an opportunity to bring matters to a head. when London 
informed Moscow that it was in contact with bucharest through the captured 
members of an Soe mission, Molotov sent ‘an offensive message’ to Churchill 
alleging double-dealing with an enemy state.132 in effect, Molotov’s reaction 
precipitated a preliminary Anglo-Soviet understanding on spheres of influence. 
early in May, Churchill was referring to ‘the brute issues’ dividing the two sides 
‘in italy, in romania, in bulgaria, in Yugoslavia, and above all in Greece’. ‘are 
we going to acquiesce in the Communisation of the balkans?’ he rhetorically 
wondered.133 whatever Churchill’s misgivings, his diplomats were anxious to 
avoid a ‘show-down’. they would rather pay a price for continued anglo-Soviet 
co-operation after the war – as stipulated in the treaty of May 1942, still a 
cornerstone of british policy in 1944.134 in this context, eden proposed to Molotov 
an understanding over Greece and romania. with american susceptibilities 
in mind, the deal should be presented as a practical division of operational 
responsibility.
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while the Soviets temporised, postulating the consent of the united States as a 
condition to their agreement, the desiderata of british policy in South-east europe 
appeared modest. According to a Foreign Office paper on Soviet policy submitted 
to the War Cabinet on 7 June, the British should ‘focus’ their influence in the region 
‘by consolidating [their] position in Greece and turkey … and, while avoiding 
any direct challenge to Russian influence in Yugoslavia, Albania, Rumania and 
bulgaria, to avail [them]selves of every opportunity in order to spread british 
influence in those countries’. This did not mean that British thinking was altogether 
free from illusions: ‘in the long run’, it was hoped, certain elements might arise in 
these countries, which, ‘frightened of russian domination’, would be ‘anxious to 
reinsure with Great britain’. among these elements they counted tito.135

in mid-June, roosevelt consented to the projected anglo-Soviet ‘division 
of labour’ on a trial basis for three months.136 the immediate british aim was 
to secure Soviet recognition of their predominance in Greece after the German 
withdrawal. Still, on 19 September, eden advised Churchill that the british ought 
to pursue that goal ‘without selling out over bulgaria’.137 by then, the red army 
had already occupied Bulgaria. Moscow confirmed that it did not intend to send it 
into Greece and Stalin sounded reassuring when apprised of the british intentions 
in that country.138 with his armies entrenched in much of South-east europe, the 
Soviet dictator finally felt confident enough to come to a deal. On 9 October, as 
small british detachments were slowly making their way into Greece, Churchill 
proposed and Stalin accepted the so-called percentages agreement in Moscow. as 
baerentzen correctly points out, although this was an informal understanding, both 
sides ‘until the end of the war behaved just as if there had been an agreement’.139 
at the same time, it was a deal between two ‘hopelessly unequal’ partners in terms 
of the military situation in South-east europe.140 britain was simply not strong 
enough to assert her influence anywhere north of Greece.

two days after the percentages agreement, Churchill revealed his misplaced 
trust in a letter to Stalin: ‘we are very glad that you have declared yourselves 
against trying to change by force or by Communist propaganda the established 
systems in the various balkan countries. Let them work out their own fortune in 
the years ahead’.141 Less than a week later, in view of Soviet attitude in bulgaria 
and romania – where the british and american representatives were restricted to 
a nominal role – eden conceded: ‘i fear we must simply accept the realities of the 
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situation, however, disagreeable’.142 Yet Churchill had good cause to appreciate 
Stalin’s sticking to his part of the bargain. in September 1944, the red army could 
have easily overrun northern Greece – a prospect eaM had vainly hoped for. in 
the following months, Moscow accepted and helped to enforce London’s condition 
that all bulgarian troops withdrew from Greek territory before an armistice was 
signed. Shortly before the outbreak of violence in athens, the british prime 
minister intended to reveal to his Greek counterpart that his ‘agreement with 
Marshal Stalin has been faithfully maintained by the Soviets’.143

An Assessment

Authors with first-hand experience of wartime British policy-making towards 
South-east europe described the outcome as one of ‘confusion’ or ‘unheroic 
muddle’.144 Stafford, a historian with no participation in the events, tended to agree 
with those who perceived in the role of british agencies, Soe in particular, ‘the 
workings of “perfidious Albion”’. He cautioned, however, against the projection 
of preconceived ideas.145 the british were also criticised for aiding communist-
controlled movements, thus ‘contributing to revolutionising each country’.146 
Self-criticism is apparent in official British documents but it reflects more inter-
agency bitterness than dispassionate analysis. the view expressed in a foreign 
Office memorandum from June 1944, to the effect that the Soviets ‘have merely 
sat back and watched us doing their work for them’ in Greece and Yugoslavia, can 
be interpreted as rearguard action against a policy shift spearheaded by Soe and 
the military.147

Should such verdicts be qualified? According to Barker, ‘there was not much 
cause for shame’. in her view, the british played their role but ‘did not create’ civil 
war in Greece, Yugoslavia and albania.148 the same author described co-operation 
with Communists as ‘a freak of the pragmatism or opportunism’ of british policy 
towards balkan resistance.149 the fact is that the british aided communist-
controlled resistance movements long after these had formed and gained 
momentum. Moreover, from autumn 1943, british policy sharply distinguished 
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between Yugoslavia and Greece. in the former, the british had risked alienating all 
ethnic and ideological factions in a vain effort to promote unity with continuity. 
Support for the Partisans came after London realised its inability to influence 
the course of events on the ground through the ‘loyalist’ faction. in Greece, the 
british were determined to keep the advancing Soviets out by diplomatic means 
and to avert a communist take-over, if necessary by force. with regard to the 
axis satellites, they allowed them to anticipate anglo-american landings for far 
too long. However distasteful the prospect of a Soviet-dominated east-Central 
europe was, they lacked the requisite force to prevent it. three-power unity as a 
precondition for defeating Germany was a constant of british policy, accentuated 
by ‘lingering fears of a second Soviet-German deal’.150 Militarily, through balkan 
resistance and strategic deception, the british achieved ‘a useful diversion of 
German manpower and resources’ at a low cost to themselves.151
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Chapter 3  

regional themes

Expert Clichés

‘Projections of history, extrapolation from the present and stereotyped observations 
about national character’ are all reflected in the formulation of British policy towards 
wartime europe as a whole. Stereotypical thinking fed by british ‘insularity’, it 
has been argued, also led to ‘a priori assessments’ of european resistance.1 these 
observations clearly apply to british policy and propaganda towards South-
east europe. wartime documents reveal current perceptions of the region, its 
peoples and their ways, which, like most stereotypes, were gross generalisations 
with an element of truth. they owed much to the agency of travellers, press 
correspondents, lobbyists, soldiers, even nurses who had visited the balkans and 
helped familiarise at least a section of the british public with europe’s exotic 
‘near east’.2 their accounts, whether ‘pragmatic’, ‘romantic’ or both, shaped 
what has been described as a ‘patronising and somewhat contemptuous’ outlook.3 
there seems to be a consensus that, despite increased publicity during the 1910s 
and the interwar years, the balkans remained terra incognita for most britons. at 
the end of the Second world war, Hugh Seton-watson deplored the continuing 
public ignorance of europe’s eastern part as a whole:

between Germany and russia live a hundred million people. a few hundred 
miles separate them from the shores of britain, but to the british people, which 
is aware of the existence of Zulus and Malays, Maoris and Afridis, they are 
unknown. they have unpronounceable names, and live in plains and forests, on 
mountains and by rivers which might be in another world. when Mr Chamberlain 
spoke of the Czechoslovaks as ‘people of whom we know nothing’, he was 
telling the truth and he was speaking for the british people.4

Perhaps more important, to the extent that they were employed either in 
the propaganda machinery or as government advisers, was the role of a limited 
number of scholars. a relevant study described their analysis as being ‘dominated 
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by their own particular british and predominantly liberal viewpoint’.5 as will be 
shown, certain of their ideas, e.g. regional integration as an antidote to violent 
nationalism, percolated through the decision-making apparatus.

as might be expected, the balkans were widely regarded as a region of 
endemic violence. evgenios Michail explains this largely as a legacy of ‘the 
limelight decade’ between 1912 and 1922, when intermittent warfare, population 
transfers, atrocities and political upheaval earned the region much negative 
publicity in the british media.6 This view was reflected in propaganda making. 
a distinction between ‘violent’ balkan and presumably more benign ‘western’ 
forms of resistance was taken for granted.7 discussing the importance of armed 
resistance as ‘an essential condition of an effective propaganda plan’, a Pwe 
document stressed the ‘symbolic value’ of guerrilla fighters in the Balkans ‘in the 
eyes of the local population as the traditional heroes of the national revolt against 
a foreign oppressor’.8 three decades later, barker summed up the predominant 
imagery of violence and underdevelopment – political as well as economic:

‘the balkans’, with the doubtful exception of Greece, was a murky place, 
economically and socially backward and politically unstable, full of feuds, 
intrigues, plots, hidden danger and sudden death. its kings were slightly 
ridiculous, its leaders clamoured for foreign help but rejected foreign advice.9

as a historian, barker occasionally gave in to such interpretations, describing, 
for instance, the romanians as ‘natural bargainers’.10 eden himself attributed the 
self-preservation tactics of Serb guerrilla leader Mihailović to the instincts of ‘a 
balkan politician’, no different from ‘an oriental haggler, trying to get something 
for nothing’.11 russophilia among the balkan Slavs was also part of received 
wisdom and there are several references to ‘russia’s mystical appeal’.12 rev Philip 
usher of the Moi religious division warned that anti-russian propaganda would 
be ‘useless’ in Serbia. to the Serbs, he explained, ‘the russians were their natural 
protectors, their brothers in blood and in faith’.13

Current assumptions regarding ‘racial’ make-up and national traits were also 
reflected in official literature. Take, for instance, the PWE Basic Handbook for 
Greece. this extensive document was published in July 1943 in order to acquaint 
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British officers with their prospective terrain. It included a part on the ‘racial 
admixture’ of the population. it was remarkably close to the romantic view of 
the Greek past, popular in the first half of the nineteenth century, insofar as it 
stated that ‘[t]he Greek people remained essentially unchanged’ under successive 
alien masters, including the byzantines. the only acknowledged exception was 
the albanian element, which, however, was ‘quickly assimilated’.14 when it came 
to national character, the Greeks were ‘practical democrats’, ‘intensely patriotic’, 
‘intelligent and quick-witted’, ‘innately’ individualistic, ill-disciplined, ‘excitable’, 
tough, ‘ironic, critical of themselves and others’, ‘incapable of compromise’, 
but also generous, hospitable, and free from ‘the cold and sullen furies of many 
politically minded races’.15

on account of such traits, propaganda guidelines presented the Greeks as 
impervious to ‘“propaganda” or anything that smells like it’,16 unreceptive to 
‘proletarian’ messages,17 and, last but not least, ‘by tradition and temperament 
pro-british’.18 Moreover, since Greek society was male-dominated, ‘black’ radio 
stations should avoid female speakers.19 Sexist stereotypes were not confined to 
Greece, and were occasionally reaffirmed by local sources. Thus, according to 
escapees, a woman’s voice was not appropriate for broadcasts to Serbia. as they 
put it, Serb listeners were ‘not going to risk imprisonment or death for listening to 
a woman’. after all, wartime was ‘no time to listen to a woman’ and it was ‘not a 
woman’s job to talk politics’.20

the mirror image of the ‘the super-sophisticated’ Greek was ‘the simple-
minded albanian’. owing to this quality, he was least expected to search for 
loopholes in british propaganda ‘through which to snipe’. Still, according to an 
Soe expert, such propaganda should assume the burden of helping ‘to develop an 
undemocratic people who have scarcely emerged from the fifteenth Century’.21 
in connection with the bitter experience of the agency’s missions to albania, 
another SOE official warned: ‘The Albanian is eminently a man who needs 
understanding and when you do understand him you can’t … do anything with 
him or not much anyway’.22
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an So1 report on the eve of the German invasion of Yugoslavia sought to 
provide a framework for propaganda-making according to the perceived attributes 
and religious affiliation of the various nationalities. Thus, the Slovenes were 
described as ‘tough’ and ‘resistant’, the Croats ‘temperamental’ and ‘intelligent’, 
the Serbs ‘obstinate’ and ‘intensely patriotic’, the Montenegrins ‘magnificent 
fighters, with a fine disdain for the rest of the world’, and the Bosnia-Herzegovina 
Moslems as ‘not a dynamic race’ with a tradition of ‘keeping in with the master’. 
the harshest comment was reserved for the Macedonians, a population ‘with a 
large admixture of bulgarian blood, but with a Macedonian rather than a bulgarian 
nationalism’. ‘the more intelligent of them’, the reader was warned, ‘are highly 
intelligent and usually unscrupulous; the lower peasantry are almost animal in 
their slow-wittedness. both types are killers, when roused, and as likely to kill 
each other as anyone else’.23 inclination to violence was an asset in the case of the 
strategically located Serbs who were considered staunchly pro-allied. according 
to various documents, they were ‘hard fighters’,24 ‘a military rather than a political 
people’25 whose ‘emotions are violent and usually violently expressed’.26

Such generalisations in part reflected a further key assumption regarding 
peasant ‘mentality’ as a distinct feature of balkan societies. the balkan peoples, 
wrote C. a. Macartney in 1942, ‘present a peculiar social structure, based on the 
peasant and imbued with the peasant psychology to a unique extent.’27 In his final 
report on X.2 (‘Voice of new europe’), a pseudo-German ru, its supervisor 
concluded that one of the factors that rendered bulgaria ‘an exceptionally fertile 
field for “black” propaganda’ was ‘the peculiar mentality of the Bulgarian peasant, 
that hard-headed yet credulous highlander of the balkans’. ‘any gathering of 
bulgarians’, he submitted, ‘invariably becomes a hotbed of rumours, and, like the 
irishman, the bulgarian is in principle opposed to “the Government”’.28

the reverse seemed to be the case with the romanian peasantry which an 
So1 study described as ‘politically uneducated and dumb’, too preoccupied with 
subsistence to care for anything else. the country herself, which had attracted 
the attention of the british public mostly on account of King Carol’s extramarital 
affairs,29 was presented as synonymous with depravity. it was ruled by ‘a small, 
corrupt governing class’. the entire population was ‘latin-oriental and the system 
of “bacsis” [bribe] in all its implications, penetrate[d] the national life’. in this 

23 fo 898/143, ‘Propaganda in the balkans’. 27.3.41.
24 ibid.
25 bbCwa, e2/190, Survey 13/43, 20.5.43.
26 FO 371/33445 R5351, Burr, Istanbul, to Broadcasting Division, 22.10.42; cf. 

Michail 2006, 147, quoting the following from The New Statesman in 1935: ‘the Serbs 
are a brave, vigorous, and primitive people, simple but independently minded peasants’.

27 Quoted in Michail 2006, 147.
28 fo 898/55, burt-andrews to delmer, Pid, fo, ‘final report on the bulgarian 

broadcast station “new europe” (X.2)’, 17.7.44.
29 Michail 2011, 109–11, 177 note 6.
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context, british propaganda should target townspeople, the bilingual upper class 
and the middle classes, which usually understood one other language. ‘the 
educated roumanian’, it was pointed out, was ‘intelligent and shrewd, and when 
occasion demands can be unbiased’. as for the romanian language, it was suitable 
for ‘the clear, if simple expression of ideas’.30

The alleged parochialism of the Balkan publics often proved a self-fulfilling 
prophecy. a case in point were the talks which ritchie, the bbC assistant news 
editor, addressed to occupied europe as ‘Colonel britton’. the balkan Services 
largely ignored or rewrote the original english scripts. in the case of Serbo-Croat 
broadcasts, this was due to the émigré Yugoslav government’s claim to provide 
‘radio leadership’ on matters of resistance.31 in the Greek case, however, it was 
Pwe experts who argued that the target audience was too proud or ‘self-centred’ 
and might get ‘bored or insulted by tales of resistance elsewhere in europe’.32 thus, 
the talks were adapted beyond recognition.33 Ritchie protested, finding it hard to 
believe that the Greeks were ‘so parish-minded’ as to be unable to appreciate the 
less violent, ‘western forms of resistance’ that he advocated.34

the past weighed heavily in the balkans, ‘where historic memories survive 
more than with [the british]’.35 this was apparently in line with the famous quip 
attributed to Churchill that ‘the balkans produce more history than they can 
consume’. In an attempt to explain the role played by General Milan Nedić, head 
of the collaborationist Serb government, Malcolm burr, a natural scientist with a 
first-hand knowledge of Serbs and Serbia at least since 1916 and director of the 
balkan Press reading bureau in istanbul, explained: ‘in every crisis of the Serbian 
history there have been Quislings, owing to the intense individuality of the Serbian 
character, since the stock case of Vuk brankovich at Kosovo in 1389’.36

in spite of technological backwardness, news in the balkans was supposed to 
‘travel fast’. this trait was expected to help overcome the absence of many short-
wave sets, for instance. Whispering campaigns were also supposed to benefit 
from the perceived ‘fertility’ of the region for oral propaganda, provided that 
rumours were persistently repeated. there was also an occasional note of caution. 
Leaflets, SO1 warned in March 1941, should be in local languages, not in French, 

30 fo 898/53, ‘roumania: background notes’, undated (early summer 1941).
31 Stenton 2000, 100–101; cf. Briggs 1970, 371–6.
32 Stenton 2000, 107.
33 inf 1/899, Pw(M) (42) 12, Pwe, ‘Monthly report on Propaganda for January 

1942’, 1.2.42.
34 Stenton 2000, 107.
35 fo 371/37167C r10793, Selborne to Sargent, 21.10.43, enclosure ‘report on bbC 

broadcasts in Greek, September’. The author of this report, an SOE officer, noted as an 
extreme instance the case of a Greek bishop who exclaimed on the occasion of the capture 
of a major albanian town by the Greek army during the Greek-italian war: ‘now the fourth 
Crusade is avenged!’

36 fo 371/33445 r5351, burr, istanbul, to broadcasting division, 22.10.42.
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as the proportion of francophonie was ‘usually exaggerated’. Moreover, in view 
of high illiteracy levels, leaflet designers were advised to include ‘substantial’ 
pictorial matter.37

Target Groups

while every citizen was a potential target, ‘hierarchies’, i.e. elites or opinion 
moulders, were apparently given priority as ‘special target’ groups of british 
political warfare. Politicians, journalists, senior civil servants, businessmen, 
intellectuals and university students formed the bulk of this category.38 this was 
the case in South-East Europe, where the British thought their influence was 
strongest among the region’s royalty and ‘democratic’ elements in government 
and opposition, such as the Liberal factions in Greece and romania or the peasant 
parties in bulgaria and Yugoslavia.39 A number of these elements fled to British-
controlled territories after their countries joined or fell to the axis. they were 
potential assets if only their aims could be reconciled with those of britain and 
of each other. in late 1941, dalton warned Pwe against ‘boosting too hard’ 
governments-in-exile lest it turned out that they did not have much following 
‘when the storm breaks in their homelands’.40 the minister for economic warfare 
apparently had in mind the Yugoslav and the Greek émigré governments whose 
problems of cohesion, legitimacy and overall performance ultimately rendered 
them a liability to the british propaganda effort.41

british reserve was even more pronounced in the case of dissidents from 
satellite countries. London sought to exploit their services individually but 
apparently did not consider them representative – or united – enough to recognise 
them as ‘free movements’ on the model established by General Charles de Gaulle. 
it even chose not to become associated with british-inspired initiatives. one such 
example was the ‘unofficial’ Peasant Conference which met at a room lent by 
the royal institute of international affairs (Chatham House) in summer 1942. 
it was chaired by frederick whyte, former head of the american division of the 
Ministry of information, and was attended by Czech, Polish, Greek, and Yugoslav 
government representatives, as well as bulgarian, romanian and Hungarian 
émigrés. the Conference produced a ‘Peasant Programme’ which was given 
prominence in BBC foreign broadcasts, but care was taken not to indicate official 

37 fo 898/143, ‘Propaganda in the balkans’. 27.3.41. the percentage of illiterates 
exceeded 30 per cent in all balkan countries: Pwe, Greece: Basic Handbook, i, 66.

38 inf 1/899, Pwe, ‘the meaning, techniques and methods of political warfare’, 
november 1942, p. 2.

39 barker 1976, 9.
40 Cruickshank 1977, 56.
41 barker 1980, 254.
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british support.42 it is not known what british propaganda made of the idea to target 
another, much less numerous, group. in october 1941, Pwe considered appealing 
to rotarians ‘all over South-east europe’ on a regular basis, on the grounds that 
they were influential people, ‘likely to be collaborating with the Germans’.43

Minorities were a sensitive issue everywhere in the balkans and british 
propaganda made little use of them. Since London opposed the discussion of 
territorial issues and, at least in principle, supported the unity of all five pre-war 
states, there was no question of encouraging separatism. as will be shown, it opted 
for silence on one of the most divisive issues, the Macedonian question. with 
regard to minorities with no specific political agenda, the Muslims of Bosnia and 
bulgaria were largely ignored, while the terrible fate of Jewish communities was 
underplayed until late in the war. an early Moi memorandum did not expect the 
persecution of Jews to ‘excite among balkan men (who have seen worse) the 
spontaneous horror that [it does] in more civilized and humanitarian lands’.44 there 
was also concern lest such publicity activated anti-Semitic reflexes, especially in 
romania. at some point, Stuart e. Mann, a philologist and Moi employee who had 
studied Central european romani idioms, proposed ‘romani broadcasts’ because, 
in his view, the Gypsies were good in spreading ‘stories and sib[ilants]’. the Pwe 
directorate of Plans concurred. Murray found the idea ‘rather cracked’ but worth 
pursuing.45 eventually, barker, Murray’s successor, killed off the project.46

Repertoire

on 13 March 1939, two days before Hitler destroyed the rump Czechoslovak state, 
a british Council team, which had previously toured bulgaria, Greece, romania 
and Yugoslavia, submitted its final report on the prospects of British influence 
in the region. despite long years of relative neglect and the adverse impact of 
appeasement, the team appeared to believe that there was still hope. ‘england 
has lost a point but not yet the game’, it asserted. Her primary task should be to 
help the four balkan states to maintain their ‘commercial and political freedom 
of action’. in addition to material assistance, britain could offer her unique 
cultural ‘benefits’. As an encouraging sign the team cited the ‘great demand’ for 
english as a foreign language. british methods, it cautioned, should be neither 
‘imperialistic’ nor similar to a french-style ‘mission civilisatrice’. in a region 

42 inf 1/899, Pw(M) (42) 35, Pwe, ‘Monthly report on Propaganda for July 
1942’, 1.8.42; FO 371/33259 R5838, Southern Department to Chancery, British Embassy, 
washington, 16.9.42.

43 fo 898/159, neate to Murray, 11.10.41.
44 inf 1/745, o’neil to Macadam, Chatham House, 12.7.39, enclosure, Moi, 

Publicity division: Planning Section, memo no. 261, ‘Yugoslavia’,
45 fo 898/145, Murray to barman, ‘Gypsy broadcasts’, 12.11.42.
46 fo 898/145, Lord birkenhead to Stuart Mann, 5.12.42.
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where ‘the reconciliation of liberty with order’ was a vexing issue, the british 
constitutional tradition could offer the key for a successful cultural diplomacy. 
british propaganda, it was stated, was ‘necessary to attract as well as instruct’.47

Although there were signs of intensified cultural diplomacy, Britain’s image 
as a major contender in balkan affairs still looked precarious when war broke 
out. in a region of fretting, small and medium-sized states, the main objectives of 
British propaganda were, first, to ‘stress the ethical aspects of the struggle showing 
britain as the champion of smaller and weaker peoples’, and, second, to ‘stress the 
material as well as the moral strength of the allies’.48 it was on the second count 
that the projection of britain lacked in credibility. Her image makers were hard 
pressed to counter the axis claim that the empire and the western democracies 
were in irreversible decline. Their difficulties naturally increased after the fall of 
France. At a time of stalemate or serious reverses on the battlefield, aggressive 
propaganda might backfire. As a result, the outcome sounded rather ‘defensive 
and largely passive’.49

during this early phase, religion attracted the attention of british propagandists. 
not without reason, faith was regarded a powerful factor shaping identities and 
attitudes in the Balkans, although its appropriation by conflicting nationalisms 
was not always recognised. it appears that the initiative belonged to anglican 
Church prelates who sought to cultivate the orthodox Churches as a contribution 
to British influence in the region. Shortly after the war broke out, the bishop of 
Gibraltar, rev Harold J. buxton, whose family maintained long-standing links 
with the balkans,50 visited South-east europe. buxton did not fail to report active 
German propaganda and, with Foreign Office assistance, managed to arrange 
an extensive tour by a team including himself, Canon J.a. douglas, the Church 
of england ‘balkan expert’, and rev usher.51 the latter’s recommendations for 
more active ‘ecclesiastical diplomacy’ were ‘put in cold storage’ as a result of the 
deteriorating military situation.52 even before the war, an Moi memorandum had 
doubted the political effectiveness of religious propaganda in the balkans.53 the 
religious division of Moi was described as ‘a poor affair’. in autumn 1940, its 
orthodox Section was abolished, usher’s superiors concluding that he was never 
‘in a position to do very much’.54

47 bw 2/503, memo, 13 March 1939.
48 fo 930/1, fo to all Missions (except berlin, Moscow, washington), 1.9.39.
49 Cole 1990, 13, 20–21, 62; Taylor 1981, 298.
50 Michail 2011, 42–3.
51 fo 371/24902 r3989, usher, religious division, Moi, to Gaselee, fo, 7.6.40, 

report ‘(Bishops’) visit to Balkans, May 1940’, 4.6.40; see also, INF 1/783, notes by Canon 
douglas on the balkan situation, 5.4.41.

52 fo 371/24902 r3989, nichols to Maclennan, Moi, 9.7.40.
53 inf 1/745, o’neil to Macadam, Chatham House, 12.7.39, enclosure, Moi, 

Publicity division: Planning Section, memo no. 261, ‘Yugoslavia’.
54 fo 371/24902 r7496, minutes by Peterson and bowker, 25.9. and 20.11.40.
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there remained the radio as a means of disseminating religious messages with 
a political edge. the Church of england had established a record of co-operation 
with the religious broadcasting department of the bbC.55 anglican prelates, 
including the archbishop of York, the bishop of Gloucester and Canon douglas, 
broadcast a number of messages to balkan Christian orthodox audiences. Some of 
these messages were subsequently planted in the local press.56 However, the bbC 
resisted the idea of regular religious broadcasts to the balkans.57 the number of 
ad hoc messages peaked between 27 March and 22 april 1941, during the ill-fated 
british attempt to establish a foothold in the balkans. in his capacity as advisor 
to the Moi religious division, Canon douglas recommended ‘strong broadcasts’ 
stressing orthodox Slav brotherhood as a deterrent against bulgarian co-operation 
with Hitler’s plans.58 Lay propaganda planners, however, doubted the propaganda 
value of shared orthodoxy, though they agreed to play on nazi ‘antagonism to 
Christianity’ in general.59

following defeat, religious broadcasting was limited to major Christian 
anniversaries – Christmas, easter,60 St. George’s day61 – as originally proposed 
by the bbC.62 Pwe, for its part, maintained a determinedly secular approach to 
propaganda. ‘in principle’, it agreed with the importance of the religious element, 
and, upon a suitable occasion, sanctioned a special message to the faithful.63 this, 
however, as barker admitted, was partly done as a means to ‘sweeten relations 
with the religious division’ of the Moi.64 the latter reported ‘varying success’ 

55 Briggs 1970, 622, 631; Cruickshank 1977, 84.
56 For example, FO 371/24871 R616, summary of Sofia Press, 31.12.39–6.1.40.
57 FO 371/24902 R8103, Nichols to Martin, MOI, 30.10.40; INF 1/783, Martin to 

Wellington, 27.11.40; BBCWA, E9/5, memo from Eur[opean] I[ntelligence] O[ffice] to 
O.N.E., ‘Broadcasts to peasants in South-East Europe’, 29.11.40; INF 1/783, note on 
meeting at broadcasting House, ‘balkan broadcasts’, 9.1.41.

58 inf 1/783, notes by Canon douglas on the balkan situation, 5.4.41.
59 bbCwa, e2/604, minutes of weekly meeting to discuss balkan broadcasts, 9.4.41. 
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Pwe, ‘Monthly report on Propaganda for february 1942’ 1.3.42.

60 The Orthodox Easter of 1941, the first in captivity for many Greek and South Slav 
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message from Canon Douglas for broadcast to Greece on the Orthodox Easter Day, 20.4.41; 
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Orthodox Easter Day, 20.4.41; INF 1/783, Wallace to Martin, ‘Orthodox Easter broadcasts’, 
22.4.41.

61 St. George’s day was a feast with obvious martial connotations: inf 1/783, Martin, 
religions division director, Moi, to members of the orthodox advisory Group, 17.1.42.

62 inf 1/783, note on meeting at broadcasting House, ‘balkan broadcasts’, 9.1.41.
63 inf 1/783, Martin, ‘religious broadcasts to enemy and enemy-occupied countries’, 
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with its co-operation with the bbC and other departments.65 it seems, however, 
that religious propaganda was no longer considered efficacious, possibly in view 
of the growth of communist-controlled resistance movements in countries such as 
Greece and Yugoslavia.

as has been mentioned, there was no question of inducing neutrals to join 
the war against the axis, at least until March 1941. on the eve of the German 
campaign, the mirage of an anti-Axis ‘Balkan bloc’ was reflected in SOE schemes 
for political warfare. Propaganda, it was maintained, could play servant to british 
strategy in a ‘major theatre of war’. despite the great differences in ‘temperaments 
and political situation’ across the region, it was still possible to thwart the divisive 
German tactics, unite the balkan peoples and use every example of resistance 
to stir them up. the idea, however, was premised on the assumption that such 
propaganda would be supported by a credible display of strength: effective military 
assistance in the case of Greece and Yugoslavia, and ‘forcible’ action against the 
two axis satellites, bulgaria and romania.66

Propositions of this sort grossly overestimated the military capabilities of 
britain. the fall of Yugoslavia and Greece threatened to drain her reservoir of 
good will across the region. as foot pointed out, shock and resentment were 
natural reactions to foreign occupation, and resentment often turned against not 
only the invader but also those who failed to avert the current misfortune.67 as 
the last british and Commonwealth troops were preparing to evacuate Greece, 
propaganda makers desperately sought to raise some hope for the future. their 
sanguine scenario postulated that, far from being decisive, her victories on land had 
brought Germany to a point where the advantage lay with britain and her informal 
ally, the united States: these two powers not only controlled the seas but also 
had ‘the greatest industrial resources to secure preponderance of air power’. this 
‘wider vision of the war’ was intended as ‘the propaganda answer to Germany’s 
conquest of europe’. everything else was to be subordinated to ‘bringing home 
to all the people of the world the reasons why, if we keep control of the oceans, 
[Hitler] must lose’. Such a ‘simple picture’, it was hoped, might assist people, 
fresh from the shock of defeat, to retain faith in ultimate allied victory.68

Propaganda planning for the balkans initiated by Soe in March 1941 resulted 
in a first draft in late October, which was scrapped owing to the ‘radical objections’ 
of the Foreign Office. Thus, it was not until 6 January 1942 that the final text was 
submitted. PWE, SOE, the Foreign Office and Middle East Headquarters had been 

65 INF 1/783, Martin, MOI, to members of the Orthodox Advisory Group, 17.1.42; 
inf 1/783, Martin, ‘religious broadcasts to enemy and enemy-occupied countries’, 23.1.42.

66 fo 898/143, ‘Propaganda in the balkans’. 27.3.41.
67 foot 1999, 226–7.
68 fo 898/145, ‘Propaganda plan for the coming stage of the war’ (with special 
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involved in the process.69 by then, the entry of the Soviet union and the united 
States into the war had dramatically improved britain’s chances of ending up in the 
victors’ camp. the plan perceived ‘exceptional opportunities for political warfare’ 
in South-east europe. its general objectives were summarised as follows: (a) ‘to 
make the balkan peninsula a constant drain on axis resources and man-power, and 
a constant source of political and military anxiety’; (b) to hamper a German move 
through the Balkans against Turkey, Russia, and the Middle East; (c) to undermine 
Italian morale; (d) to unite the peoples of the region against the common enemy 
‘and in doing so to lay the foundations for closer co-operation between them in 
the future’. as means to those ends, british planners proposed propaganda, local 
political action, encouragement of passive resistance and sabotage, as well as 
armed resistance. The elaboration of the latter theme reflected the dilemmas facing 
british propaganda towards Yugoslavia, Greece and other occupied countries. in 
principle, unorthodox warfare was deemed desirable to the extent that it could ‘be 
a serious inconvenience to the enemy’ by targeting its lines of communication and 
supply centres. at the same time, its scale should not be so great as to provoke 
mass reprisals and military operations which could ‘crush resistance entirely’. 
finally, the ‘secret armies’ concept was perceptible in the proposition to maintain 
and extend ‘centres of resistance’.70

The objectives of the plan were subsequently specified for each country. 
the draining of enemy resources and the discrediting and demoralisation of the 
occupying troops were common tasks in Greece and Yugoslavia. the obstruction 
of further German advances and the fomenting of anti-German spirit were shared 
objectives for the two axis satellites in the region. what differentiated propaganda 
in their case, was the ‘russian’ factor. this was perceived as an important advantage 
in russophile bulgaria but a severe handicap in russophobe romania. finally, as 
a seemingly all-encompassing theme, british propaganda was to champion the 
fundamental unity of the balkan peoples. this line of argument was given impetus 
by the Greek-Yugoslav treaty, signed on 15 January 1942. its text provided for 
a Customs union, a common currency, and the prospect of enlargement. even 
then, british propaganda makers had reason for caution. the treaty could be 
praised but, ‘owing to russian susceptibilities’, references to the vision of balkan 
federation should be ‘very guarded’.71 the slogan ‘the balkans for the balkan 
peoples’, introduced in the aftermath of the German conquest,72 could be used 

69 fo 898/144, fo minutes, ‘Plan of political warfare in the balkans’, 13–24.11.41. 
Successive drafts in fo 898/143[a], fo 898/144.

70 INF 1/899, PW(M) (42) 3, PWE, ‘Plan of political warfare for the Balkans’, 5.1.42; 
FO 898/144, PW (M) (42) 3, PWE, ‘Plan of political warfare in the Balkans’, 6.1.42; cf. 
Garnett 2002, 179.

71 inf 1/897, Pwe, ‘Supplementary instructions to regional Heads for bbC news 
and talks’, 14.1.42.

72 FO 898/115, WO to Commander-in-Chief, from Brigadier Brooks to Thornhill, first 
directive to bulgaria, 17.5.41.
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for audiences in Yugoslavia and bulgaria. bulgarians and romanians should be 
reminded that the treaty remained open to other balkan countries, if only they 
could break free from their axis entanglement. Matters were more complex in the 
case of Greece, where the prospect of balkan federation, with its obvious South 
Slav connotations, was not expected to generate much enthusiasm.73

the year 1941 and much of 1942 were a time of precious little good news for the 
allies. reversals were to be reported factually and ‘only as background’ to stories 
immediately concerning the balkans. the surrender of Singapore, for instance, 
was treated as ‘a major disaster’. as an antidote to pessimism and resignation, 
british propaganda clung to the ‘wider vision of the war’ approach, repeating that 
‘sea supremacy together with air supremacy’ guaranteed ultimate allied victory. 
to this were added items showing the fundamental ‘unity, determination and 
energy’ of the british empire.74

However much british propagandists would have liked to score points with 
particular audiences by exploiting popular themes, such as irredentist aspirations, 
they were constrained by the general guideline, observed throughout the war, 
that territorial and other national claims should not be discussed until the time 
of the peace conference. Such issues could only be used to sow discord among 
Germany and her satellites, as in the case of the Hungarian-romanian dispute 
over transylvania. the aspirations of allies, such as the Greeks and the Yugoslavs, 
could merely be alluded to in ‘covert’ propaganda. Substitutes were sought in 
visions of post-war reconstruction, regional integration, and in the atlantic 
Charter. while themselves denouncing any expansionist ambitions, Churchill and 
roosevelt promised that territorial questions should be settled ‘in accord with the 
wishes of the peoples concerned’. they also pledged to respect the right of all 
peoples to choose their own form of government and expressed the hope for peace 
with security for all nations. Certain basic freedoms, trade liberalisation, and more 
effective international organisation were also on offer. although 26 governments 
– many of them ‘in-exile’ – subscribed to the Charter on 1 January 1942, its appeal 
remained doubtful. in the grim reality of war and nazi domination, a declaration 
of lofty principles might sound too vague and improbable to be exciting.75 Still, 
like woodrow wilson’s ‘fourteen Points’ in the previous war, the atlantic Charter 
offered an opening in case Germany’s satellites opted for an exit strategy. as the 
Pwe regional director for South-east europe pointed out already in January 1942, 

73 FO 371/33135A R427, FO to Cairo, tel. 238, 14.1.42; INF 1/899, PW(M) (42) 10, 
PWE, ‘Prop policy (PWE)’, VII. Note by Regional Director for the Balkans’, 30.1.42; cf. 
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74 fo 371/33259 r762, Pwe, weekly directive for bbC roumanian Service, 21–28 
February, 20.2.42; INF 1/899, PW(M) (42) 21, PWE, ‘Monthly report on Propaganda for 
February 1942’ 1.3.42; FO 371/33259 R762, PWE, weekly directive for BBC Roumanian 
Service, 7–14 March, 6.3.42.

75 Barker 1980, 255–6; Stenton 2000, 60, 63.
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the atlantic Charter was primarily used in order to reassure the satellite states of 
his region ‘that they will not necessarily be torn to pieces at the end of the war’.76

although not much store was set on them, the rather modest british war aims 
were publicised at every opportunity. in early 1942, the Greek-Yugoslav and the 
Czech-Polish agreements, the united nations declaration and other allied exchanges 
were utilised – ‘within the limits imposed by russian susceptibilities’ – in order to 
inspire hope for the post-war era. Any official allusion to a greater British role after 
the war was considered reassuring and played up throughout the region.77 a case in 
point was a speech by eden in late September 1942, promising ‘economic security, 
retribution, re-establishment of civil authority, and immediate relief’.78

In the absence of clearly defined war aims and in view of the ban on territorial 
issues, making attractive propaganda for the balkans was no easy matter. a blend 
of ‘old values and insular strength’, which newsome, the bbC european Service 
director, at first recommended,79 could not suffice; nor was the acknowledgement 
of the sufferings and sacrifices of the occupied peoples enough – however 
necessary in combating a sense of abandonment.80 there was also a more general 
caveat. writing to the bbC assistant news editor in May 1941, barker cautioned 
against excessive reliance on sweeping campaigns which overlooked local 
conditions and mentalities. She argued in favour of ‘individual “exercises” in 
individual countries’.81 In the same vein, her superior officer in PWE, Murray, 
heavily qualified the blueprint for propaganda to Europe, which Dalton produced 
in January 1942. it would be pointless, he argued, to look for supporters of britain 
among ‘the masses of the industrial workers’ which simply did not exist in South-
east europe. british propaganda to the region, Murray argued, ought to focus on 
the members of Peasant Parties which were thought to be mainly anti-German; 
through them it was hoped to stimulate peasant resistance. again, one might notice 
that there was no significant peasant movement in Greece, let alone Albania. 
Murray’s comments are interesting on another score, namely britain’s post-war 
role in european affairs. He considered ‘the projection of britain as a progressive 
nation’ a matter of secondary importance. the countries of his region, he argued, 
‘want only one thing, freedom from interference by Great Powers’. only Hungary, 
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‘and possibly to a lesser extent roumania and Greece’ were ‘seriously interested 
in the maintenance of British influence in post-war Europe as a counter-weight to 
russia and Germany, and as a guarantee of liberty to rule their own affairs in their 
own way’. at the same time, he underscored the value of any expression of anglo-
american interest in the economic future of South-east europe after the war.82

the theme of allied solidarity ‘in war and peace’ surfaced after the German 
invasion of the Soviet union. it was a double-edged weapon as shown by the 
propaganda history of the anglo-Soviet treaty. even at the time, it was realised 
that it could be used with good effect in regions where the russians were liked 
or at least not feared, but it could be unsettling in countries such as romania 
and Hungary, where russophobia and anti-communism were rife. a ‘clear british 
statement on peace terms for the balkans’83 might allay such fears, but, owing to 
the exigencies of the anglo-Soviet alliance, it was not forthcoming. thus, british 
propaganda had to be adjusted to the different target audiences as best it could. 
even Croat members of the Yugoslav government-in-exile had to be reassured 
that ‘no englishman would readily abandon the whole of the balkan Peninsula 
to Russian influence’.84 to the bulgarians it was vaguely suggested that the 
anglo-Soviet treaty might hold some hope if they were prepared to overthrow 
their current regime.85 to the rival resistance organisations in Yugoslavia it was 
briefly to signify the road to unity.86 to the Greeks it was construed as ‘an absolute 
guarantee of permanent security in europe’, tied up with the atlantic Charter and 
the united nations declaration, and as evidence of british commitment to post-
war europe, in general, and Greece, in particular.87 ambiguity was intentional in 
the case of romania, as a treaty with Moscow was bound to affect her eastern and 
western frontiers.88 ultimately, the propaganda value of the anglo-Soviet treaty 

82 inf 1/899, Pw(M) (42) 10, Pwe, ‘Propaganda policy (Pwe)’, Vii. ‘note by 
regional director for the balkans’, 30.1.42.

83 bbCwa, e2/190, Survey 13/43, 20.5.43.
84 fo 898/56, neate to Murray, ‘conversation with Yugoslav deputy prime minister 

dr. Juraj Krnjevic’, 23.10.42.
85 fo 371/33135a r2471, fo to Cairo, tel. 1665, bulgarian directive, 20–26 June, 

20.6.42; INF 1/899, PW(M) (42) 33, PWE, ‘Monthly report on Propaganda for June 
1942’, 1.7.42; FO 371/37151 R116, PWE, weekly directive for BBC Bulgarian Service, 30 
January–5 february, summary for Cairo, 28.1.43.

86 fo 371/33135a r2472, fo to Cairo, tel. 1663, Yugoslav directive, 20–26 June, 
20.6.42; INF 1/899, PW(M) (42) 33, PWE, ‘Monthly report on Propaganda for June 1942’, 
1.7.42.

87 fo 371/33157 r2936, Pwe, weekly directive for bbC Greek Services, supplement, 
13–19 June, 12.6.42: Anglo-Soviet Agreement; FO 371/33135A R2473, FO to Cairo, tel. 
1662, Greek directive, 20–26 June, 20.6.42.

88 fo 371/33135a r2474, fo to Cairo, tel. 1664, roumanian directive, 20–26 June, 
20.6.42.
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depended on the tides of war. as Pwe reports pointed out, allied reverses in 
russia and egypt in summer 1942 robbed it ‘of much of an effect’.89

The Eastern front was first used in order to expose the ‘myth’ of German 
invincibility and then as evidence that the defeat of the axis was only a matter 
of time. in this connection, Hitler’s boast of 3 october 1941 that ‘the enemy is 
already broken and will never rise again’ could be repeated in order to discredit 
nazi propaganda. as the drive of the wehrmacht towards the Caucasus petered out 
in autumn 1942, emphasis shifted to questioning Germany’s ability to maintain 
an ‘immensely long front’. the ensuing war of attrition, of which Stalingrad was 
the symbol, was certain to deplete nazi power. ‘every day Stalingrad holds out’, a 
balkan general directive stated in october 1942, ‘is a russian victory’.90 in addition 
to manpower shortage, German material resources were inadequate and it was the 
duty of captive peoples to resist requisitioning.91 Propaganda to satellites also aimed 
at preventing Germany, ‘in her emergency’, from further exploiting their resources.92

the task of british propagandists in much of eastern europe was complicated 
by the widespread fear of both Germany and the Soviet union. German propaganda 
sought to exploit this to the full, conveniently ignoring two years of nazi-Soviet 
partnership. after she lapsed into the defensive, Germany was projected as 
the sole remaining bulwark of western civilisation against the asiatic ‘hordes’ 
of bolshevism. emphasis on the ‘physical’, existential threat or ideological 
subversion varied between the countries near russia and those of western 
europe and beyond, respectively. according to a british assessment, the ‘bogey 
of bolshevism’ targeted all groups, but in the balkans, romania in particular, it 
was effective mostly among the upper and middle classes. in areas beyond the 
physical reach of the Red Army, the audience was more stratified: big financial, 
industrial and landed interests, the Churches, the petty bourgeoisie, property-
owning peasants, or the leadership of non-communist labour movements.

the effectiveness of this campaign was expected to increase in proportion to 
the red army’s advance. the british were particularly sensitive to the accusation 
that, in allying themselves with Stalin, they had betrayed european civilisation 
and facilitated the bolshevisation of europe.93 the opening of a second front in 
the continent offered the best rebuttal, but, even so, much of eastern and Central 

89 inf 1/899, Pw(M) (42) 33, Pwe, ‘Monthly report on Propaganda for June 1942’, 
1.7.42; INF 1/899, PW(M) (42) 35, PWE, ‘Monthly report on Propaganda for July 1942’, 
1.8.42.

90 fo 371/33135b r6383, fo to MoS, Cairo, tel. 2353, balkan general directive, 
4–10 october, 3.10.42.

91 ibid.
92 fo 371/34381 C907. Pwe central directive, special directive on the balkan 

satellites, 20.1.43.
93 fo 371/34383 C3686, Moi and Pwe Special issues Committee, ‘Countering the 

German Campaign on the “Bogey of Bolshevism”’, 15.3.43; BBCWA, E2/190, Survey 
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europe lay exposed to Soviet penetration.94 Significantly, British propagandists 
did not expect their counter-campaign to be universally successful. they were 
very pessimistic about ‘the big industrial and landed interests in occupied 
europe’, e.g. in france, Hungary and romania, which they considered ‘committed 
to collaboration with the nazis’.95

in response, british propaganda developed three lines of defence. a general, 
‘official’ line stressed the ‘domesticating’ impact on the Soviet Union of its various 
international commitments: membership of the ‘united nations’, the signing of 
the atlantic Charter and the 20-year treaty of collaboration with britain. it also 
sought to exploit suitable Soviet statements, e.g. respect for the independence of 
Axis satellites or a reaffirmation of ‘Big Three’ collaboration. The second line 
was designed to allay the physical fear of the Soviet union. it highlighted factors 
that could check russian expansionism westwards: reconstruction, dependence on 
western assistance, security through multilateral co-operation, the commitment 
of the western powers to post-war europe and their emphasis on law and order 
and economic stability. the third line should mitigate the ideological aversion to 
‘bolshevism’. it elaborated on the following themes: (a) the perpetration of all 
the horrors associated with the ‘Bolshevik bogey’ by the Nazis themselves; (b) 
positive aspects of Soviet ‘reality’, including patriotism, scientific and cultural 
achievements, continuity with the russian tradition, increasing tolerance towards 
religion and individual initiative, et al.; (c) the Stalinist doctrine of Socialism in one 
country versus the trotskyite revolutionary vision and the allegedly non-ideological, 
managerial style of Soviet government (in this respect, british propaganda could 
claim that ‘the ideologues and doctrinaire international revolutionary types have 
increasingly been replaced by people of the managerial and technical type, both 
military and civil’); (d) ‘a progressive social policy at home’ as ‘the best antidote 
to internal “bolshevism”’ (to this end, the audience should be reminded of western 
plans to restore ‘military security, law and order, and economic stability both in 
Europe and the world’); (e) it was finally implied that, in view of the devastation 
of the Soviet economy, the western powers had the upper hand insofar as they 
controlled the supply of food and other necessities. as a last resort, the british 
could always point at the obvious contradiction between the use of the ‘bolshevik 
bogey’ and the record of nazi collaboration with Communists, including the 1939 
Pact and rumours that Hitler was seeking peace-terms from the Soviets. The final 
question was ‘who it is that has created this “bogey”’ and stands to gain by it’?96

eventually, Soviet victories completely overshadowed any hint of post-war 
british involvement in eastern european affairs. briggs argued that, during 

94 In March 1943, for instance, a PWE official tried to sound optimistic noting that it 
was ‘not impossible that our armies, rather than the russian, will be the eventual liberators 
of at any rate Greece and Macedonia’: fo 898/146, Johnstone to Lockhart, 1.3.43.

95 fo 371/34383 C3686, Moi and Pwe Special issues Committee, ‘Countering the 
German Campaign on the “bogey of bolshevism”’, 15.3.43.

96 ibid.
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the last summer and early autumn of 1944, ‘the bbC spent much of its time 
encouraging the countries of eastern and Central europe … to put their trust 
in the russians’.97 this statement, which was not universally accurate, echoes 
contemporary criticism that Pwe and the bbC were ‘boosting the russians’. in 
May 1944, Lockhart dismissed such allegations arguing that ‘[o]bviously, when 
the russian army advances, it makes propaganda for the russians’.98 by the 
autumn this fact was accepted. with the German armies in full retreat and the 
ink of the Moscow ‘percentage agreement’ still wet, british propaganda media 
were directed to ‘develop the general theme’ of a joint anglo-Soviet policy in the 
balkans as offering the ‘best guarantee’ of peace and security as well as freedom 
and independence for its peoples.99

Surely, after a long series of military reversals, it was never easy to sound 
convincing about the british ability to dislodge the German occupier. Still, 
vague promises were used for what they were worth. on the eve of the battle 
of el alamein, british propaganda regarding the military situation in egypt had 
to be reticent, but the balkan peoples could be told that britain would ‘make all 
sacrifices to make this the last war winter’.100 in this regard, the british pledge 
for a second front in europe left open the possibility of a return to the continent 
through the balkans.101 However, in order to ‘avoid encouraging illusions or a 
sense of frustration’, and also to keep the enemy guessing, all speculation was 
prohibited in early october 1942.102 Instead, emphasis was put on the difficulties 
of such operations. Reference to confusing and contradicting ‘unofficial’ material 
was welcome as was evidence of axis nervousness, especially in italy. audiences 
in the balkans were told to brace themselves for a renewed effort and further 
sacrifices. Finally, it was intended, once the Second Front materialised, no longer 
to give pride of place to the russian front, but to treat both ‘as of equal, and 
complementary, importance’.103

another task of british propaganda was to undermine the German war 
economy. Labour recruitment was an obvious target. in october 1943, it was 
estimated that 150,000 Croats, 26,000 bulgarians, 12,000 romanians and 11,000 

 97 briggs 1970, 684.
 98 Young 1980, 302.
 99 fo 371/44289 r14503, Pwe, weekly directive for bbC Jugoslav Service, 27 
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Greeks were employed within the 1939 frontiers of the reich. these numbers 
excluded prisoners of war and concentration camp inmates. German incentives 
reportedly included ‘comfortable and pleasant’ communal camps boasting national 
cuisine, clubs, libraries and sports facilities. Preferential treatment was accorded 
to ‘efficient and loyal eastern workers’.104 in order to stem further recruitment, a 
directive originally prepared for belgian and dutch groups advised workers to 
refuse to register or accept exemption and even flee to the country. It also urged 
officials and doctors not to collaborate in the recruitment process. A particular 
set of advice was directed to students: ‘if all means of evading the Germans have 
been exhausted, wait until they come to fetch you. You will have done your duty 
by yourself and your country’.105 employees remaining in their axis-controlled 
countries were advised to hamper production by absenteeism, stoppages, 
preferably undetectable sabotage, and, in general, going slow. transport workers 
were reminded that ‘time and wear and tear are the railwayman’s best weapons’.106

as if a reminder was needed, the effects of Germany’s economy of plunder 
were often elaborated on. if anything, exploitation was expected to become more 
ruthless as the nazi state appeared determined to keep its own population well 
fed at the expense of all the others.107 in order to avert this, the so-called peasant 
campaign urged increased consumption, hoarding, selling to the population direct 
or even black marketeering. the aim was to reduce food supplies from satellite 
and occupied countries to Germany.108 this campaign was apparently inspired by 
the experience of the previous war, when the Central Powers had to keep a large 
army in the ukraine in order to extract food crops from recalcitrant peasants.109 
it also assumed peasant types of a fundamentally anti-intellectual, defensive and 
self-centred outlook, attached to their land rather than their nation, suspicious 
of authority and market, contemptuous of the town dweller. while containing 
elements of truth, such stereotypes sought to reduce a complex situation to a few 
catchy propaganda points. Certain risks were obvious at the time, including the 

104 fo 371/34389 C11359, Pwe, central directive, annex i, foreign workers in 
Germany, 7.10.43.

105 fo 371/34386 C8174, Pwe central directive, annex ii, ‘do’s and don’t’s for 
resistance groups’, 15.7.43. Conflicting pieces of advice were not always avoided. 
university students, for instance, were urged to continue their studies but also to ‘strike by 
not attending lectures’: ibid.

106 fo 371/34386 C8174 Pwe central directive, annex ii, ‘do’s and don’t’s for 
resistance groups’, 15.7.43.

107 fo 371/33135b r6383, fo to MoS, Cairo, tel. 2353, balkan general directive, 
4–10 october, 3.10.42.

108 INF 1/897, PW(E) (42) 53, ‘Propaganda to influence agricultural production and 
exploit the food problem in German europe’, 11.6.42.

109 BBCWA, E9/5, Eur[opean] I[ntelligence] O[ffice] to O.N.E., ‘Broadcasts to 
peasants in South-east europe’, 29.11.40.
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pitfall of the british blockade and the possibility of ‘setting country against town’ 
at a time of acute food shortages.110

Germany’s balkan satellites were obvious tasks of subversive propaganda. 
Yet its intensity varied. this was not only due to the obvious distinction between 
‘overt’ and the much less restrained ‘black’ propaganda. the romanian regime, 
for instance, was treated with caution; even after his government declared war on 
britain and the united States, the bulgarian king was usually spared direct attacks. 
by the time of the Sicilian landings, british propaganda moved more decisively 
against these regimes.111 the allied foothold on the italian peninsula provided 
such propaganda with the military muscle it had previously lacked. italy could 
be pointed to as an example of what was in store for Hitler’s balkan partners. 
Perhaps of more immediate effect was the fact that Italian airfields could now be 
used by allied bombers. Hence, british propaganda would continuously stress the 
increasing allied capacity to strike deep into balkan territory, in contrast to the 
dwindling German power to protect or coerce her satellites.112

British propaganda consistently tried to encourage defections. At first, this 
prospect was credited to popular pressure rather than the initiative of the satellite 
regimes.113 in the wake of the invasion of Sicily, an uncompromising line was 
adopted towards Hungary, bulgaria and romania. british propaganda focused on 
inciting domestic unrest, fostering mutual mistrust and sowing discord between 
each of them and Germany.114 This line was somewhat modified after Mussolini’s 
downfall, as the british perceived ‘increased opportunities for political warfare’ 
with a view to accelerating the defection of satellite states or, at least, destabilising 
their rulers.115 the task of british propaganda was to build up threats and foment 
‘political convulsions’ similar to those that had wrecked italy’s fascist regime. 
The general line followed Churchill’s qualification of unconditional surrender 
in September 1943: the attitude of the allies would be tempered only by the 
immediate actions the satellites took to ‘work their passage home’ by shortening 
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the war.116 they were also reminded that a separate settlement with any of the big 
three allies was out of the question. to that end, peace feelers were not to be 
mentioned, unless emanating ‘from an official source’.117

in late March 1944, as the red army was crossing the dniester into bessarabia, 
General wilson asked for ‘maximum propaganda effort’ to the balkan satellites in 
order ‘to hamper and embarrass the Germans and assist the russians’. in response, 
British broadcasts and leaflets for Romania and Bulgaria stressed the need for 
immediate defection, stressing their vulnerability to air attacks and warnings 
or encouragement from Soviet sources.118 after d-day, the satellites were told 
that, with Germany in full retreat, ‘to hold out against events’ was tantamount to 
national suicide.119 as will be seen, defections came too late to either disrupt the 
German withdrawal or avert complete Soviet domination.

Resistance

As has been noted in Chapter 2, until the first half of 1943 the British attitude 
to european resistance was predominantly one of restraint. in august 1941, 
the Political Intelligence Department of the Foreign Office summarised British 
propaganda policy as being against incitement to violence, including sabotage, 
while appeals by others or actual acts of sabotage should be mentioned ‘with 
discretion’.120 the ‘operational’ targets of such propaganda were limited to labour 
recruitment, transportation, fuel and power, exportable food and raw materials, 
and the administrative machinery.121

the growth of resistance movements presented dilemmas as well as 
opportunities. Political considerations dictated caution in countries, such as 

116 FO 371/34389 C11990, PWE, central directive, October 14–, 13.10.43; FO 
371/34390, C12668 Pwe, central directive, november 4–, repetition of condition, 3.11.43. 
at the same time, a major task of ‘black’ broadcasting was to induce ‘active hostility’ 
against the enemy and overthrow quisling governments: fo 898/56, draft regarding rus, 
15.11.43.
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Yugoslavia and Greece, where such movements were in large part controlled by 
pro-Soviet communist parties. on behalf of Pwe, Murray questioned dalton’s 
predilection for propaganda based on political or class distinctions,122 but admitted 
that a leftist overtone could be valuable to the extent that it appealed to younger 
people prepared to resist, and facilitated co-operation ‘between patriotic elements 
and Communists’ who were often ‘the most active in resistance’.123 in november 
1942, the same official warned that there was no point in encouraging general 
uprisings at a time when British capabilities did not suffice even for a credible 
strategy of deception.124 the situation was somewhat different in the bbC. according 
to Stenton, its european Service director, newsome, used ‘two touchstones’ to 
judge his producers, i.e., their ‘sound’ attitude towards the Soviet alliance and their 
‘acceptance that victory and peace depended on the overthrow and reform of “all 
the fascist States”’, including those of Greece and Yugoslavia.125 on 1 october 
1943, newsome issued a special directive laying down full publicity for resistance 
activity, whatever its origin.126 two and a half months later, in his ‘the Man in 
the Street’ programme, he defined the war as ‘the fundamental struggle between 
the people and the privileged’. Statements of this sort provoked angry reactions 
from Conservative Cabinet members, including bracken, eden and Selborne, who, 
rather unsuccessfully, tried to curb newsome’s broadcasting activity.127

Soviet propaganda to South-east europe was a further complicating factor. 
Moscow promoted a version of the interwar popular front tactics, urging the 
co-operation of ‘peasants, workers and intellectuals’ with ‘patriotic bourgeois 
elements’ under obscured but effective communist control.128 Such propaganda 
was beamed from ‘freedom stations’ based on Soviet territory, such as ‘free 
Yugoslavia’, the bulgarian ‘Hristo botev’ and ‘romania Libera’. their attacks 
on governments-in-exile and ‘legitimist’ resistance movements were to some 
extent countered by the british-controlled ‘black’ stations. However, the platform 
of ‘encouraging broadly-based anti-German forces’ did not appear incompatible 
with british aims. ‘it seemed reasonable’, barker observed, that such war-time 
fronts might transform into coalition governments sharing the confidence of both 
Britain and the Soviet Union. She added: ‘In retrospect this belief seems naïve; at 
the time it did not’.129

in summer 1943, increased guerrilla activity did contribute to the success of 
the Allied landings in Italy. Subsequently, the Foreign Office and PWE chose to 

122 See Chapter 2, note 71.
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dampen down on further incitement. Long-term political considerations were thinly 
disguised in references to the danger of resistance getting ‘out of hand’ and leading 
to premature revolt. to the dismay of military leaders and Soe, british propaganda 
returned to the themes of passive resistance and clandestine preparations. typical in 
this sense was a special message from the allied High Command to the Greeks and 
the Yugoslavs, broadcast on 4 august 1943: ‘the soft underbelly of Hitler’s europe 
lies exposed … be patient a little longer. … we undertake to inform you, by allied 
radio, when the hour strikes for general action’.130

the other side of the coin, collaborationism, proved a further complicating 
factor. for one thing, the british did not wish to alienate actual or potential allies 
in Greece, Yugoslavia and albania. as much was anticipated by double-dealing or 
outright collaborationist groups which professed nationalism and anti-communism 
as their motives. this created a serious dilemma for both policy and propaganda 
makers. Commenting on the denunciation of ‘nationalists’ in Albania, an official 
of the Foreign Office Southern Department warned that, as British experience in 
Greece showed, these groups would probably interpret this as a smokescreen and 
still expect british support in secret against their communist rivals.131

Channels of Propaganda

although the balkans were a region of low ‘radio density’,132 broadcasting soon 
emerged as the most effective channel of propaganda. the bbC introduced regular 
programmes in the main balkan languages shortly after the outbreak of war. 
rather brief at the outset, they increased dramatically after September 1942.133 
night transmissions, in particular, were expanded in order to utilise the hours of 
electric current supply.134 briggs provides the following chart of weekly output 
between September 1940 and September 1944:135

130 FO 898/159, FO to MoS, Cairo, d. 2472 (Air Ministry to Washington), 4.8.43; 
similarly, FO 371/34384 C4175, record of meeting at the FO, ‘Second Front’, 10.4.43; FO 
371/34384 C5449, PWE central directive, week beginning 13 May, 12.5.43; repeated on the 
week beginning 20 May; FO 371/34386 C8174 PWE central directive, annex II, ‘Do’s and 
don’t’s for resistance groups’, 15.7.43; HS 5/33, Dixon to Pearson, 17.8.43. SOE appeared 
concerned with the risk of the guerrilla movement petering out as a result of the italian 
collapse: HS 5/33, Pearson to dixon, 23.8.43.

131 fo 371/43561 r11899, Clutton to Makins, 4.8.44.
132 briggs 1970, 71.
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Sept 1940 Sept 1941 Sept 1942 Sept 1943 Sept 1944
albania – 0.35 0.35 2.55 2.55
bulgaria 1.45 1.45 4.40 6.00 8.45
Greece 3.30 5.15 8.45 12.15 12.15
romanian 3.30 3.30 4.40 9.20 9.20
Yugoslav* 3.30 6.40 6.05 11.20 12.05
*the Service was started as ‘Yugoslav’, was renamed ‘Serbo-Croat’ on 22 april 1941, and 
reverted to ‘Yugoslav’ on 19 January 1943.

the general dislocation caused by the war, especially electricity cuts and the 
scarcity of spare parts and batteries for radio sets, threatened to further reduce the 
already limited number of listeners. Punitive measures, administrative restrictions, 
such as the sealing or the confiscation of radio sets, as well as enemy interference 
raised further obstacles. in order to safeguard and expand its public, british 
propaganda urged the owners to retain their sets ‘at all costs’, to ‘write down in 
shorthand news from overseas, and distribute stencilled or typed copies’.136 as has 
been mentioned,137 the change of transmission frequencies and other techniques 
were used in response to enemy jamming.

with regard to method, priority was given to the prompt dissemination of news 
and information, however selective, in order to establish a reputation of accuracy 
and reliability for british sources, the bbC in particular. the avowed aim was 
to persuade rather than to intimidate. All this is clearly reflected in directives, 
suggestions from people ‘in the field’ as well as evidence of implementation. Yet 
equally discernible were differences of approach between the various agencies 
involved. during the period of balkan neutrality, for instance, the Moi fPd and, 
at a later stage, the military wished for a more overtly propagandist and aggressive 
tone, especially in the cases of Greece and Yugoslavia. by way of contrast, the 
diplomatic missions preferred a cautious, inoffensive style and sought to keep 
the whole enterprise within the limits of diplomatic propriety. they could count 
on Foreign Office support, the assumption being that they were better situated to 
appreciate local conditions than people in London.

Leaflet-dropping was a major technique of political warfare, possibly second 
only to broadcasting. However, in order to be effective, it required ‘sustained 
and regular distribution’.138 this was an unlikely prospect in the axis-dominated 
Balkans before Italian airfields and long-range Allied aircraft became available. 

136 fo 371/34386 C8174 Pwe central directive, annex ii, ‘do’s and don’t’s for 
resistance groups’, 15.7.43.

137 See Chapter 1, notes 126–129.
138 inf 1/899, Pwe, ‘the meaning, techniques and methods of political warfare’, 

november 1942, p. 6.
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until then, bbC broadcasts could only be complemented by ru output.139 in mid-
November 1943, the Foreign Office prescribed leaflets rather than radio as the main 
channel of its new propaganda campaign to Greece, aimed to meet the challenges 
of the civil war and the rise of the communist-controlled resistance movement. 
Cairo suggested applying the same medium to the rest of the balkans.140 this 
would entail an increase in the dissemination rate from 50–60 tons to 150 tons per 
month. the plan proved a non-starter, as the air Ministry refused to provide more 
aircraft,141 while the Foreign Office was not prepared to argue with the COS on a 
question that affected strategic priorities.142

after its setting up at bari in January 1944 and until mid-october 1944, Pwb 
printed and disseminated 95 million leaflets, posters for the Yugoslav Partisans 
and infiltrated propaganda material to SOE missions, especially in Yugoslavia. 
in a rare vindication of Marshall McLuhan’s later dictum that ‘the medium is the 
message’, it was reported that leaflets were traded as commodities on the black 
market in albania – with the coloured ones being the most prized. regarding the 
‘operational’ effect of this campaign, Pwb claimed some of the glory for the 
surrender of the German garrison of Corfu on 11 october 1944, which had been 
showered with a million copies of an apparently effective leaflet on the previous 
day.143

as has been noted in Chapter 1, the impact of british propaganda on public 
opinion in the balkan countries was usually inferred from individual testimonies 
and various sources of indirect evidence. testimonies are highly individual and 
partial. The clandestine press and the official media were biased towards opposite 
directions. while Greece and Yugoslavia were still neutral, the british Press 
Offices expressed interest in gauging opinion ‘by mass observation methods’, but 
apparently no such project ever came to fruition.144 thus, on the whole, british 
propagandists had to ‘resort to guesswork, probabilities and common sense’ in 
order to assess the effectiveness of their work.145

139 fo 898/145, minutes of meeting of balkan regional Section, 1.5.41.
140 fo 898/437, Mideast to air Ministry for fo and CoS, 25.11.43.
141 fo 898/437, air Ministry to Mideast, for Me defence Committee, 447, 30.11.43.
142 fo 371/37167d r12790, fo to MoS, Cairo, tel. 3900, 8.12.43.
143 fo 371/43635 r18364, Lockhart to Sargent, 8.11.44, enclosure: ‘a review of the 

activities of the Pwe Sub-Mission (bari), known as the Psychological warfare branch, 
from its formation in January up to mid-october 1944’.

144 fo 930/58, Palairet to Halifax, d. 485, 17.11.39, enclosure: ‘memo on work done 
in Press Attaché’s Office during months of September and October 1939’, 9.11.39; FO 
930/170, Syme to Kirkpatrick, belgrade, 15.5.40, enclosure: ‘Yugoslav opinion and british 
propaganda’, 5 april 1940.

145 foot 1999, 226–7.
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An Assessment

The perceptions described in the first part of this chapter were a significant 
factor in the formulation of british propaganda to the balkans, which, of course, 
had to take into account the changing tides of war, local developments and the 
reassessment of british priorities. Still, this blend of expertise and stereotypical 
thinking informed much of the final output to individual countries. At the same 
time, it should be misleading to interpret the repertoire of plans and themes 
outlined here as evidence of a predetermined matrix of options or, even less so, a 
propaganda master-plan for the region as a whole. this was not simply due to the 
fact that no equivalent of Goebbels’ Propaganda Ministry ever existed in britain. 
in time of war, improvisation and constant adjustment is the rule. Moreover, 
attempts at systematic planning for individual countries often foundered upon the 
contradictory objectives of british agencies, already noted in previous chapters. a 
few, mostly negative, guidelines, such as the ban on references to territorial issues, 
were observed throughout this period. other themes, like religion or regional 
integration, were quietly dropped. the dilemmas posed by resistance were never 
resolved. Yet, despite its inherent shortcomings, the british propaganda machinery 
mounted an impressive balkan campaign, mobilising considerable human and 
material resources in the process. its performance is the subject matter of the 
following chapters.
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Chapter 4  

albania

British Wartime Policy

in early 1939, the british minister to albania described what was to be his last 
annual report as ‘a tale of little but the decay of british interests’ in the country.1 
Such interests as they existed never sufficed to produce much of a policy towards 
the smallest and poorest of the balkan states. the italian conquest, in april of that 
year, stirred british diplomacy only insofar as it was interpreted as a prelude to 
further axis aggression against other countries of the region. two months after 
the outbreak of world war ii, London de facto recognised the annexation of the 
country to the italian crown as an incentive to rome’s continuing neutrality. after 
Mussolini joined Hitler’s war, in June 1940, the Churchill government revoked 
that decision. However, any idea of supporting an albanian movement of national 
liberation was bound to come up against two major obstacles: regional and 
tribal antagonisms among albanians and Greece’s territorial claims.2 the british 
recognised no Albanian government-in-exile and endlessly debated whether Zog, 
the self-proclaimed king of albania residing in London, and his following at home 
could be of real value in stimulating resistance against the italians.3 the foreign 
Office, for its part, preferred to keep Britain’s hands free on the question of 
albania’s post-war status. thus, when radio propaganda in albanian commenced 
in September 1940, it was decided to rule out ‘all specific promises of restoring 
albanian independence’.4

During the Greek–Italian war, SOE proposed to send Zog or some other notable 
exile to albania to stir things up and even establish a provisional government. the 
Foreign Office insisted upon prior Greek approval. This was not forthcoming and 
the matter was not pursued further.5 Although some in the Foreign Office would 
regard Zog as ‘a valuable pawn’ until the eve of liberation, he was consistently 
kept at arm’s length.6 in barker’s view, this was due not so much to his reputed 

1 fo 371/23710 r724, ryan to Halifax, ‘annual report, 1938’, 23.1.39.
2 barker 1976, 47.
3 ibid., 49.
4 ibid., 49.
5 FO 371/24867 R8992, Sargent to Eden, ‘Rising in Albania’, 26.12.40; cf. Barker 

1976, 50–51.
6 Zog’s status in Britain was repeatedly described as that of ‘a private individual’: FO 

898/145, FO minute, ‘Albania’, 5.12.42; FO 371/37138 R2127 FO minute, ‘Albania, King 
Zog’s position’, 9.3.43.
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unpopularity as to Greek reactions. Having included southern albania among their 
post-war claims, Greek governments consistently objected to any talk of restoring 
the country’s territorial integrity and even her independence after the war.7 as 
eden explained to Lord Cecil, president of the british League of nations union 
and nobel Peace Prize laureate, in January 1941, while the british government ‘in 
principle’ favoured an independent albania’, it felt obliged to conform its policy 
to the wishes of its fighting Greek allies.8

following the German conquest of Greece and Yugoslavia, the question of a 
public pronouncement regarding the future of albania was occasionally revisited 
and then shelved again. the certainty of Greek opposition was not the only reason.9 
in october 1941, eden repeated to Lord Cecil that, although he was personally in 
favour of albanian independence, britain had better keep her ‘hands absolutely 
free at present as regards the future of the balkans’ as a whole.10 british reticence 
was also explained to the Soviets, when, in december 1941, Stalin expressed 
support for restoring an independent albania.11

Gradually, the idea of a guarded declaration on albania took hold. the foreign 
Office Southern Department proposed it in March and then again in November 
1942.12 with a view to stimulating local resistance at a time of allied offensive 
operations in the Mediterranean, eden was persuaded to make a statement in 
Parliament. The Greek and Yugoslav governments-in-exile were notified in 
advance. the Greeks reiterated their demand of southern albania. for good 
measure, the Yugoslavs appeared ready to stake out their own claim to parts of 
northern albania, in case the Greek one was ‘established’. both governments were 
told that such issues should better be left for the peace conference. eventually, 
eden’s statement was postponed by one day in order to take Greek and Yugoslav 
susceptibilities into account. on 17 december, the british foreign Secretary spoke 
in favour of restoring the ‘independence’ of albania, but deliberately left out the 
question of her pre-war boundaries.13 in spite of this reservation, eden’s statement 
provoked bitter Greek protests and it was with some difficulty that Vice-Premier 
Panagiotis Kanellopoulos was persuaded to recall his resignation. with british 
encouragement, washington and Moscow also came out in favour of albanian 
independence, significantly without any reservation regarding the country’s 
frontiers.14

 7 barker 1976, 50–51, 173.
 8 ibid., 50–51.
 9 fo 371/29711 r8165, Loxley, fo, to brook, Mew, 11.9.41.
10 fo 371/29711 r9083, eden to Viscount Cecil of Chelwood, 9.10.41.
11 barker 1976, 174.
12 fo 371/33107 r7685, minute by Howard, 16.11.42.
13 FO 898/145, FO minute, ‘Albania’, 5.12.42; FO 371/33107 R8472, FO to 

Washington, tel. 7841, 12.12.42; FO 898/145, Sargent to Lockhart, 16.12.42.
14 Barker 1976, 175–6; FO 371/33107 R8477, Washington to FO, tel. 6017, 10.12.42; 

fo 371/33108 r8774, Kuibyshev to fo, tel. 1586, 19.12.42. the turks were also informed 
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nothing was added to eden’s statement for the rest of the war, despite some 
prodding from sponsors of the albanian national cause, especially the anglo-
albanian association. formed in 1943 as an outgrowth of the balkan Committee, 
the association sought to promote albania’s recognition as a member of the allied 
‘United Nations’. It was also prepared to support Zog as a constitutional monarch. 
the british government remained unmoved and refused to recognise any group as 
representing albanian interests.15

The non-committal British attitude was not modified even on account of the 
perceived opportunities to stimulate albanian resistance, in the aftermath of 
victory in North Africa. SOE sent in its first mission through Greece in May 1943. 
in mid-august, it asked for broadcast appeals to the albanian factions – balli 
Kombetar and the communist-controlled national Liberation Movement (LnC, 
later national Liberation front: fnC) – to unite against the common enemy.16 by 
early 1944, British Liaison Officers (BLOs) reported that the two organisations 
were ‘too engrossed with their civil war’ to engage in any serious anti-German 
activity.17 although the sympathies of the Soe missions and Pwe were moving 
towards the FNC, SOE London and the Foreign Office sought to build up a pro-
Zog ‘Legality Movement’ under Abas Kupi as a third force in northern Albania. 
in order to facilitate the task of an Soe mission to Kupi, a message from General 
wilson, Supreme allied Commander in the Mediterranean, was issued in april 
1944, urging the albanians to ‘avoid all collaboration with the Germans and 
to resist and harass them in every possible way’ in order to speed up national 
liberation. this attempt failed. as was the case in Yugoslavia, it proved impossible 
to reconcile a communist-controlled movement and its domestic rivals. Similarly, 
the latter at best avoided fighting the Germans. After a further warning from 
wilson, balli Kombetar was openly denounced as collaborationist in mid-July. 
Kupi’s movement was cast to oblivion. in view of allied requirements on the 
italian front, the british settled down for co-operation with the fnC. Supplies 
were sent and de facto recognition was given by means of a military agreement, 
signed at bari on 24 august 1944.18

British Propaganda

on the eve of the italian conquest, the british Legation, described as ‘almost 
entirely a post of observation’, performed limited ‘publicity’ duties. its staff tried 

on the eve of eden’s statement: fo 371/33108 r8751, fo to angora, tel. 1901, 16.12.42.
15 FO 371/37138 R2127 FO minute, ‘Albania, King Zog’s position’, 9.3.43; HS 5/28, 

H/D 109 to Force 399 for B8, ‘Societies in London interested in Albania’, 22.6.44; HS 5/32, 
Cullen to oakley-Hill, 3.11.44.

16 barker 1976, 177.
17 bbCwa, r34/643, Pwe, directive for bbC albanian Service, 28.1.44.
18 Barker 1976, 180–82; Foot 1999, 347–9; Stafford 1983, 170–72.
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to feed the few albanian dailies with matter by courtesy of the news department 
of the Foreign Office and the British Council. This had to compensate for the 
absence of material from news agencies owing to inadequate communication 
facilities. It was difficult, Sir Andrew Ryan concluded, to be working from 
durazzo.19 following the outbreak of war, the british acting consul-general, 
while considering any propaganda activity in italian-occupied albania a question 
‘of great delicacy’, proposed to keep in touch with one or two officials of the 
local directorate General of Press, Propaganda and tourism and to occasionally 
supply ‘authoritative articles’ and news items. with the recognition of the italian 
annexation still a few weeks away, the Foreign Office felt unable to proceed even 
with this modest proposal.20

after the italian invasion of Greece on 28 october 1940, the Moi ‘pressed 
for an albanian programme’.21 For two weeks or so, five-minute daily broadcasts 
were transmitted through the bbC italian Service. an Moi directive suggested 
‘straight news’ with emphasis on war items. Propaganda should focus on ‘the 
disgrace of a free spirited albanian serving in a fascist blackshirt’ and play up any 
indigenous act of subversion. an effort should be made to convince the albanians 
that they had ‘no prevailing quarrel with the Greeks’. broadcasts should contain 
nothing likely to embarrass Yugoslavia, alienate tribal groups, and, significantly, 
no ‘specific promises concerning the future restoration of Albania’. Still, Britain 
should be projected as a defender of small nations and ‘an empire employing all 
its resources to end italian and axis oppression’.22

the albanian Service proper was inaugurated on 13 november 1940. J.S.a. 
Salt, the European Services director, thought it ‘would have flattery value only, 
as the upper classes who possessed sets could understand broadcasts in turkish, 
Greek or italian’. Like british policy in general, propaganda to albania stumbled 
over Greek territorial claims. one effect was that, during their war with italy, the 
advancing Greeks could hardly be presented as albania’s liberators.23 for at least 
two years, british propaganda hardly went beyond oblique references to ridding 
the albanians of the italian yoke. a rare exception was Lord Cecil’s speech during 
an albanian independence day special programme, in late november 1940. 
Cecil’s statement that ‘friends of liberty in britain will insist upon the restoration 
of albanian independence’ was certain to incense the Greek authorities, had they 
been listening. the rest of the programme castigated italian attempts to set the 
albanians against their ‘friends and good neighbours, the Greeks’ and even alleged 

19 fo 371/23710 r724, ryan to Halifax, ‘annual report, 1938’, 23.1.39.
20 FO 930/116, HM Acting Consul-General, Durazzo, to FO, 6.9.39; minute by Syme, 

9.9.39.
21 briggs 1970, 265.
22 BBCWA, E2/5, MOI, Italian Section, ‘Propaganda (wireless) for Albania’, 1.11.40; 

bbCwa, r13/111, Munro, Moi, italian, to barker, bush House, ‘albanian announcers’, 
6.11.40.

23 briggs 1970, 265.
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albanian assistance to the latter’s struggle through ‘underground activities’. 
‘the Greeks are not out for any expansion at our expense’, the speaker assured 
his fellow-countrymen, provoking the following comment by a Foreign Office 
official: ‘This is most ill-advised. … avoid the question of (Greek) expansion 
like the plague’!24 There was also a leaflet campaign, designed to justify bombing 
attacks on albanian soil as the result of italian aggression.25

by december 1941, little progress could be reported. while recognising that 
the country had a strategic position and ought not be neglected, a note to the Pwe 
executive Committee listed a number of factors that ‘severely limited’ a successful 
propaganda policy: (a) the british policy in favour of the ‘independence’ but not 
the ‘restoration’ of Albania; (b) the ‘extraordinary lack of information’ from 
inside the country; (c) the fact that BBC broadcasts in Albanian were allotted 
only five minutes a day. The first factor was by far the most important. Both this 
report and a later one from the Soe branch in istanbul warned that nothing could 
counter the ‘devastating’ axis propaganda that britain sanctioned the partition 
of albania between Greece and Yugoslavia except a clear british declaration 
on the country’s future.26 Such a move was not yet on the cards. the executive 
Committee concluded that propaganda to albania ‘in the present circumstances 
[was] not worth pursuing’.27 the Pwe political warfare plan of January 1942 
simply repeated that action for albania was ‘hampered partly by considerations of 
policy and partly by the confused position within the country itself’.28

another 11 uneventful months passed, during which it appeared uncertain 
whether the italian or the balkan directorate of Pwe was in charge of propaganda 
to Albania. In early November, Murray asked for a ‘definite ruling’ on the 
country’s place, suggesting its inclusion in his own directorate.29 He also added 
his own voice to those in SOE and the Foreign Office favouring a new course. In 
Murray’s view, deference to Greek and Yugoslav objections prevented the british 
from holding out an attractive future to albanian ‘patriots’ and thus stimulating 
resistance.30 a positive development was considered the fact that, starting on  
2 november, bbC output was increased to a quarter of an hour.31

24 fo 371/29710 r47, Cummings, bbC, to Smith, fo, ‘albanian news summary’, 
special albanian independence day programme, 28.11.40.

25 FO 898/437, M.H.H.M. to Leeper, Albanian leaflet, 27.11.40.
26 FO 898/145, ‘Propaganda in Albania’, 27.12.41; HS 5/22, D/H 274, Istanbul, to 

Soe Cairo, ‘broadcasts in albanian’, 30.4.42.
27 inf 1/896, meeting of executive Committee, 30.12.41.
28 inf 1/899, Pw(M) (42) 3, Pwe, ‘Plan of political warfare for the balkans’, 5.1.42.
29 fo 898/145, Murray to General Secretary, 2.11.42.
30 fo 898/145, Murray to Lockhart, 13.11.42. However, in July 1942, propaganda to 

Yugoslavia had urged collaboration with albanian ‘patriots’: inf 1/899, Pw(M) (42) 35, 
Pwe, ‘Monthly report on Propaganda for July 1942’, 1.8.42.

31 fo 898/145, Murray to General Secretary, 2.11.42.
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the public british commitment to the restoration of albanian independence 
in mid-december seemed to open new prospects. according to british estimates, 
eden’s statement as well as the american and Soviet declarations had an 
‘electrifying’ effect.32 The Foreign Office had already outlined a number of 
propaganda themes: albania was a victim of fascist aggression and was never to 
revert to Italian domination; the Albanians should help the Allied war effort but 
avoid premature revolt; they should present a united front against the Italians, their 
real enemy; finally, Albania could find her place in a future Balkan confederation 
– a sop for the british failure to support her territorial integrity. 33 Soe London 
suggested that british propaganda should capitalise on eden’s statement, recent 
allied successes and the record of resistance in neighbouring countries in order to 
spur albanians into action ‘in the interest of their own freedom’. it could further 
urge small resistance groups to unify and make contact with Greek and Yugoslav 
guerrillas. above all, british propaganda ought to combat ‘attentisme’. the results 
of apathy, Soe argued, were worse than those of premature revolt.34

Pwe would subsequently try to put these suggestions into effect. britain was 
projected as a disinterested friend, ready to support ‘gallant guerrilla resistance’ 
wherever it could be found.35 in fact, until early 1943, albanian resistance 
remained an unknown quantity.36 However, on the eve of the Sicilian landings, the 
british received some obviously exaggerated accounts of a country on the brink of 
rebellion.37 as a result, Pwe asked for more publicity for the albanian guerrillas 
who were ‘reliably reported to be feeling neglected’. at the same time, it explicitly 
opposed support for any exiled albanian leader.38 However, in September, the bbC 
relayed a talk by Bishop Fan Noli, Zog’s principal opponent during the 1920s, who 
was living in exile in the united States. His talk impressed an Soe observer as ‘a 
first-rate call to arms’.39

as the british grew more familiar with conditions in albania, their propaganda 
would reflect frustration with the bitter internecine warfare and the absence of 
serious resistance activity. by 1943, the target was no longer the italians, already 

32 Quoted as indirect evidence, the collaborationist press acknowledged: ‘we did not 
believe that any albanian was foolish enough to be hooked by eden, but there are some’: 
bbCwa, e2/190, Survey 13/43, 20.5.43.

33 fo 898/145, fo minute, ‘albania’, 5.12.42.
34 fo 371/33108 r8803, boughey to barker, views on propaganda to albania, 

15.12.42.
35 bbCwa, r34/643, Pwe, directive for bbC albanian Service, 28.1.44.
36 bbCwa, e2/190, Survey 12/43, 15.3.43.
37 bbCwa, e2/190, Survey 13/43, 20.5.43.
38 FO 898/146, ‘Political warfare plan for Jugoslavia, Greece and Bulgaria’, 30.6.43; 

fo 898/146, Smith, Cairo, to Pwe, London, 21.7.43.
39 HS 5/23, D/H 109 to DSO, 20.9.43; HS 5/26, D/H 849 to D/HV, ‘Report on [BBC] 

albanian broadcasts for the period 15th to 30th September 1943’, 20.10.43.
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demoralised and on their way out.40 what upset british propagandists were Soe 
reports indicating that the Germans were not as unpopular as their predecessors.41 
To induce the Albanians to resist, flattery was combined with warnings and 
threats. british propaganda should refer to ‘the gallant guerrilla resistance which 
has gone on throughout the italian and German occupation of albania’, displaying 
appreciation and support.42 Yet Soe London expressly opposed the pillorying 
of collaborationists for, among other things, albanians were supposed to easily 
change sides. instead, there were appeals to ‘the brave sons of the eagle’ to live up 
to their ancient tradition of fighting and dying ‘for their liberty’.43 in the absence 
of a credible alternative, LnC/fnC activity was occasionally given its due and 
the albanians were urged to emulate the example of their brethren in Yugoslav 
Macedonia who co-operated with the Partisans.44 finally, it was not before June 
1944 that much could be made of allied material aid.45

the tone of british propaganda became sterner as the predicament of Soe 
missions, caught between the mistrustful fnC and the untrustworthy ‘nationalists’, 
became clear. after the principal Soe mission to enver Hoxha’s organisation was 
nearly wiped out and its head captured in mid-January 1944, albanian listeners 
were apprised of the plight of British officers who had come into their country 
trusting in local traditions of hospitality and ‘the long friendship between the two 
countries’. ‘the free world’, it was stated, had experienced ‘sorrow and amazement’ 
as ‘a few albanians, unworthy of the name, became the enemy’s ‘guides and 
jackals’ and helped him to kill ‘albania’s british guests’.46 Collaborators were 
‘solemnly’ warned of eventual punishment ‘as enemies of the united nations’.47 it 
was also deemed necessary to qualify accolades: ‘do not imply that albanians in 
general are resisting’, a Pwe directive stated in May 1944.48

by summer 1944, albanians were being warned that double-dealing and 
collaborationism simply delayed liberation and imperilled albania’s claim to an 
honourable status after the war. However, until June 1944, only the ‘Quislings of 
tirana’ were expressly condemned.49 no guerrilla organisation was denounced 

40 according to a bbC survey, in southern albania, ‘[t]he toscana wolves lock 
themselves up at 7 p.m. … they are literally frightened at the mere pronunciation of the 
word “Greeks”’: bbCwa, e2/190, Survey 12/43, 15.3.43.

41 barker 1976, 177.
42 bbCwa, r34/643, Pwe, directive for bbC albanian Service, 28.1.44.
43 fo 371/43561 r2931, Cairo to fo, tel. 404, 22.2.44.
44 BBCWA, R34/643, PWE, directive for BBC Albanian Service, 28.1.44; FO 

371/43561 R2931, Cairo to FO, tel. 404, 22.2.44; .
45 fo 371/43561 r1471, Pwe, directive for bbC albanian Service, summary, 1.6.44.
46 fo 371/43561 r2931, Cairo to fo, tel. 404, 22.2.44.
47 Ibid.; FO 371/43561 R1471, PWE, directive for BBC Albanian Service, summary, 

4.5.44.
48 fo 371/43561 r1471, Pwe, directive for bbC albanian Service, summary, 4.5.44.
49 fo 371/43561 r11899, Clutton to Makins, 4.8.44.
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and a ban was placed on reporting the fighting between them. Appeals to unity 
were to be abstract, without reference to specific persons or parties. As a PWE 
directive explained, british ‘interest in albania’s internal dissensions is solely to 
expedite in every possible way the defeat of the Germans, and consequently the 
liberation of albania’.50 underlying this benign statement was the intention not to 
completely alienate the ‘nationalists’ who might prove useful as a counter-weight 
to the communist-controlled fnC. as late as May, balli Kombetar was referred 
to as ‘a collection of would-be nationalists who have taken the wrong path’.51 
A PWE directive in late June attempted to strike a fine balance between Balli 
Kombetar bands, to be condemned when attacking fnC units, and the movement 
as a whole which should not be denounced on the grounds that it no longer existed 
as a coherent organisation. Silence was chosen as an option for abas Kupi’s party. 
the same directive authorised full recognition of ‘the gallant resistance of the 
fnC forces’, explaining this shift on grounds of military necessity.52 finally, on 14 
July, balli Kombetar was denounced as a collaborationist organisation.53

as elsewhere in europe, the british had to counter the attempt of axis propaganda 
to capitalise on nationalism and anti-communism. the latter maintained that an 
allied victory would not only reverse the annexation of Greek and Yugoslav 
territory but also result in the partition of albania among her two neighbours.54 of 
course, the fact of italian annexation limited the effectiveness of such propaganda. 
after replacing the italians, the Germans sought to consolidate their grip by setting 
up an all-albanian regime at tirana. they declared the country’s independence 
and promised to safeguard albanian interests in Kosovo and epirus. Communism 
was portrayed as the chief enemy and German propaganda predicted that britain 
and russia were bound to fall out with each other, unless the former were prepared 
to write off the Balkans. According to the first SOE mission to the country, the 
Partisans apart, a majority seemed to believe such propaganda.55

the british sought to discredit German propaganda on both counts. already 
in July 1943, Pwe Cairo had recommended exposing that falsehood of German 
promises of territorial aggrandisement. in addition, a contrast should be drawn 
between the nazi Germans and the Habsburg austrians who had earned albanian 

50 bbCwa, r34/643, Pwe, directive for bbC albanian Service, 28.1.44.
51 fo 371/43561 r1471, Pwe, directive for bbC albanian Service, summary, 4.5.44.
52 HS 5/29, Pwe directive for the bbC albanian Service, 28.6.44.
53 HS 5/29, Pwe directive for the bbC albanian Service, 14.7.44. this text 

acknowledged that ‘many of [balli Kombetar] members serve[d] in the puppet government 
and administration’.

54 a bbC survey reported the population in southern albania as undergoing ‘a period 
of transition and wait[ed] for the Greek authorities to finally take over’: BBCWA, E2/190, 
Survey 12/43, 15.3.43.

55 fo 371/43561 r9003, Colonel MacLean, report on propaganda for albania, early 
June 1944.
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goodwill as champions of the country’s independence 30 years earlier.56 the former 
were denounced as brutal occupiers who sought to disguise their true intentions 
with fair words. the communist threat was dismissed as a propaganda device in 
line with divide-and-rule tactics. as for national aspirations, british propaganda 
stressed the pledge of the ‘big three’ allies to albanian independence and the 
people’s right to free choice of government after liberation.57

forbidden topics included émigré activities, the question of post-war frontiers, 
disputes with Yugoslavia or Greece, and fighting between resistance organisations.58 
As was the case with Greece and Yugoslavia, nomenclature figured prominently 
in propaganda directives. only in May 1944 did Pwe authorise the praising of 
resistance leaders, units and organisations by name, but this was reversed with 
regard to organisations in June. Conversely, the term ‘collaborationist’ was 
exclusively reserved for the tirana gendarmerie, Kosovo troops and, later on, 
individual members of guerrilla organisations ‘flagrantly collaborating’ with the 
enemy.59 the abandonment of hope for a credible alternative to Hoxha’s movement 
was sanctioned by a Pwe directive authorising the use of its new name, ‘national 
Liberation front’. Yet there were limits to publicity: while the fnC was to be 
congratulated on its effort to provide liberated territories with an administration, 
its congress should be reported ‘factually’.60

there is evidence of at least two attempts to start an albanian ru. following 
the conquest of Greece, Colonel w.f. Stirling, inspector general of the albanian 
gendarmerie during the 1920s, was reported ‘collecting a number of albanians’ 
with a view to starting a ‘black’ station. In line with Foreign Office policy, SO1 
intervened and discouraged all albanian activity.61 in May 1943, Pwe considered 
setting up a ‘black’ station,62 but, for reasons that remain unclear, this idea did not 
materialise.

as for propaganda ‘on the spot’, after their return to england in June 1944, 
William McLean and David Smiley, the first BLOs sent into Albania, asked for 
more ‘up-to-date news’ about the war and ‘current balkan affairs … from the 

56 fo 898/146, Smith, Cairo, to (?),Pwe, London, 21.7.43.
57 fo 371/43561 r1471, Pwe, directive for bbC albanian Service, summary, 4.5.44.
58 BBCWA, R34/643, PWE, directive for BBC Albanian Service, 28.1.44; FO 

371/43561 R1471, PWE, directive for BBC Albanian Service, summary, 4.5.44; FO 
371/43561 r1471, Pwe, directive for bbC albanian Service, summary, 1.6.44.

59 BBCWA, R34/643, PWE, directive for BBC Albanian Service, 28.1.44; FO 
371/43561 R1471, PWE, directive for BBC Albanian Service, summary, 4.5.44; FO 
371/43561 r1471, Pwe, directive for bbC albanian Service, summary, 1.6.44.

60 fo 371/43561 r1471, Pwe, directive for bbC albanian Service, summary, 
28/29.6.44.

61 fo 898/115, Commander in Chief, Middle east, to wo, from thornhill to brooks, 
9.7.41.

62 fo 898/54, notes of a meeting at the fo on ‘Satellite rus to South-east europe’, 
chaired by Sargent, 27.5.43.
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british angle’ with which they could counter German or Partisan propaganda. 
they also recommended the setting up of a small news unit with a radio set.63 it 
is not certain whether the latter request was met.

Dissemination and Reception

in 1940, it was estimated that there existed between 2,000 and 3,000 radio sets, 
mostly medium wave, of which some 200 were publicly used in cafés.64 two years 
later, an Soe agent reported from istanbul that the number of sets had increased as 
a result of the italians pumping in ‘a good deal of money’ to the local economy.65 
‘the possessor of a set in albania’, as explained by C.d. Gregory, a Greek news 
editor ‘of albanian descent’, ‘acts himself as a broadcaster of news, which, in 
towns and villages where everybody knows everybody, travels and spreads in 
geometric procession’. He also advised the bbC to take into account the existence 
of a least four main dialects in the country. The official language was considered 
‘a compromise between Gheg and tosk, with more leanings towards tosk’. 
Moreover, several, especially older, albanians were considered at least bilingual, 
in turkish or Greek, while the rather limited number of educated younger people 
had some knowledge of at least one of the main european languages.66 this latter 
group, it was reported, also listened to the bbC transmissions in english and 
french.67 Last but not least, the potential audience of the albanian Service was 
further enlarged if one took into account the ‘numerous albanian colonies’ abroad, 
especially in turkey and the united States.68

Surveys from the first half of 1943 noted that, despite electricity shortages, 
bbC and american (boston) broadcasts were being listened to, typewritten and 
then circulated by ‘youngsters’.69 no interference was reported.70 once more in 
common with other balkan Services, evidence of audience appreciation tended 
to be contradictory. what was exceptional in the albanian case was the extreme 
shortness of broadcasting time. this factor, for instance, encumbered announcing 
which was otherwise reported of a high standard. according to another source, 
albanian bulletins compared poorly with the ‘picturesque speech’ of Greek and 

63 fo 371/43561 r1602, rice to Howard, 27.1.44.
64 fo 371/24867 r4466, dixon, ‘Propaganda for albania’, 25.9.40.
65 HS 5/22, d/H 274, istanbul, to Soe Cairo, ‘broadcasts in albanian’, 30.4.42.
66 bbCwa, e9/4, ‘Listening conditions in albania’, 30.10.40, and note by Gregory.
67 HS 5/22, D/H 274, Istanbul, to SOE Cairo, ‘Broadcasts in Albanian’, 30.4.42; FO 

898/146, Smith, Cairo, to (?) Pwe, London, 21.7.43.
68 BBCWA, E9/4, ‘Listening conditions in Albania’, 30.10.40, and note by Gregory; 

HS 5/22, d/H 274, istanbul, to Soe Cairo, ‘broadcasts in albanian’, 30.4.42.
69 BBCWA, E2/190, Survey 12/43, 15.3.43; BBCWA, E2/190, Survey 13/43, 20.5.43.
70 HS 5/22, d/H 274, istanbul, to Soe Cairo, ‘broadcasts in albanian’, 30.4.42.
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Serbian broadcasts.71 the fact was that the latter were also being criticised for 
lack of feeling. faced with a request for a more personal and ‘chatty’ style on 
the part of the albanian Service’, barker admitted that ‘the impersonal note has 
become (or is supposed to have become) the bbC tradition’.72 the Soe missions 
also conveyed the usual complaints regarding discrimination against their hosts.73 
on the positive side, the extension of broadcasting time was appreciated, as was 
eden’s declaration, and there were requests for more local news or addresses to 
albanians, a more polemical tone and ‘recognition of albanian contribution to 
the common cause’.74 finally, talks by pro-albanian british personalities, such 
as Lord Cecil or Sir Jocelyn Percy, Stirling’s successor as inspector-general of 
the albanian gendarmerie and active member of the anglo-albanian association, 
drew favourable comment.75

in early summer 1944, McLean and Smiley reported that the daily bbC 
output, then totalling 15 minutes, and radio bari attracted a wide audience, 
but the general public remained ‘unmoved by [british] reviews of the albanian 
situation’. british propaganda, they claimed, had ‘failed to move nationalist 
sentiment’. their suggestions, however, (e.g. stressing anglo-Soviet solidarity, 
correlating frontier issues with the atlantic Charter, exposing the fallacy of 
‘German-donated independence’ and projecting britain as traditional champion 
of small nations) had been largely echoed in Pwe directives over the previous 
several months.76 the sharpest criticism was reserved for Pwb bari which had 
been handling propaganda to albania since March 1944. its broadcasts, an Soe 
report maintained, excessively focused on general war news at the expense of 
propaganda, while its superficial treatment of Albanian affairs resulted in false 
and exaggerated stories slipping through. although it was discovered that these 
broadcasts coincided with periods of electricity cuts, it took bari three months to 
come up with a new schedule. finally, owing to shortage of aircraft, Mundimi, the 
weekly news-sheet produced by Pwb, reached only regions where Soe missions 
had access to. according to the report, the result was that not only was German 
propaganda ‘not counteracted’ but also the resistance elements in albania were 
losing their faith in allied propaganda as a whole.77 on behalf of Pwe, barker 
attributed these failures to the preoccupation of Pwb bari with ‘a number 

71 bbCwa, e2/190, Survey 13/43, 20.5.43.
72 HS 5/25, Boxshall to Barker, 10.3.44; HS 5/25, Barker to Boxshall, 11.3.44.
73 HS 5/26, d/H 109 to d/HV, 22.10.43.
74 BBCWA, E2/190, Survey 12/43, 15.3.43; BBCWA, E2/190, Survey 13/43, 20.5.43; 

HS 5/23, boxshall to barker, 23.8.43.
75 HS 5/26, d/H 849 to d/HV, ‘report on [bbC] albanian broadcasts for the period 

15th to 30th September 1943’, 20.10.43.
76 fo 371/43561 r9003, Colonel MacLean, report on propaganda for albania, early 

June 1944.
77 HS 5/27, boxshall to barker, 1.10.44, transmitting ‘Prop report, albanian Section’ 

of Pwb bari, 15.9.44.
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of balkan commitments’ at a time when albania was ‘not presented to us as a 
number one priority’.78 in fact, such criticism could have well been addressed to 
Soe London had its bLos been aware of the attitude of its albanian expert who 
commented in January 1944: ‘i do not think that the albanian people are of much 
importance in the present conflict, but it is just one drop in the bucket’.79

An Assessment

owing to the country’s small size, relative inaccessibility and the susceptibilities 
of its two balkan neighbours, british propaganda to albania remained of a rather 
symbolic nature until, in the first half of 1943, SOE advanced the prospect of 
an indigenous resistance movement capable of making a serious contribution to 
allied war plans. Subsequently, the albanian case posed the challenges of both 
occupied and satellite countries in a nutshell: the absence of recognised pro-
allied authorities, internecine struggle between rival guerrilla organisations, 
a collaborationist regime capable of mobilising support, the German ability 
to play on nationalist aspirations and fear of communist revolution, and, most 
importantly, no prospect of (western) allied operations. british propaganda 
proved unable to overcome these hurdles and to appeal to a relatively isolated and 
mistrustful population. it is doubtful that a more determined effort to win over the 
anti-communist forces would have made much difference. explicit support for 
the communist-controlled movement fighting the Germans and their collaborators 
was manifested much later than was the case in Yugoslavia and, if it encouraged 
some eleventh-hour recruits, it was far from decisive for the final outcome.

78 HS 5/31, barker to boxshall, 9.10.44.
79 HS 5/21, Hasluck to Steal, 29.1.44.



Chapter 5  

bulgaria

British Wartime Policy

Having twice lost territory to her neighbours, in 1913 and 1919, bulgaria’s 
irredentist aspirations rendered her an obvious partner of the major revisionist 
powers of europe. Germany, in particular, could count on her far-reaching 
economic penetration – she was described as ‘the one country which could ruin 
bulgaria overnight by boycotting her agricultural produce’1 – and the sympathies 
of the political and military élites which more than offset the perceived russophilia 
of the small working class and the peasantry. to the extent that it opposed the Paris 
Peace settlement of 1919, Soviet foreign policy was also regarded as favourable 
to Sofia’s aspirations, despite the anxiety generated by Moscow’s revolutionary 
pretensions. by way of contrast, the western powers were treated with suspicion, in 
large measure owing to their commitments to bulgaria’s neighbours. at the same 
time, King boris and his ministers were averse to embroiling their ill-prepared 
country in a major conflagration. In view of the bitter memories of the Great War 
and their inability to compete with German foreign trade, the british could only 
hope to influence Bulgarian leaders if they somehow managed to persuade them 
that German defeat was certain and that a victorious britain ‘would know how to 
deal both with friends and enemies’.2

even before the outbreak of war, british diplomacy had considered ways for 
promoting conciliation in the balkans. it was hoped that, if bulgaria was given 
‘reasonable satisfaction’ over southern dobruja, which romania had annexed in 
1913, she might abandon her claims to Macedonia and Thrace. Yet it was difficult 
for the british government to take the initiative without ‘incurring the suspicion and 
ill-will’ of the other, status quo balkan states or whetting the appetite of revisionist 
powers, such as Hungary.3 the fall of france effectively deprived britain of 
any leverage she might have enjoyed vis-à-vis bulgaria and her neighbours. in 
September 1940, a terrified Romanian government was browbeaten into ceding 
southern dobruja. London felt obliged to endorse the bulgarian gain which Lord 
Halifax described as the result ‘of free and peaceful negotiation and agreement 
… without aggression or compulsion’. He added that his government had ‘never 

1 fo 930/54, Moi, Publicity division, Planning Section, memo no. 288, ‘report on 
bulgaria’, 19.7.39.

2 Barker 1976, 55; 58; similarly, Mackintosh 1988, 239; Rachev 1981, 10–11, 16–18.
3 FO 898/148, ‘PW, Dobrudja Report and Report from Sofia and Bucharest, 1939’; 

cf. rachev 1981, 20–21.
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supported a policy based on rigid adherence to the status quo’. all that, plus a 
reaffirmation of Britain’s commitment to Bulgarian independence, was repeated in 
a royal message handed to the, reputedly anglophile, bulgarian king on 15 october. 
This was as far as London could go and it was obviously not enough to induce Sofia 
to either defy German pressure or relinquish long-standing irredentist aspirations.4

At the time of the Italian invasion of Greece, Sofia was subjected to mounting 
Soviet pressure to sign a pact of ‘friendship and mutual assistance’ – a challenge 
much more formidable than anything the british could conjure up. from the latter, 
‘the bulgarians knew they had nothing to expect but unconvincing warnings’.5 
for boris, who at that point was practically in charge of bulgarian foreign policy, 
it was a choice of evils.6 on 1 february 1941, his government consented to the 
transfer of German troops from romania to bulgarian territory. Speaking over 
the bbC, Churchill warned that the bulgarian leaders were about to repeat the 
same mistake for the third time in less than 30 years and plunge their country ‘into 
an unnecessary and perilous war’.7 this could hardly prevent bulgaria’s formal 
accession to the tripartite Pact,8 on 1 March. on the following day, London broke 
off diplomatic relations.

as was the case with the other axis satellites, in their effort to detach bulgaria 
from the German grip, the british primarily relied on propaganda. Yet, since no 
encouragement could be given to bulgarian aspirations, with the exception of 
southern Dobruja, London could not expect to tempt Sofia out of the war. This 
left little more than calls for unconditional surrender, combined with warnings 
and threats which did not sound compelling until the allied armies came within 
striking distance of bulgarian territory. Sargent admitted as much in July 1943.9 
writing to Lord Halifax in the same month, eden implied that bulgaria should 
face the consequences of the ‘deliberate decision’ to join the axis, which her 
government had taken ‘with full knowledge and warning of the consequences’. as 
for the future, he would rather have Bulgaria included in a Balkan (con)federation; 
whether she would do so as an independent state or otherwise, it ought to be decided 
‘by the interested belligerent Powers, and particularly with the co-operation and 
agreement of the uSSr’. at that point, eden noted, the british government was 
reluctant to make a statement about bulgaria’s future owing to the obscurity of 
Soviet intentions. He also professed indifference for the fate of the monarchy.10

 4 Barker 1976, 57; Miller 1975, 41–2.
 5 Barker 1976, 61; Rachev 1981, 24–5, 38–9, 47.
 6 rachev 1981, 28, 38, 40–41.
 7 ibid., 48.
 8 the Pact was originally signed by Germany, italy and Japan on 27 September 1940. 

It recognised Europe and Asia as respective spheres of influence, and implicitly provided 
for mutual assistance in case the united States intervened in the war.

 9 Ploumidis 2001, 33–4; cf. Briggs 1970, 471.
10 FO 898/147, Eden to Halifax, d. 862, 27.7.43; cf. Barker 1976, 215.
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above all, the british were careful not to say anything that might adversely 
affect their two balkan allies, Greece and Yugoslavia.11 according to eden’s brief 
for the foreign Ministers Conference in Moscow, in october 1943, bulgaria 
ought to relinquish the Greek and Yugoslav territories she had occupied at the 
conclusion of the German balkan campaign.12 Despite the officially subscribed 
vision of post-war Balkan integration, the Foreign Office cautioned against open 
encouragement of bulgarian co-operation with the Yugoslavs and, especially, the 
Greeks.13 this prospect could not hold much attraction for a public which, as was 
the case in much of europe, almost unanimously supported agendas of national 
aggrandisement.14 nor were the calls for unconditional surrender likely to spark 
revolution. as barker pointed out in august 1943, unconditional surrender would 
equally apply to the current regime and a ‘revolutionary government’.15

british policy – and propaganda – towards belligerent bulgaria suffered from 
relative lack of indigenous contacts and poor intelligence. before the war, links 
with the bulgarian political class were regarded as more limited than elsewhere in 
South-east europe, apart from albania. a notable exception was Stoicho Moshanov, 
the anglophile president of the Sobranje.16 during the country’s neutrality, Section 
d established contact with the so-called Pladné group of left-wing agrarians, 
the Military League under retired Colonel damian Velchev and the left-wing 
Macedonian Protogerovists. So2 provided the latter and the left-wing agrarians 
with funds, arms and explosives in february and March 1941, at a time when 
these groups made a stand against German infiltration, before being rounded up by 
the bulgarian police. Soe scored a success by smuggling G.M. dimitrov, leader 
of the left wing of the agrarian Party, and dimitri Matzankiev, former agrarian 
member of parliament, out of the country. both would do propaganda work for the 
british, the former broadcasting from Jerusalem, the latter from London. However, 
subsequent british attempts to establish contact with their associates inside bulgaria 
‘were persistently dogged by bad luck’.17 Little was known about the underground 
activity of the illegal but well-organised and disciplined Communist Party. as late 
as June 1944, Sargent on behalf of the Foreign Office complained that SOE had 
‘never been able to establish any satisfactory contacts in bulgaria’, its ‘one and only 
show piece’ being dimitrov.18 The same official minuted in desperation during the 
crisis triggered by King boris’s death, in September 1943: ‘have we any idea what 
is happening in bulgaria? Can nobody tell us anything … C19? Soe? Middle east 

11 See, for instance, fo 371/37151 r2470, Grey to Hendriks, Privy Seal, 20.3.43.
12 barker 1976, 215.
13 fo 898/144, fo Minutes, ‘Plan of political warfare in the balkans’, 13–24.11.41.
14 See, for instance, fo 898/147, Murray to Steel, force 133, 23.2.44.
15 fo 371/37152, r74, barker to Howard, 9.8.43, in Ploumidis 2001, 34.
16 bw 2/503, memo, 13 March 1939.
17 Barker 1976, 212; Ploumidis 2001, 27–8; Rachev 1981, 43–6, 51.
18 fo 371/43586 r9693, fo minutes by Clutton, (?), Sargent, 21–22.6.44.
19 the head of SiS.
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intelligence?’20 nor was the ‘national bulgarian Committee’ led by dimitrov and 
Kosta todorov, former minister and bulgarian delegate to the League of nations, 
ever recognised as an émigré ‘free movement’. their appeal was considered limited 
and it was feared that their recognition might alienate other émigrés or groups 
inside bulgaria.21 Finally, in contrast to the previous World War, the Foreign Office 
had no use for british bulgarophiles, mostly members of the balkan Committee, 
itself a shadow of its pre-1914 self.22

This picture contrasted sharply with the Soviet capability to exert influence. 
Moscow could count on the Communist Party and the allegedly widespread 
russophilia. in autumn 1940, it manifested its interest in a special security 
arrangement with Bulgaria, causing misgivings in Berlin and alarm in Sofia. At 
the time, the british minister reported that communist propaganda in the country 
was taking ‘a definitely anti-German tone’.23 Significantly, Bulgaria did not take 
part in the invasion of the Soviet union, but her occupation of extensive Greek 
and Yugoslav territories released German forces for service on the eastern front. 
Still, Soviet-bulgarian diplomatic relations were maintained until September 
1944. according to barker, the Soviet embassy and consulates in the country 
served as useful centres ‘for collecting information on South-east europe (which 
was not passed to the british)’.24 following ‘barbarossa’, communist propaganda 
was regularly beamed from Soviet territory by the ‘Hristo botev’ radio station, 
controlled by the bulgarian Secretary of the Comintern, Georgi dimitrov. as 
a former SOE officer acknowledged, its broadcasts were the main source of 
information about developments in bulgaria.25

the british counted on Soviet support in order to obtain a mass anti-German 
‘front’ in bulgaria. by mid-1943, ‘considerable internal unrest’ was reported 
inside the country. the real nut to crack was not the presumably small pro-
German ‘clique’, but the much larger group of ‘attentistes’, including the king, 

20 Quoted in Barker 1976, 215; similarly, BBCWA, R34/645, PWE, weekly directive 
for BBC Bulgarian Services, 25 February–3 March, 24.2.44; INF 1/899, PW(M) (42) 36, 
PWE, ‘Monthly report on Propaganda for August 1942’, 1.9.42; BBCWA, E2/190, Survey 
12/43, 15.3.43; FO 898/147, ‘Problems of political warfare to Bulgaria’, 14.12.43.

21 bbCwa, e2/604, minutes of weekly meeting to discuss balkan broadcasts, 
17.9.41; FO 371/43586 R9693, FO minutes by Clutton, (?), 21–22.6.44.

22 dimitrov was considered ‘the only exiled bulgarian of importance’ in the Middle 
east. in London, nikola Momchilov, the last bulgarian minister to britain, was the senior 
émigré figure. Though ‘respected’, he was thought of ‘no political significance’: FO 898/143, 
C-in-C Me to wo, Johnstone to brooks, ‘Political emigration’, 20.5.41. See also, fo 898/145, 
‘Propaganda in Roumania and Bulgaria’, 22.3.41; FO 898/144, FO Minutes, ‘Plan of political 
warfare in the Balkans’, 13–24.11.41; FO 371/43613 R5094, minutes by Clutton, 5.4.44.

23 barker 1976, 58.
24 ibid., 61.
25 Ibid., 213; Deakin 1988, 100.
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who appeared to hope for a compromise with the allies.26 when an anti-German 
movement did come into being, in summer 1943, it did not originate with ‘the 
numerically large but amorphous mass of the agrarian movement’, whom the 
british considered potential allies. the initiative belonged to the Communists who 
subsequently managed to enlist in their fatherland front groups with which Soe 
had tried to establish contact, including the Left agrarians. in the absence of an 
alternative, Soe was authorised to support the front, albeit with little enthusiasm. 
As an SOE officer in Cairo put it, ‘it would be much better to have the present 
bulgarian government to bully over an armistice than a liberal democratic mob 
howling their devotion to roosevelt, Churchill and Stalin’.27

after the allies established a foothold in italy, british propaganda could brandish 
the air weapon with some credibility. However, bombing operations against 
bulgarian targets never received priority in allied planning and britain lacked the 
necessary means to undertake large scale raids single-handedly. The first air attack, 
on 14 november 1943, failed to produce any ‘startling results’. the second raid by 
141 USAF Flying Fortresses on 10–11 January apparently caught Sofia ‘unprepared’ 
and ‘caused a good deal of chaos’ – although its scale was a fraction of the strategic 
bombing against the reich. However, the americans did not heed the british plea 
for a follow-up. there were a few more raids on a modest scale in March and april, 
before bombing was suspended.28 american planners seemed to fear that allied 
attacks might precipitate a revolt, paving the way for a communist take-over. Certain 
War Office officials also hoped that the existing regime might eventually sue for 
peace.29 uneasiness was evident among the bulgarian armed forces, especially the 
troops occupying Yugoslav territories. However, expectations of a military coup 
led by pro-allied elements were soon disappointed. in mid-december 1943, while 
sanguine about the effect of allied bombing on morale and public order, Pwe 
saw little prospect for domestically driven change.30 Political warfare experts gave 
the following reasons for their pessimistic estimate: no outstanding authority had 
emerged after Boris’s death; the current government under Dobri Bozhilov consisted 
of ‘colourless and undistinguished men’; the opposition was divided; the Fatherland 
front had delivered little in terms of sabotage and Partisan activity. the conclusion 
was that ‘[e]verything will depend on stimuli applied from without’, such as an 
intensified bombing campaign, a convincing display of Anglo-Soviet solidarity, and 
allied operations in the balkans – all of which appeared doubtful at that time.31

26 fo 898/146, ‘Political warfare plan for Jugoslavia, Greece and bulgaria’, 30.6.43.
27 FO 898/147, Steel, Force 133, MEF, to Murray, 25.2.44; cf. Barker 1976, 213; idem 

1980, 255; Mackintosh 1988, 240.
28 FO 371/43586 R13888; cf. Barker 1976, 216–7, 219; Hunt 1988, 16; Deakin 1988, 102.
29 Ploumidis 2001, 37.
30 fo 898/147, ‘Problems of political warfare to bulgaria’, 14.12.43.
31 emphasis in the original: fo 371/43585 r1820, fo to Cairo, tel. 530, ‘appreciation 

of the Bulgarian situation’, 19.2.44; similarly, FO 898/147, ‘Requirements for political 
warfare to bulgaria’, 29.1.44.
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to be sure, bulgarian ruling élites feared the prospect of Soviet penetration 
almost as much as their romanian and Hungarian counterparts. in the case of 
bulgaria, however, this fear was tempered not so much by traditional russophilia 
as by the fact that the country was not at war with the Soviet union. Moreover, 
unlike in much of South-east europe, the Wehrmacht stationed no major 
formations in bulgaria, which it used rather ‘as a logistics and training base’. the 
british also suspected that the bulgarians counted on the Soviets to restrain anglo-
american vindictiveness on behalf of their Greek and Yugoslav allies. only after 
the red army advanced into romania, ‘non-Communist bulgarians began to 
think differently and, like the Hungarians and rumanians, to hope against hope 
for the arrival of anglo-americans’.32

from late 1943, and in the absence of serious bulgarian peace-feelers, the 
british were pleading for a tougher Soviet line. among other things, they had cause 
to suspect that the bulgarians intended to retain a territorial outlet to the aegean and 
might seek Soviet backing to this end.33 at the tehran Conference, in december 
1943, Churchill pressed for a display of allied unity and secured a joint anglo-
Soviet communiqué urging a timely bulgarian disassociation from the axis.34 Yet 
it was not before the Soviet spring offensive that Moscow mounted the campaign 
of pressure which London had been asking for. this led to the resignation of the 
bozhilov cabinet on 22 May. two months later, its successor under the moderate ivan 
bagrianov approached the americans and in august sent Moshanov to negotiate 
in Cairo. by that time, the parliamentary opposition was openly advocating an 
immediate end to the state of war with britain and the united States and a break 
with Germany.35 during the same period, the underground communist opposition 
seemed to waver between co-operation with the ‘bourgeois’ parties and a seizure of 
power by force.36 on 17 august, bagrianov declared in parliament his government’s 
intention to withdraw from the war. on the 25th, he announced bulgaria’s ‘total 
neutrality’ and asked the british and the americans for their terms.37

In order to reply to Sofia’s overtures, the western Allies submitted draft 
armistice terms to the Soviets. Meanwhile, romania’s volte-face had cleared the 
way for the red army’s advance on the danube. Moscow rejected the bulgarian 
offer of ‘complete neutrality’ and London followed suit. the Soviets intended 
to deal with bulgaria single-handedly. on 5 September, a new cabinet under 
Konstantin Muraviev, a right-wing agrarian, found itself in the surreal position 
of being handed with a Soviet declaration of war just after having itself declared 

32 barker 1976, 204.
33 the british had noticed that, in their propaganda to bulgaria, the Soviets had 

always called for the evacuation of Yugoslav territory but had said nothing about north-
eastern Greece: barker 1988, 201–2, 205.

34 Ploumidis 2001, 31.
35 elazar 1988, 195.
36 barker 1988, 204.
37 Ibid., 206; see also Mackintosh 1988, 241–2.
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war on Germany. Muraviev promptly accepted unconditional surrender. at the 
Foreign Office Howard minuted: ‘It is all very Balkan’.38 on 8 September 1944, 
the Red Army crossed into Bulgarian territory from Romania and a ceasefire came 
into effect on the following day.

in the preceding months, the british had attempted to gain access to 
bulgaria. in January 1944, two Soe parties, under Major Mostyn davies and 
Major frank thompson, tried to get in touch with bulgarian Partisans through 
southern Yugoslavia. after the tragic end of both missions, a third team was sent 
through occupied Greek thrace in april. it only managed to make contact with 
the Fatherland Front in July and finally entered Bulgaria in August, when some 
british supplies were dropped to local Partisans.39 as was to be expected, the red 
army’s advance cut these activities short. on 27 September, the occupying Soviets 
ordered all Soe missions out of the country. the british, for their part, refused to 
recognise bulgaria as a ‘co-belligerent’. So did the americans. british pressure 
resulted in the release of detained SOE officers in Greek Eastern Macedonia and 
thrace and, much more importantly, expedited the withdrawal of the bulgarian 
army from these territories as ‘an essential prerequisite’ for the armistice which 
was eventually signed in Moscow, on 28 october 1944.40

Propaganda During Neutrality

not unexpectedly, pro-british feeling in bulgaria was considered much less 
pronounced than elsewhere in the balkans. nevertheless, a pre-war report described 
the bulgarians as ‘better disposed to the anglo-Saxons than to other peoples’, 
appreciative of britain as the ‘most disinterested of the Great Powers’.41 Perhaps, 
this section of opinion was what a later report referred to as a ‘latent element’ of 
the population.42 in contrast to such, rather wishful, thinking, wartime documents 
presented Bulgaria as a ‘not particularly’ fertile field for British propaganda,43 and 
traced a good deal of anglophobia.44 in July 1940, at a time when military events 
in western europe had swung the bulgarian media almost totally in Germany’s 

38 Barker 1976, 219–21; idem 1988, 201–8; Mackintosh 1988, 244–6.
39 Barker 1976, 195; Deakin 1988, 102–3; Mackintosh 1988, 241; Stafford 1983, 

174–5; Ploumidis 2001, 35–8.
40 wo 201/1618 ‘balkan notes – Greece, January 1944–May 1945’, appendix d to 

G-2 (P.b.), a.f.H.Q. balkan Policy review, issue no. 10, to 8.11.44: ‘recent events in 
Eastern Macedonia and Western Thrace’; cf. Barker 1976, 221–2; idem 1988, 209; Livanios 
2008, 128–33.

41 fo 930/54, Moi, Publicity division, Planning Section, memo no. 288, ‘report on 
bulgaria’, 19.7.39.

42 bw 2/503, ‘bulgaria’, buL/8/2, december (?) 1939.
43 bw 18/3, buL/8/2, tollington to Seymour, 14 november 1944.
44 bbCwa, e2/190, Survey 13/43, 20.5.43.
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favour, the Press Office of the British Legation listed four main reasons for this 
adverse climate of opinion: (a) the bitter legacy of the previous war and peace 
settlement, (b) the sense of british neglect during the interwar years, (c) the widely-
shared irredentist claims against neighbouring countries, and (d) the perceived lack 
of british sympathy for these aspirations.45 The first of these reasons was quite 
indisputable. Earlier reports from Bulgaria had tended to confirm the second reason 
and a corresponding need for increased attention and reassurance by britain.46 
revisionism was perhaps more important, as it could trigger a decidedly pro-axis 
shift, once Germany emerged as the arbiter in the balkans.

in 1939, the british engaged in an eleventh-hour effort to shore up their 
influence by means of cultural diplomacy. British Council surveys deemed this 
campaign insufficiently equipped to excite friendly interest and combat Bulgarian 
suspiciousness and xenophobia.47 they also drew an unfavourable contrast with 
the lavish German effort. the british Council experts urged more attention to this 
‘intensely united and militarily far from negligible’ country, through economic 
incentives and ‘spectacular’ cultural activity. in common with the other three 
balkan states, one of these reports stressed ‘relief from German economic pressure’ 
as a condition for improving British influence. Its sanguine estimate was that an 
amount ‘between a quarter and half a million pounds’ might suffice!48

in a country where ‘knowledge of German was considered ‘essential for 
academic, commercial or professional careers’, the british Council proposed to give 
priority to the teaching of english. thus, it sought to set up an institute of english 
Studies in Sofia, not as a competitor to the existing – and successful – American 
College, but in order to extend the adult classes provided by the english-Speaking 
union. the latter was heir to the considerable record of american missionary 
activity in the field of education but was also subsidised by the British Council. 
it was described as a ‘healthy’ undertaking with 400 members, 160 students and 
branches at Plovdiv, burgas, Varna and tirnovo.49 the language programme 
should be supplemented with cultural activities designed to cultivate pro-british 
feeling much more systematically than the two anglophile societies, the english-
Speaking union and the ‘quietly’ existing bulgarian-british association.50

45 FO 371/24871 R7187, summary of Sofia Press, 24.6–8.7.40.
46 BW 2/503, memo, 13 March 1939; FO 930/54, MOI, Publicity Division, Planning 

Section, memo no. 288, ‘Report on Bulgaria’, 19.7.39; FO 371/24902 R3989, Usher, Religious 
division, Moi, to Gaselee, fo, 7.6.40, report ‘(bishops’) visit to balkans, May 1940’, 4.6.40.

47 ‘Two lecturers visited Sofia in 1938’, one report noted, but ‘local feeling did not 
whole-heartedly endorse the choice of subjects nor their treatment by the lecturers’: fo 
930/54, Moi, Publicity division, Planning Section, memo no. 288, ‘report on bulgaria’, 
19.7.39.

48 bw 2/503, memo, 13 March 1939.
49 fo 930/54, Moi, Publicity division, Planning Section, memo no. 288, ‘report on 

Bulgaria’, 19.7.39; BW 2/503, memo, ‘Bulgaria’, BUL/8/2, December (?) 1939.
50 bw 2/503, memo, ‘bulgaria’, buL/8/2, december (?) 1939.
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a british Council report from late 1939 still found the bulgarian campaign 
inadequate, and ‘strikingly’ more modest than its romanian counterpart. among 
the causes, it singled out the unhelpful attitude of the british Legation. although 
the authorities had approved the setting-up of the institute of english Studies, 
the war had interrupted further progress. The English reader at Sofia University, 
norman davis, was removed from his post and students were prevented from taking 
up scholarships. Davis was subsequently utilised as press officer at the British 
Legation.51 eventually, the institute materialised. encouraged by a ‘considerable 
influx of enrolments’, the British Council proceeded to establish four provincial 
centres before the break-up of anglo-bulgarian diplomatic relations terminated its 
activity, in March 1941.52

no propaganda effort could afford to neglect the press, however costly this 
might prove. by summer 1939, articles and photographs of british origin were 
being placed in three Sofia dailies.53 during the early months of the war, the majority 
of the bulgarian press was reported as inclined towards the German interpretation 
of events.54 in order to redress this imbalance, Gerald abraham, who headed the 
Legation’s Press Office, asked for an increased flow of Reuter messages, in simple, 
direct form and in french in order to suit the bulgarian telegraphic agency. until 
then, the Press Office itself supplied the afternoon papers with pro-Allied news 
items mostly based on bbC broadcasts.55 for a few months the attitude of the Press 
was reported as ‘reasonably impartial’. Yet the french débâcle and italy’s entry into 
the war ushered in ‘a marked change’ in favour of Germany. only two newspapers, 
Mir and Zora, were singled out as ‘possible exceptions’. as france sued for an 
armistice, the Press Office reported an officially inspired press campaign against 
the Peace treaty of neuilly.56 the british minister bitterly remarked that ‘many 
people in england would remember the hostile attitude of the bulgarian press’.57

51 BW 2/503, memo, ‘Bulgaria’, BUL/8/2, December (?) 1939; FO 930/54, Rendel to 
Halifax, d. 256, 28.8.39.

52 bw 18/3, buL/2/1, wethered to Littler, 21 May 1941. at the time of the allied 
raids against the bulgarian capital, the premises of the british institute would be destroyed 
by fire bombs: BW 18/3, BUL/8/2, Tollington to Seymour, 14 November 1944.

53 fo 930/54, Moi, Publicity division, Planning Section, memo no. 288, ‘report on 
bulgaria’, 19.7.39,

54 FO 371/23735 R10911, summary of Sofia Press, 19–25 November, 26.11.39; 
FO 371/23735 R11896, summary of Sofia Press, 10–16 December, 18.12.39; FO 930/54, 
Abraham to Syme, FPD, Southeastern Europe, 18.12.39; FO 371/23735 R12167, Abraham 
to rendel, 21.12.39.

55 FO 371/23735 R11896, summary of Sofia Press, 10–16 December, 18.12.39; FO 
371/23735 R12167, Abraham to Rendel, 21.12.39; FO 371/24871 R37, summary of Sofia 
Press, 17–23.12.39; FO 371/24871 R1302, summary of Sofia Press, 14–20.1.40.

56 FO 371/24871 R5484, summary of Sofia Press, 10–23.6.40.
57 FO 371/24871 R7187, summary of Sofia Press, 24.6–8.7.40; FO 371/24871 R7822, 

rendel to Halifax, d. 361, 20.8.40/
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the pro-German shift in the bulgarian media coincided with the termination 
of Abraham’s appointment. A former League of Nations official with access to 
the higher echelons of bulgarian society, including the palace, abraham was 
frustrated by the Moi’s refusal to increase his allowance.58 a ‘more enterprising’ 
successor was found in runciman, then serving as cultural attaché.59

the fall of france severely curtailed britain’s ability to stem bulgaria’s drift 
into German arms. british propaganda combined benevolence with warnings in an 
attempt to stir up anti-government feeling. the bbC was instructed to emphasise 
London’s ‘desire to see the neutral powers preserved’ and out of the war zone. 
assuming a peace-loving audience, it was implied that, by facilitating German 
aggressive designs, the bulgarian government was deceiving its own people. the 
bulgarians were not only reminded of their sufferings in recent wars but also 
warned that their country ‘will inevitably be judged after the war by the amount of 
support she now affords to Germany’.60

Propaganda After the Entry of German Troops

following bulgaria’s accession to the tripartite Pact, british assessments exuded an 
air of resignation. A meeting at the Foreign Office concluded that there should be no 
propaganda to Bulgaria whatsoever. ‘No amount of preaching, however justified, 
will do our cause any good’, an So1 note admitted. with German troops pouring 
into the country, the british had better ‘refrain from hard words’. if anything, the 
bulgarians’ harsh treatment by the victorious powers of world war i had made 
them ‘more sullen, more obstinate and more resentful’. the themes of reconciling 
bulgaria with her neighbours and restoring her ‘in the balkan fold’ might have 
served a purpose in quieter times. future plans would depend on ‘military success 
or failure in the balkans’. if the latter was the case, the british might ‘save [their] 
breath so far as bulgaria is concerned’.61 in the aftermath of military failure, the 
tone became one of reproach and warning – and would remain so until the end. the 
first SO1 directive for Bulgaria stressed the ‘enormity [of the] crime’ which her 

58 FO 930/54, Rendel to Carr, private and personal, 27.1.40; FO 930/55, Rendel to 
Kirkpatrick, MOI, private and confidential, 12.6.40; FO 930/55, Leigh Ashton, MOI, to 
nichols, fo, 14.6.40.

59 FO 371/24871 R5484, summary of Sofia Press, 10–23.6.40; FO 371/24871 R7822, 
rendel to Halifax, d. 361, 20.8.40.

60 fo 898/147, ‘Guidance for bbC on bulgaria’, 15.2.41.
61 FO 898/145, ‘Propaganda in Roumania and Bulgaria’, 22.3.41; FO 898/143, 

‘Propaganda in the balkans’. 27.3.41. as a sole exception to this approach, briggs refers 
to one ‘fighting speech’ by L.S. Amery over the BBC, on 3 March 1941: Briggs 1970, 471.
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government had committed by involving the country for the third time in a war on 
the ‘wrong side’. Yet direct attacks on King boris were to be avoided.62

after bulgaria declared war on britain and the united States in december 
1941, british propaganda attempted to drive a wedge between the bulgarian people 
and the king and his government.63 the Pwe propaganda plan of January 1942 
described boris as ‘hopelessly compromised’ and attributed the ruling elites’ pro-
German attitude mainly to ‘terror of “Communism”’ and extreme nationalism. one 
of the principal objectives of british propaganda, it postulated, was to widen the 
gap between those elites and the peasantry, and ultimately foment rebellion. as 
a suitable agent it pointed to the agrarian Party which it described as ‘the most 
powerful instrument for the stimulation and organisation’ of the anti-German 
element in the country.64 rather exaggerated hopes were placed on the exiled 
agrarian leaders who were already attacking the government and the king on bbC 
and ‘black’ broadcasts. ‘only a person who does not know King boris’, Matzankiev 
told his audience in april 1942, ‘will ever believe that he is capable of even one 
single honest thought and that he would give up his criminal intentions … perfidy, 
intriguing and lying are his second nature and a coward he was born and a coward 
he will die’.65 there were reports, however, that such personal attacks were resented 
and likely to backfire.66 Surprisingly, despite such polemics, british propaganda 
planners still contemplated the idea of ‘weaning boris from the axis’.67

british propaganda also sought to emphasise the regime’s subservience to 
Germany and spread distrust for the latter’s motives. economic exploitation 
and instances of ‘nazification’, including a draconian law for the ‘defence of the 
State’, anti-Jewish legislation, or trials of dissenters, were used as cases in point.68 
bulgarians were persistently told that only by taking timely action against their 
pro-German rulers could they hope to ‘save their own country from the devastation 

62 FO 898/115, WO to Commander-in-Chief, from Brigadier Brooks to Thornhill, first 
directive to bulgaria, 17.5.41.

63 briggs 1970, 471.
64 inf 1/899, Pw(M) (42) 3, Pwe, ‘Plan of political warfare for the balkans’, 5.1.42.
65 bbCwa, e2/72, extract from bbC european Services, output report, 26 april– 

2 May 1942.
66 FO 371/33119 R6692, Istanbul to MOI, no. 570 EMPAX, 6.10.42; FO 371/37151 

R1131, Mitchell, Ankara, to Broadcasting Division, ‘BBC Bulgarian intelligence’, 17.1.43; 
bbCwa, e2/190, Survey 12/43, 15.3.43.

67 fo 898/145, Murray to Lockhart, considerations for future planning, 13.11.42.
68 fo 898/115, wo to Commander-in-Chief, from brigadier brooks to thornhill, 

first directive to Bulgaria, 17.5.41; INF 1/899, PW(M) (42) 32, PWE, ‘Monthly report 
on Propaganda for May 1942’, 1.6.42; FO 371/33135A R2471, FO to Cairo, tel. 1665, 
Bulgarian directive, 20–26 June, 20.6.42; INF 1/899, PW(M) (42) 35, PWE, ‘Monthly 
report on Propaganda for July 1942’, 1.8.42; FO 371/33119 R5879, FO to MoS, Cairo, tel. 
2416, bulgarian directive, 11–17 october, 9.10.42.
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of war’.69 in comparison to the softer line taken towards the romanian regime, 
PWE officials described such propaganda as ‘revolutionary’.70

initially, british propaganda encouraged low intensity ‘active opposition’ 
aimed at destabilising the regime and offsetting the country’s value for the 
German economy. in this context, bulgaria was included in the Pwe/bbC 
campaigns which sought to capitalise on alleged peasant discontent. farmers were 
urged not to grow industrial crops (e.g., soya beans or ‘mountain potatoes’) for 
Germany and to hoard food and fodder rather than sell them to the authorities at 
an unfair price. there were also suggestions for greater agitation over government 
measures, such as requisitioning and price controls. at the same time, an effort 
was made to stimulate fears of inflation and devaluation. Workers were advised 
to engage in ‘undetectable sabotage’, especially of transport, and to evade labour 
recruitment.71 in that latter respect, the ‘undoubtedly good social conditions 
enjoyed by bulgarian workers in the reich’ presented british propaganda with 
a ‘knotty problem’.72 Intensified allied bombing eventually provided the most 
effective counter-incentive.

appeals for more or less passive resistance seemed to distinguish between 
the government or those who acted ‘as Hitler’s agents’, and the ‘people’ or, more 
specifically, ‘the Bulgarian peasants and agrarian intellectuals’. The former were 
certain to pay for their misdeeds, while the latter were urged to fulfil their ‘special 
patriotic responsibilities’.73 this distinction, it was hoped, might help to foment 

69 fo 371/33119 r5879, fo to MoS, Cairo, tel. 2416, bulgarian directive, 11–17 
October, 9.10.42; PWE, weekly directive for BBC Bulgarian Service, 5–11 December, 
4.12.42, quoted in Ploumidis 2001, 30; FO 371/37152 R6499, PWE, weekly directive for 
BBC Bulgarian Service, 18–25 July, ‘Special themes: Bulgaria and the War’ etc., 15.7.43; 
fo 898/147, eden to Halifax, d. 862, 27.7.43.

70 FO 371/33135A R2475, minute by Lockhart, 10.4.42; INF 1/899, PW(M) (42) 
32, PWE, ‘Monthly report on Propaganda for May 1942’, 1.6.42; FO 898/145, Murray to 
Lockhart, considerations for future planning, 13.11.42.

71 bbCwa, e2/72, extract from bbC european Services, output report, 26 april–2 
May 1942; INF 1/897, PW(E) (42) 53, ‘Propaganda to influence agricultural production 
and exploit the food problem in German Europe’, 11.6.42 ; FO 371/33119 R5879, FO to 
MoS, Cairo, tel. 2416, Bulgarian directive, 11–17 October, 9.10.42; FO 371/37151 R116, 
Pwe, weekly directive for bbC bulgarian Service, 30 January–5 february, summary to 
Cairo, 28.1.43; BBCWA, E2/190, Survey 13/43, 20.5.43; FO 371/37151 R4317, PWE, 
weekly directive for BBC Bulgarian Service, 3–9 July, 1.7.43; FO 371/37152 R6499, PWE, 
weekly directive for bbC bulgarian Service, 18–25 July, ‘Special themes: bulgaria and the 
War’ etc., 15.7.43; cf. Garnett 2002, 182.

72 BBCWA, E2/190, Survey 12/43, 15.3.43; BBCWA, E2/190, Survey 13/43, 20.5.43.
73 fo 371/33119 r5879, fo to MoS, Cairo, tel. 2416, bulgarian directive, 11–17 
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rebellion.74 Moreover, according to a bbC output report from spring 1942, steps 
were taken to prevent hostility to the regime from being indiscriminately reflected 
upon the bulgarian people, especially on account of atrocities against Serbs and 
Greeks in the occupied territories.75 Still, this approach had its limits. in summer 
1943, Howard of the Southern department took exception to the content of a 
leaflet, which, in his view, ‘appear[ed] to be a sweeping condemnation of the 
whole bulgarian people’. the text quoted the declaration of war against britain 
and the united States, the occupation of Greek and Yugoslav territory, and the 
contribution to the German war effort, including the supply of labour, as acts for 
which bulgaria would have to answer on the day of reckoning. on behalf of Pwe, 
Barker explained that the firm tone of the leaflet was intended to ‘demolish the 
feeling of security in certain bulgarian circles, derived from the fact that the whole 
blame for what happens in that country appears to be attributed by the outer world 
to the King and his Puppet Government’.76

another important task of british propaganda was to sow discord between 
bulgarians and Germans. the latter’s commitment to bulgaria was attacked as 
false and self-serving. the bulgarians were reminded that Hitler had reserved his 
position regarding the ultimate fate of the occupied Greek and Yugoslav territories. 
German press comment and maps were also used to bring this point home.77 
any evidence of anti-German activity, including reports of sabotage, arrests 
and sentences, were used to the same end.78 The first anniversary of the attack 
on the Soviet union was exploited in order to undermine the all-powerful image 
of Germany.79 after the capitulation of italy, bulgarians were warned to expect 
increased German demands on their manpower for occupation duties.80 Germany 

74 Garnett 2002, 181.
75 bbCwa, e2/72, extract from bbC european Services, output report, 26 april– 

2 May 1942.
76 The same leaflet appealed to all ‘sane elements’ to take action that might save 

Bulgaria from her predicament. FO 371/37152 R6704, MoS, Cairo, to FO, text of leaflet 
dropped over Sofia on 15 June, 18.6.43; FO 371/37152 R6704, Howard to Barker, 28.6.43; 
fo 371/37152 r6765, barker to Howard, 23.7.43. there is not enough evidence to support 
Ploumidis’ claim that ‘[m]any Foreign Office and SOE officials perceived the Bulgarians 
collectively as a people who “never fought for freedom” and always were adverse to the 
british cause’: Ploumidis 2001, 39.

77 fo 371/33119 r6914, Pwe, weekly directive for bbC bulgarian Service, 21–26 
november, 19.11.42.

78 fo 371/37151 r116, Pwe, weekly directive for bbC bulgarian Service, 16–22 
January, and 23–29 January, 14/21.1.43.

79 fo 371/33135a r2471, fo to Cairo, tel. 1665, bulgarian directive, 20–26 June, 
20.6.42.

80 fo 371/37152 r8169, Pwe, weekly directive for bbC bulgarian Service, 11–17 
September, summary to Cairo, 9.9.43.
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was further charged with deliberately ‘dispersing’ bulgarian troops abroad as a 
means of tying the country down to her own fate.81

the withdrawal of the bulgarian occupying armies from Greece and Yugoslavia 
was an important aim which was given relative priority as Germany’s military 
fortunes waned. related propaganda elaborated it as follows: (a) bulgaria’s 
unlawful annexation of Greek and Yugoslav territories was null and void; (b) ‘any 
proven bulgarian war crimes’ against the local population would ‘receive full 
retribution’; (c) by releasing precious German manpower for service elsewhere, 
Bulgaria participated in the war against the Allies, especially ‘Russia’; (d) it was a 
matter of national dignity and self-preservation for the bulgarian army ‘not to act 
on Hitler’s orders’.82 in the wake of normandy, british propaganda stressed the 
connection with Germany’s attempt to stem the advance of the anglo-american 
armies in europe.83

operation barbarossa offered the british an opportunity to score points with 
sections of opinion, especially the peasantry which was considered ‘passively 
anti-German and fundamentally pro-russian [but] not pro-Communist’.84 the 
fear of communism was considered more pronounced among the better-off, the 
business class and the clergy.85 british propagandists also sought to exploit the 
official interest in maintaining diplomatic relations with the Soviet Union. A PWE 
plan even suggested that, ‘both in propaganda and political action, british and 
russian agencies (should) work hand in hand’.86 in this context, the anglo-Soviet 
alliance was played up and Moscow radio appeals and warnings to Sofia were 
eagerly relayed. british propaganda publicised the all-Slav Congress, a Soviet-

81 fo 371/34391 C13409, Pwe, central directive, special directive on exploitation of 
bombing raids on bulgaria, 14.11.43.

82 fo 371/33119 r759, Pwe, weekly directive for bbC bulgarian Service, 6–13 
March, 1.3.42; FO 371/33135A R2471, FO to Cairo, tel. 1665, Bulgarian directive, 20–26 
June, 20.6.42; FO 898/145, Murray to Lockhart, considerations for future planning, 13.11.42; 
BBCWA, E2/190, Survey 12/43, 15.3.43; FO 371/37152 R6499, PWE, weekly directive for 
BBC Bulgarian Service, 18–25 July, ‘Special themes: Bulgaria and the War’ etc., 15.7.43; FO 
371/37152 R6499, PWE, weekly directive for BBC Bulgarian Service, 23–30 July, 22.7.43; 
fo 371/37152 r8169, Pwe, weekly directive for bbC bulgarian Service, 3–10 September, 
summary to Cairo, 2.9.43; FO 898/120, leaflet production and dissemination, spring–
autumn 1943, leaflet B/107, ‘Bulgarians’ (August 1943); FO 898/122, leaflet production and 
dissemination, autumn–winter 1943, b/170, ‘retribution’ (december 1943).

83 fo 371/43586 r7894, Pwe, weekly directive for bbC bulgarian Service, 9–16 
June 1944, summary to Cairo, 8.6.44.

84 INF 1/899, PW(M) (42) 3, PWE, ‘Plan of political warfare for the Balkans’, 5.1.42; 
inf 1/899, Pw(M) (42) 1, Pwe, ‘Monthly report on Propaganda for december 1941’, 
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sponsored forum launched in May 1942,87 and commended Soviet encouragement 
to ‘popular’ resistance against the regime.88 the apparent aim of the russian theme 
was to deter bulgarian participation in the war against the Soviet union. German 
reverses were fully exploited in order to produce the desired mix of ‘apprehension 
and admiration’ for Soviet military might.89

the ‘russian’ factor also complicated matters for british policy and propaganda. 
the ‘punitive’ neuilly Peace treaty, the fact that britain was an ally of Greece and 
Yugoslavia, as well as government propaganda had convinced many bulgarians to 
expect the worst in case of an anglo-american ‘invasion’. it is doubtful whether 
more emphasis on the principles of the atlantic Charter, as suggested in a bbC 
report,90 could allay bulgarian anglophobia. as has been noted, in sharp contrast 
to perceptions elsewhere in eastern europe, ‘russia’ was expected to provide 
some ‘reinsurance’ against vengeful neighbours and their powerful allies. Such 
hopes the british tried to dispel by stressing ‘big three’ solidarity.91 at the time 
of the allied invasion of Sicily, a statement by the bulgarian war minister, to the 
effect that the army would not fight unless attacked, was exploited to make the 
point that, by resisting any one of the Allies, Bulgaria would be fighting against 
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1942’ 1.3.42; FO 371/33119 R759, PWE, weekly directive for BBC Bulgarian Service, 
6–13 March, 1.3.42; INF 1/899, PW(M) (42) 30, PWE, ‘Monthly report on Propaganda for 
April 1942’, 1.5.42; BBCWA, E2/72, Extract from BBC European Services, Output Report, 
26 April–2 May 1942; INF 1/899, PW(M) (42) 32, PWE, ‘Monthly report on Propaganda 
for May 1942’, 1.6.42; FO 371/33119 R5879, FO to MoS, Cairo, tel. 2416, Bulgarian 
directive, 11–17 october, 9.10.42.

90 bbCwa, e2/72, extract from bbC european Services, output report, 26 april– 
2 May 1942.

91 fo 371/33135a r2471, fo to Cairo, tel. 1665, bulgarian directive, 20–26 
June, 20.6.42; FO 371/37151 R116, PWE, weekly directive for BBC Bulgarian Service, 
30 January–5 February, summary to Cairo, 28.1.43; BBCWA, E2/190, Survey 13/43, 
20.5.43; FO 371/37152 R8169, PWE, weekly directive for BBC Bulgarian Service, 11–
17 September, summary to Cairo, 9.9.43; FO 898/147, ‘Problems of political warfare 
to Bulgaria’, 14.12.43; BBCWA, R34/645, PWE, weekly directive for BBC Bulgarian 
Services, 25 February–3 March, 24.2.44; cf. Ploumidis 2001, 31.
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all, including russia. as a Pwe plan put it, there could be no ‘private’ bulgarian 
war, but only war against the ‘united nations’.92

related to russophilia was the theme of (South) Slav solidarity, which 
was considered conducive to another british objective, i.e. bulgaria’s eventual 
reconciliation with her neighbours. at the time of the German invasion of 
Yugoslavia, the bishop of Lincoln broadcast his astonishment with the fact that 
bulgaria willingly became ‘the pathway of the cruel barbarous hordes’ which 
invaded and desecrated lands of ‘brother orthodox Slavs’. His appeal, however, to 
‘Christ-loving’ bulgarian bishops to vindicate their role as ‘the true leaders of [the] 
people’ went unheeded.93 The PWE propaganda plan of January 1942 reaffirmed 
the reconciliation theme.94 following the Greek-Yugoslav treaty of January 
1942, bulgaria’s timely disengagement from the axis was projected as bound to 
facilitate her participation to a post-war scheme of balkan integration – in its turn 
presented as a way out of the country’s chronic isolation but, understandably, not 
as an antidote to irredentism. the emphasis was on the Yugoslav connection, as 
little point was seen in counting on bulgarian sympathy for the Greeks95 – and 
vice versa. in addition to urging the two peoples to make common cause against 
the Germans, the british intervened to restrain Yugoslav speakers from ‘wholesale 
attacks on the entire bulgarian people’ on account of atrocities by the bulgarian 
army of occupation.96 the effect of such propaganda was doubtful. according to an 
american source, the realisation that they were hated by ‘most of their neighbours’ 
induced the bulgarians to prize national unity above all else.97 in spring 1943, 
a bbC survey combined a similar assessment with the remark that, despite the 
violent anti-Greek and anti-Serb attitude of the official press, ‘ordinary Bulgarians 
are becoming increasingly conscious of the necessity for a policy of understanding 
with their neighbours’.98

Slav solidarity was further used in order to stimulate rebellion. As a first step, 
British propaganda played up the proposal of General Dušan Simović, head of 

92 FO 898/146, ‘Political warfare plan for Jugoslavia, Greece and Bulgaria’, 30.6.43; 
fo 371/37152 r6499, Pwe, weekly directive for bbC bulgarian Service, 18–25 July, 
‘Special themes: bulgaria and the war’ etc., 15.7.43.

93 inf 1/783, notes by Canon douglas on the balkan situation, 5.4.41.
94 inf 1/899, Pw(M) (42) 3, Pwe, ‘Plan of political warfare for the balkans’, 5.1.42.
95 fo 371/33119 r759, Pwe, weekly directive for bbC bulgarian Service, 6–13 

March, 1.3.42.
96 inf 1/899, Pw(M) (42) 12, Pwe, ‘Monthly report on Propaganda for January 

1942’, 1.2.42; INF 1/899, PW(M) (42) 21, PWE, ‘Monthly report on Propaganda for 
February 1942’ 1.3.42; INF 1/899, PW(M) (42) 32, PWE, ‘Monthly report on Propaganda 
for May 1942’, 1.6.42; INF 1/899, PW(M) (42) 35, PWE, ‘Monthly report on Propaganda 
for July 1942’, 1.8.42; FO 371/33119 R5879, FO to MoS, Cairo, tel. 2416, Bulgarian 
directive, 11–17 October, 9.10.42; cf. Garnett 2002, 181.

97 bbCwa, e2/190, Survey 12/43, 15.3.43.
98 bbCwa, e2/190, Survey 13/43, 20.5.43.
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the first Yugoslav government-in-exile, that individual Bulgarians should join 
Mihailovic’s forces.99 the next step was to invite the bulgarian army as a whole to 
turn its arms against the ‘traitors’ of the fatherland and concert with the Četniks.100 
the bulgarians were urged to support persecuted patriots so that they ‘may not be 
deprived of leaders’ in peacetime.101 every piece of information, however tenuous, 
was used to show that resistance was increasing.102

Yet results were meagre. the most spectacular incident, the killing of the head 
of a pro-nazi organisation by a Communist in february 1943, was followed by 
a wave of arrests. Nevertheless, attacks on government officials continued and 
british propaganda seized the opportunity to suggest assassination as ‘a reasonable 
method of self-defence by Patriots’.103 in turn, the bulgarian authorities accused 
‘London Radio’ of moral complicity to such incidents – which rather gratified 
british propagandists.104 Still, these were isolated incidents. in July 1943, barker 
noted that there was ‘not much hard evidence’ of opposition in bulgaria.105 even 
after the formation of the Fatherland Front, official British propaganda continued 
to urge resistance either autonomously or through Yugoslav organisations.106 it 
was not until early March 1944 that the bbC was instructed to offer ‘discreet 
publicity’ for the fatherland front,107 a week after Pwe had admitted that it still 
knew ‘practically nothing about the people behind’ that organisation.108 However, 

 99 inf 1/899, Pw(M) (42) 1, Pwe, ‘Monthly report on Propaganda for december 
1941’, 1.1.42; INF 1/899, PW(M) (42) 12, PWE, ‘Monthly report on Propaganda for January 
1942’, 1.2.42; FO 371/33119 R759, PWE, weekly directive for BBC Bulgarian Service, 
6–13 March, 1.3.42; INF 1/899, PW(M) (42) 30, PWE, ‘Monthly report on Propaganda for 
april 1942’, 1.5.42.

100 bbCwa, e2/72, extract from bbC european Services, output report, 26 april–2 
May 1942; FO 371/33445 R7445, Pearson to Dixon, 5.11.42, enclosed tel. from Hudson, 1 
November 1942; FO 371/37151 R116, PWE, weekly directive for BBC Bulgarian Service, 
30 January – 5 february, summary to Cairo, 28.1.43.

101 fo 371/37151 r116, Pwe, weekly directive for bbC bulgarian Service, 16–22 
January, and 23–29 January, 14/21.1.43.

102 fo 371/33119 r5879, fo to MoS, Cairo, tel. 2416, bulgarian directive, 11–17 
october, 9.10.42.

103 fo 371/37151 r1319, Pwe, weekly directive for bbC bulgarian Service, 21–27 
February, 18.2.43; BBCWA, E2/190, Survey 12/43, 15.3.43.

104 bbCwa, e2/190, Survey 13/43, 20.5.43.
105 fo 371/37152 r6765, barker to Howard, 23.7.43.
106 fo 371/37152 r6499, Pwe, weekly directive for bbC bulgarian Service, 18–25 

July, ‘Special themes: Bulgaria and the War’ etc., 15.7.43; FO 371/43585 R149, PWE, 
weekly directive for bbC bulgarian Service, 31 december–7 January 1944, summary to 
Cairo, 30.12.43.

107 bbCwa, r34/645, Pwe, weekly directive for bbC bulgarian Services, 3–10 
March, 2.3.44, emphasis in the original.

108 bbCwa, r34/645, Pwe, weekly directive for bbC bulgarian Services, 25 
february–3 March, 24.2.44. Ploumidis apparently exaggerates when he claims that ‘Pwe 
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according to an Soe report, the ‘a’ ru, which transmitted from Jerusalem under 
dimitrov’s guidance until autumn 1943, had supported the idea of a united front 
with the Communists even before it materialised.109 The Foreign Office, for its part, 
rejected an offer by the members of the venerable balkan Committee to appeal to 
the bulgarians to join forces with tito’s Partisans. the Committee was described 
as ‘a rather moribund institution’ whose influence ‘count[ed] for nothing’.110 a few 
months later, however, british propaganda openly encouraged desertions to tito’s 
Partisans whom it praised for their ‘good discipline and skilful leadership’.111

british propagandists also tried to exploit bulgarian sensitivity vis-à-vis 
Turkey. Between November 1941 and March 1942, their priorities were influenced 
by an invasion scare. as part of the effort to avert bulgarian participation in the 
alleged German plans, the Pwe plan of January 1942 called attention to the 
pro-Turkish Bulgarian Moslems, though it is not clear how this was reflected 
in propaganda.112 Later in the war, uncertainty regarding turkish intentions was 
considered a drawback.113 after turkish President İsmet İnönü met with roosevelt 
and Churchill in Cairo, in early december 1943, british propaganda, while 
avoiding speculation on ankara’s intentions, was authorised to speak of turkish 
solidarity with the allies.114

even before Pearl Harbor, the american commitment on britain’s side was 
exploited as a powerful deterrent against further bulgarian contribution to Hitler’s 

agents had a fairly good up-to-date information on the bulgarian home politics and the 
Press to comment on’: Ploumidis 2001, 31–2.

109 HS 5/186, danube Group to Steel, ‘dimitrov and Padev’, 2.6.44.
110 FO 371/43613 R5094, Minutes by Clutton, 5.4.44; FO 371/43613 R5094, Law 

to Lord noel buxton, 8.4.44. on the Committee, see Michail 2011, 11–16, 38–9. it was 
formally disbanded in 1946.

111 fo 371/43586 r7895, Pwe, weekly directive for bbC bulgarian Service, 30 
June–7 July 1944, summary to Cairo, 29.6.44.

112 FO 898/152, Noel-Baker, ‘The Application of PW to Greece’, 14.11.41; FO 898/55, 
Murray to Neate, 15.11.41; FO 371/29786 R10593, FO to Cairo, d. 4404, weekly Balkan 
propaganda directive, 13.12.41; INF 1/899, PW(M) (42) 1, PWE, ‘Monthly report on 
Propaganda for December 1941’, 1.1.42; INF 1/899, PW(M) (42) 3, PWE, ‘Plan of political 
warfare for the Balkans’, 5.1.42; INF 1/899, PW(M) (42) 12, PWE, ‘Monthly report on 
Propaganda for January 1942’, 1.2.42; INF 1/899, PW(M) (42) 21, PWE, ‘Monthly report 
on Propaganda for February 1942’ 1.3.42; FO 371/33119 R759, PWE, weekly directive for 
BBC Bulgarian Service, 6–13 March, 1.3.42; INF 1/899, PW(M) (42) 23, PWE, ‘Monthly 
report on Propaganda for March 1942’, 1.4.42.

113 the bbC was also warned not to appear patronising to the turks when referring to 
their relations with Bulgaria: FO 371/37151 R2470, Grey to Hendriks, Privy Seal, 20.3.43; 
fo 898/147, ‘Problems of political warfare to bulgaria’, 14.12.43.

114 fo 371/43585 r149, Pwe, weekly directive for bbC bulgarian Service, 31 
december–7 January 1944, summary to Cairo, 30.12.43.
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war.115 by 1943, the full mobilisation of uS industrial potential, particularly the 
production of aircraft, was intended to underline bulgarian vulnerability to allied air 
attacks.116 However, speculation on a second front in the balkans was prohibited.117 
an exception was made on the eve of the landings in Sicily, apparently as part of 
the allied deception campaign. at that point, british propaganda suggested that 
operations in the balkans, if not imminent, were ‘ultimately inevitable’.118

the axis defeat in north africa and the prospect of an allied return to 
southern Europe modified the objectives of British propaganda. While the attack 
on the government was sustained, a peace with the king was not excluded. it 
was even implied that a timely secession from the axis might ease the rigours of 
‘unconditional surrender’.119 this line was abandoned shortly before the invasion 
of italy. the only motive for a lenient attitude towards the king, Pwe argued, would 
be an order to the Bulgarian army not to fight the Allies – an unlikely prospect. 
Moreover, leniency towards boris would discourage ‘potentially revolutionary 
elements’ and reinforce ‘attentisme’. Pwe proposed an uncompromising line.120 
eden concurred. He saw little point in trying to lure bulgaria out of the axis 
camp. ‘the policy of HMG towards bulgaria being of this negative character’, he 
noted, ‘it follows that our bulgarian propaganda must be of a similar nature’. eden 
confirmed the familiar line of warning dire consequences unless the Bulgarians 
‘rid themselves of the people who have betrayed them either by revolution or by 
unconditional surrender to the armies of liberation when the time comes’.121

the collapse of fascist italy offered british propaganda the opportunity to 
stress an obvious parallel: the bulgarians should not repeat the italian mistake 
and wait too long before overthrowing their rulers. in addition to bringing war on 
bulgarian soil, a long period of passivity might result in the elimination of ‘all the 
more courageous elements’. at a time when the Germans appeared too weak to 
control italy, the bulgarians were warned, ‘continued support for Germany [would] 

115 fo 898/115, wo to Commander-in-Chief, from brigadier brooks to thornhill, 
first directive to Bulgaria, 17.5.41; FO 371/29786 R10593, FO to Cairo, d. 4404, weekly 
balkan propaganda directive, 13.12.41.

116 fo 371/37151 r116, Pwe, weekly directive for bbC bulgarian Service, 6–13 
february, summary to Cairo, 4.2.43.

117 fo 371/33119 r5879, fo to MoS, Cairo, tel. 2416, bulgarian directive, 11–17 
october, 9.10.42.

118 fo 371/37152 r6499, Pwe, weekly directive for bbC bulgarian Service, 18–25 
July, ‘Special themes: bulgaria and the war’ etc., 15.7.43.

119 fo 371/37151 r116, Pwe, weekly directive for bbC bulgarian Service, 30 
January–5 february, summary to Cairo, 28.1.43.

120 Pwe also noted that ‘Hristo botev’ was attacking the king, although the Soviet 
government spared him for the benefit of diplomatic relations with Sofia: FO 898/147, 
‘notes on Pwe attitude to King boris’, July 1943.

121 fo 898/147, eden to Halifax, d. 862, 27.7.43.
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be regarded as voluntary, and treated accordingly’.122 in addition to broadcasts, 
leaflets were dropped attacking the regime for dragging the entire people ‘even 
further along the road to national suicide’.123

the distinction between the monarchy and the government revived after 
boris’s sudden death on 28 august 1943. in fact, there was considerable confusion 
in the way British propaganda treated the event. At first, it was projected as an 
opportunity for bulgaria to change course.124 after a long discussion on the day it 
was announced, Pwe decided ‘to allot the tough and unyielding line to the bbC’ 
and allow ‘Vassil Levski’, the ‘black’ station, ‘a certain amount of latitude’.125 
The BBC was instructed not to link the king’s death – officially of heart failure 
– with his alleged opposition to fresh demands from Hitler during their recent 
meeting. it could imply, however, that ‘it is the sort of thing that happens to people 
who try to deal with the Germans’. it should also stress boris’s ‘long record of 
willing co-operation with Germany’ and the ‘tyrannical nature’ of his regime 
and avoid speculation regarding a reversal of policy or a ‘revolution’.126 this 
line changed following criticism that, by attacking the late king’s person, british 
political warfare undermined its own aim to capitalise on the ‘feeling of national 
bewilderment and despondency’.127 Henceforth, there should be no further attacks 
on the late king, though the audience could be reminded of the disastrous effects 
of his policy. Moreover, ‘a moderately sympathetic attitude’ was adopted towards 
boris’s under-age successor.128 the regency, however, composed of the late 
king’s italian-born wife, his brother, Prince Kyril, Prime Minister bogdan filov 
and war Minister nikola Mihov, was attacked as deliberately unconstitutional 

122 fo 371/37152 r6499, Pwe, weekly directive for bbC bulgarian Service, 18–25 
July, ‘Special themes: Bulgaria and the War’ etc., 15.7.43; FO 371/37152 R8169, PWE, 
weekly directive for BBC Bulgarian Service, 11–17 September, summary to Cairo, 9.9.43; 
fo 371/34839 C10761, Pwe central directive, week beginning 16 September, 14.9.43.

123 FO 898/120, leaflet production and dissemination, spring–autumn 1943, leaflet 
b/107, ‘bulgarians’ (august 1943).

124 fo 371/37152 r8169, Pwe, weekly directive for bbC bulgarian Service, 3–10 
September, summary to Cairo, 2.9.43; FO 371/37152 R8169, PWE, weekly directive for 
bbC bulgarian Service, 11–17 September, summary to Cairo, 9.9.43.

125 fo 898/147, barker to Kendall, 16.10.43.
126 fo 898/147, Pwd/aH/43/2/36, Pwe, central directive, special guidance on King 

boris’s death, 27.8.4.
127 fo 898/147, bulgarian Section, Me, to Pwe (attention of Miss barker), 

‘Appreciation by Bulgarian Section on situation after death of King Boris’, 9.9.43; see also 
below, notes 176–8.

128 fo 371/37152 r8169, Pwe, weekly directive for bbC bulgarian Service, 
3–10 September, summary to Cairo, 2.9.43; FO 898/147, Barker to Howard, 5.10.43; FO 
898/147, Howard to barker, 8.10.43.
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and hopelessly pro-German.129 as to the broader issue of the dynasty’s future, the 
Foreign Office wished British propaganda to remain deliberately vague.130

in autumn 1943, bulgaria was treated as a priority target in the british ‘defection 
campaign’ against the axis satellites. its main points were the following: (a) the 
Bulgarian territory was within range of Allied bombers; (b) neither the government 
nor the Germans could adequately defend it; (c) popular unrest was growing as 
was German anxiety about Bulgaria’s loyalty; (d) the strength of Yugoslav and 
Greek ‘patriot forces’ on Bulgaria’s frontiers was increasing; (e) it made no sense 
to fight for Greek and Yugoslav territories which, in any case, would have to 
be relinquished; and, (f) time was running short for Bulgaria to ‘break free and 
work her passage home’ among the family of democratic nations. the ‘minimum’ 
immediate demand for withdrawal from occupied allied territories was combined 
with calls for anti-German action.131

Air raids were intended to lend credence to this campaign. The first raid, in 
mid-November, was projected as signalling the end to the ‘officially nurtured’ 
fallacy that the country was immune from the ravages of war.132 after the allied 
bombers returned in force on the night of 10/11 January 1944, Pwe mounted a 
‘political warfare barrage’ designed to bring the following points home: (a) the 
bombing was the direct result of the government’s pro-German policy; (b) having 
placed its communications at Germany’s disposal, bulgaria ‘must expect them 
to be bombed mercilessly’; (c) the primary duty of the Bulgarian army was to 
protect its native soil; therefore, it should evacuate the occupied territories and rid 
the country of the Germans; (d) worse was in store if the Bulgarians ignored the 
warnings. railway facilities and factories were declared target areas and workers 
were persistently warned to avoid them.133

129 fo 371/37152 r8169, Pwe, weekly directive for bbC bulgarian Service, 11–17 
September, summary to Cairo, 9.9.43; FO 371/34839 C10761, PWE central directive, week 
beginning 16 September, 14.9.43.

130 fo 898/147, Howard to barker, 8.10.43.
131 an appeal to that effect was broadcast by Momchilov on 23 august 1943: fo 

371/37152 r8169, Pwe, weekly directive for bbC bulgarian Service, 11–17 September, 
summary to Cairo, 9.9.43; FO 371/34389 C11359, FO to Washington, no. 6711, Bulgaria 
as immediate target of defection campaign, 6.10.43; FO 371/34391 C13409, PWE, central 
directive, special directive on exploitation of bombing raids on Bulgaria, 14.11.43; FO 
371/37152 r9601, fo to washington, tel. 7900, special directive on raids on bulgaria, 
16.11.43; FO 371/34391 C14878, PWE central directive, week December 16–, 15.12.43; 
fo 371/43585 r149, Pwe, weekly directive for bbC bulgarian Service, 31 december–7 
January 1944, summary to Cairo, 30.12.43; FO 898/122, leaflet production and dissemination, 
autumn–winter 1943, b/170, ‘retribution’ (december 1943). Cf. briggs 1970, 471.

132 fo 371/37152 r9601, fo to washington, tel. 7900, special directive on raids on 
Bulgaria, 16.11.43; FO 898/147, ‘Problems of political warfare to Bulgaria’, 14.12.43.

133 fo 371/43585 r149, Pwe, weekly directive for bbC bulgarian Service, 
31 December–7 January 1944, summary to Cairo, 30.12.43; FO 371/43585 R86, MoS, 
Cairo, to FO, tel. 101, 15.1.44; FO 898/147, PWE memo, ‘Special guidance on Bulgaria’, 
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Bombing raids were combined with an intensified leaflet campaign. In the 
case of the first raid, the primary message was the need to end the occupation 
of Greek and Yugoslav territories, though not ‘even a hint’ was offered that the 
raids would cease before bulgaria withdrew from the war. in order to illustrate 
the message, leaflets carried pictures of devastated Hamburg.134 ‘the bombs that 
crash down from the skies on Sofia’, a leaflet warned in December 1943, ‘are only 
an instalment of the retribution that follows unheeded warnings’.135 Subsequently, 
leaflets sought to cause disruption through fear and impress upon their recipients 
the urgency of the situation. Typical in this respect was a leaflet dropped over Sofia 
and other parts of the country before the raids of 10/11 January, which pictured a 
clock ticking near midnight.136 an exceptionally ominous sample, titled ‘national 
suicide’ and dropped on 3 april 1944, read: ‘to-day the sins of a handful of wicked 
leaders are being paid for by the whole bulgarian people … assert your will to 
live before inevitable devastation has laid low the fruit of generations of labour. 
refuse to remain the scapegoats of an ambitious and greedy few’.137 during 
the crisis preceding the formation of the bagrianov government, in May 1944, 
it was decided in Cairo to ‘saturate the principal Bulgarian towns with leaflets’. 
According to Garnett, ‘26 million leaflets were printed in Bari and dropped on four 
consecutive nights’.138

However, as has been noted, it was already becoming evident that the defection 
campaign had over-estimated the revolutionary potential in the country. the bbC 
was criticised for ‘taking too optimistic a view’ of the domestic situation, reporting 
unfounded stories of mutinies ‘cruelly suppressed’,139 and quoting journalistic 
accounts depicting bulgaria as an ‘occupied country’ under increasing Gestapo 

15.1.44; BBCWA, R34/645, PWE, weekly directive for BBC Bulgarian Services, 21–28 
January, 20.1.44; BBCWA, R34/645, PWE, weekly directive for BBC Bulgarian Services, 
28 January–4 February, 27.1.44; FO 371/43585 R1820, PWE, weekly directive for BBC 
Bulgarian Service, 18–25 February 1944, 17.2.44; BBCWA, R34/645, PWE, weekly 
directive for BBC Bulgarian Services, 25 February–3 March, 24.2.44; WO 201/1608, 
‘Measures to implement C-in-C directive’, 2.4.44, appendix: allied force HQ, information 
and Censorship Section, Psychological warfare branch, ‘Special guidance for rumanian, 
Hungarian and bulgarian output, 31.3.44. the british complained of a Soviet lack of co-
operation: the ‘Hristo Botev’ radio station ‘hardly mentioned the bombings of Sofia in its 
broadcasts’: Ploumidis 2001, 31.

134 fo 898/437, air Ministry to C-in-C, Me, from CoS, 25.10.43.
135 FO 898/122, leaflet production and dissemination, autumn–winter 1943, B/170, 

‘retribution’ (december 1943).
136 fo 371/43585 r86, MoS, Cairo, to fo, tel. 101, 15.1.44.
137 FO 898/437, ‘National Suicide’ (leaflet), 3.4.44; also, FO 898/437, ‘A last warning’ 

(leaflet), 3.4.44.
138 Garnett 2002, 324.
139 fo 371/43585 r1820, MoS, Cairo, to fo, tel. 260, 3.2.44.
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control.140 Such references, it was pointed out, reinforced the bulgarian rulers’ 
pretension of powerlessness before the omnipotent Germans.141 the foreign 
Office saw little prospect for change from within. Among the obstacles,142 it listed 
bulgarian irredentism which offset the desire for a ‘quick and easy peace’. it still 
hoped that external stimuli; especially air raids, might produce the desired effect 
and wished Pwe directives and bbC output to be adjusted accordingly.143

british propaganda continued to urge anti-German action coupled with 
credible gestures of peaceful intentions.144 exasperation with bulgarian hesitancy 
on this score was reflected in the treatment of the Bagrianov government which, 
like its predecessor, was dismissed as pro-nazi.145 d-day triggered a new spate 
of warnings and threats: (a) the bulgarians had ‘foolishly’ wasted precious time 
‘until the final phase of the war has begun’; (b) military help to Germany by 
means of the continuing occupation of Greek and Yugoslav territory would count 
against Bulgaria at the time of reckoning; (c) the Western Allies could land in the 
balkans if they so wished and ‘a last minute attempt to change sides would not 
alter Bulgaria’s fate’, which also risked ‘the stern consequences of any conflict 
with russia’.146 Even after Sofia sued for peace with Britain and the United States, 
british propaganda was to remain ‘stern’ until an armistice was signed. alleged 
gestures of good will, e.g. the withdrawal of occupation troops from Yugoslav 
territory, were also treated with reserve.147

if the defection campaign ever appeared to succeed, one could not exclude 
a German attempt to occupy bulgaria. this was an objective of british political 
warfare from early 1944148 and an intended consequence of the intensified 

140 fo 371/43585 r2051, MoS, Cairo, to fo, tel. 289, 7.2.44. nonetheless, a few 
weeks later, a Pwe directive included an appeal to the bulgarian army to resist ‘German 
occupation’: fo 371/43585 r3231, Pwe, weekly directive for bbC bulgarian Service,  
31 March–7 april 1944, 30.3.44.

141 fo 371/43585 r2051, MoS, Cairo, to fo, tel. 289, 7.2.44.
142 See above, note 30.
143 fo 371/43585 r1820, fo to Cairo, tel. 530, ‘appreciation of the bulgarian 

situation’, 19.2.44.
144 fo 371/43585 r3231, Pwe, weekly directive for bbC bulgarian Service,  

31 March–7 April 1944, 30.3.44; WO 201/1608, ‘Measures to implement C-in-C directive’, 
2.4.44, appendix: allied force HQ, information and Censorship Section, Psychological 
warfare branch, ‘Special guidance for rumanian, Hungarian and bulgarian output, 31.3.44.

145 fo 371/43586 r7894, Pwe, weekly directive for bbC bulgarian Service, 9–16 
June 1944, summary to Cairo, 8.6.44.

146 fo 371/43586 r7894, Pwe, weekly directive for bbC bulgarian Service, 9–16 
June 1944, summary to Cairo, 8.6.44; FO 371/43586 R7895, PWE, weekly directive for 
bbC bulgarian Service, 30 June–7 July 1944, summary to Cairo, 29.6.44.

147 fo 371/44289 r10127, Pwe, weekly directive for bbC Jugoslav Service, 1–8 
September, 31.8.44.

148 fo 898/147, ‘requirements for political warfare to bulgaria’, 29.1.44.
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propaganda campaign which the Supreme allied Commander requested at the 
time of the normandy landings. Soe went along and suggested a broadcast by 
Dimitrov, but it was overruled by the Foreign Office, largely for fear of an adverse 
Soviet reaction. A minute by a Southern Department official revealed a fair amount 
of resignation: ‘all this sudden interest in bulgaria is quite irrelevant since nothing 
that we can do is likely to change the situation there. everything depends on the 
Russians’. In his view, propaganda was redundant until the Russians clarified their 
intentions.149

A speech by Churchill at the House of Commons added a few flourishes to the 
rhetoric of british propaganda on the eve of the red army’s reaching the danube. 
bbC broadcasts reproduced the prime minister’s references to ‘the miserable 
set of politicians available for their country’s ruin’, ‘the moment of repentance’ 
which ‘was passing swiftly’, ‘bulgaria’s place at the judgment seat’, ‘the petty 
and cowardly part she has played’ and ‘the dismal tale’ of military occupation in 
Yugoslavia and Greece.150

british propaganda fell into line with the policy of reserve vis-à-vis the 
fatherland front regime that was installed on the heels of the red army’s 
advance. the bbC bulgarian Service was instructed to offer no encouragement. 
in particular, it should refrain from praising, welcoming or advising support for 
any bulgarian government, at least until it withdrew its forces from Greece and 
Yugoslavia. Such a move, it was explained, was a priority of british policy and a 
pre-requisite for bulgaria’s eventual rehabilitation. Moreover, the Service could 
freely quote ‘free Yugoslavia’ reports indicating residual bulgarian collaboration 
with the Germans.151 this line was observed until, on 11 october, Moscow 
announced that bulgaria had accepted preliminary armistice terms, including the 
evacuation of Greek territory.152 in Yugoslavia, bulgarian troops remained active, 
this time against their former German allies.

The BBC

radio propaganda to bulgaria could count on a rather modest listening public. 
established as a private business in 1929, bulgarian broadcasting was taken over 
by the state six years later. in mid-1941, there were 91,500 receivers. two years 
later, the number was put at 156,000, though it is not clear whether this estimate 

149 fo 371/43586 r9693, fo minutes by Clutton, (?), Sargent, 21–22.6.44.
150 fo 371/43586 r11493, Pwe, weekly directive for bbC bulgarian Service, 4–11 

august 1944, summary to Cairo, 3.8.44.
151 fo 371/43586 r11493, Pwe, weekly directive for bbC bulgarian Service, 15–22 

September 1944, summary to Cairo, 14.9.44.
152 wo 201/1618 ‘balkan notes – Greece, January 1944–May 1945’, appendix d 

to G-2 (P.b.), a.f.H.Q. balkan Policy review, issue no. 10, to 8.11.44: ‘recent events in 
eastern Macedonia and western thrace’.
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included the zones of occupation or allowed for the usual balkan phenomenon, a 
high ratio of unregistered sets. as everywhere in wartime europe, reception would 
suffer from spare parts shortages, limited electricity supply and, in the case of 
the bbC, occasional jamming. More than once, the authorities attempted to seal 
private-owned sets but there was no official ban except in the case of the Jewish 
population, whose sets were confiscated.153

already in July 1939, broadcasting was envisaged as the most effective type of 
propaganda to bulgaria.154 However, the setting up of the bbC bulgarian Service 
was delayed until 7 february 1940, owing to lack of suitable indigenous staff and 
the priority accorded to the establishment of the Swedish Service.155 in addition to 
bbC broadcasting, and until the break-up of diplomatic relations, bulgaria, like 
Hungary and Yugoslavia, received some of the ‘actuality programmes’ and ‘sound 
pictures’ recorded by JbC with bbC technical assistance.156

the daily output in bulgarian gradually increased from the original 15 minutes 
until it reached its peak during the defection campaign. by april 1944, in addition 
to the 75 minutes of the bbC bulgarian Service, the british Mediterranean Station 
broadcast four quarter-hour transmissions per day, bbC Cairo one transmission, 
‘bbC bari relayed bulgarian news at least once a day’, while further broadcasting 
was being planned from tunis and algiers’.157

on the basis of rather sparse feedback from inside the country, estimates 
of the bbC audience varied between ‘fair’ and ‘large’. according to a 1943 
survey, the clientele of public places thinned before the bbC news at 21:00 
hours. another source counted ‘the Palace, the Government and army circles’ 
among regular listeners.158 by 1943, the bbC was credited with a reputation for 
reliability, ‘greatly enhanced’ by recent allied victories. at the same time, German 
and italian stations were still ‘valued for their musical programmes’. as was the 
case everywhere in the balkans, bbC ‘english, German or french’ broadcasts 

153 fo 930/54, Moi, Publicity division, Planning Section, memo no. 288, ‘report 
on Bulgaria’, 19.7.39; INF 1/899, PW(M) (42) 1, PWE, ‘Monthly report on Propaganda 
for December 1941’, 1.1.42; BBCWA, E2/190, Survey 12/43, 15.3.43; BBCWA, E2/190, 
Survey 13/43, 20.5.43; FO 898/147, R.E. Sherwood, director, Overseas Branch, Office of 
War Info (US), ‘Long range plan for Bulgaria’, 31.5.43; FO 898/147, PWE, ‘Control of 
propaganda and publicity in bulgaria after the cessation of hostilities and during a period of 
occupation’, appendix: Press and Radio statistics, January 1944; FO 898/147, FO to MoS, 
Cairo, d. 1185, 10.6.44.

154 fo 930/54, Moi, Publicity division, Planning Section, memo no. 288, ‘report on 
bulgaria’, 19.7.39.

155 briggs 1970, 177.
156 ibid., 186.
157 WO 201/1608. ‘Measures to implement C-in-C directive’, 2.4.44; cf. Ploumidis 

2001, 31–2.
158 inf 1/899, Pw(M) (42) 1, Pwe, ‘Monthly report on Propaganda for december 

1941’, 1.1.42.
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were listened to, especially by the intelligentsia. Somehow, they were credited 
with more candour and objectivity than their counterpart in bulgarian.159 at some 
point, a pro-allied listener suggested replacing the bulgarian programme with a 
translation of english broadcasts.160

British propagandists scanned official statements, the debates in the Sobranje 
and the press for clues regarding the impact of their job, especially signs of 
obstructionism, disbelief in German victory and defeatism.161 London was 
gratified to receive reports in late 1942 to the effect that Bulgarian ministers 
had blamed market dislocation and an inflation scare on BBC broadcasts.162 an 
‘enlightening’ government campaign against ‘the evil of foreign propaganda’ was 
naturally interpreted as proof of considerable listening among the peasantry,163 as 
was a comment in a German newspaper on the bulgarian peasants’ failure ‘fully 
to respond to the appeal to surrender their crops to the authorities’.164 Personal 
attacks on members of the bbC bulgarian Service were regarded a measure of 
its success. Dimitrov, Todorov and Matzankiev were regularly vilified, while the 
latter and Vlada Karastoyanova, daughter of a distinguished former general and 
politician, were sentenced to death in absentia for high treason.165

Criticism of british broadcasts focused on the extent of abuse against the 
king and other personalities, ‘obviously false or incorrect’ material, excessive 
focus on domestic politics, and a ‘poor choice of speakers’, especially émigrés 
whom law-abiding listeners regarded as ‘traitors’. Complaints against british self-
righteousness implied a degree of responsibility for bulgaria’s alignment with the 
axis.166 of course, bulgarians could not possibly feel happy with the stern tone 
of broadcasts which tended to confirm the widespread belief that Britain was bent 
on bulgaria’s destruction.167 indeed, a bbC report from spring 1942 did not fail to 
contrast the british attitude to bulgaria with that to Hungary. the former, it argued, 
was ‘full of stern condemnation’, while the later was ‘one of gentle reproof’.168

159 bbCwa, e2/190, Survey 13/43, 20.5.43.
160 fo 371/37151 r1131, Mitchell, ankara, to broadcasting division, ‘bbC 

bulgarian intelligence’, 17.1.43.
161 fo 371/33119 r759, Pwe, weekly directive for bbC bulgarian Service, 6–13 

March, 1.3.42; BBCWA, E2/190, Survey 13/43, 20.5.43.
162 bbCwa, e2/190, Survey 12/43, 15.3.43.
163 bbCwa, e2/190, Survey 13/43, 20.5.43.
164 bbCwa, e2/190, Survey 12/43, 15.3.43.
165 BBCWA, E2/190, Survey 13/43, 20.5.43; cf. Briggs 1970, 471.
166 bbCwa, e2/190, Survey 13/43, 20.5.43.
167 FO 371/33119 R6692, Istanbul to MOI, no. 570 EMPAX, 6.10.42; FO 371/37151 

R1131, Mitchell, Ankara, to Broadcasting Division, ‘BBC Bulgarian intelligence’, 17.1.43; 
BBCWA, E2/190, Survey 12/43, 15.3.43; BBCWA, E2/190, Survey 13/43, 20.5.43; cf. 
Ploumidis 2001, 32.
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2 May 1942.
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‘Black’ Propaganda

already in July 1939, it was predicted that the bulgarian government would not 
permit the population to be won over by allied propaganda.169 a year later, the 
prospect of the Germans taking effective control of the country led the british 
to consider ways of providing friendly elements with ‘reasonable information 
and means of obtaining accurate news’. the setting-up of a british broadcasting 
station in the Middle east, ‘e.g. at Jerusalem’, was considered the only effective 
method. To that end, the Foreign Office suggested the employment of Bulgarian 
members of the Sofia Press Office, once, of course, the latter ceased to function.170

Although SO1 first proposed a Bulgarian RU as early as April 1941, the 
Foreign Office blocked the scheme until it could make up its mind on its 
desirability.171 reservations were partly due to the certainty of Greek reactions in 
case british propaganda appeared to entertain bulgarian aspirations. ‘barbarossa’ 
and the establishment of the Soviet-sponsored ‘Hristo botev’ station pointed to 
the opposite direction,172 though Lockhart considered that, since the british did 
not sponsor a bulgarian ‘freedom movement’, they had better leave subversive 
propaganda to the Soviets.173 eventually, X.1 or ‘[the Voice of] Vassil Levski’, 
named after a nineteenth century national hero, began transmitting from england 
on 6 November 1941. Run by Matzankiev, it was identified with the Agrarian 
movement, its left-wing, in particular. it castigated the subservience of the ‘tsar’ 
and his government to Germany, sought to discredit government officials and the 
state-controlled media, encouraged resistance to German economic exploitation 
and labour recruitment, and warned against further commitments of bulgarian 
troops abroad. in late 1941–early 1942, the station was engaged in pre-emptive 
propaganda against bulgarian participation in a German drive through turkey.174 
Subsequently, it started a rumour campaign including the prospect of bulgarian 
units being sent to the Eastern Front, the king preparing his flight via Lisbon, 
ministers amassing fortunes in Swiss banks, and Bulgaria becoming a battlefield 
in the aftermath of the north african campaign. it cast doubt on army loyalties, 
fomented friction between bulgarian and italian occupation authorities in Yugoslav 

169 fo 930/54, Moi, Publicity division, Planning Section, memo no. 288, ‘report on 
bulgaria’, 19.7.39.

170 fo 930/55, fo to rendel, 2.11.40.
171 fo 898/145, minutes of meeting of balkan regional Section, 29.5.41.
172 FO 898/54, progress report for the week ending 14 June 1941; FO 898/145, 
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1941; FO 898/55, Murray to Leeper, ‘Bulgarian RU’, 6.9.41; cf. Ploumidis 2001, 32.

173 Young 1980, 115.
174 FO 898/55, Murray to Neate, 15.11.41; INF 1/899, PW(M) (42) 3, PWE, ‘Plan 
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Macedonia and openly advocated ‘armed resistance to Germany’ as the only way 
out before it was ‘too late’.175 in line with the british readiness to facilitate Soviet 
subversive propaganda, the station gave ‘a guarded welcome’ to what it described 
as ‘a very cleverly designed programme for a Popular front of resistance’, which 
‘Hristo botev’ launched in august 1942.176

as has been mentioned, ‘Vassil Levski’ assisted in the attempt to capitalise 
on the ‘wave of sentiment and sympathy’ generated by boris’s death in order to 
administer ‘a swift political warfare blow at bulgaria’. the station was instructed 
to change its tone and display sympathy for the deceased head of state, whom it 
had systematically attacked until after the time of his death.177 in a series of special 
transmissions lasting ‘twenty-four hours a day for six days’, the station serialised 
the circumstances of the king’s death, implicating the Germans. it also cast doubt 
on the constitutional propriety of the regency’s appointment.178 its pseudo-
German counterpart, X.2, added to the spate of rumours by means of denial: boris 
had been poisoned; Hitler had sent doctors to ensure that he died; the king had 
committed suicide realising the catastrophic effects of his policy; Hitler’s pressure 
had caused boris’s heart to fail.179

according to Garnett, ‘Levski’ ‘had a large audience in bulgaria’.180 in spring 
1942, the station was mentioned in a parliamentary question in the Sobranje.181 
The efficacy of its currency and inflation campaign, in particular, was considered 
the primary motive for the opening of an axis counter-station, ‘united bulgaria’, 
in March 1942.182

175 inf 1/899, Pw(M) (42) 23, Pwe, ‘Monthly report on Propaganda for March 
1942’, 1.4.42; INF 1/899, PW(M) (42) 33, PWE, ‘Monthly report on Propaganda for June 
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the Southern Slavs …’, 18.12.42; FO 898/54, PWE, South Eastern Europe, ‘Clandestine 
broadcast directed to enemy and satellite territory’, 15.3.43; FO 898/56, draft re. RUs, 
15.11.43; cf. Garnett 2002, 199.
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in summer 1941, Soe and dimitrov established two bulgarian rus under 
Hugh Seaton-watson’s ‘nominal supervision’ in Jerusalem. their ‘editorial staff’ 
consisted mostly of ‘Palestinian Jews of bulgarian origin’. ‘a’ station (‘free and 
Independent Bulgaria’) was the first and most important. It broadcast twice daily. 
Like ‘Vassil Levski’, its line was pro-agrarian and targeted the peasantry. ‘b’ 
station (‘Station of freedom’) broadcast once daily. it was generally anti-boris 
and anti-government, defeatist and vaguely appealing to bourgeois elements. its 
scripts were criticised as being too academic. according to Soe reports, the ‘a’ 
station, in particular, was well received ‘by the opposition inside bulgaria and 
provoked fierce attacks’ by the Bulgarian press. However, SOE hopes of reaping ‘a 
rich harvest’ of resistance and revolution did not come true. among other reasons, 
both stations suffered from inadequate intelligence and their reception was poor.183

Pwe repeatedly questioned the raison d’être of both stations. in february 
1942, at a time of an all-out assault on Soe broadcasting from Jerusalem, Murray 
suggested the termination of the ‘bourgeois’ ru.184 its personnel would be 
transferred to Cairo to strengthen the bulgarian broadcasts of the british-controlled 
egyptian State broadcasting (eSb). in late 1942, Soe and Pwe representatives 
in the Middle east agreed to retain the ‘a’ station as ‘complementary’ to ‘Levski’ 
and compatible with the overt propaganda disseminated by the bbC.185 within six 
months, this verdict was reversed and the two stations were seen as duplicating 
and complicating each other.186

‘free and independent bulgaria’ was eventually terminated in autumn 1943. 
according to a report from January 1944, this move was interpreted as evidence 
of waning british interest in bulgaria’s fate. at the same time, Soe supported a 
request from fatherland front representatives for a broadcast by dimitrov whose 
group, the left-wing agrarians, had joined the front from the outset. it appears 
that jealousies among bulgarian émigrés prevented dimitrov from broadcasting 
over the bbC.187 According to Ploumidis, the Foreign Office had also opposed 
the proposal, arguing that there could be no commitment to any particular group, 
including the fatherland front.188

by spring 1943, Pwe began working on a second bulgarian ru based in 
england. it would come in the guise of a German station, supplementary to the 
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existing axis ‘united bulgaria’. its mission would be to expose Germany’s real 
intentions towards bulgaria in such a way as to demoralise and discredit the 
pro-German ‘clique’, and to stir up anti-German and pro-russian elements. its 
establishment was proposed as a matter of urgency in view of, among other things, 
the prospect of a balkan theatre of operations in 1943.189 although this did not 
materialise, X.2 (‘[Voice of] new europe’) was launched from england on 2 July 
1943 and served a useful deception purpose on the eve of the Sicilian landings.190 
X.2 was allotted 15 minutes daily until december 1943, then 27.5 minutes. Lack 
of suitable ‘bulgarian’ voices prevented its expansion. as its second and last 
supervisor pointed out, there were never more than three persons available, and 
members of the bbC bulgarian Service were excluded because their voices were 
‘compromised’.191

The station was supervised first by Neate and, after December 1943, by Wing 
Commander Charles B.E. Burt-Andrews. The latter’s final report offers a detailed 
record. ‘new europe’ was closely patterned on the German ‘europa-sender 
“donau”’, material from which provided the necessary ‘cover’. its programme 
was all recorded in advance. it typically commenced with a wehrmacht High 
Command communiqué. its contents were mainly derived from the ‘news 
digest/e.H. Series, the bbC ‘daily digest of world broadcasts’ and bbC tapes 
‘which included news-flashes from German agencies’. Its propaganda technique 
was ‘that of over-emphasis, falsification, tactlessness, juxtaposition of genuine 
contradictory German items’. X.2 resorted to the ‘usual “black” tricks’, such as 
overplaying anti-allied themes, promoting false optimism, spreading rumours 
by denial, intentional ‘slips’, sudden withdrawal of ‘bad news’, bogus air raid 
warnings, praise for disliked collaborators, interference in bulgarian affairs, 
clumsy references to the past, and publicity to allied propaganda by countering it 
‘with weak or unconvincing arguments’. it also played music, especially marches, 
national songs, and nostalgic folk tunes.192

the standard repertoire of ‘new europe’ included the temporary character of 
bulgarian annexations, the record of the occupying troops as a police force, the 
role of the military in bulgarian history, the effects of economic rapports with 
Germany, reports about conditions in Germany likely to generate anxiety about 
the fate of bulgarian guest-workers, stories of resistance elsewhere, contentious 

189 fo 898/54, neate, ‘“black” propaganda to bulgaria: the need for a second ru’, 
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issues likely to sow trouble between the Church and the Germans, and the prospect 
of the official youth movement becoming cannon fodder for the sake of its 
German sponsors.193 in early summer 1944, X.2 was used to accelerate bulgaria’s 
disengagement from Germany by undermining one of the principal reasons for 
its current alignment, the satisfaction of her irredentist aspirations. to the usual 
theme regarding the precariousness of the 1941 annexations, it added insidious 
comment on the most prized object of bulgarian irredentism, Macedonia. the 
station indirectly stressed the differences between ‘bulgarians’ and ‘Macedonians’ 
in an attempt to reinforce ‘bulgarian doubts as to whether it [was] worthwhile to 
endure further hardships in order to cling to Macedonia’.194

the station’s success was measured by the ‘strong and direct reactions’ of the 
bulgarian press. when not taken in, it exhorted its readers to ignore the ‘poisonous 
enemy propaganda, cloaked in many different ways’ or referred to ‘clever enemy 
machinations designed to disrupt bulgarian unity’. ‘donau’ denounced X.2 as, 
among other things, ‘the dark perverters of truth in the murky warrens of the 
London radio’. a further positive testimony was the fact that an american agency, 
the foreign broadcast intelligence Service of the federal Communications 
Commission, was taken in. according to Garnett, the same happened to the 
bulgarian ru in the Middle east. finally, burt-andrews claimed credit for the fact 
that bulgaria did not commit troops against the three big allies.195 X.2 outlived 
‘Levski’ by half a year. it was discontinued on 15 July 1944.196

An Assessment

awareness of britain’s limited capabilities in the balkans translated into a soft 
propaganda line during bulgaria’s neutrality, implying that some of her grievances 
against her neighbours might be addressed in the interest of peace and stability 
in the region. the same sense of weakness underlay the subsequent sternness, 
though the usual cocktail of threats and warnings was never devoid of hopeful 
signs, e.g. the future of southern dobruja or the application of the atlantic Charter 
principles. Some encouragement was in order if british propaganda was ever to 
appeal to a largely mistrustful public. at the same time, it could not exceed the 
limits set by commitments to Greece and Yugoslavia and the fact that the Sofia 
government had wantonly declared war on the western allies. as was the case 
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in romania, the Soviet factor weighed heavily on the process. Perceptions of 
russophile sentiment and, more importantly, the need to secure Moscow’s good 
will in promoting britain’s principal aims – bulgaria’s defection from the axis and 
the withdrawal of her troops from Greece and Yugoslavia – dictated consideration 
for Soviet susceptibilities. More than air raids, a Soviet move was crucial for 
shaking the bulgarian rulers’ lingering hopes that their country would somehow 
emerge unscathed from the war. these considerations militated against any public 
encouragement of bulgarian willingness to negotiate a separate deal with the 
western allies. if bulgaria’s eventual break with Germany owed little to british 
propaganda, the same cannot be said about the withdrawal of her troops from the 
occupied Greek territory. in this latter case, the markedly reserved treatment of the 
fatherland front regime apparently aided british diplomacy in its effort to secure 
the desired outcome.



Chapter 6  

romania

British Wartime Policy

after more than doubling her territory in 1919, romania became a country 
committed to the status quo, participating in the french-inspired ‘Little entente’ 
and the balkan Pact. by 1939, however, she appeared dangerously exposed to the 
twin threat of nazi Germany and Soviet russia. with french defeat in sight, in 
early June 1940, King Carol sought to appease berlin by replacing his pro-western 
foreign Minister Grigore Gafencu with a ‘pro-German nonentity’. the authoritarian 
drift in romanian politics after the last parliamentary elections of 1937 apparently 
facilitated the king’s moves. unable to count on anglo-french support, bucharest 
was left with a choice of evils. when, on 26 June, Moscow demanded bessarabia 
and bukovina, berlin indicated approval. bucharest complied and the transfer 
was complete in a matter of days. in an effort to control domestic discontent, 
Carol imposed one-party rule under his personal leadership. at the same time, 
his government renounced the anglo-french guarantee of 1939. according to a 
Foreign Office paper, the ‘pusillanimity of King Carol in refusing to fight’ and 
above all the ‘deep-rooted fear of russia’ had driven romania into the arms of 
Germany.1 this did not mean that british policy was immune from responsibility. 
not only it had done little to stem the German penetration of romania, it had 
also, ‘perhaps unwittingly’, contributed to the political ‘demoralisation’ of the 
romanian people by ‘loyally’ supporting every government’. at least, this was the 
assessment of Gardyne de Chastelain, head of the Soe Section in istanbul and a 
reputed ‘authority’ on romanian affairs.2

encouraged by Moscow’s success, budapest pressed its claim on transylvania. 
as King Carol’s government accepted to negotiate the future of the province, 
London sought to capitalise on public discontent in order to sidetrack romania’s 
pro-Axis course. Prompted by the Foreign Office, the BBC Romanian Service 
and local channels of propaganda urged resistance to the Hungarian claims. it was 
hoped that opposition leaders, especially iuliu Maniu, head of the national Peasant 
Party, would take the initiative and overthrow Carol’s regime. nor was a German 
intervention to forestall change unwelcome, as it might provoke a German-Soviet 
clash. However, although opposition leaders, including Maniu and Constantin 

1 fo 371/37375 r2305, brief for Secretary of State’s visit to washington, ‘roumania’, 
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2 HS 5/837, directive from d/H.13, ‘news and propaganda for roumania’, istanbul, 
19.10.41.
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(dinu) bratianu, leader of the Liberal Party, did sign a manifesto against further 
territorial concessions, there was no forceful reaction. negotiations commenced 
with both Hungary and bulgaria which had staked her own claim to southern 
dobruja. Hitler’s threats forced Carol’s government to accept the partition of 
transylvania by the so-called second Vienna award, on 30 august. the ensuing 
domestic outcry led to Carol’s abdication and self-imposed exile. retired General 
(later ‘Marshal’) ion antonescu formed a government with the backing of the 
quasi-fascist iron Guard. this did not prevent a further loss. on 7 September, 
romanian representatives signed the treaty of Craiova which restored southern 
dobruja to bulgaria.3 in october 1940, Germany was given permission to station 
military personnel in romania. on 23 november, the antonescu regime formally 
adhered to the axis by signing the tripartite Pact.

the british reaction to romanian misfortunes was described as ‘resigned and 
passive’. London refrained from de jure recognising the Soviet annexations.4 it 
also denounced the Vienna award as ‘the result of a dictation by the axis Powers, 
imposed on rumania under duress’ and never recognised the transfer of northern 
transylvania to Hungary. it did, however, sanction the acquisition of southern 
dobruja by bulgaria.5 Soe efforts to exploit the increasingly strained partnership 
and the eventual clash between antonescu and the iron Guard came to nought.6 
romania broke off diplomatic relations with britain on 15 february 1941.7

romania’s importance in british strategic considerations during the rest of the 
war owed much to her natural resources. british ‘economic warriors considerably 
over-estimated Germany’s dependence on rumanian oil and foodstuffs and raw 
materials from the area’.8 as a result, wresting the country from axis control 
remained an important war aim. However, romania lay far beyond the radius 
of british operational capabilities. despite this fact and the state of war, which 
britain declared on 7 december 1941, it was considered a country where the 
British enjoyed ‘better contacts in influential places’ than elsewhere in South-East 
europe, with the exception of Greece. british ties extended to the political élite, 
the ‘oil industry and the banking world’. even Marshal antonescu was reported 
as ‘sympathetic’ and his deputy, Mihai antonescu, kept in touch with Maniu 
and other pro-british elements. Maniu, a widely respected politician, secretly 
communicated with London through a wireless transmitter provided by Soe. He 
was valued as expressing an ‘overwhelming majority’ of the population. by way 

3 barker 1976, 73–5.
4 ibid., 72.
5 ibid., 64–5.
6 ibid., 41.
7 Ibid., 76–7; Deakin 1988, 104.
8 Barker 1976, 45; FO 371/34383 C3034, PWE central directive, annex III, ‘Transport 

of oil in German europe’, 1.4.43.
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of contrast, throughout the war, relations between romanians and Germans were 
perceived as cool ‘except at the very top’.9

owing to inaccessibility and, after June 1941, Soviet susceptibilities, London 
could neither properly use its contacts nor mobilise pro-british sentiment.10 
Moreover, Maniu, on whom british hopes were pinned, repeatedly proved unable 
to ‘make up his mind to positive action’, leading the Foreign Office to doubt 
his ‘powers of leadership and ability to rise to the … occasion’.11 However, the 
bbC broadcast his statements in a way that implied recognition and it was partly 
out of deference to him that the british government refused to recognise a ‘free 
romanian’ movement in exile.12 However ineffective their policy of pin-pricking 
antonescu’s regime with manifestos and statements, the patrician – and aging – 
Maniu and bratianu remained the best hope for an eventual pro-allied volte-face.

according to all evidence, the nightmare scenario for both government and 
opposition was the country’s domination by the Soviet union. the ‘ruling class’, 
a report stressed in early 1944, while starting to ‘see the error of its ways’ after 
Stalingrad, knew that, in case of Soviet occupation, ‘they and what they stand for will 
be liquidated’. as Germany’s fortunes waned, only the prospect of a timely anglo-
american intervention offered a ray of hope. Partly encouraged by Soe agents and 
propaganda, Maniu and other opposition leaders repeatedly sought ‘credible’ anglo-
american guarantees against Soviet intentions as a precondition for anti-German 
action.13 Such guarantees the british were unable to provide. at most, they offered 
to help Maniu to contact Moscow, but the latter persistently refused to deal with him. 
Stalin had made it clear that he intended to reclaim his 1940 gains and that he treated 
Romania as part of the Soviet sphere of influence. The British government tacitly 
accepted ‘not to contest this view either now or after the war’.14

for some time, the british could only rely on threats and the unattractive 
proposition of unconditional surrender to try and influence the Antonescus. After 
Stalingrad, british observers considered that though the Marshal would ‘never 
be a darlan’, Mihai antonescu would be inclined ‘to make terms’ eventually.15 

 9 Porter 1988, 168.
10 Barker 1976, 223; Deakin 1988, 104.
11 Barker 1976, 77; FO 898/149, record of meeting at the Foreign Office, ‘Position of 

Free Roumanians in England’, 20.2.41; FO 898/151, (?) to Barker, ‘The Present Situation 
in roumania’, early 1944.

12 fo 371/37375 r2305, brief for Secretary of State’s visit to washington, ‘roumania’, 
mid-March 1943.

13 fo 898/53, ‘roumania: political report’, received from bursan, probably written by 
Soreanu, 28.3.43; FO 195/2479, ‘Roumania. Political. Trend of Foreign Policy’, ME/0052, 
16.9.43; FO 898/151, (?) to Barker, ‘The Present Situation in Roumania’, early 1944.

14 fo 371/37375 r2305, brief for Secretary of State’s visit to washington, ‘roumania’, 
mid-March 1943; cf. Barker 1976, 225–7; Deakin 1988, 104–5.

15 fo 371/37375 r2305, brief for Secretary of State’s visit to washington, ‘roumania’, 
mid-March 1943; FO 195/2479, Helm, Angora, to Southern Department, 31.5.43.
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In view of the first Hungarian peace feelers and Romanian ‘stirrings’, Cadogan 
suggested a more flexible attitude towards the two Axis satellites. In the event, 
it was decided that british propaganda should distinguish between Hungary 
and Bulgaria, on the one hand, and Romania, on the other. The first two could 
hope to be treated according to the principles of the atlantic Charter, if only they 
took the correct ‘practical steps’. in the case of romania, since early 1943 the 
Foreign Office had acknowledged that her fate was chiefly a Soviet responsibility; 
therefore, no initiative should be taken without prior consultation with Moscow. 
it was also considered that the Soviets were ‘in a better position … to hold out 
inducements to the rumanians to abandon the axis’.16

the british reticence was not shaken even after, in the aftermath of italy’s 
collapse, there were indications that Carol’s successor, King Michael, ‘personally’ 
desired romania’s realignment, the military command was deeply disillusioned 
with the German conduct in the eastern front, and the antonescus would not resist 
a ‘western’ occupation. of course, all these elements were unlikely to move in the 
absence of tangible anglo-american interest in their fate. in fact, the romanian 
leaders wished to see the ‘italian’ scenario repeated, i.e. their switch against 
Germany to coincide with the arrival of anglo-american troops to their soil.17 as 
the british failed to capture islands in the aegean and the italian campaign became 
bogged down, this prospect became increasingly remote.18

the Soviets, for their part, insisted on unconditional surrender and chose 
to ignore the feelers which romanian government and opposition circles were 
putting out to the british. at the foreign Ministers Conference in Moscow, in 
october 1943, eden conceded to Molotov that the Soviets ‘should have the 
deciding voice’ in matters concerning countries ‘with which they were actively 
engaged in fighting’.19 of course, this position had to remain secret. in february 
1944, the british military committee in charge of strategic deception decreed that 
‘no suggestion should be made that we shall not be ready to take advantage of 
the roumanian offer this Spring’.20 even after strategic deception had served its 
purpose on the beaches of normandy, the romanians were not told not to expect 
the arrival of anglo-american troops which, they hoped, would save them from 
‘russian vengeance’.21 Left in the dark as to the true intentions of the western 
allies, bucharest would cling to this ‘mirage’ until the very end.22

Soviet military success proved the decisive factor. in mid-March 1944, the red 
army advanced into bessarabia. in order to pre-empt admiral Horthy’s defection, 

16 barker 1976, 206–7, 226.
17 fo 195/2479, ‘roumania. Political. trend of foreign Policy’, Me/0052, 16.9.43.
18 fo 898/151, (?) to barker, ‘the Present Situation in roumania’, early 1944.
19 barker 1976, 206, 248, 255.
20 barker 1988, 49.
21 FO 371/37377 R10357, draft brief for Secretary of State, October 1943; cf. Barker 

1976, 238.
22 Barker 1976, 227–8, 230–31; Deakin 1988, 105–6.
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the Germans moved into Hungary. at that point, the british decided to contact 
antonescu through the members of a captured Soe mission and persuade him to 
change sides. they could count on the remarkably lenient armistice terms which 
the Soviets offered on 12 april, just as their troops crossed the 1940 frontier: 
Moscow appeared willing to guarantee the independence and the social system 
of romania and the annulment of the ‘unjust Vienna dictate’, i.e. the partition of 
transylvania. antonescu rejected the offer, thus frustrating the british initiative. 
on 21 april, anglo-american bombers raided bucharest. during the next fourth 
months, they would subject the Ploeşti area, producing an estimated 30 per cent 
of Germany’s needs, to systematic attack. Meanwhile, Molotov’s offensive letter 
to Churchill, alleging secret dealings behind Moscow’s back, put an end to british 
activities in romania. no further british or american parties were dropped and 
London forfeited its ability to communicate directly with romanian leaders 
through the ciphers of its captured mission. it should be noted that the Soviets had 
kept their allies in the dark about their own contacts with the antonescus through 
their Stockholm embassy.23

in the meantime, emissaries from Maniu had arrived in Cairo, in an effort 
to negotiate a way out of the war on the basis of the Soviet armistice terms. in 
late May, the british told them that they and their Soviet allies ‘were acting in 
concert over romania’ and suggested that a broad coalition of all opposition 
forces would be ‘warmly welcome by allied public opinion’.24 this fully served 
Soviet designs. Since early 1943, there had been reports of a nascent communist 
movement inside romania, propelled by intensive Soviet propaganda and military 
accomplishments.25 in June 1944, Maniu’s national Peasant Party and bratianu’s 
Liberals agreed to join the Communists and the Social democrats in a ‘national 
democratic bloc’.26

Caught between the German anvil and the Soviet sledge-hammer, the 
antonescu regime appeared gripped with paralysis.27 on 19 august, the red army 
began its offensive in Moldavia. on the 23rd, King Michael and his entourage 
mustered enough courage to overthrow the dictator. Michael then offered a cease-
fire. Reassuringly, Moscow reiterated its April terms which were readily accepted. 
the romanian volte-face led to the complete collapse of the German southern 
sector. the british government, for its part, failed to respond to Michael’s pleas 
and sent no mission until after an armistice had been signed in Moscow on 12 
September. By that time, the Soviets were firmly in control. As Barker put it, ‘the 
ghost of Greece haunted british dealings with rumania from then on’. during the 
december events in Greece, Churchill minuted to eden that, in view of Soviet 

23 Barker 1976, 139–40, 228–37; Porter 1988, 168–73; Stafford 1983, 176–8.
24 barker 1976, 237–8.
25 fo 898/53, ‘roumania: political report’, 28.3.43.
26 barker 1976, 231–8.
27 Porter 1988, 173.
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‘back up’ in Greece, the british should not ask for much in romania. ‘it is an 
awful thing’, he confessed, ‘that one cannot have it both ways’.28

British Propaganda before ‘Barbarossa’

During the last year of peace, the projection of Britain in Romania was intensified 
by means of cultural diplomacy. the principal agent was the british Council 
which ‘supplied and subsidised’ academic posts in three (out of four) romanian 
universities.29 However, with respect to overall cultural activity and even the 
teaching of english as a foreign language, the Council found itself handicapped by 
local sensitivities and, especially, antagonism from the anglo-romanian Society, 
which jealously promoted its own english language centres.30 in august 1939, 
the British Council finally set up an Anglo-Romanian Institute in Bucharest with 
Julian amery as director of studies. it attracted 2,400 students, 60 per cent of 
whom were Jews. this did not necessarily commend its work in a country where 
anti-Semitism was rife. thus, the institute chose to adjust to its environment. ‘in 
order to attract the aryan element’, it was reported, ‘special cheap classes’ were 
introduced, presumably for less well-off non-Jewish pupils. A number of officers 
could also attend free of charge. the result, the report admitted, was that ‘the non-
Jewish pupils [were] being paid for by the Jews’. the problem of co-ordination 
with the anglo-romanian Society persisted, as the latter attempted to interfere in 
the running of the institute while sponsoring its own ‘absurdly ineffective’ english 
Club. to make matters worse, at the outbreak of war, the government temporarily 
suspended all foreign educational activities.31

with regard to public attitudes, after visiting romania in early 1939, british 
Council emissaries concluded that, despite much introvert national feeling 
generated by insecurity, ‘beneficent’ foreign influences were generally welcome.32 
a few months into the war, another report perceived a ‘strong undercurrent of pro-
british feeling’. Yet, under the ‘profound’ impact of the ‘Polish catastrophe’, fear 
of Germany and disappointment with the western allies were also evident. at a 
practical level, this translated into more prominence for German propaganda in the 
romanian press. in the face of intense German cultural diplomacy and ‘increased 
enthusiasm for the activities of the french institute’, the report advocated various 
projects, including ‘an english tearoom and bookshop, facilities for the purchase of 
newspapers and books’, and, above all, a british institute with its own ‘imposing’ 
premises at the centre of bucharest. the british Legation, for its part, including its 

28 barker 1976, 242.
29 the post of reader at bucharest university went to ivor Porter, the future Soe 
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30 bw 2/503, memo, 13 March 1939.
31 bw 2/503, ‘rumania’, ro/8/1, december (?) 1939.
32 bw 2/503, memo, 13 March 1939.
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head, reginald Hoare, objected to such expenses in wartime. its press attaché was 
especially taken to task as ‘half-hearted’ and ‘lazy’.33

the fact was that the needs of wartime propaganda far exceeded the mandate 
of the british Council. Yet, in addition to the alleged shortcomings of its head, f. 
Chalmers Wright, the Publications Office of the British Legation was understaffed 
and underequipped, especially in comparison to its German and french 
counterparts.34 after visiting romania in March 1940, donald Hall of the Moi 
reported that, apart from bbC news, ‘british propaganda was non-existent’.35 the 
most that the Office ever produced were two multigraphed bulletins in English, one 
with news, the other with comment and opinion.36 the Legation also dispatched 
Hugh Seton-watson, son of the famous scholar, on a ‘roving commission’, 
intended to distribute propaganda material in provincial towns.37

following the defeat of france and the shift in romanian foreign policy, the 
british minister pleaded for the suspension of all propaganda activities with the 
exception of news for the british colonies in the country. at a time when britain 
could practically do nothing to alleviate romania’s plight, he apparently considered 
that propaganda could only add to Carol’s difficulty to steer a course between the 
Soviet Scylla and the nazi Charybdis.38 the Legation also chose to lie low at the 
time of antonescu’s short-lived partnership with the iron Guard. Perhaps in line 
with this attitude, the bbC romanian programme was temporarily reduced from 
15 to 10 minutes.39 Section d, however, waged a short-lived ‘black’ campaign 
with the aid of the Publications Office. It denounced the voluntary cession of more 
territory and the pro-axis policy of the regime. according to wright, the origin of 
the campaign was ‘never discovered’ until, on 14 October, the Publications Office 
was closed down and its personnel moved to istanbul.40

after antonescu got rid of his murderous iron Guard partners, in late January 
1941, the Legation asked that the bbC refrain from criticising the Marshal whose 
popularity, it considered, had risen ‘momentarily’. in its view, british propaganda 
ought to ‘concentrate on the German exploitation of the country’, underscore its 

33 BW 2/503, ‘Rumania’, RO/8/1, December (?) 1939; similar criticism of the press 
attaché in fo 930/57, Stavridi, Moi, to Strang, fo, 21.11.39.

34 fo 930/128, Hankey to Hall, 25.3.40.
35 fo 371/24988 r3020, Hall, Moi, ‘report on visit to roumania’, Part 2: 
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37 FO 930/128, Hankey to Hall, 25.3.40; FO 930/128, Hall to Hankey, 1.4.40.
38 fo 371/24988 r6761, Hoare to fo, no. 124 eMPaX(r), 8.7.40.
39 briggs 1970, 263, note 8.
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isolation and give as much publicity as possible to the king and the armed forces.41 
at the same time, the successful Greek resistance against the italian attack offered 
the british media an opportunity to stress the contrast between General Metaxas’ 
resolve and antonescu’s humiliating submission to the axis.42

during the ill-fated british attempt to organise a front in the southern balkans, 
So1 suggested that, in view of the inability to hit the Germans in romania, 
propaganda to that country should not be pitched ‘on too high a note’. as 
major objectives, it recommended stimulating hatred for the Germans, Marshal 
antonescu and the – fallen – iron Guard, and fear of enslavement to Germany 
or ‘Russia’. That spectre was contrasted to the hope exemplified by the British 
empire, ‘america’, and internal democratic forces. at that point, So1 planners 
hoped to induce pro-allied elements into passive resistance and covert sabotage.43 
after the fall of Yugoslavia and Greece, british propaganda combined warnings 
with enticement in the form of britain’s ‘absolute refusal to recognise territorial 
changes arrived at by methods of violence and dictation’. Presaging the line to 
obtain after the invasion of the Soviet union, the relevant directive authorised 
explicit reference to transylvania only, while bessarabia and dobruja ‘should be 
kept in the background’. already in mid-May, romanians were warned against 
being ‘dragged into a vast Russo-German conflict’.44

British Propaganda after ‘Barbarossa’

the antonescu regime took part in the invasion of the Soviet union with the 
apparent aim of recovering bessarabia and northern bukovina. after this was 
achieved, british propaganda to romania was guided by two fundamental 
assumptions: that the target population wanted (a) to get out of the war, and (b) 
to recover transylvania.45 according to an early Pwe directive, the ‘ultimate war 
objectives’ were revolt and disruption of supplies for Germany, primarily oil.46 
In early 1942, Romania was described as the most important field of political 
warfare in South-east europe on account of her contribution to the German war 

41 HS 5/837, Bucharest to London for SO2, 29.1.41; FO 898/53, ‘Roumania: 
background notes’, early summer 1941.

42 FO 898/150, Roumanian directive, 23.11.40; FO 898/53, directive: Roumania, 
January 1941.

43 fo 898/143, ‘Propaganda in the balkans’. 27.3.41.
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effort.47 before long, however, a more cautious approach prevailed, as propaganda 
planners realised that, despite the true feelings of large sections of the population, 
the Soviet factor and british military weakness circumscribed its appeal in more 
than one way.48

in common with much of europe, romanian nationalism was a further 
complicating factor. as the head of the balkan Press reading bureau pointed out 
in summer 1941, all potential target groups in romania, with the exception of 
Jews and other minorities, shared the same ‘profound belief in the superiority 
of roumanian mystique and an almost megalomaniac faith in their national 
destiny’.49 of course, territorial issues should not to be discussed until after 
the war, and in the case of romania this tenet was reinforced by Stalin’s non-
negotiable claims. after ‘barbarossa’, british propaganda attempted to rationalise 
the Soviet annexations of 1940 as a ‘strategic defensive’ measure against the 
German threat.50 romanian conquests beyond the dniester were portrayed as part 
of a German design to lure the nation away from the transylvanian cause and turn 
it into a buffer between russia and Germany. on the other hand, the only british 
palliative to the apparently irreversible Soviet gains were hints that, subject to 
romania’s timely exit from the axis, the transylvanian question remained open.51

anti-Semitism, a rather distinct complement of romanian nationalism, also 
perplexed british propagandists. However disgraceful they found the anti-Jewish 
measures initiated even before antonescu’s rise to power, the british hesitated to 
confront what they considered a deeply-rooted and pervasive prejudice among 
Romanian society. The extent of anti-Jewish feeling was confirmed by various 
sources. according to ‘a britisher who was in roumania some time’, anti-
Semitism was ‘almost universal’ and had increased during the last pre-war years. 
in his view, the romanians believed that ‘england is controlled by Jewry’.52 a 
romanian source in 1943 stressed the role of German agents who were aided by 
ethnic Germans, the romanian Ministry of Propaganda and the army General 
Staff. according to the same source, there was material incentive, as ‘serious 
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[sic] protected commercial people’ took advantage of anti-Jewish measures and 
amassed fortunes.53

british propaganda-makers, for their part, sought to avoid anything that might 
be construed as undue Jewish influence. Already in December 1939, BBC Director 
General Sir frederick wolff ogilvie appeared sensitive to charges by ‘sinister 
forces’ that bbC broadcasts were ‘the work of Jews’. He felt it necessary to 
explain to a propaganda officer at the War Office that only one member ‘of Jewish 
blood’ belonged to the romanian Service, but the bbC linguistic experts were 
satisfied that there was ‘no trace of Jewish accent’ in his voice. Ogilvie regretted 
the fact that an announcer with ‘a noticeable Jewish accent’ had been used five 
times in the early days of broadcasting in romanian, before being ‘restricted to 
translation work only’. for good measure, he added that the bbC was ‘having 
parallel difficulty in allaying the ghost of a Jewish accent in some languages 
other than roumanian’.54 as late as november 1941, the Pwe balkan directorate 
alerted the bbC to continuing criticism of ‘Jewish characteristics’ in its romanian 
broadcasts.55

Unease was reflected in the treatment of stories about pogroms and other 
atrocities in romanian-held territory. according to a Pwe directive, direct 
propaganda on the Jewish question would be ineffective. ‘Stern bbC condemnation 
of anti-Jewish measures’, it submitted, would ‘probably only harm both the Jews 
themselves and british propaganda to roumania’. its cautious approach permitted 
the following comments: (a) the anti-Semitic measures were ‘a further sign’ of 
Antonescu’s servile ‘imitation of German methods’; (b) this policy was degrading 
the Romanian people in comparison to other nations; (c) the exclusion of Jews 
from the country’s economic life had only benefited the Germans or the German 
minority; (d) Transnistria, the occupied territory beyond the 1940 frontier, ‘instead 
of providing land for roumanian soldiers, and roumanian colonists, as was 
promised,’ was being turned into ‘a place of punishment for Jews’. these points, 
the romanian Service was instructed, should be worked in ‘incidentally’, without 
undue emphasis.56

an effort was made to capitalise on romanian national dignity in order to 
undermine the antonescu regime. the latter was denounced as a self-seeking 
‘clique’, totally subservient to Germany, its nationalistic pretensions being 
dismissed as a mere sham. british propaganda drew a sharp contrast between the 
regime’s corporatist façade and ‘the true nature of democracy’ which was proving 

53 fo 898/53, ‘roumania: political report’, 28.3.43.
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the ‘ultimate strength’ of england.57 at the same time, british political warfare 
was aided by the fact that, although officially banned, the old Romanian parties 
‘existed privately’ and their leaders were allowed some freedom of expression.58 
the bbC often broadcast petitions and protests against antonescu’s policies in a 
way that boosted the image of opposition leaders, especially Maniu.59

as was the case in much of Central and eastern europe, the peasantry 
attracted particular attention. according to an optimistic early assessment, ‘even 
if [bbC] broadcasts had only a couple of hundred peasant listeners in the whole 
of rumania, it would be well worth while, for the news would get about and so 
would the spirit of resistance’.60 the romanian press was scanned ‘almost every 
week’ for material that could be used to provoke peasant discontent, such as the 
reversal of land reform ‘by organising roumanian agriculture on the basis of big 
estates, capable of giving large crops for export to Germany’, or the introduction 
of compulsory cooperative schemes for small-holders. big land-owners (the 
‘boyars’) were denounced as Germany’s ‘chief agents’. it was also proposed to 
develop a line appealing to the ‘intellectual’ class as an intermediary between town 
and country.61

the peasant campaign was primarily aimed at undercutting romania’s 
economic contribution to the Axis war effort. According to the Foreign Office, 
it was ‘axiomatic’ that German exploitation of the country’s material and human 
resources should remain ‘a permanent theme of propaganda’.62 both overt and, 
especially, ‘black’ propaganda regularly urged romanians to resist German 
demands and restrict deliveries of oil, agricultural produce and other goods by 
means of passive resistance.63

Nationalist reflexes were certain to be aroused by references to the Transylvanian 
question, described as ‘the only card’ in british hands that could split romania 

57 fo 898/115, wo to Commander-in-Chief, from brigadier brooks to thornhill, 
first directive to Rumania, 17.5.41; FO 371/33259 R2934, PWE, weekly directive for BBC 
roumanian Service, 2–8 May, 1.5.42.

58 FO 898/53, ‘Roumania: political report’, 28.3.43; BBCWA, E2/190, Survey 13/43, 
20.5.43.

59 inf 1/899, Pw(M) (42) 23, Pwe, ‘Monthly report on Propaganda for March 
1942’, 1.4.42; BBCWA, E2/190, Survey 12/43, 15.3.43.

60 BBCWA, E9/5, Eur[opean] I[ntelligence] O[ffice] to O.N.E., ‘Broadcasts to 
peasants in South-east europe’, 29.11.40.

61 HS 5/838, 9/ROU/11/DH.72, DPA, ‘Directives for Roumanian broadcasts’, 1.3.42; 
bbCwa, e2/190, Survey 13/43, 20.5.43.

62 fo 371/33259 r2975, fo to Cairo, tel. 1246, 30.4.42.
63 FO 898/53, ‘Skeleton directive for transmissions to Roumania’, 23.9.41; FO 

898/151, continuous directive, ‘BBC Transmissions in Roumanian’, September 1941; FO 
371/29786 R10593, FO to Cairo, d. 4404, weekly Balkan propaganda directive, 13.12.41; 
inf 1/899, Pw(M) (42) 3, Pwe, ‘Plan of political warfare for the balkans’, 5.1.42.
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from both Germany and Hungary.64 ‘transylvania day’ (december 1st) was 
exploited in order to recall the role of the western allies in ceding the province to 
romania.65 british propaganda sought to keep both romanians and Hungarians 
guessing about each other’s intentions. thus, it reported troop movements along 
their common border and publicised any sign of hostility, however indirect, from 
either side.66 Moreover, it persistently contrasted the sacrifices of the Romanian 
army in the eastern front with Hungary’s self-preservation tactics and linked them 
to the consolidation of her gains in transylvania.67 by keeping this issue alive, 
british propagandists hoped not simply to increase friction between bucharest 
and Budapest but chiefly to ‘distract Roumanian energies’ from the war and deter 
further collaboration with Germany.68 to that end, they emphasised Germany’s 
pro-Hungarian bias and her failure either to conciliate or discipline her satellites 
which were ‘manoeuvring into position for the clash over transylvania’.69

on the assumption that the war was fast becoming unpopular,70 british 
propaganda sought to spread defeatism and foster war-weariness as an indirect 
contribution to Soviet defence. assisted by statements from opposition leaders 
who protested the commitment of troops beyond the dniester, british propaganda 
invited Bucharest to reconsider its policy and withdraw from a conflict it was 
bound to lose. Germany, it was argued, was using the romanian army as a pawn. 
Mounting casualties on the eastern front rendered this theme particularly effective. 
the longer the war lasted, more and more romanians would be used as cannon-
fodder for Germany’s sake. british ‘white’ and, especially, ‘black’ propaganda 
associated the draining of romania’s manpower in russia with her declining 
ability to assert her interests vis-à-vis Hungary. the fact that the romanian army 

64 fo 371/33259 r2975, fo to Cairo, tel. 1246, 30.4.42.
65 fo 371/33259 r8097, Pwe, weekly directive for bbC roumanian Service,  

28 november–4 december, 26.11.42.
66 BBCWA, E1/1172, Murray to Kirkpatrick, 24.3.42; INF 1/899, PW(M) (42) 30, 

PWE, ‘Monthly report on Propaganda for April 1942’, 1.5.42; FO 371/34381 C124, PWE 
central directive, 13.1.43; FO 371/37375 R2305, Brief for Secretary of State’s visit to 
Washington, ‘Roumania’, mid-March 1943; FO 195/2479, ‘Roumania: Political. Trend of 
foreign Policy’, Me/0052, 16.9.43.

67 FO 371/33135A R2475, FO Minute by Lockhart, 10.4.42; FO 371/33259 R2975, 
FO to Cairo, tel. 1246, 30.4.42; FO 371/33259 R2934, PWE, weekly directive for BBC 
Roumanian Service, 2–8 May, 1.5.42; FO 371/34388, PWE central directives, August–
September 1943.

68 FO 898/53, Murray to Pearson, 4.6.42; INF 1/899, PW(M) (42) 35, PWE, ‘Monthly 
report on Propaganda for July 1942’, 1.8.42; cf. Garnett 2002, 182.

69 FO 371/34385 C7006, PWE central directive, week beginning 24 June, 23.6.43; 
fo 371/34391, C14633 Pwe central directive, week beginning 9 december, 8.12.43.

70 fo 898/53, ‘Skeleton directive for transmissions to roumania’, 23.9.41.
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in russia served under German command was projected as yet another instance of 
national humiliation. desertions were exalted as acts of patriotism.71

Given the opportunity, the situation on the eastern front was linked with signs 
of internal dissension. a celebrated case was that of General iosif iacobici, chief of 
the romanian General Staff. Having witnessed the plight of his ill-equipped troops 
during the siege of odessa, iacobici resisted the dispatching of more troops to the 
front before he was forced to resign. three more generals followed suit. for nearly 
two months in early 1942, both overt and ‘black’ propaganda played up the incident 
as evidence of ‘responsible military’ opposition to further involvement in russia.72

Anti-war propaganda intensified as Romanian armies were caught in the 
maelstrom of Stalingrad. ‘the time has now come’, a Pwe directive pointed out 
in late november 1942, ‘when we want to start, very cautiously and gradually, 
creating in rumanians the fear that their 300,000 men in russia … are in danger 
of being left in the lurch by the Germans and cut off’.73 in early 1943, sources 
inside the country reported ‘evident’ war-weariness and a desire to quit the war.74 
according to a bbC survey, the topic of burning interest among romanians was 
how to extricate themselves ‘from their present mess without falling victims to 
either russia or Germany’.75

Having fought the bolshevik regime at its infancy and with a recent and bitter 
experience of Stalin’s expansionism, the vast majority of romanians seemed 
united in their dread of the Soviet Union. Compounded by the brutal fighting on the 
eastern front, this factor made the anti-war messages of british propaganda sound 
hollow. At the same time, any publicity for Soviet successes on the battlefield 

71 INF 1/900, PWE progress report for week ending September 26, 1941; FO 898/53, 
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4 December, 26.11.42; cf. Barker 1976, 75.

72 fo 371/33259 r762, Pwe, weekly directive for bbC roumanian Service, 21–28 
February, 20.2.42; INF 1/899, PW(M) (42) 21, PWE, ‘Monthly report on Propaganda for 
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Service, 7–14 March, 6.3.42; FO 371/33259 R762, PWE, weekly directive for BBC 
roumanian Service, 14–21 March, 13.3.42.
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could only accentuate Romanian insecurity without benefiting the Allied cause. 
according to the Pwe regional director for the balkans, russophobia was 
blocking romania’s withdrawal from the eastern front at least as much as the 
German grip on the country.76 the anglo-Soviet alliance, considered an asset vis-
à-vis other enemy and occupied states, was proving a liability in the romanian 
case, as it seemed to put the british ‘in something of an ideological quandary’.77 
as a bbC survey admitted, the fear of bolshevism and the ‘assertion that britain 
has sold out europe to russia’ were incessantly hammered by enemy propaganda 
into the minds of ‘all those who had something to lose’.78

after a cautious start, british propaganda tried to exorcise the ‘bolshevik bogey’ 
by contrasting the unprincipled opportunism of the nazis with ‘the solemn pledges 
of the atlantic Charter’ and other signs of allied benign intentions.79 for some time, 
an effort was made to sound more reassuring. the inference was that britain and the 
United States ‘will have a finger in the pie, and will, indeed, restrain … Russia from 
inundating [the romanians] completely’.80 in this context, the anglo-Soviet treaty 
of May 1942 was construed as evidence of britain’s ‘unprecedented’ commitment 
to the future of eastern europe and romania, in particular.81 Gradually, as the 
assumption of Soviet primacy set in, insinuations of british or western commitment to 
romania’s future disappeared. already in late november 1942, the bbC romanian 
Service was instructed to ‘keep off references to russia’s adherence to the atlantic 
Charter’.82 Subsequently, the recognition of Moscow’s primacy dictated a shift in 
emphasis, this time in favour of signs of Soviet good will, including declarations of 
respect for romania’s social system, her national independence (though, of course, 
not territorial integrity), hostility to Hungary or even, with the anti-Communist, 
russophobe clergy in mind, toleration of religious activity.83

76 fo 898/145, Murray to Lockhart, considerations for future planning, 13.11.42.
77 fo 898/151, continuous directive, ‘bbC transmissions in roumanian’, September 
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supplementary directive for anglo-Soviet treaty, mid-June 1942.
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14–21 March, 13.3.42.
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the solidarity and growing strength of the allies was also used, though not to 
the same lengths as in the case of bulgaria. without stressing the Soviet factor, 
british propaganda attempted to bring the message home that, owing to the folly 
of the antonescu regime, the romanians found themselves up against britain and 
the united States. they were also advised not to count on differences or even 
a split between the western allies and ‘russia’ as a way out from their current 
predicament.84 The Foreign Office insisted on stern warnings of eventual but 
certain retribution. a bbC broadcast in early summer 1942 ominously concluded 
as follows:

June … and the days are passing. in [so many] days time it will be one year 
since roumania was taken to war by Germany against russia. … Churchill, 
who keeps his promise, said: Any man of any State who fights with Hitler is 
our foe. Any man of any State who fights against Hitler is our friend; … the 
choice is yours, as it was the choice of the Poles, the Czechs, the Jugoslavs, the 
Free French …; Churchill, who keeps his promise, pledged retribution against 
the aggressors of the weak. it was on their behalf (and with a thousand planes 
over Cologne etc.; and with the men and tanks and planes in Libya) that Britain 
imposed retribution upon Germany.85

although this tone seemed to undercut the aim of turning the reportedly 
widespread anti-German sentiment into action, the overwhelming fear of russia 
and the poor record of the western Allies on the battlefield did not leave much 
scope for optimism.86 until they were able to speak from a position of strength, 
the expectations of british propagandists themselves were modest. in april 1942, 
Lockhart described romania as ‘not a great asset’ and had few illusions of british 
ability to incite revolt. thus, he treated demands for ‘a more vigorous propaganda’ 

production and dissemination, 1944, C/ra/703, ‘the united nations have spoken – now 
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with scepticism.87. two months later, a Pwe directive admitted: ‘unfortunately, 
the military events being none too favourable … we cannot make our propaganda 
scream CriSiS now’.88 nor did the british expect any form of resistance, ‘however 
widespread or well organised’, to disrupt the flow of Romanian oil, the most vital 
export to Germany.89

in the absence of any serious evidence of sabotage, Pwe resorted to oblique 
references to the record of resistance elsewhere as a means of gently spurring 
romanians into action.90 in summer 1942, the bbC was instructed to try the 
following line: ‘news is reaching the outer world of acts by individuals in 
roumania who have realised the necessity for action in roumania’s interests … 
resistance in roumania herself begins to swell the tide in europe’.91 opposition 
activities obstructing German demands were to be ‘recorded’ without attribution.92 
internal security measures (e.g., a decree penalising post services by courier) were 
interpreted as a reaction to growing ‘underground’ activity.93 However, when 
the bbC reported anti-antonescu risings in april 1943, Cairo took exception. 
all evidence, it claimed, pointed to ‘a complete apathy throughout roumania’. 
therefore, it was not good political warfare ‘to give credit for action to a country 
which is taking no action at all’.94 Six months later, the Foreign Office considered 
that apathy persisted, in spite of growing war-weariness and disillusionment with 
the antonescu regime.95 with nothing to lose, british propaganda openly urged 
romanians to follow the example of other peoples in the balkans and resist.96

Like bulgaria, romania was subjected to defection propaganda. it was even 
suggested that the country would be the first satellite to go.97 three developments, 
in particular, generated hopes that romania might be forced out of the war: (a) 
the downfall of the fascist regime in italy, (b) the steady German retreat on the 
eastern front, and (c) the return of british armies to continental europe.
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even before italy dropped out of the war, romania was being projected as 
‘Germany’s sole fighting satellite’, a condition which augured further sacrifices 
on account of Marshal antonescu’s ‘megalomania’. the allied victory in 
north africa and the successful landings on italian soil were used as examples 
of Germany’s inability to assist her accessories.98 the ousting of Mussolini 
and italy’s withdrawal from the war further raised the stakes for romania as 
Germany’s ally.99 Yet, possibly out of deference to Soviet susceptibilities, british 
propaganda media were instructed not to mention romanian overtures on the eve 
of the Moscow foreign Ministers conference, in october 1943.100 Such references 
remained guarded even at the time of the anglo-romanian exploratory contacts, 
in March–april 1944.101

in line with developments in italy, the romanians were urged to overthrow 
their regime. defeat was certain, it was stressed, and by playing for time 
romanian leaders would eventually compromise the country’s ‘power to act 
as an independent nation’. as sole alternative to committing national suicide, 
british propaganda invited the romanians to accept unconditional surrender.102 
it appears that personal attacks on government leaders somewhat abated after the 
british approached antonescu through their captive Soe mission. following the 
forceful Soviet reaction to these contacts, the bbC was instructed to emphasise 
ominous reports from Moscow (e.g. figures and accounts of Romanian losses), 
and ‘gradually’ to step up attacks upon Antonescu as ‘the man chiefly responsible’ 
for a catastrophic policy at a time when Germany was unable either to defend or 
coerce romania.103

the retreat of the German armies along the eastern front permitted british 
propaganda to portray romania as bound to face the Soviet juggernaut alone in 
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‘no Man’s Land’.104 the bbC was instructed to explicitly reject the ‘continued 
pathetic appeals’ of official Romanian propaganda to the western Allies to realise 
the ‘russian danger’.105 it was also to play down the distinction between the 
antonescu regime and the romanian people.106 following the winter lull, the 
almost simultaneous occupation of Hungary by German troops and the red army’s 
crossing of the dniester lent british propaganda the extra urgency it required. in 
accordance with a request from the british Commander-in-Chief, Middle east, 
british propaganda media urged the romanians to surrender or withdraw their 
troops to a rather unspecified line west of that river: the BBC was instructed to 
remain deliberately vague regarding the legitimate romanian borderline. the 
alternative, it was pointed out, would be a fate similar to that of the Hungarians, 
over whose territory the invading Germans were preparing to make a stand.107

even before allied forces arrived within striking distance from the balkans, 
british propaganda brandished the threat of air raids both against the homeland 
and targets in Germany where romanian labourers were employed.108 after 
summer 1943, this threat was intensely used in connection with the concept of 
bombing Romania out of the war. On 1 August 1943, five groups of American 
bombers took off from benghazi and staged a spectacular but costly raid against 
Ploeşti. Although there would be no further attacks until April, the availability 
of Italian airfields kept the nightmare of systematic bombing alive.109 when the 
bombing campaign on Bucharest, Ploeşti and other cities commenced in full 
force, in spring 1944, the bbC was instructed to emphasise the military purpose 
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of the attacks and urge individuals to evacuate danger areas in an attempt to foster 
general dislocation.110

at the same time, british propaganda played up romania’s capacity for 
hurting the western Allies. By fighting the Soviets and supplying the Germans 
with oil, it was pointed out, the country became ‘directly responsible’ for british, 
american and french loss of life – and the longer she helped Germany, ‘the more 
rigorous the terms’ of peace would be.111 anticipating the liberation of france, an 
attempt was made to exploit romania’s francophile tradition. there were frequent 
comparisons with french ‘suffering and striving against tyranny’ and references to 
french civilisation ‘so dear’ to romanians.112

for a defection campaign to have any chance of success, incentives as much as 
threats were required. as has been noted, after ‘barbarossa’, references to territorial 
issues, including transylvania, were extremely guarded. a poor substitute was 
sought in promises of food relief and the restoration of political liberties after 
the war.113 before the anglo-american commitment to unconditional surrender, in 
January 1943, british propaganda also held out some hope through references to 
the principles of the atlantic Charter and the anglo-Soviet treaty. the distinction 
between peoples and governments implicit in the atlantic Charter was interpreted 
as opening a window of opportunity for romania to opt for an honourable exit 
strategy. even the Soviets’ interpretation of their ‘interests and security’, it was 
maintained, could be influenced by Romania’s actions: the longer she remained 
hostile, the worse for her.114

Churchill’s formula of the satellites’ chance to mitigate the rigours of 
unconditional surrender by timely action was only briefly used.115 on the other 
hand, primarily for reasons of strategic deception, nothing could be said to shake 
the romanians off ‘their desperate hope that, in the end, the western allies will 
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save them from russian vengeance’.116 only after the normandy landings was 
speculation on allied intentions in the balkans explicitly ruled out.117

by early 1944, the ineffectiveness of british tactics was becoming apparent. a 
report submitted to barker pointed out that, in view of anglo-american impotence 
to influence the course of events, ‘exhortatory propaganda has become a waste of 
time, except in so far as it reduces the roumanian listener to deeper apathy and 
despair’.118 when the red army crossed the pre-1940 frontier into bessarabia, it 
was too late for any sort of propaganda to offer hope on the question of romania’s 
territorial integrity. the bbC was instructed to ‘refer to the rivers dniester 
and Pruth, not to the roumanian frontier of before or after 1940’ and to ‘quote 
verbatim without comment [Soviet] references to the liberation of the Moldavian 
S.S.r.’ (i.e. bessarabia).119 an effort was made to present the Soviets in the best 
possible light. their terms to finland (on which ‘britain was consulted’) were 
described as ‘generous’; allegations of Soviet atrocities were to be ignored; Soviet 
punishment of ‘war criminals’ was not to be reported.120 even after romania 
capitulated, british propaganda treated the Soviet occupation with tact, avoiding 
the term ‘captured’ when referring to the red army’s entry into romanian towns 
and regions.121

by summer 1944, british propaganda was speaking of a choice ‘between 
an orderly occupation and the inevitable horrors of a war fought on one’s soil’. 
romanian leaders were exhorted to immediately end their alliance with Germany, 
thus making ‘a small but real contribution to the liberation of europe’.122 at that 
point, personal attacks were suspended in the hope that either antonescu or Maniu 
might muster enough courage to ‘act favourably for the allies’.123 eventually, it 
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122 fo 371/43986 r11571, Pwe, weekly directive for bbC roumanian Service,  
28 July–4 august, summary to Cairo, 27.7.44.

123 fo 371/43986 r11571, Pwe, weekly directive for bbC roumanian Service, 
11–18 august, summary to Cairo, 10.8.44. apparently, Pwe overruled newsome who 
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was young King Michael who took the initiative. briggs offers a vivid description 
of romania’s volte-face as experienced at the bbC, on 23 august 1944:

the news reached the bush House from the Monitoring Service just as the 
bbC’s news in roumanian was about to go on the air. ‘roumania’s decision to 
break with Germany’, the announcer interpolated, ‘gives the roumanian nation 
and army a chance to rise and drive the Germans out of their country … action 
for which britain in common with russia and america, has urgently called’.124

as romania changed sides, the bbC romanian Service undertook to bolster the 
morale of the general public and the armed forces, substituting for the suspended 
national radio. the Service was instructed to show ‘indirect support to King Michael 
and his Government’ by quoting statements and suitable comment from the allied 
press. british reserve was marked in the treatment of romanian action against the 
former ally, Germany. At first, only indirect encouragement was offered. After 
the signing of the armistice with the allies, the romanian military contribution 
was acknowledged as a step towards restoring the country’s independence and 
sovereignty. However, the bbC refrained from referring to romania as an ally or 
a co-belligerent until her new status was officially recognised.125

The BBC

according to available data, radio listening in romania appeared more widespread 
than elsewhere in the balkans. estimates from the early war years put the number 
of sets to more than 300,000 registered and probably as many clandestine ones.126 
The listening public was identified as mainly townspeople used to ‘getting radio 
entertainment and instruction from abroad’.127 in the aftermath of the invasion of the 
Soviet union, wright, then head of the balkan Press reading bureau in istanbul, 
speculated on the probable break-up of foreign radio audience. He listed bucharest’s 
‘frondeur upper and middle classes’, ‘aggrieved and watchful transylvanians’, Jews 
and other minority groups, iron-Guardists and leftist intellectuals, labour leaders as 
well as ‘all sceptical coffee house oracles’.128 as part of its anti-Semitic policy, the 
antonescu regime sought to deprive the Jews of access to radio.129 nevertheless, 
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british propaganda planners appeared to count on this community’s ability to go on 
with ‘its traditional practice of spreading news’.130

as early as august 1939, the director-general designate of the Moi asked 
the bbC to introduce news bulletins in romanian and Hungarian.131 the bbC 
romanian Service was inaugurated with a 15-minute bulletin on 15 September 
1939 – on the same day as its Yugoslav counterpart. with regard to reception, 
jamming was reported as ‘heavy’ already in early 1940, especially in the bucharest 
area.132 in october 1941, an Soe agent from istanbul urged the reinstitution of 
medium wave broadcasts from Cairo, as short-wave was inaudible.133 after 
‘barbarossa’, listening to british and Soviet stations became a criminal offence.134 
nevertheless, a bbC survey from March 1943 reported that foreign broadcasts 
were ‘widely listened to’ and that there was no need for ‘clandestine dissemination 
of news’. it described a process, whereby upper-class listeners ‘telephone to their 
friends, using rather simple methods of concealment, such as referring to the bbC 
as “daisy”’. news also spread through cafés and members of the sizeable Greek 
colonies who listened to bbC broadcasts in their language.135 even German civilian 
personnel in romania reportedly listened ‘quite openly to foreign broadcasts, 
particularly London’.136 the bbC, for its part, tried to adjust its schedule to the 
different routine of country and town. the 22:30 transmission, for example, was 
considered too late for peasants, whereas listeners in the capital were supposed to 
prefer times after their meals.137

early in the war, bbC broadcasts apparently earned a reputation for 
‘dependable news’ and widespread appeal.138 after spending a month in romania, 
david Mitrany, the romanian-born british scholar, reported that bbC broadcasts 
were ‘tremendously popular’ – more popular than the highly esteemed french 
broadcasts. as he put it, ‘play, work or eating was interrupted to listen to the 
“London Hour”’.139 Shortly before leaving the country, the british Legation 
reported that the bbC was regarded as the ‘sole source of accurate news’140 – 
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a view confirmed by other sources, including the head of the SOE Section in 
istanbul. de Chastelain’s informants praised the bbC as ‘the best and quickest 
source of news’ about the country itself, listened to by friend and foe alike.141

as was the case with broadcasts to other balkan countries, news appeared to be 
by far the most popular item. in view of evidence that talks following news were 
‘almost invariably “turned off”’, the bbC romanian Service was instructed to 
disperse news items throughout its programme as a means of keeping its audience 
tuned in. according to an early Pwe directive, it was ‘fundamental’ to broadcast 
‘plentiful and dependable news’.142 Murray partly attributed the negative reception 
of talks to the fact that romania was an enemy country and ‘certain undesirable 
things’ had to be told. After further complaints, an enquiry confirmed that the 
romanian broadcasts contained ‘a really surprising amount of news in lively 
form’.143

Critical comment came in from an early date. after a visit to romania in 
March 1940, an MOI official reported that news should be made more inspiring 
and avoid ‘unnecessarily bald statements’ regarding allied reverses.144 reactions 
to perceived Jewish influence and voices have already been mentioned. BBC 
bulletins were also described as consisting of ‘too many dry snippets of news’ 
and lacking in variety. This in part reflected the absence of ‘hot’ news during the 
‘Phoney War’ period and it is debatable whether it could be rectified with the 
substitution of a talk or story, complete with sound effects, as an MOI official 
suggested in March 1940.145 in view of further complaints, the romanian Service 
editor admitted in the summer of 1940 that he knew nothing about romanian 
politics and personalities. the ensuing friction with the Moi put both the prestige 
and the output of the Service in jeopardy.146 Matters improved after u.b. branston 
took over as romanian editor.147 there was still occasional criticism regarding 
announcers’ ‘dryness’ and dullness or undesirable, transylvanian, accents, but 
sources were far from unanimous.148
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More serious were the complaints about ‘misguided comments and false news’. 
Certain ‘slips’, for instance a report regarding Soviet designs on romania at the time 
of the invasion of finland, were bound to bewilder an already nervous audience.149 
according to de Chastelain, for some months after ‘barbarossa’, inaccurate war 
news tended to cast doubt upon bbC output as a whole, at a time when romanians 
risked imprisonment to listen to ‘radio London’. this, according to the source, 
was partly due to the tendency to ‘intermingle’ official communiqués with news 
agency reports and other stories, with the result that, sometimes, ‘an incorrect 
statement’ undermined the credibility of the ‘official news itself’.150 Perhaps, this 
was the result of the practice of mixing news ‘with a small, but carefully worked 
out proportion of propaganda’.151 Later, it was reported that the antonescu regime 
was seeking to discredit the bbC on account of inaccurate reports from the eastern 
front, especially figures of Romanian losses, which, however, were largely derived 
from Soviet sources.152 there were also reports that bbC broadcasts in english 
and french were considered more reliable than the romanian programme and, 
therefore, preferred by listeners who could understand them.153

the risk of bbC propaganda triggering a premature revolt appeared to worry 
opposition circles in bucharest. in their view, this should not take place before 
‘the anglosaxons set foot in the balkans’. with apparent disbelief, a foreign 
Office official scribbled on the margin of the report: ‘We know our Roumanians 
well enough to know there is no earthly danger of this’.154 according to a british 
MP who provoked a debate on radio propaganda to South-east europe in the 
Commons, the romanians of London also worried about the inability of bbC 
broadcasts to provide political guidance owing to a lack of understanding of the 
local situation.155 at the same time, however, broadcasts by émigrés were being 
judged less than successful.156 finally, the bbC drew satisfaction whenever 
the antonescu regime appealed to the romanian population not to listen to its 
broadcasts.157
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‘Black’ Propaganda

In October 1940, SOE set up the first ‘black’ station to target a Balkan country from 
britain. Professor r.w. (robert william) Seton-watson, an authority on South-
east europe, Viorel Virgil tilea, the transylvanian-born former romanian minister 
to Britain, and D. Dimanescu, a journalist who had briefly served as director of 
the Romanian Propaganda Service, participated in the station’s first team.158 r.1 
(‘romanian brethren’, elsewhere referred to as ‘independent romania’) began 
broadcasting from england on 14 october 1940. it was commonly referred to as 
‘ardealul’, on account of its cover, a group ostensibly active in transylvania.159 
‘ardealul’ appeared as nationalist, non-party, and opposed to the antonescu regime. 
during its early phase, it was supposed to create an ‘atmosphere of transmission 
by roumanians in roumania for roumanians’. the station’s main objectives were 
to obstruct military and economic assistance to Germany, encourage opposition 
elements, undermine morale, and disrupt the economic life. being sympathetic to 
the opposition, especially Maniu, it sought to discredit both the iron Guard and 
antonescu, particularly during the Legionaries’ brief reign of terror. the Marshal 
was taken to task on account of his ‘personal past’ (including his passivity at the 
time of the second Vienna award) and current policies. ‘ardealul’ also attempted 
to arouse envy of resistance in other countries, especially Greece.160

after the severing of anglo-romanian diplomatic relations, the station’s main 
task was to foment anti-German feeling by blaming romania’s ills on her unequal 
relationship with the Reich. Food shortages, inflation, and, presciently, the prospect 
of involvement in a war against the Soviet union were presented as the natural 
outcome of German economic and military exploitation. More than a month before 
‘barbarossa’, its directives targeted romania’s part in Hitler’s aggressive designs 
against the Soviet union.161 Subsequently, r.1 was to encourage ‘all types of 
passive and self-interested sabotage’, including hoarding, black market practices, 
and the abandonment of industrial crops which not only harmed German interests 
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but also fuelled discontent, especially among the urban population. a further task 
was to pin down as many troops as possible inside romania.162

the slogan ‘stop at the dniester’ was adopted in line with the policy of extracting 
romania from the war against the Soviet union, followed by ‘withdrawal to the 
dniester’, after the pre-1940 boundary had been crossed. on the delicate subject 
of romanian-Soviet relations, ‘ardealul’ was to explain that there could be no 
security for the country until she came to terms with that power. only a timely 
withdrawal from the Soviet soil might entitle romania ‘to hope for Justice’ at the 
Peace table.163

‘ardealul’ construed the predicament of the romanian armies in russia as 
the intended consequence of a German plot to deprive the romanian nation of 
its ability to defend itself against Hungarian expansionism. in this connection, it 
prominently reported figures of Romanian losses – estimated at more than 200,000 
in the aftermath of Stalingrad – and contrasted them to the limited Hungarian 
contribution. its message was that romanian troops should be kept at home, 
ready for use ‘against the Hungarian menace’.164 transylvania was a permanent 
theme. the chief objective was not to fuel hatred for the Hungarians, which 
was considered strong enough, but to divert it against the Germans. the station 
reminded its audience of the German role in the partition of the province and 
warned of further designs against the remainder.165 the Germans were projected as 
the ‘first and greatest’ enemies: privileged, exploitative, and arrogant. The Reich 
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minister plenipotentiary from January 1941, Manfred freiherr von Killinger, was 
labelled ‘the Gauleiter of roumania’.166

In the domestic field, the station continued to denounce both Antonescu and 
the iron Guard as ‘contemptible traitors’ and speculated on a possible return to 
Legionary terror with German connivance. r.1 was initially expected to stimulate 
domestic opposition and even build up some resistance figure inside the country.167 
Later on, however, expressions of approval for various individuals were considered 
likely to have a compromising effect and the station was instructed to limit its 
references to official news.168 It was also briefly used as a means of promoting 
reconciliation among the romanian émigré factions in London.169 finally, there was 
an attempt to profit from anti-Semitism and intolerance to minorities. ‘Ardealul’ 
was instructed to try and ‘make a sort of “Jewish Question” out of the German 
minorities’, using the same sort of arguments and substituting Germans for Jews. 
Listeners should be told that an allied victory would result in the expulsion not 
only of the German army but also ‘of the last German civilian’.170

finally, the station tried to exploit the theme of balkan solidarity. in early 
1942, it publicised the Greek-Yugoslav treaty as a prelude to post-war balkan 
integration. occasionally, it emphasised Yugoslav and Greek resistance, although 
a risk was perceived in coverage of German reprisals in Serbia and famine in 
Greece: such reports, it was feared, might provoke an unwanted comparison with 
the romanians’ relatively comfortable circumstances.171

Progress reports from mid-1941 reveal satisfaction with the station’s impact. its 
inflation campaign, for instance, waged between October 1941 and January 1942, 
was credited with causing a three-day run on the banks.172 that ‘ardealul’ did have 
an audience inside the country was confirmed by SO2 Near East.173 early in 1942, 
the Pwe representative in istanbul expressed ‘admiration’ for the ‘excellence’ 
of its broadcasts, which his source took to emanate from transylvania.174 in May 
1942, however, Soe Cairo criticised what it considered a line of ‘least resistance’. 
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Pwe London countered that the fear of ‘russia’ was so great that a more direct 
appeal to rebellion would sound to the romanians ‘like a call to suicide’.175

Meanwhile, since late 1941, Soe had established a second romanian ru 
in Jerusalem. titled the ‘Voice of romanian Conscience’, it emitted non-party, 
‘general defeatist’ propaganda, inciting its audience to sabotage and offering 
instructions thereto. it also broadcast ‘attacks on corruption, appeals to peasants, 
and nationalist incitement on the transylvanian issue’.176

in June 1942, de Chastelain and Colonel edward Masterson, the romania 
country section head based in Cairo,177 proposed turning ‘black’ propaganda into 
a self-fulfilling prophecy. As a first step, a fictitious resistance organisation would 
be launched on radio waves. broadcasts would create an impression of gestation 
and activity by planting ‘hints of extensive operations and unified leadership’ in 
the press of neutral countries. relevant material could be drawn ‘freely’ from 
the romanian press, and ‘discreetly’ from british intercepts. two months, it was 
estimated, might suffice for building up ‘a very pretty legend’, to be followed 
by an attempt to set up a real organisation. Soe London objected that, even if 
romanians were convinced of the group’s existence, they would not know ‘what 
to do or where to go’. the proponents of the scheme countered that if such ‘an 
efficient and active organisation’ existed, ‘it would not be necessary for us to 
create imaginary movements and leaders’.178

eventually, the ‘Station of the Liberation Struggle’ went on the air from 
Jerusalem on 27 July 1942. It purported to be the home-based, official mouthpiece 
of an anti-German movement composed of smaller groups. its imaginary leader, 
‘Vlaicu’, was named after Vladislav, a fourteenth-century prince of wallachia and 
one of romania’s most venerated medieval rulers. ‘Vlaicu’ himself should never 
speak. the alleged cells in romania would receive instructions ‘over the air’, in 
code or en clair. the station’s main theme was the need for romania to cease 
supplying, supporting and hosting the Germans.179 by october 1942, references to 
‘Vlaicu’ appeared in The Times and on the bbC. Small notices were also planted in 
the press of berne, Lisbon and Stockholm.180 in the following month, Soe Cairo 
reported that the scheme was having an effect inside romania ‘thanks to proper 
coordination between leaflets and radio’. One hundred thousand leaflets had been 
dropped, addressed to ‘Vlaicu’ and promising support. the latter’s appreciation 
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was then broadcast, together with a proclamation to the romanian people, which 
was also dropped in leaflet form. According to SOE, the Romanian security 
services were ‘feverishly searching’ for the phantom organisation.181 in fact, the 
station’s output was mainly based on radio intercepts of the romanian police 
providing evidence of sabotage and other incidents.182 despite much optimism, 
reflected in further SOE references to a ‘process’ of setting up resistance cells 
inside romania,183 a report from August 1943 confirmed that ‘Vlaicu’ remained a 
‘virtual reality’.184

already in december 1942, there were doubts about the future of all three rus. 
The Foreign Office questioned the value of ‘black’ propaganda to Romania since 
the country ‘was in the russian sphere’.185 the british were also perturbed by the 
appearance of a Soviet-sponsored ‘romanian’ clandestine transmitter. it posed as 
pro-allied, ‘democratic and nationalist’ and called for the return of transylvania 
and an end to participation in the war against the Soviet union. it also appealed 
to French-educated officers to follow General Giraud’s example and rise against 
the regime. it was crude and explicit in its attacks on the antonescus, though it 
appeared respectful to King Michael.186

Finally, it was decided to replace ‘Ardealul’ owing to ‘recurring difficulties’ 
with its Romanian team, objections to policy and personnel ‘by the Foreign Office 
and other quarters’, and overlapping with both the ‘Voice of romanian Conscience’ 
and ‘Vlaicu’. british propagandists wished to preserve the audience of r.1 
without identification with its successor, which was to use the indirect, pseudo-
enemy, approach. to that end, a ‘transitional technique’ was used. it consisted 
of jamming effects, followed by a ‘ghost’ voice, which might help ensure only 
outward continuity. the launching of r.2 (‘the Marshal’s order’) on 21 July 1943 
coincided with Mussolini’s downfall. this station targeted the romanian middle 
and upper class. by feigning an ‘exaggerated loyalty and complete subservience 
to Germany’, it aimed to increase resistance, encourage all forms of economic 
warfare, goad the opposition and soften morale behind the war effort. the usual 
techniques of ‘slips, exaggeration, denials, misconstructions and patently weak 

181 HS 5/843, cipher tel. from Cairo, local 305, 18.11.42. The first sortie for leaflet 
dropping over romania had taken place in mid-July 1942. its material cited desertions from 
the army and evidence of anti-government activity: HS 5/844, d/Gr7 to MdH, 16.7.42.

182 fo 898/117, Murray to Vellacott, report ‘on the Soe covert broadcasting unit’ in 
Jerusalem, 30.11.42.

183 HS 5/839, D/HV to AD/S1, 15.10.42; FO 898/117, Murray to Vellacott, report ‘on 
the Soe covert broadcasting unit’ in Jerusalem, 30.11.42.

184 FO 898/54, notes of a meeting at the Foreign Office on ‘Satellite RUs to South-
East Europe’, 27.5.43; HS 5/841, D/H.311 to D/H.5, ‘Vlaicu broadcasts’, 30.8.43.

185 fo 898/56, record of meeting held at the fo, ‘black radio Stations (rus)’, 
23.12.42.

186 fo 898/53, ‘roumanian clandestine transmitter’, february 1943–, undated.
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German or antonescu propaganda’ were used in order to spread rumours, stories 
and deception.187

Finally, a fourth ‘black’ station, specifically targeting oil production, was 
established in england on 18 october 1943. Like r.2, r.3 (‘Prahova’) implied 
connections with both the romanian government and oil companies. it propagated 
‘go-slow methods in order to conserve roumanian oil-supplies’ and thus, indirectly, 
reduce the flow to Germany.188 by spring 1944, the fast changing military situation 
threatened to render ‘black’ propaganda to romania redundant. the panic caused 
by the Soviet advance, it was pointed out, left no scope for effective rumours 
and discouraged potential listeners. Whereas R.2 was considered more flexible, 
‘Prahova’ was terminated on 30 april. its sponsors saw no point in urging the 
conservation of oil or agricultural produce with the red army ante portas, or in 
appealing to romanians to prevent German acts of destruction at a time when 
personal safety outweighed all other considerations.189 ‘the Marshal’s order’ 
survived a little longer, until 26 June 1944.190

British Propaganda and Romanian Emigrés

even before the breach of diplomatic relations between the two countries, there 
were attempts to create a ‘free romanian Movement’ in britain.191 the foreign 
Office consistently refused to support any of them. Deference to Maniu was 
one reason,192 and no Romanian abroad was considered ‘of sufficient calibre to 
command serious support’ at home. after June 1941, such a move was expected 
to dangerously complicate relations with the Soviet union.193 in the absence of 
a formally recognised body, romanian émigré politics descended into intense 
factionalism which further decreased their utility for british agencies, including 
the bbC and Soe. in early 1941, tilea was allowed to establish a ‘romanian 
National Committee’. The Foreign Office withheld recognition or publicity, at a 
time when it hoped to secure the co-operation of a more important figure, such as 

187 FO 898/53, Stewart to Barker, 19.4.43; enclosure: ‘Contingency plan for 
replacement of R.1.’ (ME), 19.4.43; FO 898/54, notes of a meeting at the Foreign Office on 
‘Satellite RUs to South-East Europe’, chaired by Sargent, 27.5.43; FO 898/53, Stewart to 
Major Boxshall, 28.7.43; Garnett 2002, 198.

188 Garnett 2002, 199.
189 fo 898/54, Sheldon to barker, ‘the future of roumanian rus’, 30.3.44.
190 Garnett 2002, 211.
191 fo 898/149, note by r.w. Seton-watson, 18.11.40.
192 FO 898/149, record of meeting at the Foreign Office, ‘Position of Free Roumanians 

in England’, 20.2.41; FO 898/145, ‘Propaganda in Roumania and Bulgaria’, 22.3.41; FO 
898/149, record of meeting at the Foreign Office, ‘Free Roumanian Movement’, 23.4.41.

193 fo 371/37375 r2305, brief for Secretary of State’s visit to washington, 
‘roumania’, mid-March 1943.
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Gafencu, then serving as ambassador to the Soviet union, or even Maniu, whom 
Soe still hoped to bring to england.194 as has been mentioned, Maniu never left 
romania, while Gafencu eventually settled in Geneva. before long, the ‘national 
Committee’ split and a group of mostly Maniu’s supporters formed a short-lived 
‘romanian democratic Committee’. they considered tilea and his associates 
tainted by their past association with Carol.195

the relation of the romanian émigrés with the british propaganda machinery 
was an uneasy one. The Foreign Office and PWE were quite sceptical about the 
use of dissidents with a factional axe to grind.196 Moreover, with a few exceptions, 
they opposed letting romanians speak ‘under their own name’.197 Still, an effort 
was made to tap the energies of émigrés individually. to that end, in spring 1942 
the Foreign Office set up a Romanian Bureau under a British liaison officer. Its 
aims were defined as follows: (a) to break down Romanian factions in the United 
Kingdom; (b) to bring them under British control and preclude ‘irresponsible 
political activities’; (c) to provide the nucleus of a ‘Free Movement’ in case this was 
deemed desirable.198 former members of the romanian democratic Committee 
and various ‘independents’ joined in. tilea’s group boycotted it.199 in order to 
force it into compliance, the Foreign Office withdrew the special status which 
its head had enjoyed as former minister in London and advised governments-in-
exile to withhold support.200 this did not prevent criticism of the bureau from 
Maniu’s supporters who asked for a new organisation with at least ‘a semblance of 

194 FO 898/149, record of meeting at the Foreign Office, ‘Position of Free Roumanians 
in England’, 20.2.41; FO 898/149, FO to Cripps, Moscow, d. 142, 22.2.41; FO 898/149, 
Cripps to FO, d. 197, 7.3.4; FO 898/149, record of meeting at the Foreign Office, ‘Free 
Roumanian Movement’, 23.4.41; BBCWA, E2/604, minutes of weekly meeting to discuss 
balkan broadcasts, 17.9.41.

195 FO 898/149, note on members of ‘Roumanian National Com’, March 1941; FO 
898/150, ‘Message from SO2 to Maniu’, early June 1941; FO 898/150, Seton-Watson to 
Leeper, 8.10.41; FO 371/33259 R5956, Mateescu to Lockhart, ‘Propaganda for Roumania’, 
31.8.42; FO 371/37381 R1603, Rose to Gaselee, ‘Tilea and the Free Roumanians’, 16.2.43; 
FO 371/37381 R1603, Howard to Rendel, 24.2.43; FO 371/37375 R2305, brief for 
Secretary of State’s visit to washington, ‘roumania’, mid-March 1943. Carol engineered 
a ‘free romanian Committee’ in Mexico as a vehicle for his post-war ambitions which the 
british treated with disdain: bbCwa, e1/1172, Murray to Kirkpatrick, 8.1.42. Similarly, 
Young 1980, 69.

196 FO 371/24988 R7480, minutes by Nichols and Sargent, 2.9.40; FO 898/149, record 
of meeting at the Foreign Office, ‘Free Roumanian Movement’, 23.4.41; FO 898/144, FO 
minutes, ‘Plan of political warfare in the balkans’, 13–24.11.41.

197 fo 371/33259 r4388, Murray, Pid, to Howard, fo, 29.6.42.
198 bbCwa, r13/194, draft, ‘establishment of a roumanian bureau’, 27.2.42.
199 bbCwa, r13/194, Sargent to tilea, 23.7.42.
200 FO 371/37381 R1603, Rose to Gaselee, ‘Tilea and the Free Roumanians’, 16.2.43; 

fo 371/37375 r2305, brief for Secretary of State’s visit to washington, ‘roumania’, mid-
March 1943; cf. Barker 1976, 75–7; Briggs 1970, 471–2.
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independent leadership’ to be provided by the, admittedly few, ‘uncompromised’ 
romanians in britain.201

in early 1943, the ‘free roumanian problem’ was reported unresolved and 
threatening both ru and bbC work.202 british institutions employing tilea’s 
supporters were asked to replace them with persons co-operating with the 
romanian bureau.203 the latter asked permission to broadcast in the name of a 
‘Romanian Committee in London’. The Foreign Office considered this premature 
but allowed them to style themselves as the ‘romanian Community in London’.204 
under this rubric, speakers drawn from ‘a selected list of some twenty persons’ 
began broadcasting talks twice a week. Soon the émigrés began disputing the 
efficacy of British propaganda. They particularly objected to the projection of 
unconditional surrender as ‘the only course open’ for their countrymen. this, they 
argued, would be ‘not only ineffective but harmful’ and would play into the hands 
of the antonescu regime.205 Kirkpatrick confirmed that reaching agreement on the 
contents of each talk entailed much controversy, extensive revisions and delays.206 
the bbC romanian editor complained that émigré talks tended ‘to contradict the 
emphatic statements of the bbC Service’.207 finally, the chief of the romanian 
bureau implied that the talks might have not been worth the trouble, since there 
were reasons to doubt the dissidents’ appeal among their fellow countrymen.208 by 
early 1944, such contribution was phased out.

An Assessment

romania, a pro-western, status quo country par excellence as late as 1939, went 
through much of the war period as Germany’s reluctant but reliable satellite. Her 
principal foe, the Soviet union, became britain’s ally after June 1941. these 
realities prevented the british from exploiting the fact that, unlike elsewhere 
in South-east europe, in romania they had access not only to a popular pro-
british opposition operating at the margins of legality but also to the ruling circles 
themselves. unable to project power, they had little choice but to pay deference to 
the aims of their Soviet allies. Garnett correctly observed that british propaganda to 
romania lost much of its relevance ‘as it became evident that [the country] would 

201 fo 371/33259 r5956, Mateescu to Lockhart, ‘Propaganda for roumania’, 31.8.42.
202 fo 371/37165 r576, fo to MoS, Cairo, for Vellacott, 18.1.43.
203 fo 371/37381 r1603, Howard to rendel, 24.2.43.
204 FO 371/37382 R6386, minute by Clutton, 13.7.43; FO 371/37382 R12140, note 

by Major back, 9.12.43.
205 fo 371/43986 r1792, bianu and nenitescu to Major back, 15.11.43.
206 BBCWA, E1/1172, Kirkpatrick to Sargent, 30.12.43; cf. Briggs 1970, 471–2, note 

5.
207 fo 371/43986 r1603, barker to rose, 15.11.43.
208 fo 371/37382 r12140, note by Major back, 9.12.43.
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become a russian-occupied zone’.209 the same author, possibly relying on his 
intimate knowledge of british propaganda-making, claimed that ‘quite unrealistic 
plans’ for political warfare ‘continued to be made to a late date leaving russian 
influence out of account’.210 it has not been possible to trace such plans, much 
less their execution. as has been noted, as early as april 1942, the Pwe director-
general did not consider romania a great asset and there is much evidence that 
the formulation of british propaganda increasingly took into account the primacy 
of Soviet interests. that several romanians continued to hope against hope for 
western allied intervention as a barrier to complete Soviet domination was not 
due to what ‘London radio’ said to them. instead, the british made a sincere effort 
to improve Moscow’s image. the vagueness regarding their own intentions in 
the Balkans was supposed to serve strategic deception; nor did it prove enough 
to induce romanian leaders to switch sides. no more compelling proved the 
propaganda of defection, although, much more than was the case with bulgaria, 
it was backed up by a sustained bombing campaign. the extent to which british 
propaganda stimulated passive resistance, popular discontent and even panic is 
not easy to verify, but it did make life difficult for the Antonescu regime by airing 
and amplifying domestic criticism. all in all, despite diminishing expectations and 
uncertain returns, the british persisted in their effort to strike a balance between 
their own pronouncements and Soviet priorities. this was done not just for the 
benefit of their Romanian friends; by 1944, it was Greece that loomed large on 
the horizon.

209 Garnett 2002, 182.
210 ibid.
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Chapter 7  

Greece

British Wartime Policy

Britain had a record of powerful influence and occasional intervention in Greek 
affairs dating back to the war of independence, in the 1820s. during the late 
1930s, the royal dictatorship under General ioannis Metaxas relied on britain as 
the mainstay of its domestic and external security. in british eyes, the advantages 
of co-operation with an authoritarian government outweighed its ‘disagreeable’ 
features. The Foreign Office chose to ignore warnings about the risks inherent in 
the regime’s unpopularity, professing non-interference in Greek domestic politics. 
However unpopular, the regime ‘efficiently’ ruled Greece and, more important, its 
foreign policy conformed to british interests in the eastern Mediterranean.1

after the italian attack on Greece, on 28 october 1940, britain’s military 
involvement was limited due not only to her scarce resources but also to Metaxas’ 
anxiety not to provoke German intervention. despite its good performance against 
the italians, this reticence caused London some uneasiness lest the Greek regime 
eventually agree terms with Germany. Hitler, for his part, took no chances and, in 
december 1940, decided to intervene and forestall a british bridgehead in South-
east europe. while invasion plans were being prepared, German feelers were put 
out to athens regarding a possible return to neutrality. the spectre of a settlement 
in the balkans under German auspices spurred the british into action.2

the decision to despatch an expeditionary force to Greece was a political one, 
adopted against sound military logic. the principle of helping a state wishing to 
defend its independence against axis aggression was enshrined in the unilateral 
british guarantee of april 1939. as Halifax put it, ‘to have sent no help to 
Greece would have undermined the will to resist of other balkan countries’ – 
i.e. Yugoslavia. He also revealed much of britain’s predicament when he added 
that ‘the difficulty was to find a way of heartening the Greeks without disclosing 
our weakness in the Middle east’.3 as German intervention looked increasingly 
certain, the british tried to get the Greeks to agree to a shorter defensive line 
than the one running across the front in southern albania and Greece’s northern 
borders. this entailed abandoning much of northern Greece, including Salonika. it 
was only after King George ii personally intervened that the Greek General Staff 
accepted the abridged line, even before Yugoslavia’s attitude was clarified. Barker 

1 Barker 1976, 96; Koliopoulos 1977, 71ff., 96ff., 154–5.
2 barker 1976, 99, 104.
3 ibid., 100.
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and others speculate that this personal intervention explained ‘much of the british 
government’s later sense of gratitude and obligation’ to the Greek monarch.4

Following defeat and occupation, Britain officially supported the return of 
King George at the head of his army on the day of liberation. However, both 
London and Cairo became increasingly aware that the king was unpopular, in 
part owing to his identification with the dictatorship, and that the authority of 
the exiled government under tsouderos rested on a narrow political basis and 
precarious constitutional foundations. while doing their best to ‘sell’ both of them 
to their people, the british sought some gesture on the part of the king and his 
government, which might help establish their constitutional credentials. the hard-
core Metaxist elements were removed from the cabinet in June 1941, but it was 
until early february 1942 that the tsouderos government revoked the decree of 4 
august 1936, whereby King George and Metaxas had suspended the Constitution. 
this dilatoriness led leading representatives of the old political parties in Greece, 
excluding the Communists, to sign a protocol on 30 March 1942 asking for a 
plebiscite before the monarch was allowed to return. they themselves came 
out in favour of a republic. british prodding for a helpful statement irritated the 
king and tsouderos and soured their relations with Soe Cairo on account of its 
alleged pro-republican bias. it was not until early 1943 that the émigré Greek 
authorities accepted the prospect of relinquishing their mandate to a broadly-
based government, including representatives of organised resistance, on the day 
of liberation. on 21 January, deputy Prime Minister Kanellopoulos broadcast a 
pledge to that effect over the bbC Greek programme.5

another sensitive issue complicating anglo-Greek relations was famine and 
the general hardship experienced by the Greek population. a net importer of 
foodstuffs before the war, Greece suffered badly from both the british blockade 
and the predatory practices of the occupying powers, especially during the early 
months of occupation. during the severe winter of 1941–42, when the death rate, 
especially infant mortality, sky-rocketed and public health plummeted in athens, 
other urban centres and the aegean islands, the occupation authorities attempted 
to turn a situation that was in large part due to their own catastrophic policy into a 
propaganda weapon against britain. although the effect of axis pronouncements 
remains doubtful,6 already in July 1941 the Foreign Office and Cairo began warning 
about the longer-term damage to British influence. Yet only in February 1942 
MEW conceded an exception from the strict enforcement of blockade specifically 
for Greece. reversing his previous attitude, dalton presented a formula providing 
for the regular shipment of food and other necessities under the supervision of 
the international red Cross (irC) and neutral powers. there followed lengthy 

4 Ibid., 103; Clogg 1975, 274; Hammond 1975, 274.
5 Barker 1976, 155, 156; Clogg 1975, 168–9; Papastratis 1984, 24–32; Pawson 1975, 

265; Sweet-Escott 1975, 11; Taylor 1975, 262–3.
6 according to fleischer, ‘no one took [German propaganda] seriously and, therefore, 

its effects were relatively limited’: idem 1988, 216; cf. idem 1989, 362–73, esp. 363.
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negotiations with the occupying powers through the Swedish government before 
relief from Allied sources, especially Canadian wheat, began to flow systematically 
from September 1942 onwards. until then, meagre supplies had trickled from the 
blockade area, particularly turkey. the new relief project came under the auspices of 
a joint Swedish-Swiss Commission and the irC.7 Still, as the british acknowledged, 
actual shipments never met the ‘estimated minimum requirements’.8 the majority 
of the population continued to live well below the level of subsistence, but the 
worst – and its impact on britain’s image – was averted.9

by early 1943, the requirements of the military situation in north africa 
upgraded Greece’s operational significance. After the successful outcome of 
‘operation Harling’ (the demolition of the Gorgopotamos viaduct astride the 
athens-Salonika railway line by an Soe team backed up by Greek guerrillas, 
on 25/26 november 1942), the CoS requested that the Soe mission under 
brigadier edward Myers stay on and ‘give all-out support to guerrilla warfare’.10 
its members, though, were poorly apprised of political conditions in the country 
and it took them some time to find their feet.11 At first, their assessments ‘varied 
really wildly’, but by January 1943 Myers was reporting the ‘close connection’ 
of the strongest resistance movement, the national Liberation front (eaM) with 
the Communist Party of Greece (KKe). However, all reports converged on the 
unpopularity of the king and his government. Having failed to brief the Soe 
mission in advance, Foreign Office officials later complained that they had been 
‘kept in the dark’ regarding these ‘findings’.12

Foreign Office complaints regarding the ‘subversive’ role of Myers’ mission vis-
à-vis the ‘legitimate’ Greek authorities appear surprising in view of the information 
generally available to other british agencies, including Pwe. in June 1943, the 
latter’s political warfare plan was premised on the continuing unpopularity of the 
king and the tsouderos government.13 even more explicit was its Basic Handbook 
for Greece, printed in July 1943. Its recipients, i.e. officials dealing with Greece 
or members of future missions to that country, were advised that her people were 
democratic and pro-british and believed that ‘a british victory would mean the 
restoration of the parliamentary regime’. the Handbook registered the failure of 
the traditional politicians to provide leadership for the ‘masses’, a role eventually 

 7 On the causes and deadly effect of the famine, see Kazamias 1990, 72–8; on the 
attitudes of the british and uS governments and the evolution of the so-called ‘Swedish 
Scheme’, ibid., 89ff.; cf. Fleischer 1988, 193–215.

 8 Pwe, Greece: Basic Handbook, ii, 34.
 9 ibid., 23–4, 34. fo 898/146, ‘Political warfare plan for Jugoslavia, Greece and 

bulgaria’, 30.6.43.
10 Woodhouse 1975, 121; Stafford 1983, 122.
11 taylor 1975, 263.
12 Clogg 1975, 170–75; Myers 1975, 217; Sweet-Escott 1975, 18; Woodhouse 1975, 

134, 263; Taylor 1975, 262.
13 fo 898/146, ‘Political warfare plan for Jugoslavia, Greece and bulgaria’, 30.6.43.
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assumed by the extreme left, i.e. the communist-controlled eaM. the latter had 
‘developed an efficient nation-wide’ resistance organisation and ‘dealt with day-
to-day problems on the lines of a consistent policy’. by way of contrast, the king 
had ‘no substantial following’ and Zervas, the leader of pro-British National 
republican Greek League (edeS), was ‘a very unstable personality’, who had in 
the past directed his energies ‘towards his own personal advancement rather than 
the support of anybody else’s cause’.14

for a few months, in mid-1943, political considerations had to be balanced 
against military requirements as balkan guerrillas were expected to contribute 
to deception plans on the eve of Sicily landings. on 18 March 1943, Churchill 
himself conceded that all Greek resistance organisations were in principle entitled 
to british support, but, ‘subject to special operational necessity’, Soe should work 
with groups prepared to support the king and his government. the result was what 
a Southern Department official described as ‘dual policy’, with London backing 
the émigré authorities and the Soe mission co-operating with eaM.15 King 
George was persuaded to go some way towards meeting his critics and, on 4 July 
1943, he promised the formation of a representative government upon liberation 
and free elections for a constituent assembly. Still, he kept silent about the burning 
issue of his return to Greece.16

the task of the Soe mission in Greece was to some extent eased by the desire 
of eaM and KKe to gain respectability through recognition of their armed wing, 
eLaS, as an allied force by the british military authorities. to this end, eaM 
appeared prepared to co-operate with the bLos’ efforts to co-ordinate Greek 
resistance with allied strategy. thus, in July 1943, a joint general headquarters of 
‘national bands’ was established – ‘unfortunately’ at a time when eaM was ‘by 
far the most powerful’ resistance organisation, as the Greek Desk official at the 
Foreign Office lamented.17 eaM leaders, for their part, kept pressing for british 
‘publicity for their operations’.18

the success of Soe deception activities, especially operation ‘animals’ 
which tied down considerable German forces in southern Greece, overshadowed 
misgivings about eaM/eLaS opposition to the king and its tendency to neutralise 
resistance organisations outside its control.19 However, the Foreign Office had no 
use for Soe reports challenging its own position on Greek affairs, especially on 
the issue of the king’s return. thus, in late June, eden dispatched his own emissary, 
david wallace, to act as Myers’ political adviser and report on the situation.20 

14 Pwe, Greece: Basic Handbook, ii, 7, 25–6.
15 Clogg 1975, 194–5; Stafford 1983, 124; Sweet-Escott 1975, 12, 17; Woodhouse 
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16 Papastratis 1984, 97.
17 FO 371/37213 R8419, FO minute by Denis Laskey, 15.9.43; Woodhouse 1975, 133.
18 Clogg 1975, 172; Woodhouse 1975, 128–9.
19 Barker 1976, 164; Baerentzen 1988, 130.
20 Woodhouse 1975, 134–9; Clogg 1975, 179–80; Myers 1975, 268.
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at the same time, the Soe mission was instructed ‘to dampen down resistance 
activity’ – which was not expected to contribute much until the time of a british 
come-back.21 Zervas’ EDES complied to the extent of ‘a temporary unauthorised 
truce with the enemy’. eaM/eLaS ignored the instructions as its relations with 
the other organisations and the british deteriorated. it could afford to do so since 
it had benefited from the disintegration of the Italian army of occupation to build 
up its own strength.22 its hard-line position was reinforced by the failed visit of a 
Greek resistance delegation to Cairo, which Myers had arranged in august 1943. 
its members unsuccessfully pleaded for portfolios in the government-in-exile and, 
especially, a commitment on the king’s part not to return before a plebiscite decided 
the fate of the monarchy.23 Selborne was the first to question Myers’ initiative to 
fly in the delegates. Leeper, the British ambassador to the government-in-exile,24 
had long doubted the latter’s political judgement. Churchill added his own voice, 
advising that ‘strict control should be kept over Soe’.25

Myers was not allowed to return to Greece where a civil war broke out in early 
October, as he and other British officials had predicted months earlier.26 eden and 
the Foreign Office insisted that, by co-operating with EAM, SOE had antagonised 
the official policy of support for the king and his government.27 they could now 
invoke the damning report on eaM/eLaS which wallace was ‘persuaded’ to 
compile in Cairo in late august. the british also extracted a statement from King 
George, dated 8 november, in which he pledged to re-examine the issue of his 
return ‘under the light of the political and military conditions’ prevailing at the 
time of liberation.28 immediately afterwards, eden suggested a complete break 
with eaM.29 on the one hand, the eLaS campaign against edeS and other rival 
organisations cast doubt on its value as a fighting force against Axis occupation. 
On the other, the Foreign Office, Ambassador Leeper and General Wilson agreed 

21 Stafford 1983, 123, 126; Myers 1975, 149.
22 woodhouse 1975, 127.
23 Clogg 1975, 186; Myers 1975, 151–3.
24 the british diplomatic representation to the Greek and other governments-in-exile 
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25 Clogg 1975, 180, 186; Stafford 1983, 125.
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with tsouderos that resistance in Greece should be called off.30 Sargent, who had 
succeeded Cadogan as permanent under-Secretary, even accused Soe of creating 
the ‘fiction’ of a Greek guerrilla movement ‘in order to justify a vast expenditure 
of money and raw materials in that country’.31 Churchill, for his part, argued that 
no comparison could be made between ‘this cockatrice brute of eaM/eLaS’ and 
‘the bands of Marshal tito’, which he had recently decided to support.32

in the event, the british cut off supplies but did not break up relations 
with eaM/eLaS. after ‘laborious negotiations’, Myers’ successor, Colonel 
Christopher (‘Chris’) Woodhouse, brokered a cease-fire in early February 1944. 
reversing his previous position, wilson advocated support for eLaS as ‘the only 
party in Greece which can give us effective aid in killing Germans’. Churchill 
and eden remained determined to contain the left-wing resistance movement by 
all means available.33 However, during 1944 the need for pinning down as many 
German troops as possible in the Balkans increased in view of the difficulties 
facing the allies in italy and the requirements of operation overlord. if anything, 
eLaS could ‘provide the british with the bases and safe harbours from which they 
themselves could carry out operations and sabotage’.34

In early May 1944, the officer in charge of SOE operations in Greece, Brigadier 
Barker-Benfield, attempted to answer the apparent dilemma facing British policy. 
Its principal aim, he argued, was ‘to retain [Greece] as a British sphere of influence’ 
and this conflicted with supporting EAM/ELAS for military reasons. In his view, 
there was no real contradiction, but merely ‘a question of timing’: after liberation, 
‘immediate’ military considerations would give way to ‘the political policy of no 
support to eaM’.35 assessing british policy towards Greek resistance, woodhouse 
later concluded that ‘there was never an effective reconciliation of military and 
political considerations, nor did either decisively and finally prevail over the other’.36

Although the civil conflict was officially terminated with the Plaka agreement, 
on 29 february, problems persisted. in March, eaM formed an alternative 
administration, (Provisional Committee of national Liberation: Peea), in the 
parts of Greece under its control. this was a direct challenge to the legitimacy 
of the tsouderos government. Shortly afterwards mutinies broke out in the Greek 
armed forces in the Middle east. those involved demanded the broadening of 
the government-in-exile with Peea representatives and a clear commitment by 
the king not to return to Greece without a prior plebiscite.37 the mutinies were 

30 Clogg 1975, 196–8.
31 Ibid., 173–4; Stafford 1983, 126; Woodhouse 1975, 138.
32 Clogg 1975, 180; Stafford 1983, 163–4.
33 Clogg 1975, 198–200.
34 barker 1976, 167–8, 181.
35 baerentzen 1988, 131–2.
36 woodhouse 1975, 118.
37 fo 371/43707 r9043, british embassy to Greece, ‘the mutinies in the Greek 

forces, april 1944’, 24.5.44.
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suppressed with the decisive aid of british troops. Meanwhile, on 12 april, the king 
reaffirmed his intention to appoint a representative government upon liberation and 
also recognised the people’s right to decide the constitutional question by a free 
vote. this opened the way for the appointment of George Papandreou, a liberal 
politician who had opposed the Metaxas regime, as prime minister. although a 
republican by persuasion, Papandreou considered the ‘real issue’ to be no longer 
the constitutional question but the struggle with the Communists for the control of 
post-war Greece.38 with full british backing, he convened a conference of all major 
Greek factions at a Lebanese resort, in May 1944. the outcome exceeded british 
expectations.39 Papandreou managed to outflank the representatives of EAM/ELAS 
which he castigated for ‘terrorist activities’ and ‘the elimination of its opponents’. 
the participants condemned the recent mutinies and unanimously approved an 
eight-point ‘national Charter’. there followed the formation of a government of 
‘national unity’. Papandreou pledged to return to Greece at the earliest possible 
moment and his government to carry on after liberation. eaM, however, repudiated 
the consent of its representatives and refused to participate in the cabinet. the 
british once more cut off supplies and adjusted their propaganda accordingly.

british historians, some of them with a wartime record, have argued that 
Churchill had complicated matters for the british and the Papandreou government 
by what they variously described as his ‘rigid’, ‘dogmatic’, and ‘emotional’ 
commitment to King George.40 only in late august 1944 did the british prime 
minister finally come round to the view that the king could return to Greece after 
a plebiscite.41 However, he was determined to fully capitalise on his understanding 
with Moscow over much of eastern europe, which secured him ‘some essential 
(if discreet) russian assistance’ vis-à-vis the communist leaders of eaM/eLaS.42 
as early as 21 May, Churchill proposed to despatch a british force to Greece to 
‘restore law and order and to prevent a coup d’état by eaM’.43 the latter prospect 
receded when on 2 September, after some prodding from the newly arrived Soviet 
mission, eaM representatives took up their posts in the Papandreou government. 
a few weeks later, an agreement was signed in Caserta, which placed both 
edeS and eLaS under the orders of General ronald Scobie, commander of the 
10,000-strong British force earmarked for Greece. Its mission was not to fight the 
retreating Germans but to secure control of athens and other key locations.44

38 Papastratis 1984, 174.
39 baerentzen 1988, 133, 145.
40 Barker 1976, 170; Clogg 1975, 168–201; Deakin 1988, 88; Seton-Watson 1975, 

276–7; Stafford 1983, 125.
41 barker 1976, 169.
42 baerentzen 1988, 132.
43 Quoted in baerentzen, 1988, 134.
44 this was not the result of a secret anglo-German ‘deal’, as was later alleged. Hitler 

himself intervened and forbade any dealings with the british in Greece: baerentzen 1988, 
140–44.
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British Propaganda During Greek Neutrality

The issue of a propaganda campaign in Greece was first given serious thought in 
the summer of 1939.45 a number of memoranda and an extensive report prepared 
by the Planning Section of the Moi Publicity division, in July 1939, reviewed local 
conditions and attempted to formulate basic guidelines. at exactly the same time, 
the press attaché of the athens Legation compiled a detailed report on the various 
channels locally available for propaganda purposes.46 Both documents reflect 
the basic assumptions and describe the means upon which british propaganda to 
Greece would rely during the 14 months of the country’s neutrality.

both reports were premised on the belief that pro-british sentiment was 
particularly strong and widespread. according to the Moi report, in order to 
secure the Greek alliance or benevolent neutrality, british propaganda ought to 
convince its recipients that the allies were going to win the war and britain was 
to retain control of the area most vital to Greece’s survival, the Mediterranean. 
Propaganda should contrast allied war aims with those of the enemy, and play 
up the tradition of british philhellenism.47 it was unanimously acknowledged that 
the policy of the Greek regime served british interests well, and, as the Legation 
pointed out, the king could always be trusted to avert any undesirable change. 
the reports did not fail to note the likely repercussions of the growing imbalance 
between britain and Germany as Greece’s trading partners. as for ‘inducements’, 
the preservation of Greek independence and integrity was considered sufficient at 
a time when they were both threatened by revisionist powers. the athens Legation 
proposed expressed reinsurance vis-à-vis bulgaria and a hint regarding the future 
of the Italian-held Dodecanese. The Foreign Office overruled it on both counts.48

the authoritarian nature of the Greek regime was perhaps the most serious 
complicating factor. Much of the sympathy for the Allies, it was realised, reflected 

45 according to the british Legation, ‘no deliberate propaganda was conducted 
previous to the outbreak of the war by any british undertaking in Greece’: fo 930/58, 
Palairet to Lord Macmillan, 19.9.39, enclosure 1: athens comments on Moi’s preliminary 
report on Greece.

46 the Moi memoranda referred to in this part are the following: inf 1/741, ‘international 
propaganda and broadcasting enquiry: Greece’, undated (pre-July 1939); INF 1/741, ‘Film 
distribution: Greece’, July 1939; INF 1/741, Publicity Division, Planning Section, memo 276, 
‘distribution of propaganda material in the balkans: report on Greece’, 14.7.39. the Press 
attaché’s report is in inf 1/741, Palairet to Halifax, d. 291, 17.7.39, enclosure, ‘Memo upon 
the various channels available for the dissemination of pro-british propaganda in Greece’. 
this section and the next are to a large extent based on Stefanidis 1992.

47 in this regard, both the british Legation and the Salonika Consulate agreed that 
‘byron might be given a rest’: fo 930/58, Palairet to Lord Macmillan, 19.9.39, enclosure 1: 
Athens comments on MOI’s preliminary report on Greece; and, ibid., enclosure 2, Salonica 
comments on Moi’s preliminary report on Greece.

48 fo 930/58, Palairet to Lord Macmillan, enclosure 1: athens comments on Moi’s 
preliminary report on Greece, 19.9.39.
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the fundamental democratic beliefs shared by the opposition and, indeed, the 
majority of the Greek people. at the same time, however, the british were aware 
of the tight grip maintained by the security apparatus over the media and most 
public activities. thus, it was feared, the government was in a position to neutralise 
popular good will towards britain and her allies.49 The Foreign Office, for its part, 
saw no good reason for rocking the boat of anglo-Greek relations over domestic 
matters. Sir Michael Palairet, who arrived at his post in June 1939, advised his 
government that it ‘had better shut [its] eyes to the disagreeable elements of the 
regime’. the inference was that british propaganda should steer clear of anything 
embarrassing to the Greek rulers. Considerations of this kind led the fPd to strike 
out the ‘Greek tradition of freedom’ from the proposed subjects for propaganda 
material.50 Similarly, in January 1940, the Foreign Office prevented the publication 
of an unfavourable piece on the Greek regime in The Times.51

Subsequently, the Legation Press Office sought to cultivate a working 
relationship with the Greek authorities in charge of the state-controlled media and, 
most importantly, censorship.52 With respect to foreign news, the official Athens 
news agency controlled all incoming telegrams from foreign agencies, and 
subjected them to preliminary censorship before distribution. broadcasting was 
monopolised by the athens radio station. although it was under direct government 
control, its 15-kw medium-wave transmitter had been built and operated by a 
German company, telefunken.53

with regard to the press, the british had in fact little cause to complain. Greek 
newspapers made full use of reuters’ reports which the british minister described 
as ‘the most rapid and certain means of reaching the Greek public’.54 it also featured 
articles by british statesmen, especially david Lloyd George and Churchill. Greek 
journalism was considered inherently sympathetic to the western democracies. 
Only an unspecified evening newspaper and a few provincial ones were suspected 
of receiving German subsidies.55 Given this background, the british believed that 
censorship and the regime’s anxiety to maintain an image of strict neutrality could 
only benefit the Germans. However, the cultivation of key Greek officials as well 
as the resourcefulness of journalists and editors could be relied upon to offset 
this risk. ‘it is in the size of type employed for the different statements and in the 

49 inf 1/741, Palairet to Halifax, 17.7.39. with regard to the all-pervading Greek 
censorship, see Koliopoulos 1977, 57.

50 inf 1/741, Publicity division, Planning Section, memo 276, ‘distribution of 
propaganda material in the balkans: report on Greece’, 14.7.39.

51 Koliopoulos 1977, 155.
52 Ibid., 154–5; FO 930/58, Palairet to Halifax, d. 485, 17.11.39, enclosure: ‘Memo on 

work done in Press Attaché’s Office during months of September and October 1939’, 9.11.39.
53 Pwe, Basic Handbook, i, 79.
54 fo 930/58, Palairet to Lord Macmillan, 19.9.39.
55 fo 371/24913 r1904, Palairet to Halifax, 2.2.40, enclosure: Young, ‘review of 

German propaganda since the outbreak of war’; Meissner 1989, 55.
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choice of headlines’, rev usher observed after visiting athens in May 1940, that 
the sympathies of the newspapers were ‘cautiously but unmistakably indicated’.56

The small film industry, both production and distribution, was also considered 
to be in the hands of anglophiles. the Greek market was, of course, dominated by 
American films, although the British share was described as ‘very decent’, equal to 
the German one. there, again, censorship, which extended to the advertisements 
appearing during intervals, was a problem. the authorities even attempted to regulate 
audiences’ conduct by prohibiting the expression of feelings at the appearance 
of international figures on news reels. What was more, in September 1939, the 
government banned both films of propaganda and news reels related to the war.57

Shortcomings were identified in the distribution of British newspapers and the 
procurement of english books – besides quota restrictions, most english books 
reached athens via Leipzig! by way of contrast, the Germans had ‘a well appointed 
bookshop’ adjacent to the University of Athens and an efficient sales network.58

It was in the field of cultural propaganda that the British perceived the need to do more 
in order to cover the distance from the french, the Germans and the much less popular 
italians. even the promotion of english as a foreign language was largely in american 
hands. Private initiative had resulted in a boarding school modelled on british lines on 
the island of Spetsai, and the anglo-Hellenic League, set up by a ‘nucleus of devoted 
Greek supporters’, mostly intellectuals, which also provided english classes. Sustained 
cultural diplomacy began in november 1938, when the british Council established 
an institute of english Studies in athens. Salonika followed suit with its own branch 
of the anglo-Hellenic League and english institute.59 within two years, a network of 
british Council centres sprang up in nine Greek towns. this activity apparently catered 
to considerable local demand for learning english. on the eve of the italian invasion, 
nearly 6,700 students attended classes, ‘from beginners to a teachers’ training course’. 
the british Council also sponsored the byron Chair of english Literature at athens 
university and a reader in english at the university of Salonika. by 1939, its activities 
in Greece were costing £20,000 or 6 per cent of its annual budget.60

56 fo 371/24902 r3989, usher, religious division, Moi, to Gaselee, fo, 7.6.40, 
‘(Bishops’) visit to Balkans, May 1940’, 4.6.40; similarly, FO 930/58, Palairet to Halifax, 
d. 485, 17.11.39, enclosure: ‘Memo on work done in Press Attaché’s Office during months 
of September and october 1939’, 9.11.39.

57 fo 930/58, Palairet to Lord Macmillan, enclosure: athens comments on Moi’s 
preliminary report on Greece, 19.9.39; FO 371/24913 R7736, Palairet to Halifax, 6.9.1940.

58 inf 1/741, Palairet to Halifax, d. 291, 17.7.39, enclosure, ‘Memo upon the 
various channels available for the dissemination of pro-British propaganda in Greece’; 
fo 371/24913 r1904, Palairet to Halifax, 2.2.40, enclosure: Young, ‘review of German 
propaganda since the outbreak of war’.

59 BW 2/503, memo, 13 March 1939; INF 1/741, MOI, Publicity Division: Planning 
Section, memo no. 276, ‘Report on Greece’, 14.7.1939; PWE, Greece: Basic Handbook, i, 69.

60 inf 1/741, Moi, Publicity division: Planning Section, memo no. 276, ‘report on 
Greece’, 14.7.1939; PWE, Greece: Basic Handbook, I, 69; cf. Donaldson 1984, 89.
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on the eve of the war, it was understood that the Council would undertake 
political propaganda, in addition to its cultural mission. Palairet planned to send 
its staff on enlightening tours across Greece.61 However, diplomatic considerations 
led the Foreign Office to draw a ‘clear distinction’ between the teaching of English 
and propaganda, at least until an anglo-Greek Cultural Convention was signed 
after the italian invasion.62 Thus, when war came, a Press Office was hastily set 
up as an adjunct to the british Legation. Greek-speaking britons were promptly 
pressed into service. Prominent among them were members of staff of the institute 
of english Studies and the british School at athens, an archaeology institute 
founded in 1886. the School’s director, G.M. Young, was appointed publicity 
director at the Press Office run by David Wallace, also a student of the same School. 
Their task was to supply the Greek press with a constant flow of material and to 
cultivate relations with journalists and relevant government departments. the rest 
of the staff had to compile all necessary material and to monitor the Greek media. 
From the outset, financial stringency kept numbers low.63 a valuable contribution 
was made by Greek anglophiles, mostly members of the anglo-Hellenic League, 
whom Palairet described as the local ‘yeomanry’ of british cultural propaganda.64

Palairet was determined to remain in charge of propaganda activities. for 
this reason, he steadily refused to employ british businessmen and commercial 
agents, as the Germans did and the Moi fPd repeatedly suggested.65 in view of 
the delicate issues involved, he believed that ‘H[is] M[ajesty]’s Ministers alone 
were in position to deal with [those]’ without damage to anglo-Greek relations. 
He further objected to press attachés receiving instructions directly from the Moi. 

61 INF 1/741, Warner, FO, to MacAdam, RIIA, 19.4.39; INF 1/741, Publicity Division, 
Planning Section, memo no. 276, ‘distribution of propaganda material in the balkans: 
Report on Greece’, 14.7.39; INF 1/741, Palairet to Halifax, d. 291, 17.7.39, enclosure, 
‘Memo upon the various channels available for the dissemination of pro-british propaganda 
in Greece’; FO 930/58, Palairet to Lord Macmillan, enclosure: Athens comments on MOI’s 
preliminary report on Greece, 19.9.39.

62 FO 930/58, FO to Palairet, d. 304, 28.8.39; PWE, Greece: Basic Handbook, I, 69; 
cf. donaldson 1984, 90.

63 FO 930/58, Palairet to Halifax, d. 406, 11.9.39; FO 930/1, OEPEC memo, ‘Press 
Attachés abroad’, Paper no. 108, 18.10.39; FO 930/58, Palairet to Lord MacMillan, MOI, 
20.10.39; FO 930/58, Palairet to Halifax, d. 485, 17.11.39, enclosure: ‘Memo on work done 
in Press Attaché’s Office during months of September and October 1939’, 9.11.39.

64 fo 371/24926 r8591, Palairet to Halifax, ‘report on leading personalities in 
Greece’, 30.9.40. british reports especially commended the work of andreas Michalopoulos, 
C.b.e., formerly private secretary to eleftherios Venizelos, and president of the anglo-
Hellenic League of athens. after the occupation, he would serve as deputy minister for the 
Press in the tsouderos government.

65 FO 371/23782 R10469, Palairet to Halifax, d. 486, 17.11.39; FO 371/23782 
R11511, Carr to Palairet, 9.12.39. The Germans waged propaganda through firms like 
Siemens or their extensive network of commercial agents, especially in athens and the 
tobacco-producing areas: fo 371/29852 r351, Palairet to fo, d. 48, 10.1.41.
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though it was within the latter’s mandate to do so, Palairet often complained 
about being bypassed by FPD officials, whom he charged with lack of discretion 
and political bias. He was particularly unhappy with V.J.G. Stavridi, who, as an 
anglo-Greek, was taking a keen interest in Greek matters.66 His determination to 
keep everybody out of his way in questions of propaganda was demonstrated in 
the case of Lord Lloyd, director of the british Council, whose proposed visit in 
early 1940 Palairet firmly discouraged.67 after the italian attack, he would also try 
to check So2 activities.68 the latter agency was in touch with Greek dissidents 
and was running a network of ‘whisperers’ in an effort to counteract German 
propaganda, especially in northern Greece.69

With regard to methods, Palairet shared the official position favouring subtlety. 
However pro-british the Greek public opinion was deemed, he advised caution 
and discretion. ‘Preaching to the converted is a dangerous game’, he pointed out, 
and frequently referred to Greek good sense and taste, often in conjunction with 
its perceived unresponsiveness to the blatant German style.70

From the outset, the Press Office displayed energy and ingenuity which Palairet 
often commended. its staff had to learn the job as it went, often ‘making bricks 
without straw’, as, at least in the early stage of the war, ‘nothing was received from 
the Moi and no english newspapers reached Greece’.71 as press attaché, wallace 
established useful connections with athenian editors, in whose papers he regularly 
placed material ‘mostly written by himself and his staff’. by october 1939, the 
balance of news origin favoured allied sources by three to one.72 wallace also 
cultivated officials in relevant government departments. As a result, he was able to 
make ‘well-directed representations’ when allied news was suppressed or German 
propaganda was exceedingly tolerated.

The Press Office also issued a daily bilingual news bulletin composed of items 
from bbC news. by 20 october, its recipients exceeded 4,000 and included the 
Palace, the chief of the General Staff, the governor of the bank of Greece, as well 
as diplomatic representatives of allied and neutral countries. with the assistance 

66 FO 371/23782 R10469, Palairet to Halifax, d. 486, 17.11.39; FO 371/23782 
r11405, Carr to Sargent, 6.12.39.

67 fo 371/24913 r1904, minutes to Palairet to Halifax, 2.2.1940.
68 Barker 1976, 97; Koliopoulos 1977, 168; Sweet-Escott 1975, 6–7.
69 HS 5/480, d/Ha (Major ian Pirie), extract of a memo, iV. ‘Propaganda activities, 

from the italian attack to the German occupation’, undated (post-april 1941).
70 fo 930/58, Palairet to Lord Macmillan, enclosure: athens comments on Moi’s 

preliminary report on Greece, 19.9.39; FO 371/24913 R1904, Palairet to Halifax, d. 351, 
2.2.1940.

71 FO 930/58, Palairet to Lord MacMillan, MOI, 20.10.39; FO 930/58, Palairet to 
Halifax, d. 485, 17.11.39, enclosure: ‘Memo on work done in Press Attaché’s Office during 
months of September and october 1939’, 9.11.39.

72 fo 930/58, Palairet to Halifax, d. 485, 17.11.39, enclosure: ‘Memo on work done 
in Press Attaché’s Office during months of September and October 1939’, 9.11.39.
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of consular agents, copies were reportedly being passed on even to ‘quite remote 
villages in Macedonia’.73 The bulletin provoked the first serious exchange with the 
Greek authorities. no doubt, the German embassy had played its part – while, at the 
same time, attempting to copy british methods. after a courier of the british Legation 
was arrested by the Greek police, Palairet protested to the Greek deputy minister for 
foreign affairs. Having received no satisfaction, he proceeded to Metaxas, only to be 
confronted with a request for the suspension of the bulletin. the dictator appeared to 
fear a propaganda war on Greek soil, which might jeopardise his policy of neutrality. 
there was no need for british propaganda, he reassuringly told Palairet, since ‘you 
have the country on your side, you have the King, you have me’.74

Shortly after this incident, wallace’s service as Press attaché was suspended. it 
took a personal message from Palairet to Kirkpatrick, the fPd director, to reinstate 
the young expert several months later.75 the supply of pro-allied material for the 
Greek press continued, especially through the ‘special service’ formula, whereby 
the publication of news items originating outside official Greek sources was 
tolerated provided that they did not affect the position or policies of Greece.76 
the main cause for concern during this period was a possible swing of public 
opinion as a result of hardships owing to the prolongation of the war and fear of 
involuntarily being dragged into the conflict.77

during this period the british and the German Legations protested to the Greek 
authorities, claiming excessive bias in favour of the opposite side. these were mainly 
tactical moves in a contest to extract advantages and warn against concessions 
to the adversary.78 Young and Wallace treated official British complaints with 
scepticism. they also admitted that the Germans found government restrictions 
‘more irksome than we do’. the initiative, it seems almost certain, remained 
throughout with the British. In their final report, the two officials appeared certain 

73 fo 930/58, Palairet to Halifax, d. 485, 17.11.39, enclosure: ‘Memo on work done 
in Press Attaché’s Office during months of September and October 1939’, 9.11.39; FO 
371/24913 r1904, Palairet to Halifax, 2.2.40, enclosure: Young, ‘review of German 
propaganda since the outbreak of war’.

74 FO 371/23782 R9831, Palairet to FO, 6.11.39; FO 371/23782 R10131, Palairet to 
Halifax, d. 475, 6.11.39; Metaxas Diary, iV, 405.

75 fo 930/58, Palairet to fo, d. 129, 31.8.40.
76 FO 371/23782 R10418, Palairet to Halifax, d. 485, 17.11.39; FO 371/24913 R4446, 

Palairet to Halifax, 3.4.40.
77 fo 930/58, Palairet to Halifax, d. 485, 17.11.39, enclosure: ‘Memo on work done 

in Press Attaché’s Office during months of September and October 1939’, 9.11.39; FO 
371/24925 R5289, Urquhart to Griffin, BBC, 10.4.40.

78 fo 930/58, Palairet to Halifax, d. 485, 17.11.39, enclosure: ‘Memo on work done 
in Press Attaché’s Office during months of September and October 1939’, 9.11.39; FO 
371/24913 r1904, Palairet to Halifax, 2.2.40, enclosure: Young, ‘review of German 
propaganda since the outbreak of war’.
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that ‘from the start to finish, German propaganda had no influence whatever on the 
course of events in Greece, beyond intensifying the general hatred of Germany’.79

british protests particularly irked Metaxas, who dismissed charges for 
partiality as ‘insulting and unjust’. after all, he retorted on one occasion, ‘Greece 
was neutral by [british] desire, and [his] Government must therefore be impartial 
in its control of the news’.80 an italian attempt to start a newspaper in athens gave 
Metaxas a suitable pretext to eliminate all foreign propaganda from the public 
domain. in June 1940, his government prohibited listening to foreign stations in 
cafés and other public places as well as the publication of all newspapers and 
periodicals in languages other than Greek, with the exception of the press organs 
of the Jewish and Muslim minorities. instead, the government published a four-
page daily bulletin in the languages of the four main belligerents. both the british 
and the German Legations offered to assist with the new publication.81

italy’s entry into the war in June 1940 disrupted all regular mail service from 
britain with obvious effects on the supply of propaganda material. thus, the lifting 
of the ban on foreign newspapers in September did british publicity little good. 
The telegraph and wireless – the British Official Wireless, a Foreign Office wire 
service, and the bbC – remained the only effective channels available. Some 
material could also be received from the Publicity Office in Cairo. That summer, 
the Press Office could hardly keep pace with demand.82

in contrast to other balkan countries, there is no evidence of pro-british 
sentiment receding in the aftermath of the french débâcle. in late June, the 
representative of the british Council in athens observed that the Greek public 
‘remains, as ever, staunchly and even pathetically pro-british, though mixed with 
‘despair and dismay’.83 italian provocations, culminating in the sinking of the 
light cruiser Helle in august 1940, decisively turned popular feeling against the 
axis. However, Soe and the british Legation were preparing for the worst case 
scenario, i.e. Metaxas’ submission to axis demands. even if such considerations 
could not easily translate into official propaganda policy, British planners began 
to pay attention to opposition forces.84 their contacts would prove of some value 
after the country succumbed to Blitzkrieg.

79 fo 371/29852 r6208, Young and wallace to Moi, ‘final report on press and 
propaganda activities in Greece, up to the German occupation’, 13.5.41.

80 FO 371/24913 R4446, Palairet to Halifax, 3.4.40; Metaxas, Diary, 407, 460.
81 BBCWA, E9/20, Stavridi to Griffin, 3.7.40; FO 371/24922 R6574, Palairet to FO, 

enclosure: Press attaché, athens, to duff Cooper, Moi, 17.6.40.
82 FO 930/58, Palairet to FO, d. 129, 31.8.40; FO 371/29852 R6208, Young and 
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83 donaldson 1984, 90.
84 FO 371/24925 R6874, Palairet to FO, d. 603, 2.8.40; FO 371/24925 R 6874, FO to 

Palairet, d. 463, 2.8.40.
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British Propaganda During Greek Belligerence

the italian attack on Greece signalled a new phase for british propaganda. now 
the primary task was to sustain the Greek spirit of resistance, not least because of 
its boosting effect on morale at home.85 Yet those involved were not unanimous 
as to how this could be achieved. the Moi suggested a vigorous anti-italian 
campaign which Palairet, quite rightly, considered redundant. the aim, he pointed 
out, ‘was no longer to persuade but to assist’. Moreover, Palairet did not want 
british propaganda to take on an aggressive – and provocative – anti-axis tone. 
Greece was not at war with Germany and there was no good reason why she should 
be driven into one prematurely. His suggestion was that british propagandists 
had better concentrate on ‘depicting british power and the growing strength of 
the empire, and let the Greeks draw their own conclusions’.86 ‘Common ideals’ 
and ‘brotherhood in arms’ as well as the extent of british military aid offered the 
principal themes. Yet such rhetoric, in order not to be self-defeating, should reflect 
a measure of tangible strength and material assistance. the british could hardly 
provide this. as a result, their propaganda ultimately revealed an asymmetry 
between promises and capacity to deliver. the risk was that the Greeks might be 
misled into expecting too much.87

on the other hand, the italian attack literally put the Greek press and radio at 
the disposal of British propagandists. The Press Office was allowed to resume 
its publishing activity. the result was a weekly illustrated News of the Week 
which reached a circulation of 6,500 copies. it was also now possible to show 
films, display photos, cartoons and posters.88 Young was also put in charge of the 
regular foreign language broadcasts which So2 persuaded the Greek authorities 
to introduce in november 1940. these primarily targeted the neighbouring balkan 
states but there were also bulletins in the main west european languages. their 
objectives were to spread ‘pro-allied news and pan-balkan ideas’ but also, in case 
of a German conquest, to prepare the ground for a ‘pan-balkan’ station in british-

85 Michail 2011, 25, 100.
86 FO 371/24926 R9055, Palairet to FO, d. 1407, 21.12.40; FO 371/29852 R1631, 

MOI, ‘Propaganda in Greece through commercial channels’, 16.12.40; FO 371/29852 
r6208, Young and wallace to Moi, ‘final report on press and propaganda activities in 
Greece, up to the German occupation’, 13.5.41.

87 FO 371/24925 R8129, Nichols, FO, to Bruce, 31.10.40; FO 371/24925 R8178, 
Nichols to Major Marckes, WO, 1.11.40; WO 106/3122, Military Attaché, Athens, to WO, 
1.11.40.

88 FO 930/58, OEPEC paper no. 601, 12.12.40; FO 371/29852 R1631, Stavridi to 
Leigh Ashton, 20.2.1941; FO 371/29852 R6208, Young and Wallace to MOI, ‘Final report 
on press and propaganda activities in Greece, up to the German occupation’, 13.5.41; 
bbCwa, e1/817, Miss Sideropoulo, ‘the athens radio before the German invasion’, May 
1941; BBCWA, E2/604, minutes of weekly meeting to discuss Balkan broadcasts, 9.4.41; 
Pwe, Basic Handbook, i, 78.
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held territory. 89 in fact, a number of people associated with this project would be 
employed in the ‘black’ stations set up by Soe in Jerusalem.90 the Greeks even 
expressed interest in procuring british equipment for a more powerful short wave 
transmitter in order to reach western europe and the Greek communities in north 
and South America. The Foreign Office saw this as an opportunity for expanding 
the range of british broadcasting to europe. in anticipation of a German invasion, 
Crete was considered a suitable location. the project, however, was not given the 
time to go beyond the stage of deliberation.91

during the same period, German activity was drastically restricted. upon the 
outbreak of hostilities with italy, all key members of the German community were 
placed under police surveillance. although the ban on foreign newspapers and 
periodicals was lifted, German publications were exempted.92 the government 
also took complete control of the telephonic system, which was a concession to the 
Siemens-Halske concern and a cause of anxiety to the british. berlin broadcasts 
remained the only discernible form of German propaganda and they concentrated 
on undermining Greek confidence in the British alliance.93

Still, the spectre of German military intervention was a real threat to Greek 
morale. Thus, following the first victories of the Greek army in Albania, ‘a stop 
was placed on mentioning the italian need for German assistance’.94 the same 
anxiety lay behind General wavell’s request in february 1941 for a ‘vigorous 
pro-british campaign’. the british Commander-in-Chief in the Middle east was 
receiving reports, apparently from the SO2 team in Greece, alleging intensified 
German ‘fifth column’ activities.95 Palairet and the Press Office dismissed these 

89 Major Pirie gave a detailed account of this enterprise: HS 5/480, d/Ha, extract 
of a memo, iV. ‘Propaganda activities, from the italian attack to the German occupation’, 
undated (post-april 1941). See also fo 371/29852 r6208, Young and wallace to Moi, 
‘final report on press and propaganda activities in Greece, up to the German occupation’, 
13.5.41; BBCWA, E1/817, Miss Sideropoulo, ‘The Athens Radio before the German 
invasion’, May 1941; PWE, Basic Handbook, i, 78.

90 Ploumidis 2006, 409.
91 FO 371/24909, Palairet to FO, d. 1250, 30.11.40; ibid., Bowker, FO, to Miss 

edwards, department of overseas trade, 4.12.40.
92 FO 371/29852 R1630, Palairet to FO, d. 273, 25.2.41; FO 371/29852 R6208, 

Young and wallace to Moi, ‘final report on press and propaganda activities in Greece, up 
to the German occupation’, 13.5.41; PWE, Basic Handbook, i, 78.

93 FO 371/24908 R4574, FO to Athens, d. 117, 13.4.40; FO 371/24909 R5529, note 
verbale from British Legation to Royal Hellenic Government, 15.4.40; FO 371/24913 
R8326, Palairet to FO, d. 1105, 9.11.40; FO 371/29852 R6208, Young and Wallace to MOI, 
‘final report on press and propaganda activities in Greece, up to the German occupation’, 
13.5.41. with regard to German ‘black’ propaganda preceding the invasion of Greece, see 
fleischer 1989, 359–60, 383–4, notes 8–9.

94 Garnett 2002, 65.
95 HS 5/480, d/Ha (Pirie), extract of a memo, iV. ‘Propaganda activities, from the 

italian attack to the German occupation’, undated (post-april 1941).
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reports as exaggerated. it was not the state of public opinion that worried them, but 
the lack of faith and the growing defeatism in the face of the coming confrontation 
with Germany that permeated through the regime’s higher echelons, particularly 
after Metaxas’ death in January 1941. underlying this ominous trend was british 
military weakness. therefore, at least until German troops began pouring into 
Bulgaria, the Press Office was careful to avoid feeding the Greek press and radio 
with material provocative to Germany.96

as German divisions took position on bulgarian soil, Palairet himself advocated 
a ‘more openly propagandist’ line to counteract defeatist broadcasts from berlin. 
the bbC, he urged, should foster the belief among Greeks that their british allies 
were ‘putting every ounce’ they could into the defence of their country.97 Yet the 
Foreign Office stuck to the position that Britain was helping Greece against Italy 
and not Germany, at least until the moment of attack.98 it was only after 6 april 
that the bbC was instructed to hit at the Germans ‘as far as the current news 
permits’ and to give prominence to talks by Greeks, especially seamen, ‘with a 
personally vindictive attitude to Germans’.99 of course, any change in tactics at 
that point could not have had much effect on the course of events.

A last point concerns the extent to which propaganda considerations influenced 
british tactics in the balkan theatre of war. indeed, the impact on foreign public 
opinion loomed large when, in february 1941, the Churchill government decided to 
send an expeditionary force into Greece. ever since the outbreak of war, britain had 
tried to keep the moral high ground by posing as the champion of small and weak 
nations.100 if she were to desert Greece, the Chiefs of Staff pointed out, the effect 
‘on public opinion throughout the world, particularly in america’, would have been 
‘formidable’. It was an MOI official who disputed this approach. He cautioned that 
an alternative course might produce no ‘more than a momentary feeling’, whereas 
it might be worth sacrificing Greece in order to drive the Italians out of Libya.101 
ethics or good publicity did not always match sound military planning.

 96 fo 371/29852 r1206, wo to Southern department, fo, 21.2.41, and enclosure: 
C-in-C ME to WO, NUI/41660, 14.2.41; FO 371/29852 R1630, Palairet to FO, d. 273, 
25.2.41; FO 371/29852 R6208, Young and Wallace to MOI, ‘Final report on press and 
propaganda activities in Greece, up to the German occupation’, 13.5.41.

 97 fo 371/29852 r2701, Palairet to fo, 90 empax, 11.3.41.
 98 fo 371/29852 r2701, minute by randall, 14.3.41.
 99 bbCwa, e2/604, minutes of weekly meeting to discuss balkan broadcasts, 9.4.41.
100 for instance, fo 930/1, fo to all Missions (except berlin, Moscow, washington), 

1.9.39.
101 inf 1/892, Viscount Hood to the Minister, 24.2.41. on the decision to dispatch 

an expeditionary force to Greece, see Cruickshank 1976, 79ff.; Koliopoulos 1977, 223ff.; 
Higham 1986, 55ff..
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Propaganda After Axis Occupation

arguably, until april 1941, the british propaganda effort in Greece was relieved of 
much groundwork and could concentrate on building upon an exceptionally solid 
basis. a decisive section of the ruling élite, including King George and Metaxas, 
remained staunchly pro-british throughout. this was an important advantage, 
unmatched in any other balkan country, which decisively limited the impact of 
enemy propaganda. Admittedly, the morale of several Greek officials and military 
commanders crumbled before German military superiority, but that was not a 
matter for propaganda to determine.102 rather, the numerous manifestations of 
Greek affection and support for the withdrawing british troops as well as the 
early demonstrations of a spirit of resistance indicated a considerable reservoir of 
good will towards britain and the anti-axis camp.103 it was an asset which would 
require more than fine words to maintain until final victory.

the German balkan campaign, which was concluded with the capture of Crete 
on 1 June 1941, once again dictated a radical revision of british propaganda to 
Greece. for more than two years, broadcasting would be the principal means for 
disseminating british news and views to the occupied country. an early Moi 
directive to the bbC authorised a generous amount of propaganda into Greek 
bulletins. their primary aims were ‘to foster and increase anti-German feeling’, 
sustain morale, and preserve loyalty to Britain and faith in final victory. Greek 
hatred for the italians and the bulgarians should be refocused upon Germany as 
the power primarily responsible for the subjugation and partition of the country. 
further, there should be continuous reporting of the sinister character of the nazi 
new order, without, however, evoking a ‘comparison with the more repressive 
side of the Metaxas regime’.104 This reservation reflected a crucial dilemma at that 
early stage, stemming from the british record of co-operation with the dictatorship. 
even after Metaxas’ death, the british had not pressed for the formation of a more 
representative government and Palairet limited himself to recommending the 
projection of the king as a ‘wise and confident figure, eminently fitted to leading 
the nation in the war’.105

In their final report to the MOI, Wallace and Young, while acknowledging the 
contribution of the Metaxas regime to the common struggle, clearly indicated that 
it was time for british propaganda to address the democratic sentiments of the 

102 Koliopoulos 1977, 274ff. regarding the ineffectiveness of German ‘black’ 
propaganda, see fleischer 1989, 359.

103 fo 371/29852 r6208, Young and wallace to Moi, ‘final report on press and 
propaganda activities in Greece, up to the German occupation’, 13.5.41; FO 898/152, ‘The 
Greek audience’ (based on draft by Angeloglou), 19.9.41; FO 898/54, Murray to Leeper, 
‘Proposed Greek ru’, 6.1.42, enclosure (?): draft memo, ‘Greek ru’.

104 fo 371/29852 r4861, Moi, ‘Propaganda directive: Greece’, 2.5.41.
105 FO 371/29852 R2701, Palairet to FO, d. 90, 11.3.41; cf. Koliopoulos 1977, 214–5, 

278.
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people’s majority. allied victory should be projected as heralding the restoration 
of democratic freedoms ‘for which we are fighting, and which the Greeks have 
always had at heart’.106 The two officials’ advice had little chance of being 
heeded for as long – and it was a long while – as both Churchill and the foreign 
Office remained committed to the monarchy and the, however unrepresentative, 
tsouderos government-in-exile. Moreover, their experience was not utilised. 
Young was sent to india and wallace joined the army in Cairo – a development 
which an MOI official described as ‘obscene’ and a ‘waste’.107

after some initial hesitation, and following tsouderos’ pleas, british 
propaganda treated the administration set up in occupied athens as a ‘puppet’, 
totally identified with and subservient to the enemy.108 references to the Metaxas’ 
regime and its record of resistance were quietly phased out.109 what would vex 
british propagandists throughout this period was their obligation to project the 
steady commitment of their government and Churchill personally to the Greek 
king and his government against abundant evidence of their unpopularity and 
widespread republican sentiment.110 an early Pwe plan listed this as one of the 
thorniest issues facing them, together with the effects of the blockade and a Greek 
feeling of neglect.111

the selling of king and government to a reluctant public was a formidable 
‘marketing’ challenge. In August 1941, Edward Warner, the Greek Desk official 
at the Foreign Office Southern Department, suggested ‘occasional’ references to 
George’s ‘personal heroism’ and ‘proved leadership’ as a means of keeping him 
‘before the minds of the Greek people’.112 it seems that such upbeat publicity was 

106 fo 371/29852 r6208, Young and wallace to Moi, ‘final report on press and 
propaganda activities in Greece, up to the German occupation’, 13.5.41.

107 FO 930/188, Cairo to MOI, London, Empax 259, 12.5.41; FO 930/188, Stavridi 
to Leigh ashton, 13.5.41.

108 FO 371/29852 R4861, MOI, ‘Propaganda directive: Greece’, 2.5.41; BBCWA, 
E2/604, minutes of weekly meeting to discuss Balkan broadcasts, 10.5.41; BBCWA, 
e2/604, minutes of weekly meeting to discuss balkan broadcasts, 21.5.41.

109 fo 898/54, Murray to Leeper, ‘Proposed Greek ru’, 6.1.42, enclosure (?): draft 
memo, ‘Greek RU’; FO 371/29852 R4861, Stavridi to Warner, 26.6.41.

110 FO 371/29852 R4861, MOI, ‘Propaganda directive: Greece’, 2.5.41; FO 371/29853 
R7879, Stavridi to Leigh Ashton, 8.7.41; FO 898/152, ‘The Greek audience’ , 19.9.41; FO 
371/29854 R10394, Warner, ‘BBC Greek broadcasts’, 13.12.41; INF 1/899, PW(M) (42) 
12, PWE, ‘Monthly report on Propaganda for January 1942’, 1.2.42; HS 5/472, Mitchell to 
Broadcasting Division, MOI, ‘BBC Greek intelligence’, 21.1.43; BBCWA, E2/190, Survey 
12/43, 15.3.43. See also Soe reports and other information in HS 5/653 and 654.

111 fo 898/152, ‘Greek propaganda plan’, 22.9.41. the presence of the king and his 
ministers in britain – after the egyptian government refused to have them in Cairo – was 
also deemed bad publicity and british media were instructed to treat it as a ‘practical’ 
matter: fo 371/29853 r8740, Pwe, Greece, ‘directive for all propaganda media’, 5–12 
october, 3.10.41.

112 fo 371/29853 r7557, warner to Stavridi, 14.8.41, in Ploumidis 2006, 412.
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rare. Pwe experts realised that ‘the simple fact of open british support of the 
King is not sufficient to convert the Greeks’.113 if it was to achieve any success, 
british propaganda had to be as subtle as possible. it also had to dispel the growing 
suspicion that britain intended to reinstate the monarchy against the will of the 
people.114 the technique adopted in theory, and later described as ‘editorial 
propaganda’, sought to create news ‘designed to produce the effect required’. this 
meant inducing the king and tsouderos ‘to make the gestures, to take the action, 
and make the pronouncements necessary for the appropriate propaganda to be 
created on their behalf’.115

As first steps, British propagandists recommended a complete break with the 
Metaxist past and an emphasis on the return to constitutional rule after the war. ‘it 
has always seemed strange to the Greeks’, it was pointed out at a meeting of Moi, 
Foreign Office and BBC representatives in July 1941, ‘that Great Britain, the 
champion of democracy, should appear to accept a dictatorial regime in Greece’.116 
it was not until after the formal restoration of the pre-1936 constitution in early 
February 1942 that the British could drop leaflets over parts of Greece reassuring 
the people that, ‘after the end of the war, when the tyrant will have fallen, they will 
be free to arrange their affairs the way they want, and to settle matters at home as 
they like’.117 Later in 1942, the appointment of Kanellopoulos as vice-premier was 
welcomed as a step towards broadening the base of the tsouderos government.118 
a few months later, sources from Greece questioned Kanellopoulos’ appeal inside 
the occupied country. Yet british propaganda continued to promote him, taking 
care, however, not to relay his long speeches in full.119

Mounting evidence from SOE missions in the field showed that the ‘marketing’ 
campaign was falling short of expectations. in april 1943, Vellacott still stressed 
the need to portray King George as a ‘democratic monarch’ and to associate the 

113 fo 898/152, Powell, ‘free Voice of Greece’, 24.7.43.
114 ‘the Greeks are still suspicious of our intentions’, a Pwe directive remarked 

in late 1942: fo 371/37211 r113, Pwe, weekly directive for bbC Greek Services, 1–8 
January 1943, 31.12.42; similarly, FO 898/437, Barker to G.S.O., 11.2.43.

115 HS 5/468, Vellacott, ‘Proposals for putting into practice the Prime Minister’s 
directive on policy towards Greece contained in fo tel. 871 of 18 March’, 8.4.43. the 
same approach had been reflected much earlier, in FO 371/29854 R9153, PWE, weekly 
directive for BBC Greek Services, 12–19 October, 10.10.41; cf. Ploumidis 2006, 417.

116 fo 371/29853 r7879, Stavridi to Leigh ashton, 8.7.41.
117 inf 1/899, Pw(M) (42) 21, Pwe, ‘Monthly report on Propaganda for february 

1942’ 1.3.42; cf. Ploumidis 2006, 412.
118 FO 898/153, MoS, Cairo, to FO, d. 734, 1.6.42; FO 371/33157 R2936, PWE, 

weekly directive for BBC Greek Services, 6–12 June, 5.6.42; INF 1/899, PW(M) (42) 32, 
Pwe, ‘Monthly report on Propaganda for May 1942’, 1.6.42.

119 FO 371/33158 R6127, MoS, Cairo, to FO, Warner to Dixon, tel. 1540, 14.9.42; FO 
371/37211 r2380, MoS, Cairo, to fo, tel. 81, 27.2.43.
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government with relief and military effort.120 in June, Pwe contingency planning 
for the event of allied operations in Greece proposed to present the return of the 
king and his ministers as a practical matter, dictated by military requirements or 
the need to secure food relief, and to show that ‘the Greek Government (not the 
King) will submit to the will of the Greek people on its return to the country’.121 
a few months later, at the time of the visit of the Greek resistance delegation to 
Cairo, a broadcasting directive confirmed the task of preparing the ground for 
the return of king and government through emphasis to their pledge to respect 
the will of the people after liberation.122 Curiously, Selborne claimed that Myers 
had told Sargent that british propaganda had ‘never attempted to “build up” the 
King’.123 Apparently, this was the view of the SOE chief and the Foreign Office, 
which Wallace helped recycle in his final report on the situation in Greece. At that 
point, the Foreign Office thought that neither propaganda nor the BLOs’ influence 
was enough ‘to prevent either civil war … or the forcible seizure of power by 
eaM’ upon liberation.124 the response from dilys Powell, the Pwe expert for 
Greece, came at a time when the question was not how to prevent but how to 
end fratricidal warfare in Greece. ‘open and blatant attempts to “build up” the 
King’, she argued, would have done ‘more harm than good’. ‘by far the greater 
part of the evidence’ from the occupied country, she pointed out, confirmed that 
the Greek public reacted badly ‘to direct propaganda about the King’. the only 
hope of ‘popularising’ him, she concluded, was to induce him to take actions and 
make statements ‘now, which we can report back to the Greeks’.125 the King’s 
promise to re-examine the issue of his return came a month too late. at the height 
of negotiations between the Soe mission and the warring resistance organisations, 
Churchill also issued a disclaimer of any intention to force a particular political 
system on the Greek people.126

Support for the king and the government-in-exile prompted the question, what 
kind of internal settlement the british government envisaged – and promoted – for 
Greece after final victory. Ambiguity on this score proved quite baffling for British 
propagandists. At first, it seemed ‘most undesirable’ for Britain to become identified 

120 HS 5/468, Vellacott, ‘Proposals for putting into practice the Prime Minister’s 
directive on policy towards Greece contained in fo tel. 871 of 18 March’, 8.4.43.

121 fo 898/146, ‘Political warfare plan for Jugoslavia, Greece and bulgaria’, 30.6.43.
122 FO 898/159, PWE, broadcasting directives for Greece and Yugoslavia, 16.8.43; cf. 

Ploumidis 2006, 412, note 34.
123 fo 898/152, Selborne to Cadogan, 28.9.43.
124 fo 371/37213 r8419, fo minute by Laskey, 15.9.43: summary of reports by 

Major Wallace and Brigadier Myers. The Foreign Office even considered sending the king 
‘into the country for a visit’ in order to counter eaM anti-monarchical propaganda – an idea 
sensibly vetoed by eden.

125 fo 371/37213 r10818, Powell to barker, 18.10.43, emphasis in the original.
126 fo 371/43706 r2794, Pwe, weekly directive for bbC Greek Services, 25 

february–3 March, 24.2.44.
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with either side of the pre-war cleavage between royalists and republicans.127 at 
the Foreign Office, Warner appeared anxious not to alienate royalist opinion, 
which he considered more susceptible to German blandishments.128 Yet, as an 
early Pwe document clearly implied,129 before Greek domestic politics assumed 
paramount importance, there existed the more immediate and pressing demands 
of a grim military reality.

One of the first tasks of British propaganda was to combat disillusionment with 
the British failure to defend Greece. The ‘complete confidence’ in ultimate Allied 
victory which Young and wallace reported in the aftermath of british withdrawal 
was not certain to survive a prolonged occupation.130 thus, subjects likely to stir 
bitterness, including the ‘evacuation’ of Greece and the battle for Crete, were to 
be dropped.131 with little success to report from the war fronts, british propaganda 
directives were careful to stress the longer-term value of the alliance with britain 
as ‘a guarantee to Greece’s future’.132 the impression of German invincibility was 
countered with an emphasis on britain’s expanding alliances – admittedly, the 
result of axis aggression – and her growing strength – again, thanks to the ‘arsenal 
of democracy’, the united States.133 a parallel could also be drawn with German 
fortunes in the ‘last war’.134

Recognition for Greece’s sacrifices and continuing contribution to the Allied 
war effort was considered essential for maintaining the Greek morale and fighting 
spirit.135 Yet the ability of british propagandists to hold out the prospect of future 
gains was curtailed by the insistence of the Foreign Office on making the least 
promises, while expecting maximum return.136 not only could Greek irredentist 

127 fo 371/29853 r7879, Stavridi to Leigh ashton, 8.7.41.
128 Clogg 1975, 168.
129 fo 898/152, ‘Greek propaganda plan’, 22.9.41.
130 fo 371/29852 r6208, Young and wallace to Moi, ‘final report on press and 
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plan’, 22.9.41; FO 371/29853 R8740, PWE, Greece, ‘directive for all propaganda media’, 
5–12 October, 3.10.41; cf. Garnett 2002, 181.

134 fo 371/29854 r9153, Pwe, weekly directive for bbC Greek Services, 9–16 
november, 7.11.41.

135 FO 898/152, ‘The Greek audience’ , 19.9.41; FO 898/152, ‘Greek propaganda 
plan’, 22.9.41; FO 371/29853 R8740, PWE, Greece, ‘directive for all propaganda media’, 
5–12 October, 3.10.41; FO 898/54, Murray to Leeper, ‘Proposed Greek RU’, 6.1.42, 
enclosure (?): draft memo, ‘Greek ru’.

136 fo 898/153, ‘Comments on bbC Greek bulletins’, october 1941, in Ploumidis 
2006, 409.
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aspirations not be mentioned, but also reference to non-territorial rewards was 
deliberately vague. Greece was promised ‘all possible economic aid for her post-
war reconstruction’, the righting of ‘the wrongs she has suffered’ – ‘the principle 
of retribution’ for war crimes was elevated to an ‘allied war aim’137 – and ‘a 
higher and more honoured position’ in post-war europe ‘than ever before in her 
history’.138 Promises of this sort continued throughout the war.139 one typical 
example read as follows:

don’t be afraid that we shall forget these things (your suffering, cruel hardships 
and magnificent resistance now). We shall never forget them! When [final 
victory] comes, Greece shall be greater and stronger than it had ever been 
before. we shall ensure that in the new european system, which we are resolved 
to make, Greece shall be happier and healthier and more prosperous than she has 
ever been before.140

Special occasions, such as the Greek independence day or the anniversary of 
the italian attack, were duly commemorated as symbols of Greek resistance to 
brute force and of anglo-Greek camaraderie in arms.141 Coming at more auspicious 
circumstances, the anniversaries of 1943 allowed heartening contrasts between 
Germany’s position then and two years earlier.142 not unexpectedly, there were 
occasional flattering comparisons between ancient and contemporary Greeks143 
and expressions of gratitude for Greece’s contribution to western civilisation.

137 fo 898/159, Pwe, broadcasting directives for Greece and Yugoslavia, 16.8.43.
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as has been noted, shortly after the occupation, the grave food situation in 
Greece was perceived as a serious threat to british prestige. even if there had been 
no axis effort to blame starvation on the continental blockade, the association 
was easily made and the british began receiving disturbing reports on its effect 
on morale. thus, during the worst winter months of 1941–42, the selling of the 
government-in-exile took second place to the task of propping up pro-allied 
feeling.144 initially, in view of opposition to any change in the blockade policy 
from within the war Cabinet, Pwe opted for ‘silence’.145 Caution was evident in 
the treatment of the subject even after the blockade was partially lifted to allow 
a shipment of 8,000 tons of wheat aboard a Swedish vessel, in March 1942.146 
as negotiations for a sustained relief scheme under neutral auspices culminated in 
June, a directive precluded any speculation to that effect.147 rather, it was decided to 
let the tsouderos government claim ‘the maximum possible credit’ for the eventual 
scheme.148 Matters improved after august 1942, as the so-called ‘Swedish Scheme’ 
got under way. Subsequently, London had to counter axis propaganda alleging that 
the british withheld cargoes destined for Greece149 or that they were sinking Greek 
caiques carrying food to starving islands. Caiques were indeed being sunk but the 
british had already issued a warning against their use, suspecting them of being 
axis-controlled vessels serving military purposes.150 further anxiety was caused 
by ominous nazi pronouncements, including Goering’s warning that, in contrast to 
the previous war, ‘the German people will not starve but will live on the whole of 
european production’.151 finally, staving off starvation was an important part of the 
effort to re-establish british prominence in post-war Greece. Churchill and eden 

144 inf 1/899, Pw(M) (42) 1, Pwe, ‘Monthly report on Propaganda for december 
1941’, 1.1.42; INF 1/899, PW(M) (42) 12, PWE, ‘Monthly report on Propaganda for 
January 1942’, 1.2.42.

145 inf 1/899, Pw(M) (42) 12, Pwe, ‘Monthly report on Propaganda for January 
1942’, 1.2.42.

146 inf 1/899, Pw(M) (42) 23, Pwe, ‘Monthly report on Propaganda for March 
1942’, 1.4.42; INF 1/899, PW(M) (42) 30, PWE, ‘Monthly report on Propaganda for April 
1942’, 1.5.42; BBCWA, E1/816/1, ‘General Survey of Greek Output’, 26.5.42.

147 fo 371/33135a r2473, fo to Cairo, tel. 1662, Greek directive, 20–26 June, 
20.6.42; Garnett 2002, 181.

148 BBCWA, E1/816/1, ‘General Survey of Greek Output’, 26.5.42; FO 898/152, 
Sargent to Kirkpatrick, 10.8.42.

149 BBCWA, E2/190, Survey 12/43, 15.3.43; BBCWA, E2/190, Survey 13/43, 20.5.43.
150 FO 898/152, Deputy Minister of State, Cairo, to FO, d. 1705, 19.7.43; FO 

371/43706 R5782, PWE, weekly directive for BBC Greek Services, 14–21 April, 13.4.44; 
cf. fleischer 1988, 209.

151 bbCwa, e2/190, Survey 12/43, 15.3.43. on the other hand, Hagen fleischer 
points out, the bbC and the british press erroneously reported that the Germans intended to 
confiscate the 1942 crop. In early 1944, Swedish sources claimed that American agencies 
were critical of broadcasts from Cairo on this score: fleischer 1988, 213–6.
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had recognised as much since autumn 1943,152 and, on the eve of liberation, the 
bbC was to give prominence to allied plans for post-war relief.153

a report on the state of opinion in Greece a few months after the occupation 
registered hostility towards the Germans, contempt for the italians and thirsting 
for revenge against bulgaria.154 The Foreign Office and PWE saw little need for 
virulent anti-German propaganda. at the same time, they considered unnecessarily 
‘sympathetic’ and counter-productive any distinction between nazi leaders and 
the German people. as Sargent put it, ‘for the Greeks there is quite obviously 
only one good German – a dead one’.155 Similarly, a ‘note of sympathy with the 
italian people should be most sparingly used’.156 However, as deception plans 
were being put into effect on the eve of the Sicily landings, such sympathy was 
totally eliminated.157

the italian capitulation faced british propaganda to Greece with dilemmas 
and opportunities. On the one hand, there was the record of conflict, occupation 
and the Greek contempt for an enemy humiliated on the battleground. a further 
drawback concerned the risk of italian weaponry falling into the hands of the 
communist-controlled resistance. on the other hand, there was a real prospect 
for creating trouble for the Germans and even wresting Greek territory from their 
control. without calling the italians ‘allies’, Cairo sought to promote ‘maximum’ 
Greek-italian co-operation against the Germans, who should be portrayed as 
‘the real enemy’.158 London, however, remained reserved. ‘we fully understand 
military necessities’, the Foreign Office cabled, ‘but would urge utmost care and 
tact in stressing this’.159 Long after the italian capitulation, the bbC was reminded 
that ‘the Greeks have very great difficulty in looking on the Italians, even Italian 
strikers in northern italy, as co-belligerents’.160

the bulgarian occupation of eastern Macedonia and western thrace was 
justifiably treated as a particularly poignant subject, given the record of rivalry 

152 Kazamias 1990, 337–8.
153 fo 371/43708 r13212, Pwe, weekly directive for bbC Greek Services, 8–15 

September, 7.9.44.
154 FO 898/152, ‘The Greek audience’ , 19.9.41; FO 898/54, Murray to Leeper, 

‘Proposed Greek ru’, 6.1.42, enclosure (?): draft memo, ‘Greek ru’.
155 FO 371/33157 R2263, Sargent to Lockhart, 9.4.42; also, FO 898/54, Report, 

‘Transmissions of the “Free Voice of Greece” Station’, 1.2.42; FO 898/54, 3rd Report, ‘The 
transmissions of the “free Voice of Greece”’, 8–14.2.42.

156 fo 371/33158 r8096, Pwe, weekly directive for bbC Greek Services, 18–25 
december, 17.12.42.

157 fo 371/37211 r4303, Pwe, weekly directive for bbC Greek Services, 2–9 July, 
1.7.43.

158 FO 898/152, MoS, Cairo, to FO, d. 2191, 23.9.43; cf. Garnett 2002, 301.
159 fo 898/152, fo to MoS, Cairo, d. 3028, 29.9.43.
160 bbCwa, r34/659, Pwe, weekly directive for bbC Greek Services, 10–17 

March, 9.3.44.
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and war between the two nations. from the outset, british policy and propaganda 
supported the restoration of Greek territorial integrity. following the brutal 
suppression of an uprising in the drama district and the harsh treatment of the 
Greek population, there were assurances that war crimes would be severely 
punished.161 at the same time, however, reports from Greece registered much 
resentment against a perceived ‘mildness’ towards bulgaria and her king.162 in the 
wake of the allied landings in normandy, the bbC Greek Service was authorised 
to raise its tone in line with the sterner British line and to stress official Greek 
statements. The demand for frontier rectification, however, should be treated as a 
matter for the future Peace Conference.163 As Sofia changed sides, the BBC Greek 
Service continued to display firmness, partly in order to allay the Greek ‘alarm’ 
regarding bulgarian manoeuvres and Soviet intentions.164

balkan solidarity and post-war co-operation or federation were not deemed 
particularly promising themes. according to a bbC memorandum from September 
1941, ‘the Greeks at the moment have no reason for gratitude, or indeed cordiality’ 
towards albanians, Yugoslavs, bulgarians and turks.165 in contrast to Yugoslavia 
and even bulgaria, the news of the Greek-Yugoslav agreement, in January 1942, 
was not expected to provoke any enthusiasm in Greece and publicity was largely 
limited to a statement by tsouderos.166

relations with turkey, though not prominent during this period, were also not 
free from pitfalls. despite the Greek-turkish rapprochement during the 1930s, 
ankara’s neutrality, its harsh measures against the Greek minority of istanbul and 
suspicions regarding back-stage bargaining with both London and berlin fuelled 
resentment. british observers also detected an irredentist undercurrent, which, 
while dormant during the preceding decade, might be reawakened, especially 

161 fo 371/29854 r9153, Pwe, weekly directive for bbC Greek Services,  
26 October–2 November, 24.10.41; FO 371/37211 R113, PWE, weekly directive for BBC 
Greek Services, 5–12 February, 4.2.43; FO 371/37211 R4303, PWE, weekly directive for 
BBC Greek Services, 2–9 July, 1.7.43; BBCWA, R34/659, PWE, weekly directive for BBC 
Greek Services, 10–17 March, 9.3.44.

162 HS 5/472, david Mitchell to broadcasting division, Moi, ‘bbC Greek 
intelligence’, 21.1.43; BBCWA, E2/190, Survey 12/43, 15.3.43; BBCWA, E2/190, Survey 
13/43, 20.5.43.

163 fo 371/43706 r8041, Pwe, weekly directive for bbC Greek Services, 26 May–2 
June, 25.5.44; FO 371/43706 R8041, PWE, weekly directive for BBC Greek Services, 
30 June–6 July, 29.6.44; FO 371/43707 R10717, PWE, weekly directive for BBC Greek 
Services, 4–11 August, 3.8.44; FO 371/43708 R13212, PWE, weekly directive for BBC 
Greek Services, 1–8 September, 31.8.44.

164 fo 371/43708 r13212, Pwe, weekly directive for bbC Greek Services, 8–15 
September, 7.9.44.

165 fo 898/152, ‘the Greek audience’ , 19.9.41.
166 FO 371/33135A R427, FO to Cairo, tel. 238, 14.1.42; INF 1/899, PW(M) (42) 12, 

Pwe, ‘Monthly report on Propaganda for January 1942’, 1.2.42.
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with regard to ‘Constantinople’.167 thus, british propagandists called for the 
‘delicate handling’ of Churchill’s visit to turkey, in early 1943 and avoided giving 
prominence to further contacts.168

The military situation naturally was a topic of unflagging interest. The North 
african front was given pride of place for reasons of its proximity and as the only 
theatre where British and Greek forces were fighting there ‘side by side’.169 the bbC 
was instructed to give straight news and eye-witness reports, and to avoid strategic 
speculations.170 in october 1942, the british offensive in the western desert offered 
an opportunity for giving the Greek participation in the war maximum publicity.171 
in this respect, there is little evidence of encouragement to Greek men of military 
age to flee in order to join their armed forces in the Middle East.172

British propaganda also used the ‘magnificent Russian fight’ as a means of 
inspiring confidence in ultimate Allied victory. As the German advance stalled, it 
stressed the Soviet capacity for fighting back, the ‘terrors’ of the Russian winter 
awaiting the German army, and the emptiness of Hitler’s promises of imminent 
victory.173 the anglo-Soviet alliance was interpreted as evidence ‘that russia will 
not have a dominant influence over Greece after the war, and that Great Britain 
will take a share in the responsibility for the interests of Greece’. according to an 
ad hoc Pwe directive, this was ‘exactly what the Greeks want, and we should not 
let the line drop’. the alliance was also projected as a paragon of co-operation 
across ideological boundaries.174 Similarly, the disbanding of the Comintern was 

167 fo 930/58, Palairet to Lord Macmillan, 19.9.39.
168 fo 371/37211 r113, Pwe, weekly directive for bbC Greek Services, 5–12 

february, 4.2.43.
169 fo 371/29853 r8740, Pwe, Greece, ‘directive for all propaganda media’, 5–12 

october, 3.10.41.
170 fo 371/29854 r9153, Pwe, weekly directive for bbC Greek Services, 14–21 

December, 12.12.41; FO 371/29786 R10593, FO to Cairo, d. 4404, weekly Balkan 
propaganda directive, 13.12.41.

171 FO 371/33158 R6127, MoS, Cairo, to FO, Warner to Dixon, tel. 1540, 14.9.42; 
fo 371/33158 r6913, Pwe, weekly directive for bbC Greek Services, 23–30 october, 
22.10.42. Greek units were used in diversionary and harassing action against italian troops 
in the central sector of the front. According to an official report from Cairo, ‘[a]ll British 
concerned with them were unanimous in their admiration’: fo 371/33158 r7955, MoS, 
Cairo, to fo, tel. 2007, ‘Greek army summary’, 24.11.42.

172 Briggs 1970, 461–2. Moreover, in spring 1942, the Foreign Office and the War 
Office requested PWE to prevent reports on escaping Greeks: FO 898/153, Murray to 
Kirkpatrick, 1.4.42.

173 fo 371/29854 r9153, Pwe, weekly directive for bbC Greek Services, 9–16 
November, 7.11.41; FO 371/29786 R10593, FO to Cairo, d. 4404, weekly Balkan 
propaganda directive, 13.12.41.

174 fo 371/29853 r8740, Pwe, Greece, ‘directive for all propaganda media’, 5–12 
October, 3.10.41; FO 371/33157 R2936, PWE, weekly directive for BBC Greek Services, 
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greeted as ‘excellent [news] for Greece’ insofar as it coincided with british efforts 
to promote unity among the rival resistance organisations.175

even before Pearl Harbor, the united States was projected as part of an 
invincible triad, together with britain and the Soviet union.176 in view of the strong 
ties with the Greek diaspora and the widespread attraction of ‘america’, the news 
of her entry into the war was expected to give a ‘terrific stimulus to Greek morale’. 
the full mobilisation of her industrial power, the end of isolationism and the 
slogan that steel and motors win wars featured prominently in Pwe directives. at 
first, however, British propaganda ought neither to encourage premature optimism 
nor to ‘crowd out events in russia and the Mediterranean area’ with news from the 
Pacific.177 warner even warned against ‘exaggerated publicity for the dominions 
and the united States’ which might weaken the ‘traditional association’ with the 
united Kingdom.178

Certain themes used elsewhere in occupied europe were deemed inappropriate 
for Greece. this was the case with the ‘go-slow’ campaign, inaugurated in august 
1941. by november, it was concluded that in a country ‘contributing scarcely at 
all to the production of the axis’ there was no need to urge ‘go-slow’ methods.179 
a Pwe memorandum in March 1942 considered non-cooperation already 
developed. equally inapplicable was the peasant campaign, with its calls for 
increased consumption and hoarding, at a time when Greece was unable to feed 
her own population.180 no evidence was found of an attempt either to encourage 
or discourage black market practices – another staple of subversive propaganda 
elsewhere in South-east europe.181 there was also little scope for propaganda 
against German labour recruitment in view of the Greek population’s ‘solid’ 

supplement, 13–19 June, 12.6.42: Anglo-Soviet Agreement; FO 371/33135A R2473, FO to 
Cairo, tel. 1662, Greek directive, 20–26 June, 20.6.42.

175 fo 371/37211 r4303, Pwe, weekly directive for bbC Greek Services, 28 May– 
5 June, 27.5.43.

176 fo 371/29853 r8740, Pwe, Greece, ‘directive for all propaganda media’, 5–12 
October, 3.10.41; FO 371/29854 R9153, PWE, weekly directive for BBC Greek Services, 
9–16 november, 7.11.41.

177 fo 371/29854 r9153, Pwe, weekly directive for bbC Greek Services, 14–21 
December, 12.12.41; FO 371/29786 R10593, FO to Cairo, d. 4404, weekly Balkan 
propaganda directive, 13.12.41.

178 fo 371/33158 r6127, MoS, Cairo, to fo, warner to dixon, tel. 1540, 14.9.42.
179 fo 371/29854 r9153, Pwe, weekly directive for bbC Greek Services, 16–23 

November, 14.11.41; FO 371/29854 R9153, PWE, weekly directive for BBC Greek 
Services, 23–30 november, 21.11.41.

180 fo 898/152, ‘operational propaganda for Greece’, 17.3.42.
181 the british were aware that such practices were in small part responsible for the 

appalling food situation in Greece: bbCwa, e2/190, Survey 13/43, 20.5.43.
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unresponsiveness.182 Surprisingly, however, for the country that would be worst 
hit by wartime hyperinflation, there were suggestions that inflation propaganda 
offered ‘considerable possibilities’.183

Other propaganda themes related to the numerous and far-flung Greek diaspora 
as well as the sizeable merchant marine, both crucial factors in Greek economic 
and social life before the war.184 in May 1943, the bbC Greek Service was advised 
to pay more attention to the Church, despite the absence of adequate information 
about its role after the occupation.185 Minorities were a delicate subject. the fate 
of the Jewish community did not feature prominently in british propaganda to 
Greece. there is a reference from May 1944, long after the bulk of its members 
had been transported to German extermination camps. at that point, ‘in reporting 
these later stages of Jewish persecution’ the bbC was instructed to stress ‘the 
help always given by the Greeks to the Jews in their midst’.186 a special case 
was the collaboration of minority elements with the enemy. thus, on the eve of 
‘operation animals’ largely waged in western Greece, a warning was issued to 
members of the albanian Cham community in epirus, who had ‘become tools of 
the italians’, that they will be ‘considered enemies of the united nations’, liable 
to punishment.187

finally, cultural themes offered themselves for subversive irony, particularly 
against German and italian high-brow pretensions. thus, the repertoire of the 
national theatre of athens was seized upon as an opportunity ‘for brief ironic 
comment’. as it included plays by Schiller, Hugo, aeschylus and aristophanes, it 
could be pointed out that the first two were poets of freedom and Aeschylus wrote 
of heroic Greece. as for aristophanes, the question could be raised: ‘what would 
[he] have to say about the German and italian occupying authorities’?188

182 fo 371/37211 r113, Pwe, weekly directive for bbC Greek Services, 5–12 
February, 4.2.43; FO 371/37211 R1318, PWE, weekly directive for BBC Greek Services, 
19–26 March, 18.3.43. However, this theme figured in monthly reports for May and August 
1942: inf 1/899, Pw(M) (42) 32, Pwe, ‘Monthly report on Propaganda for May 1942’, 
1.6.42; INF 1/899, PW(M) (42) 36, PWE, ‘Monthly report on Propaganda for August 
1942’, 1.9.42.

183 fo 898/152, ‘operational propaganda for Greece’, 17.3.42.
184 FO 371/29852 R4861, MOI, ‘Propaganda directive: Greece’, 2.5.41; INF 1/899, 

PW(M) (42) 32, PWE, ‘Monthly report on Propaganda for May 1942’, 1.6.42; BBCWA, 
e2/190, Survey 12/43, 15.3.43.

185 fo 371/37211 r4303, Pwe, weekly directive for bbC Greek Services, 28 May– 
5 June, 27.5.43.

186 fo 371/43706 r8041, Pwe, weekly directive for bbC Greek Services, 26 May– 
2 June, 25.5.44.

187 fo 371/37212 r4730, MoS, Cairo, to fo, tel. 1309, 29.5.43.
188 fo 371/33157 r4955, Pwe, weekly directive for bbC Greek Services, 22–28 

august, 21.8.42.
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The Dilemmas of Resistance and Civil War

as was the case in Yugoslavia, british propaganda for some time remained 
ambivalent towards the prospect of active resistance. an early Pwe memorandum 
appeared to distinguish between the immediate aim of ensuring the survival of the 
‘spirit of resistance’ and its exploitation ‘in due course’ as ‘an effective weapon 
against the enemy’. its suggestion was that this objective should be pursued 
‘exclusive of all long-term political issues’ which could wait until after victory.189 
in october 1941, the bbC was instructed to use evidence of Greek resistance 
whenever possible190 and to depict Greece as ‘an important member of the Great 
european army of unrest’.191 two weeks later, it was cautioned not to sound as 
offering advice on this score.192 Moreover, in contrast to practice towards satellite 
countries, british propaganda media ought to avoid making much of other peoples’ 
exploits, which the Greeks, ‘a proud people’ who felt they had ‘made the extreme 
sacrifice’, might consider insulting.193

in mid-november 1941, the british requested the views of the émigré Greek 
authorities on whether british propaganda should incite acts of violence. the 
Greek minister in London agreed that, for the time being, such acts should be 
neither encouraged nor discouraged. He also submitted that the initiative should 
be left to elements inside the country ‘who, having the best knowledge of the 
situation, can best guide the population’.194 this latter suggestion, however, would 
look increasingly unattractive as a communist-controlled movement gained 
momentum.

in early spring 1942, a Pwe memorandum on ‘operational propaganda’ 
confirmed that a cautious approach had set in: there should be no insurrectionary 
rhetoric in the absence of imminent Allied landings; exhortations to guerrilla warfare 
and instructions for sabotage were ‘out of place’; only indirect encouragement was 
contemplated, through publicity and praise for the Greek tradition of irregular 

189 although it cited balkan unity as an example, the memo might also imply domestic 
matters: fo 898/152, ‘Greek propaganda plan’, 22.9.41.

190 fo 371/29854 r9153, Pwe, weekly directive for bbC Greek Services, 12–19 
october, 10.10.41.

191 fo 371/29854 r9153, Pwe, weekly directive for bbC Greek Services,  
26 october–2 november, 24.10.41.

192 fo 371/29854 r9153, Pwe, weekly directive for bbC Greek Services, 9–16 
november, 7.11.41.

193 FO 898/152, ‘The Greek audience’ , 19.9.41; FO 371/29853 R8740, PWE, Greece, 
‘directive for all propaganda media’, 5–12 October, 3.10.41; cf. Ploumidis 2006, 411; FO 
371/29853 r8740, Pwe, Greece, ‘directive for all propaganda media’, 5–12 october, 
3.10.41; FO 898/54, Murray to Leeper, ‘Proposed Greek RU’, 6.1.42, enclosure (?): draft 
memo, ‘Greek RU’; FO 371/37213 R10818, Powell to Barker, 18.10.43.

194 inf 1/899, Pw(M) (42) 6, Pwe, ‘allied governments: incitement to violence in 
occupied territories’, 19.1.42.
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warfare, ‘expositions of enemy weak spots and examples elsewhere’.195 Shortly 
afterwards, the bbC Greek Service was told that direct reporting of guerrilla 
activities was ‘inadvisable’ and that it would ‘better help by silence than by 
talk’.196 during the summer of 1942, bbC broadcasts were to acknowledge what 
the Greeks were ‘doing already’ without urging them to resist.197

there is evidence, however, that british overt and, especially, ‘black’ 
propaganda gave some encouragement to forceful resistance methods. Guerrilla 
action could be stimulated, wrote the Pwe regional director in mid-november 
1942, pointing to northern Greece and Crete. He saw some merit in it as a 
contribution to the ‘general state of unrest’ and the demoralisation of italian 
troops. on the downside, he doubted its military value and considered it risky for 
the famine relief operation. Clearly, the encouragement of large-scale guerrilla 
action was considered premature.198 at about the same time, following mass 
strikes and demonstrations in the Athens area, the Resident Minister’s Office in 
Cairo suggested that british propaganda should not praise acts of violence which 
‘only invite[d] disproportionate reprisals’. rather, it should stimulate forms of 
civil disobedience, such as strikes ‘for increased pay and above all more food’.199 
from London, Pwe retorted that the line of the bbC was not to incite violence 
but to report the facts and comment ‘in general terms on british admiration’ for 
the Greek spirit of resistance. with regard to the methods and aims of resistance, 
it assigned them to the domain of ‘black’ stations.200

early in 1943, a wave of unrest culminated in the general strike of 7 March, 
which led to the revocation of an order for civil mobilisation. these events as 
well as the overall failure of the German labour recruitment campaign in Greece 
were duly praised ‘as evidence of the mass resistance of the Greek people’ and a 
paragon to the rest of europe.201 May day was also seized as an opportunity to 

195 fo 898/152, ‘operational propaganda for Greece’, 17.3.42.
196 fo 371/33157 r2936, Pwe, weekly directive for bbC Greek Services, 30 May– 
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‘remind Greek workers of their earlier successes in demonstrations, strikes’ and 
other anti-German action.202

resistance activity was bound to get more publicity after Soe dispatched a 
mission to Greece with the principal task of disrupting enemy communications. 
after some delay, operation Harling succeeded in blowing up the Gorgopotamos 
viaduct. Significantly, on the eve of this operation, in which ELAS and EDES 
units co-operated for the first and last time, PWE directives stipulated that the 
question of Greek resistance should never be neglected, even in the absence of 
fresh news.203 a week after Gorgopotamos, Pwe still described material about 
Greek resistance as ‘rather small beer’.204 finally, on 11 december, the operation 
was given its due as a ‘striking example of successful Greek guerrilla activities’.205 
Still, caution was evident. as a rule, details of acts of resistance could be given 
only ‘in exceptional cases’ corroborated by reliable evidence, as was the case with 
Gorgopotamos. an absolute ban was placed on naming persons or places,206 and 
a temporary one on enemy reprisals.207 when reporting acts of sabotage, the bbC 
should always avoid incitement to revolt and publicity for individual leaders,208 
and should stress the theme of law and order as an implicit response to the ‘German 
accusations of brigandage’.209

during the summer of 1943, as barker observed, ‘the question of how much 
or how little’ resistance to encourage was ‘subject to constant change’.210 At first, 
as has been noted, Allied operational considerations briefly took precedence. After 
Myers succeeded in getting the principal Greek resistance organisations to join 
forces, Pwe suggested that british propaganda should encourage all resistance 
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impartially.211 From Cairo, a British officer broadcasting every Friday advised the 
Greek guerrillas that the ‘time is coming’ when they would ‘be able to make a 
contribution which may even excel the achievements of your warriors towards 
Pindus and albania’. Co-ordination with the allies was projected as ‘an absolute 
necessity’.212 as the deception operation unfolded, the bbC was to mention 
guerrilla activity everywhere except in the strip of German-held territory along the 
turkish border, and southern Greece. finally, while warning the occupying forces 
of certain retribution and expressing sympathy for the victims, british propaganda 
encouraged the Greeks to endure reprisals as an inevitable price for their ‘guerrilla 
activity which [was] part of the general fight’. Significantly, during that brief 
period, propaganda for the government-in-exile was restrained and the bbC 
Greek Service was instructed to broadcast its statements ‘without comment’.213

following the successful conclusion of operation animals, longer-term 
political considerations took the upper hand.214 in mid-august, a Pwe directive 
set the following guidelines: british radio should (a) encourage organisations 
agreeing to collaborate with the british Command, Middle east, (b) promote unity 
by naming them all ‘national Guerrilla bands’, (c) avoid mentioning individual 
organisations, (d) keep a balance in references to them, and (e) avoid attacks on 
Greek parties, organisations and individuals except collaborators.215

on 8 october 1943, two months after his return from Greece, the head of the 
Soe mission broadcast over the bbC Greek Service. Myers intended to include 
a message ‘of good cheer’ to the Greek guerrillas from Churchill. although the 
british premier originally consented to a straightforward recognition of the Greek 
people’s right to ‘decide their future form of Government’ and not to interfere in 
their internal affairs, he subsequently changed his mind. Myers limited himself 
to expressions of appreciation and promises of increased assistance. ‘there was 
no word about Greek politics or their King’, he later noted. as for the impact of 
his broadcast, it had come a day too late. on 7 october, eLaS attacked its rival 
organisation, EDES, thus triggering the first phase of the Greek civil war.216

both in Greece and Yugoslavia, terminology was an important tool of british 
propaganda, used to confer or withhold recognition of resistance organisations, 
indicate impartiality, or encourage unity by deliberately blurring distinctions. for 
some time, those engaged in ‘active resistance’ as well as the victims of executions 
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were usually referred to as ‘patriots’.217 in spring 1943, as the Soe mission 
under Myers was trying to get the principal guerrilla organisations to sink their 
differences and co-operate with allied plans, the bbC was instructed to refrain 
from promoting resistance and limit itself to occasional indistinct references to 
‘national bands’ or, alternatively, ‘guerrillas’ and ‘patriots’. the situation in 
Greece, PWE pointed out, was ‘still fluid and confused’.218 at the request of Soe, 
Cairo banned ‘any special mention’ of eaM/eLaS on its own broadcasts. the 
bbC Greek Service, however, was accused of breaching this directive.219 after 
the outbreak of civil war, the term ‘national bands’ was dropped as ‘unhappy 
history’220 and replaced by another blanket term, andartes (literally: rebels).221

after civil war broke out, and despite prolonged deliberations between Cairo 
and London, no definite set of guidelines emerged. On 21 October, General Wilson 
broadcast a message warning that the war had yet to be won and the Greeks ought 
to subordinate their internal differences to that overriding objective. the civil 
war was portrayed as Germany’s ‘last gamble’.222 the line of blaming Greek 
internecine warfare on German ‘divide and rule’ tactics was also espoused by the 
resident minister in Cairo. Casey did not wish the british to appear to be taking 
sides in this conflict. ELAS leaders could be presented as having been misled 
by enemy ‘false rumours’ into attacking Zervas simultaneously with a German 
drive against him in epirus. this scenario was in fact broadcast by the Greek 
Service of ESB, on 30 October, and repeated in leaflets dropped over Greece on 
3/4 november.223

a different approach was proposed by Colonel John Stevens, chief bLo in 
the Peloponnese. in his view british propaganda should aim to neutralise eaM 
influence, bolster the ‘patriotic’ forces, and deter ELAS recruitment. It should also 
counter EAM propaganda by pointing out that, rather than ‘fighting the Huns’, 
eLaS was keeping down other organisations ‘by terrorist methods only’ and was 
preparing ‘to seize power in the towns’ on the day of German withdrawal.224 Leeper 
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was all out for it. Casey, however, warned that, in the absence of a clear commitment 
on the king’s part not to return until there was ‘clear proof of [the] national will’, no 
british ‘political warfare campaign’ could save the day in Greece.225

for a time, Casey’s line prevailed and a ban was placed on references to 
internecine fighting.226 the bbC was also directed to counter ‘allegations of 
British collusion’ with the collaborationist government and to defend Zervas 
against eaM propaganda.227 then, on 14 november, eden recommended to the 
war Cabinet a ‘complete break with eaM’. His proposal, formulated by Sargent, 
sought to make capital of the king’s promise to re-examine the issue of his return at 
the time of liberation. the aim would be ‘to unite all moderate non-eaM opinion 
and to detach moderate rank and file from EAM/ELAS leaders’.228 However, the 
principal means for putting this proposal into effect, principally leaflet dropping, 
proved impossible to secure.229

eventually, in early december, british propaganda dropped the scenario of 
German machinations as the ‘sole cause of Greek fratricide’. while shifting the 
blame on EAM/ELAS, it took care to ‘exempt the rank and file’. Yet this fell short 
of the all-out campaign to discredit the leadership of eaM, which the foreign 
Office and Leeper advocated. British propaganda media were not to intervene 
‘in Greek guerrilla dissensions’ except to defend Zervas’ patriotism.230 with the 
exception of aris Velouchiotis, the controversial eLaS commander who was 
publicly branded as ‘the evil genius of the Greek guerrilla movement’, Cairo and 
Jerusalem vaguely referred to ‘certain intriguers, certain bad patriots who, urged 
by boundless egoism and unbridled ambition, have set themselves to monopolise 
the national effort’.231

Various british commentators with a philhellene reputation, including Compton 
Mackenzie, Kenneth Matthews, and Philip noel-baker, appealed to the warring 
factions, especially to ‘the patriotic rank-and-file of the EAM/ELAS’, to see the 
light and trust britain to respect the Greeks’ right to freely choose their government 
after liberation.232 the british also managed to enlist outside support. although he 
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would have preferred to call off resistance completely, tsouderos broadcast ‘two 
appeals for a cease-fire in late December’. Washington and Moscow then joined 
London in publicly supporting these appeals.233

Reproducing the Soviet statement presented difficulties, insofar as it urged 
the Greek guerrillas to intensify their activity against the enemy. as Cairo 
pointed out, british plans envisaged only ‘a limited military operation’ at the 
time of the German withdrawal. ‘exhortation to unco-ordinated activity at this 
stage’, it explained, ‘does not materially assist our military effort and provokes 
disproportionate reprisals on the population which is in some areas already 
sick of the whole resistance movement’.234 Cairo possibly had in mind a recent 
incident, the wholesale execution of the male population and the burning down 
of Kalavryta in northern Peloponnese, on 13 december 1943. in order to avoid 
further demoralisation, Pwe instructed the bbC not to link reprisal stories with 
guerrilla activity or sabotage.235 this line was later complemented with an attempt 
to construe German atrocities as evidence of weakness and desperation in view of 
certain defeat and retribution.236

in early february 1944, Soe Cairo asked that the bbC desist from broadcasting 
any news about the Greek guerrillas, in order to facilitate its bLos’ efforts to 
obtain a settlement.237 during the negotiations, Pwe directives imposed complete 
radio silence on the Greek civil war. the bbC could report only ‘hard news’ about 
acts of resistance. as the directive explained, there was a danger of offending 
either side by airing ‘not strictly accurate’ information. ‘indiscriminate and 
unco-ordinated action’ should be avoided as it could only ‘bring down reprisals 
quite out of proportion on innocent people’.238 during the last week of february, 
prominence was given to Churchill’s statement that british support would go to 
those resisting the Germans and that there was no intention of forcing any system 
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of government on the Greek people.239 the Plaka agreement between eaM/eLaS 
and its rivals was greeted as a pleasant surprise’, but Pwe expected it to be ‘no 
more than temporary’.240

indeed, the establishment of the eaM provisional administration, which the 
bbC Greek Service was not to mention without prior consultation with Pwe,241 
rekindled the Greek internal controversy. as mutinies broke out in the Greek 
armed forces in the Middle east, the bbC was instructed not to comment on 
the crisis.242 Political censorship was imposed on Greek news in Cairo, lasting 
until early July. full publicity was reserved for the statement which the british 
once more extracted from the king, recognising the right of the Greek people to 
freely decide the constitutional question.243 Official statements and some British 
press comment on the mutinies were subsequently broadcast until, in view of the 
Lebanon conference, it was decided to let the whole subject drop.244 Later in the 
summer, the mutiny trials were given ‘regular’ but ‘brief’ coverage.245

on 23 april 1944, in response to Leeper’s allegations regarding undue bbC 
publicity for eaM/eLaS,246 Churchill ruled ‘that in principle no credit of any 
kind is to be given to eLaS and eaM on the bbC’ and that no exception could 
be made without his personal approval.247 in practice, the implementation of 
Churchill’s ruling was entrusted to Clark, Kirkpatrick’s successor as Controller 
of the european Services, or his deputy. other bbC news services, ‘not subject 
to such control by the Government’ were advised to treat material about eLaS 
‘with the utmost caution’.248 even so, the anti-eaM tone of british propaganda 
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appeared rather restrained. a case in point was the murder of Colonel dimitrios 
Psarros, leader of a minor republican guerrilla organisation, by eLaS troops. the 
bbC was instructed to refrain from reporting the incident until the facts were 
officially established.249 according to Clark, the ban on references to eaM/eLaS 
was ‘short-lived’. After the organisations were specifically mentioned during a 
House of Commons debate, they ‘returned naturally to a normal place in [bbC] 
news reporting’.250

Having experienced the mutinies and the demise of two émigré governments 
in quick succession, British propagandists at first offered Papandreou, the new 
prime minister, cautious and low-key publicity. the bbC was instructed to record 
his appointment factually, quoting any favourable press comment.251 on the eve 
of the Lebanon conference, there were to be no reports of guerrilla activity, no 
speculation on future prospects, no boosting of personalities as they arrived in 
Cairo and no prominence to press reports which were deemed ‘generally wrong’.252 
with regard to eaM/eLaS, Churchill’s ruling was observed, although ‘objective 
references … in press comments, etc.’ might be sparingly used.253 during the 
conference, the bbC was to stress britain’s co-operation’ in creating unity and 
order for Greece and predispose its listeners towards the same end. upon its 
conclusion, the conference and the formation of a government of ‘national unity’ 
were hailed as a major defeat of German propaganda which had been ‘at such pains 
to destroy’ Greek national unity. due prominence was given to Churchill’s speech 
commenting on ‘the new hopeful turn of Greek affairs’. apart from references to 
the ‘constructive’ british role, the Lebanon conference was projected as a Greek 
affair and its outcome as a Greek achievement.254

In view of EAM’s refusal to participate in the government, the Foreign Office 
asked for a ‘vigorous line in support of Papandreou’ and pressure on the communist 
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leadership to implement its part of the agreement.255 responding to the Greek 
government’s request for assistance in ‘rousing popular enthusiasm’, Pwb bari 
had Papandreou’s ‘National Charter’ printed in leaflet form and secured a special 
sortie to have it dropped over athens.256 Kirkpatrick also promised that the bbC 
would do its ‘best to boost Papandreou’.257 again, its directives reveal caution: 
there should be no references to flare-ups of fratricidal violence, ‘except in quoting 
the Premier’s broadcast and official British statements’,258 no reports on the Soviet 
military mission other than its arrival, and no speculation on enemy withdrawal. 
anything conducive to patching up Greek domestic rivalries was played up, 
including further official repudiations of Britain’s intention to ‘reimpose’ the king 
upon the people.259 instructions to promote unity and pro-allied sentiment were 
also sent to the bLos in Greece.260 Significantly, the British refrained from trying 
out a plan intended to subvert eLaS units. Prepared by Soe Cairo at the time of the 
april mutinies in the Middle east, the scheme was revived after eaM disavowed 
the Lebanon agreement but was adamantly opposed by the Soe Mission in the 
field.261 until the end, the latter’s involvement in propaganda was limited to the 
distribution of straight news. according to a plan from July 1944, ‘strict selection 
and censorship’ ensured that this contained nothing likely to cause ‘friction with 
eaM’. ‘Controversial material’ would only be dropped by aircraft.262

The Dilemmas of Liberation

the return of british and other allied forces to Greece was not a plausible theme 
until the operational preconditions were secured. from an early date, its use 
was suggested as a stimulant to clandestine activity designed to facilitate allied 
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operations, apparently in keeping with the ‘secret army’ concept.263 all this, 
however, remained far removed from actual military planning. in March 1942, 
a Pwe paper, while contemplating ‘organisation in preparation for an eventual 
invasion’, argued that little operational propaganda was needed and that should 
come in the guise of praise.264 Suddenly, in august 1942, the bbC was instructed 
to reproduce Second front speculation.265 it was a brief aberration, intended as a 
palliative at a time when German armies were advancing towards the Volga and 
the Caucasus. within a few months, cautiousness returned. Hints of a second front 
were ruled out and the bbC Greek Service was repeatedly instructed to counsel 
self-restraint.266 Even when a Balkan operation was briefly considered in mid-
1943, british propaganda was to refute invasion scenarios ‘intended to provoke 
premature general action’.267 during the invasion of Sicily, the allied High 
Command warned the Greeks as well as the Yugoslavs to guard themselves against 
German methods of deceit, including rumours of allied landings or, conversely, 
abandonment. Listeners were urged to wait patiently for the signal ‘for general 
action’.268 as part of the war of nerves preceding the allied invasion of france, 
it was considered ‘more than ever necessary’ to urge preparation for ‘organised 
and united resistance’ – an unlikely prospect under the circumstances prevailing 
in Greece.269 two days after the landings in normandy, the british radio reverted 
to advising discipline and patience, indicating that ‘the day for general action has 
not arrived’.270

with national unity seemingly restored in September 1944, Pwe recognised 
that it could ‘no longer afford to keep silent on resistance’, in view of escalating 
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activity throughout Greece. However, there was no question of inciting a general 
uprising or what it habitually described as ‘ill-timed and unco-ordinated action’. 
The BBC was not to speculate on the time of German withdrawal;271 rather, it 
should project ‘active and useful resistance’ and advise by implication the Greek 
population to guard public utilities, property and installations threatened by enemy 
scorched-earth tactics. at the same time, Greek listeners were invited to help 
demoralise German garrisons by conveying to them ‘the effects of military defeats 
and the uselessness of prolonging the war’.272 as German troops began to evacuate 
southern Greece, the bbC was authorised to report prominently ‘all evidence of 
patriot action’ and accord full publicity to ‘mass resistance in town areas’.273

eaM’s decision to participate in the Papandreou government generated ‘at least 
moderate optimism’ for a peaceful transition through the last stage of occupation. 
Pwe directives suggested prominence to statements ‘indicating the co-operation 
and goodwill of the new Left wing adherents and the original members’. the 
british media reproduced a message from the government of ‘national unity’ to 
the Greek people reiterating its ‘two aims of national liberation and sovereignty 
of the people’. it further denounced the auxiliary units collaborating with 
the occupation authorities, ordered the cessation of internecine strife and the 
unauthorised meting out of justice, and insisted on the maintenance of order 
during the transitional period.274 british propaganda blended caution with coaxing 
in an effort to smooth the process. ‘the transition from oppression to freedom’, 
Greek listeners were warned, ‘is the most difficult and dangerous passage a 
people can know’. However, they could be trusted to ‘be among those chosen few 
capable of surviving this test’ owing to their ‘inherent sense of national dignity’ 
(philotimo).275 A similar approach was reflected in the proclamation which General 
wilson issued on the eve of the German withdrawal from athens. Promising that 
‘the gallant contribution of Greek resistance to the […] allied cause will never be 
forgotten’, he urged loyalty to the Greek government and the allied Command. 
resistance elements in areas not yet liberated were advised against ‘thoughtless’ 
action which might provide the enemy with a pretext ‘for inflicting a last blow’ on 
the Greek people.276
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british propaganda on the eve of liberation also attempted to discourage 
wholesale revenge against enemy collaborators by promising justice and eventual 
punishment of ‘true criminals’. Collaboration with the enemy was a theme that 
british propaganda had gingerly approached until that time. Considering that 
they might be doing this for a living or without realising the gravity of their 
misconduct, a Pwe directive argued in august 1942: ‘we cannot tell the few 
collaborators straight out that they must not collaborate’. Still, their case invited 
a contrast with those brave enough to resist.277 to be sure, bbC Greek broadcasts 
attacked collaborators, a tendency occasionally sanctioned by Pwe directives.278 
the formation of German-equipped Security battalions in the second half of 1943 
complicated matters further. the ‘puppet’ government let it be understood that it 
had proceeded ‘in full agreement with the british’. according to british reports, 
many Greeks regarded these units as anti-communist rather than ‘quisling’.279 
with the civil war in full swing, Leeper advised against a formal denial of such 
claims.280 The ambassador and other officials were worried by the effects of a 
German propaganda line which claimed that, by fomenting guerrilla warfare, the 
british were ‘sowing the seeds of civil war’ and paving the way to a communist 
take-over; therefore, enlistment in the Security Battalions was the only hope 
against such a mortal threat. this line was considered ‘nicely calculated … to play 
on anti-bolshevik sentiment, fears of Pan-Slavism, and impatience at the delay 
of liberation’. In response, the British sought to reaffirm their interest in Greece 
and emphasise that all elements’ fighting for liberation’ were entitled to support. 
they also dismissed stories of an eaM pledge to cede Greek Macedonia to the 
bulgarians ‘as part of the enemy’s bolshevik bogey campaign’.281

At first, PWE directives suggested a clear denunciation of the recruitment and 
use of ‘quisling units’.282 British planes dropped leaflets containing a warning 
issued by the tsouderos government on 6 January 1944, to the effect that men 
joining the battalions would be considered an enemy of the Greek people and 

277 fo 371/33157 r4955, Pwe, weekly directive for bbC Greek Services, 22–28 
august, 21.8.42.

278 fo 898/159, Pwe, broadcasting directives for Greece and Yugoslavia, 16.8.43.
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281 fo 371/43706 r2794, Pwe, weekly directive for bbC Greek Services, 10–17 

March, 9.3.44; FO 371/43706 R5782, PWE, weekly directive for BBC Greek Services, 14–
21 April, 13.4.44; FO 371/43706 R8041, PWE, weekly directive for BBC Greek Services, 
2–9 June, 1.6.44.

282 bbCwa, r34/659, Pwe, weekly directive for bbC Greek Service, 31 december– 
6 January 1944, 30.12.43; BBCWA, R34/659, PWE, weekly directive for BBC Greek 
Service, 7–14 January, 13.1.44.
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treated accordingly after liberation.283 Yet ‘continuous’ requests from Greece for 
an official British condemnation were not met.284 faced with the challenge of 
eaM/eLaS, the british were careful not to completely alienate the battalions’ 
rank and file.285 their propaganda suggested that the latter had been misled by 
enemy propaganda into doing the Germans’ work for them against their fellow-
countrymen.286 despite the increasing role of these units in German counter-
insurgency operations, british denunciations continued to fall short of branding 
their recruits as ‘traitors’.287 in June, at the request of the government-in-exile, 
all ‘direct attacks’ on the Security battalions were suspended until further 
notice. Lord Moyne seemed to be convinced by Papandreou’s argument that the 
battalions were primarily ‘a reaction to eLaS’ barbarity’.288 Ploumidis suggests 
that Pwe policy was aimed at reconciling the Greek guerrillas with the men of the 
Security battalions, ‘with a view to incorporating both into the national army’ after 
liberation.289 if that was their intention, it was far removed from Greek political 
realities. the ban was observed only until mid-July.290 after eaM representatives 
joined Papandreou’s government and british detachments began arriving in 
Greece, the Security battalions and other collaborationist organisations were to be 
denounced ‘openly and strongly’ and ‘at every opportunity’.291

283 fo 898/123, C/GK/201, ‘dissension and Security battalions both created by the 
Germans’.

284 fo 371/43706 r3920, MoS, Cairo, to fo, tel. 556, 10.3.44.
285 that risk had been dismissed earlier: bbCwa, r34/659, Pwe, weekly directive 
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British Propaganda and Greek National Claims

referring to the pre-war period, the Basic Handbook issued by Pwe in 1943 
described Greek irredentism as ‘modest but constant’ and based on assumptions of 
‘history and race’. following the asia Minor Catastrophe, its principal territorial 
objects were the dodecanese, Cyprus and northern epirus (or southern albania). 
the latter claim, it was realised, gained prominence after the region became the 
theatre of the successful Greek counter-attack against the invading italians, in 
1940–41. Moreover, the experience of invasion added a security dimension to 
the irredentist agenda which now included parts of southern bulgaria.292 after the 
occupation, a Pwe paper acknowledged, ‘the drawing of the new frontiers’ became 
‘a subject in which every Greek is already passionately interested’.293 However, 
this was also a subject which british propaganda should not mention as a rule. 
thus, only rare, and vague, allusions to a post-war settlement were authorised, 
as in the case of eden’s statement on albanian independence, in december 1942.

from the british point of view, Cyprus was the thorniest of Greek claims. 
in early 1941, with the German invasion in sight, alexandros Koryzis, Metaxas’ 
successor as prime minister, asked eden to consider rewarding the Greek 
war effort with this island. The Foreign Office had already indicated that it 
considered a transfer to Greece unlikely for two reasons: turkish objections and 
the anglo-Greek alliance, especially in case britain helped her ally to acquire 
the dodecanese.294 Koryzis’ request was turned down, but frPS was asked to 
prepare ‘an objective study’ of the various options for the future of the island.295 
When the study was submitted, British forces were fighting a losing battle in 
Greece.296 Koryzis’ successor, tsouderos, unsuccessfully pleaded with Churchill 
that the Greek king be allowed to set up camp in Cyprus. on 31 May, at a time of 
rising anxiety that, after Crete, the Germans might be heading for Cyprus, eden 
forwarded the frPS study to the war Cabinet. His own tentative conclusion was 
that ‘quite apart from the necessities of the present crisis, there is a strong prima 
facie case for ceding Cyprus to Greece, subject to safeguards, after the war’.297 
two days later, Churchill ruled that there should be no discussion of ceding ‘an 
inch of british territory’ while the war lasted. in the case of Cyprus, he added, 
there was ‘a substantial Moslem population’ which was a ‘very loyal’ element, 
opposed to ‘being handed over to the Greeks’.298

292 Pwe, Basic Handbook, i, 33.
293 fo 898/152, ‘factors in Greek political warfare’, March 1942, in Ploumidis 2006, 

410.
294 fo 371/29846 r397, dixon, ‘Cyprus’, 31.1.41.
295 fo 371/29846 r397, nichols to toynbee, 28.3.41.
296 fo 371/29846 r4179, beeley to nichols, ‘Cyprus’, 17.4.41.
297 fo 371/29846 r5841, war Cabinet, memo by Secretary of State for foreign 

affairs, ‘future of Cyprus’, 31.5.41.
298 fo 371/29846 r5841, Prime Minister’s personal minute to eden, 2.6.41.
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british rebuffs did not prevent tsouderos from registering Cyprus as a post-
war Greek claim, both confidentially and in public. An opportunity arose at a 
luncheon which the London Greeks gave in his honour on 15 november 1941. 
In what Murray described as a ‘flowery passage’, Tsouderos ‘visualised a Greece 
pale but glorious … united and great’, reunited with her ‘daughters’, including 
northern epirus, Macedonia, the dodecanese and Cyprus.299 reporting the speech 
on the bbC, the Greek Section ‘apparently strengthened the reference to Cyprus 
unwittingly’. This of course upset the Foreign Office. Eden urged Tsouderos to 
avoid similar statements in the future. tsouderos assured him that he had ‘no 
intention of raising the Cyprus question now, and was content to leave it until 
after the war’.300 Kirkpatrick asked the bbC Greek editor ‘to refer all mention (of) 
Cyprus’ to him. The Foreign Office advocated a complete ban. Despite reservations 
as to the likely effects on bbC relations with the Greek government,301 the latter 
line prevailed.302 in Cairo, the anglo-egyptian censorship also prohibited any 
mention of the Greek claim.303 Just to be on the safe side, the colonial government 
of the island issued a statement, affirming that its transfer to Greece was ‘not under 
consideration’.304 Later in the war, at the time of Churchill’s visit to Cyprus in 
february 1943, the bbC was instructed to say nothing that could ‘be interpreted 
as evidence one way or another about britain’s intention concerning the post-war 
status of the island’.305

british aversion to irredentist rhetoric went beyond the Cyprus question. 
thus, one day after eden’s demarche in november 1941, tsouderos protested 
that his deputy minister for the Press had been censored in connection with the 
northern epirus claim.306 the latter had submitted a script commemorating the 
Greek army’s capture of Koritsa (Korca), in which he claimed that the town ‘had 
always been Greek’. the bbC suggested an alteration to the effect that the city 
‘had received the Greek troops with joy’.307 The Greek official then protested to 

299 fo 371/29846 r10112, tsouderos’ speech at a luncheon of the Greek community, 
London, version broadcast by bbC, 15.11.41. a slightly different version, predicting that 
Greece ‘will unite [her daughters] into a national whole after the Peace’, in tsouderos 1950, 
184.

300 fo 371/29846 r10332, record of interview between Secretary of State and Greek 
Prime Minister, 25.11.41; FO 898/153, note on Tsouderos’ national claims speech, early 
December 1941; FO 371/29846 R10112, Eden to Lord Moyne, CO, 3.12.41.

301 fo 898/153, (Murray) to Kirkpatrick, 26.11.41.
302 Ploumidis 2006, 410.
303 fo 371/29846 r10245, Cairo to fo, d. 3779, 2.12.41.
304 fo 371/29846 r10112, statement by Cyprus Government, 2.12.41.
305 fo 371/37211 r113, Pwe, weekly directive for bbC Greek Services, 5–12 
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Kirkpatrick against the perceived ban on Greek territorial aspirations.308 although 
a Pwe memorandum later recognised that silence over territorial issues risked 
‘creating Greek mistrust of british post-war policy’309 – and further exacerbating 
the already strained relations between the bbC Greek Service and the tsouderos 
government – the informal ban was maintained. on the eve of italy’s collapse, for 
instance, the Service was instructed not to mention northern epirus ‘by name or 
comment’.310

the northern epirus issue resurfaced as a result of eden’s statement on the 
future of albania, in december 1942. following representations by the Greek 
minister and Vice-Premier Kanellopoulos,311 the text of the statement was 
amended in order to sound deliberately vague on the issue of albanian territorial 
integrity.312 the Greek Service of the bbC was instructed to broadcast it without 
comment. However, in case of Greek protests, it was authorised to add ‘a brief 
comment’ stressing that the recognition of independence left the door open to 
frontier ‘rectification’ after the war.313 there followed a diplomatic tussle with 
Kanellopoulos, as the latter attempted to extract a palliative in the form of a 
british declaration on other Greek aspirations, e.g. the dodecanese and Cyprus, 
or, failing this, a government reshuffle. Although neither demand was conceded, 
Kanellopoulos did not make good his threat to resign.314

tsouderos tried to go one better than his vice-premier by slipping in irredentist 
allusions to his 1943 new Year broadcast to Greece. His references to the 
‘realisation of [Greek] national aspirations’ and to ‘a fatherland ethnologically and 
geographically complete’ provoked a british representation. tsouderos retorted 
that German propaganda was already exploiting the alleged british opposition to 
Greek territorial ambitions. The Foreign Office decided to let the prime minister 
have his way ‘this time’ but warned against future digressions.315 in September 
1943, the bbC censored tsouderos’ statements to the overseas news agency 
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r8096, Pwe, weekly directive for bbC Greek Services, 18–25 december, 17.12.42.

314 FO 371/33108 R8741, FO to MoS, Cairo, tel. 3200, 22.12.42; FO 371/33108 
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and a broadcast by the deputy minister for the Press, Michalopoulos. the deleted 
passages included Greece’s right to hope for more secure northern frontiers 
and also a reference to the ionian islands being left unoccupied after the italian 
capitulation – possibly out of the censor’s over-reaction and/or confusion of these 
islands, ceded to Greece by britain in 1863, with the dodecanese.316

as was the case with Cyprus, the question of the Greek-albanian frontier 
was examined in an frPS study, submitted in September 1942. the problem of 
nationalities was so complex, the author argued, ‘that no frontier could solve it’. 
He speculated that Greece might abandon the claim if she was awarded ‘some or 
all of the dodecanese and of Cyprus, both of which mean more to Greece and can 
be claimed by her on stronger grounds than northern epirus’.317 in early 1944, 
as part of broader scenarios for South-East Europe, the Foreign Office Research 
department studied the numbers involved in a possible Greek-albanian exchange 
of populations. with regard to Southern albania, the study concluded that ‘the 
problem of identifying Greeks’ in that region was ‘so intractable as almost, in 
itself, to rule out exchange’.318

finally, with regard to the dodecanese, although they were considered an 
obvious reward for Greece’s participation in the war, London wished to keep 
its hands free. in its contacts with ankara, in early 1941, it acknowledged that 
the latter had ‘a certain strategic interest’ there. although during 1943 and 1944 
ankara formally disclaimed any territorial pretensions to these islands, an frPS 
study considered that, in the event of their cession to Greece, turkey was entitled 
to a measure of demilitarisation and even to the island of Castellorizo on grounds 
of geographical proximity. the study also speculated that the Greek government 
‘would probably agree’.319 during the ill-fated expedition in the aegean in autumn 
1943, as several islands temporarily passed under anglo-italian control, the bbC 
was directed to adhere to the general line of not discussing territorial claims and, 
therefore, not to refer to the dodecanese as ‘Greek islands’. However, there was 
no objection to mentioning their ‘Greek population’.320
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The BBC

during the period of Greek neutrality, the radio offered a promising alternative 
to printed material or inspired journalism, particularly insofar as it could reach 
its listeners unfettered by censorship. in July 1939, it was estimated that some 
50,900 licensed sets operated in Greece, though, as a later report pointed out, the 
actual number was higher owing to widespread fee evasion.321 it was at that time 
that the british press attaché proposed the introduction of bbC programmes in 
Greek. until then, only the notoriously anti-british radio bari and belgrade had 
been broadcasting in Greek regularly. an alternative suggestion for broadcasts 
from Cyprus was not followed through322 and, on 30 September 1939, the bbC 
introduced an evening Greek bulletin using the frequency and power of its 
arabic Service.323 this meant that british views could be heard in many a Greek 
household not only in athens and Salonika, where the great majority of sets were 
concentrated, but also in towns and villages across the country, where a radio 
was either issued by the government or procured by café owners as an additional 
attraction for their – typically male – clientele.

during its early phase, the bbC Greek programme consisted of a news 
bulletin with occasional talks. it was soon deemed a success and was credited 
with accuracy and balance.324 the british Legation pressed for more broadcasts, 
particularly after its printed news bulletin was discontinued. this was not easy at 
a time when, as a BBC official pointed out, ‘all available transmitters [were] kept 
red-hot throughout the full 24 hours’.325 increased funding for new transmitters 
and an expanded overseas service were more forthcoming after July 1940. by 
the time of the italian invasion, the Greek Service broadcast three times a day, 
while a fourth bulletin was transmitted from Cairo.326 the bbC also introduced 
special bi-weekly broadcasts to Cyprus at the end of Greek news bulletins, despite 

321 Pwe, Basic Handbook, I, 79; FO 898/54, Murray to Leeper, ‘Proposed Greek 
ru’, 6.1.42, appendix, ‘radio audiences in Greece’.
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the objection of the Foreign Office that these might stir the desire for union with 
Greece.327

Broadcasting featured prominently in the first propaganda plan for Greece 
which Pwe produced shortly after its creation, in September 1941. it largely 
echoed proposals by the head of the Greek Service, George angeloglou. in his 
view, in order to attract its Greek audience, british radio needed ‘enthusiasm, 
drama, relief, repetition, emphasis, and clarity – particularly enthusiasm – in a 
far greater degree either than it now has or than would be suitable for a british 
audience’. He also stressed the need to convey a soothing message presenting 
the current hardships as temporary and suggesting adequate compensation after 
the war. radio propaganda, he pointed out, should be worth the ‘considerable 
risk’ involved.328 the Pwe plan elaborated further on the circumstances and 
characteristics of the Greek public. Starvation, the dislocation of communications 
and isolation from the outside world rendered this ‘intelligent and quick-witted’ 
population rather ‘ill-informed about the world’ and, therefore, dependent on what 
information the british could provide. although it was assumed that at least one 
wireless set existed in every village, it was expected that the great majority of the 
population could only be reached by word of mouth.329

Sources appear unanimous that the Greek public preferred news over other 
forms of radio programme. bbC and Pwe memoranda spoke of a ‘realistic’ and 
‘responsive’ audience, especially hungry for war coverage.330 Greek sources and 
british observers agreed that no propaganda was needed as such – only news ‘with 
a minimum of talks and speeches’.331

talks generally drew much negative comment.332 Praise was reserved for 
francis noel baker’s war commentaries333 and the long-running weekly ‘London 

327 fo 371/29846 r3580, warner to dickson, bbC broadcasts to Cyprus, 5.9.41. the 
Cypriot talks were finally detached from the Greek broadcasts in October 1941, although 
the reverse counter-argument was used: fo 371/29846 r9162, Powell to warner, fo, 
12.10.41.
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Commentaries’ given by former diplomat dimitrios Caclamanos. the latter 
were described as ‘excellent’, even if ‘rather highbrow’.334 Caclamanos’ appeal, 
especially among intellectual circles, was confirmed by Kanellopoulos and 
Greek officers escaping to the Middle East.335 the bbC occasionally featured art, 
especially Greek music. during the German invasion, it sought to employ Katina 
Paxinou, a distinguished Greek actress cut off in england by the war, in order to 
‘tell the Greeks of the appreciation felt in London for their exploits’.336 in december 
1942, it expressed interest in trying out recordings from Cairo featuring Sophia 
Vembo, Vera Lynn’s Greek counterpart.337 a member of the Greek Service also 
suggested broadcasting the ‘english latest hits in love songs, or songs of any kind, 
especially kantades’. in her opinion, ‘[t]he Greek can never listen long enough to 
music, especially women’.338 another popular feature of Greek broadcasts was the 
personal message service which was introduced in early 1942.339

reception of bbC programmes was in principle facilitated by the fact that, 
owing to the late introduction of national broadcasting (March 1938), the majority 
of radio sets in Greece were all-wave receivers.340 there were complaints that the 
timing of certain Greek Service broadcasts, especially the dawn bulletin, coincided 
with electricity cuts.341 unlike the bbC, the medium wave transmission of eSb 
from Cairo was inaudible as it clashed with the athens radio. its short wave 
signal was reported to be weak and the beirut (Jerusalem?) broadcasts practically 
‘unheard of’.342 there was no evidence of serious jamming until the end of 1942. 

334 See various references in HS 8/304, 1940; FO 371/29853 R8204, minutes by 
Warner and Dixon, 30/31.8.41; FO 371/29853 R8541, Warner, ‘Propaganda for Greece’, 
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output’, 26.5.42.
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in Greek, September’.
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Subsequently, although Cairo and Jerusalem were ‘drowned’, London ‘got through 
by sheer power’.343

with regard to listening conditions, the collaborationist regime sought to have 
all sets registered and stamped. Yet, as was the case before the war, registration was 
reported to be  ‘very lax’ and it was presumed that many sets remained undeclared. 
the italians also issued occasional orders for the registration of sets and penalised 
listening to foreign broadcasts in their zone of occupation. again, these measures 
appeared less strictly enforced in towns than in the countryside or the islands. for 
some time, the only known cases of confiscation concerned the Jewish community 
of Salonika.344 before long, however, police measures, informers, shortage of 
electricity345 and spare parts, and even ‘the absolute quietness of the streets during 
the night’ threatened to reduce the potential audience.346 on 10 January 1943, the 
German Command for Southern Greece ordered the population to surrender all 
‘wireless sets and wireless apparatus’ within 10 days under pain of imprisonment 
or death. the mayors were made responsible for the execution of the order which 
apparently was not universally obeyed and the british continued to receive 
conflicting reports regarding the application of such measures in the German and 
italian zones.347 according to the sources of a bbC survey, in May 1943 ‘one 
could still buy sets in athens’.348

there were problems in so-called ‘free areas’, too. according to bLos, eaM 
confiscated radio sets and tried to monopolise the flow of information in its 
territory. nicholas Hammond, who was active in western Macedonia, recalled 
that ‘[a]ll radio sets had to be surrendered on penalty of death, and an eLaS 
loudspeaker in the market square gave its own garbled version of events. no one 
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15.3.43; BBCWA, E2/190, Survey 13/43, 20.5.43; cf. Briggs 1970, 71.

344 FO 898/152, ‘Greek propaganda plan’, 22.9.41; FO 371/33158 R6127, MoS, 
Cairo, to FO, Warner to Dixon, tel. 1540, 14.9.42; PWE, Basic Handbook, ii, 22. in october 
1941, the bbC broadcast instructions on how to beat the order for the registration of radio 
sets: inf 1/900, Pwe progress report for week ending october 17, 1941.

345 the supply of current to the athens area was down to one-third of the pre-war level 
and conditions in Salonika were reported to be worse: bbCwa, e2/190, Survey 13/43, 
20.5.43.

346 FO 371/29854 R9770, FO to Cairo, d. 4414, 13.12.41; BBCWA, E2/190, Survey 
12/43, 15.3.43.

347 bbCwa, e2/190, Survey 12/43, 15.3.43. a british report implied that this measure 
was partly a response to italian laxness. it also related the following story: ‘in order to prove 
to the italians that a great number of radio sets were still being used to listen in to the bbC 
news, the Germans took a party of Italian officials to the Electric Power Station shortly 
before the London news was due to come on and stood observing the power output meter. a 
few minutes before the news was due, the dial jumped up to full output capacity’: bbCwa, 
e2/190, Survey 13/43, 20.5.43.

348 bbCwa, e2/190, Survey 13/43, 20.5.43.
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could produce leaflets or news-sheets except ELAS’.349 on 20 June 1944, a ‘news 
agency of free Greece’ set up by eaM began transmitting twice and then three 
times daily. it used two wireless transmitter units provided by Soe. their range 
was between 200 and 400 miles from the transmitter but reception was reported 
as ‘almost inaudible in Greece within 200 miles of the broadcast’. in view of its 
limited capacity, Leeper’s reaction – ‘i need hardly emphasise how much trouble 
this is likely to cause’ – appears rather exaggerated.350 Still, considerations of this 
sort spurred the British to a last-minute intensification of their leaflet campaign.351

Despite all the difficulties, British sources were unanimous that BBC 
broadcasts attracted ‘a large regular audience’, being regarded as ‘the only source 
of credited information’ in occupied Greece.352 a ‘private letter’ sent from the 
occupied country in december 1941 showed how ‘in a small Greek town which, 
when the war began, had three sets, all dependent on the main, and had even 
before the war electricity between 6 p.m. and midnight only’, people somehow 
managed to listen to ‘London’ regularly.353 according to another Greek source, 
‘every news item is spread around rapidly and information is circulating by word 
of mouth’, whereas the ‘first subject of conversation … is about news’.354 full 
translations or summaries of BBC broadcasts were reproduced in the flourishing 
underground press which was rightly regarded as ‘Britain’s unofficial agency in 
Greece’.355 in addition to the Greek Service, Greeks with a knowledge of foreign 
languages tuned in to the bbC Home and european Services, especially the highly 
regarded french programme. no serious competition was reported from allied, 
neutral or enemy radio. only Soviet and turkish stations attracted more than a 
negligible audience,356 whereas the axis-controlled athens station was tuned in to 

349 Hammond 1983, 73. Similarly, HS 5/478, ‘Trinket Intelligence Report’, 16.4.44; 
HS 5/466, ‘Plan for reorganising distribution of propaganda to Greece’, 15.7.44; cf. 
Ploumidis 2006, 420.

350 fo 371/43707 r9974, memo, ‘Greece: broadcasts of news bulletins by eaM/
ELAS’, 1.7.44; FO 371/43707 R9974, Leeper to FO, tel. 441, 24.7.44.

351 See below, section on leaflets.
352 inf 1/899, Pw(M) (42) 1, Pwe, ‘Monthly report on Propaganda for december 

1941’, 1.1.42; FO 898/54, Murray to Leeper, ‘Proposed Greek RU’, 6.1.42, enclosure: draft 
memo, ‘Greek RU’; similarly, FO 371/37211 R2380, MoS, Cairo, to FO, tel. 81, 27.2.43; 
similarly, BBCWA, E2/190, Survey 12/43, 15.3.43; BBCWA, E2/190, Survey 13/43, 
20.5.43; FO 898/152, Myers to Selborne, ‘Notes on the type of propaganda most suitable 
for Greece’, 28.9.43; FO 371/37167C R10793, Selborne to Sargent, 21.10.43, enclosure: 
‘Report on BBC broadcasts in Greek, September’; HS 5/478, ‘Trinket Intelligence Report’, 
16.4.44.

353 inf 1/899, Pw(M) (42) 30, Pwe, ‘Monthly report on Propaganda for april 1942’, 
1.5.42.

354 bbCwa, e2/190, Survey 12/43, 15.3.43.
355 BBCWA, E2/190, Survey 12/43, 15.3.43; BBCWA, E2/190, Survey 13/43, 20.5.43.
356 bbCwa, e1/817, Miss Sideropoulo, ‘the athens radio before the German 

invasion’, May 1941; BBCWA, E2/190, Survey 12/43, 15.3.43.
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the extent that much of its programme consisted of innocuous ‘recorded music and 
light entertainment’.357

Criticism of BBC Broadcasts

although their fundamental value was never disputed, Greek broadcasts were 
occasionally criticised on account of both their style and substance. Pwe reports 
as well as sources from the occupied country from 1942 and 1943 found the 
‘general presentation of the news’ too ‘impersonal’, ‘neutral in tone’, ‘groundless’, 
‘flat’ and ‘lifeless’358 – despite the more frequent ‘use of two voices and a musical 
accompaniment’.359 output was inevitably affected by the language question 
afflicting Greece since her constitution as an independent state. Early in the life of the 
Greek Service, the bbC authorities were warned that most Greeks would consider 
anything but the most moderate katharevousa (purist Greek) ‘excessive’.360 thus, a 
journalistic type of simplified katharevousa was used for news, although talks and 
comment could be closer to the vernacular.361 further complaints related to the use 
of Greek,362 Cypriot and other ‘undesirable accents’,363 and ‘affected voices and 
careless reading’, especially by Costas Hadjiargyris, a programme assistant and 
occasional commentator.364 after monitoring bbC broadcasts during September 
1943, an SOE officer in Greece considered Hadjiargyris ‘unsuitable’ on account 
of what he described as ‘thoroughly fourth rate’ special talks ‘in a type of Greek 
affected mainly by the Greek city intelligentsia’. S.n. Soteriades, an announcer and 

357 Pwe, Basic Handbook, ii, 22.
358 inf 1/899, Pw(M) (42) 30, Pwe, ‘Monthly report on Propaganda for april 1942’, 

1.5.42; FO 371/33157 R3098, MoS, Cairo, to FO, tel. 595, Warner to Dixon, 12.5.42; FO 
371/33158 R6127, MoS, Cairo, to FO, Warner to Dixon, tel. 1540, 14.9.42; BBCWA, 
E2/190, Survey 12/43, 15.3.43; FO 371/37167C R10793, Selborne to Sargent, 21.10.43, 
enclosure: ‘report on bbC broadcasts in Greek, September’.

359 bbCwa, e1/816/1, ‘General Survey of Greek output’, 26.5.42.
360 bbCwa, e9/20, Lawrence to Salt, 16.10.39.
361 bbCwa, e2/190, Survey 12/43, 15.3.43.
362 During one particular week, a Greek barrister ‘noted down … thirty-five errors 

of grammar and syntax’. the same source suggested the ‘Greek’ pronunciation of british 
names of persons, places, etc.: bbCwa, e2/190, Survey 12/43, 15.3.43.

363 BBCWA, E9/20, Cummings, ‘BBC broadcast in Greek’, 9.10.39; FO 371/33158 
R6127, MoS, Cairo, to FO, Warner to Dixon, tel. 1540, 14.9.42; HS 5/472, Mitchell to 
Broadcasting Division, MOI, ‘BBC Greek intelligence’, 21.1.43; BBCWA, E2/190, Survey 
12/43, 15.3.43.

364 BBCWA, E1/816/1, ‘General Survey of Greek Output’, 26.5.42; FO 371/37211 
r2380, MoS, Cairo, to fo, tel. 81, 27.2.43.
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news commentator, was judged ‘only a little better … temperamental, incautious 
and fulsome … a third-rate journalist’.365

Sources were unanimous that talks were the achilles’ heel of the Greek Service. 
in late august 1941, warner used some really harsh words for certain Greek 
commentators: Soteriades had ‘no conception’ of the anti-German feeling inside 
Greece, Miss efrossini [frosso] Sideropoulo’s ‘Londoner’s diary’ was ‘rubbish’ 
and the ‘three friends’ feature second rate.366 Similar criticism also came from 
within. the principal editor of the Greek Service described a number of talks as 
‘trivial and parish-pump’, while Newsome spoke of ‘too many “piffling talks”’.367 
The SOE officer reporting from Greece criticised ‘special talks’ as dull and boring, 
‘too academic in tone and too routine in substance’. He noted a few exceptions 
relating to ‘historical recollections and anniversaries’ which allegedly appealed to 
balkan audiences.368

with regard to content, criticism of early bulletins focused on a tendency to 
deal ‘too exclusively with Great britain, her Colonies and peculiar interests’.369 
during the occupation, sources from Greece agreed that there was no need for 
‘continual praise of the past’ and that other ways should be found to stimulate 
morale.370 reports on anglocentric post-war projects, such as the beveridge report 
or the india debate, were also dismissed as irrelevant. instead, in addition to war 
news, the Greeks reportedly prized information about their own country, tributes 
to their resistance, frequent acknowledgement of their sufferings, promises of 
post-war relief, and more personal messages ‘in a condensed form’.371 the french 
programme was cited as an exemplar. Yet there were conflicting assessments 
of attempts at humour and ridicule: according to one source, there was ‘not 
sufficient use’ of these ingredients, while another deprecated the broadcasting of 
‘entertainment features’ to people who risked their lives to tune in.372

365 fo 371/37167C r10793, Selborne to Sargent, 21.10.43, enclosure: ‘report on 
bbC broadcasts in Greek, September’.

366 fo 371/29853 r8541, warner, ‘Propaganda for Greece’, 31.8.41.
367 bbCwa, e1/816/1, Kirkpatrick to Lockhart, 16.4.42.
368 fo 371/37167C r10793, Selborne to Sargent, 21.10.43, enclosure: ‘report on 

bbC broadcasts in Greek, September’.
369 bbCwa, e9/20, athens to fo, 13.10.39.
370 FO 371/33157 R3098, MoS, Cairo, to FO, tel. 595, Warner to Dixon, 12.5.42; FO 

371/33158 r6127, MoS, Cairo, to fo, warner to dixon, tel. 1540, 14.9.42.
371 FO 371/33158 R6127, MoS, Cairo, to FO, Warner to Dixon, tel. 1540, 14.9.42; HS 

5/472, David Mitchell to Broadcasting Division, MOI, ‘BBC Greek intelligence’, 21.1.43; 
FO 371/37211 R2380, MoS, Cairo, to FO, tel. 81, 27.2.43; BBCWA, E2/190, Survey 12/43, 
15.3.43; BBCWA, E2/190, Survey 13/43, 20.5.43; HS 5/478, ‘Trinket Intelligence Report’, 
16.4.44.

372 HS 5/472, Mitchell to broadcasting division, Moi, ‘bbC Greek intelligence’, 
21.1.43; BBCWA, E2/190, Survey 12/43, 15.3.43.
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After spending several months ‘in the field’, Brigadier Myers submitted his own 
proposals for effective propaganda. Like others before him, he stressed the need 
for ‘straight honest news’ and recommended more recognition of Greek resistance 
(‘the Greeks appreciate pats on the back’, he noted), speeches by senior allied 
officials on the progress of the war, information on German atrocities, strength 
and troop movements inside Greece as well as news on resistance movements 
elsewhere in the balkans.373 on behalf of the Pwe Greek Section, Powell agreed 
with the emphasis on news and tributes, noting however that available information 
was usually too scarce to provide ‘a peg for praise’. She was rather doubtful about 
speeches by foreign officials and military officers, wondering where Greek-
speaking ones could be found. with regard to enemy troop movements, little could 
be reported as it concerned ‘inevitably rare’ military information. as for news on 
balkan resistance, she observed that ‘the Greeks got quite enough about other 
people, and not enough about themselves’.374

british intelligence occasionally provided evidence of enemy praise for bbC 
Greek broadcasts. A confidential report of the Press Bureau of the German Ministry 
for foreign affairs from august 1942 favourably contrasted London and Cairo 
with German transmissions. it spoke highly of ‘London announcers’ and talks 
on national questions, while noting the ‘wide sentimental appeal’ of the athens 
Station identification signal which was then used by the BBC Greek Service.375 
The signal – ‘cow and goat bells and a shepherd’s flute’ – had been handed over 
to the bbC by the Greek minister in London in late May 1941. as a symbol of 
trust and continuity between the bbC and the Greek radio, it remained in use until 
5 november 1944, when it was duly returned to its station of origin in liberated 
athens.376

The BBC Greek Service, the Government-in-Exile and the British

as briggs mildly put it, ‘broadcasting to Greece from London was never easy’.377 
Most of the trouble stemmed from the fact that the Greek government-in-exile 
was never satisfied with the level of support it received from the BBC Greek 
Service. Foreign Office and SOE officials tended to justify these complaints. 

373 fo 898/152, Myers to Selborne, ‘notes on the type of propaganda most suitable 
for Greece’, 28.9.43. Similar remarks in HS 5/478, ‘Trinket Intelligence Report’, 16.4.44; 
cf. Ploumidis 2006, 420.

374 fo 371/37213 r10818, Powell to barker, 18.10.43. Myers’ interest in broadcasting 
to Greece as ‘Colonel Eddie’ was satisfied only once, on 8 October 1943, in what was to 
be his swan-song to occupied Greece. See fo 898/152, Selborne to Cadogan, 28.9.43, and 
above, note 216.

375 bbCwa, e2/190, Survey 12/43, 15.3.43.
376 briggs 1970, 461.
377 ibid., 461–2.
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at the time of the Greek-italian war, the Metaxas government had asked for 
‘closest collaboration’ with the british authorities in order to ensure that the Greek 
Service did not broadcast news unconfirmed by it or dissonant with official war 
propaganda. according to one of its members, athens was apparently unhappy 
with the tendency of the Service to ‘posit’ the cause of democracy.378

briggs is apparently right to claim that the Greek Service ‘was always unhappy 
about the policy’ of the tsouderos government.379 the Service was staffed mostly 
with anti-royalist Venizelists who were very critical of King George’s support for 
the Metaxas dictatorship and equally suspicious of his post-war intentions. the 
king and the government-in-exile, for their part, often targeted the bbC Greeks, 
especially chief editor angeloglou and Soteriades.380 Their hostility was reflected 
in warner’s position that ‘several members’ of the Service were dangerously anti-
royalist or anti-government. after attending a number of its weekly meetings, he 
reported that the Greek staff was ‘dangerously out of touch with feeling in the 
country’. the head of the Service himself, who despite his origins had never lived 
in Greece, admitted that his ‘knowledge of the Greek language and Greek affairs 
was somewhat sketchy’. warner described 28-year old angeloglou as ‘energetic’ 
but ‘too young’ and unequal to the task of ‘keeping the other Greeks in hand’. His 
scathing remarks about certain individuals have already been mentioned. Seizing 
upon angeloglou’s point that the Greek broadcasts ‘must be worth the risk of 
listening to’, warner exclaimed: ‘i should be furious if i risked being sent to prison 
to listen to a bulletin and came in for some nonsense by Miss Sideropoulos!’ His 
conclusion was that the Greek Service was ‘badly in need of new blood’.381

warner’s criticism coincided with a broader drive on the part of the foreign 
Office to impose more control on BBC output. His superior in the Southern 
department, Pierson dixon, suggested greater involvement of the exiled Greek 
authorities in ‘manufacturing propaganda’, specifically mentioning deputy 
minister for the Press, Michalopoulos. to that end, he recalled Churchill’s ruling 
that the views of governments-in-exile ‘should normally prevail’ in questions of 
propaganda.382 as warner was seeking an arrangement with Michalopoulos, Pwe 
emerged as the new ‘intermediary’ between the bbC and émigré authorities in 
London.383 A regular meeting was fixed between the Greek official and Murray, the 

378 bbCwa, e1/816/1, Soteriades to newsome, 22.11.41.
379 briggs 1970, 461–2.
380 Ploumidis 2006, 417. not even loyal noel-baker was spared: HS 5/472, d/HV to 

d/H 131, 26.7.42.
381 FO 371/29853 R8096, minute by Warner, 29.8.41; FO 371/29853 R8541, Warner, 

‘Propaganda for Greece’, 31.8.41; FO 898/152, Murray to Dixon, 25.10.41; cf. Ploumidis 
2006, 417.

382 fo 371/29853 r8541, minutes by warner and dixon, ‘Propaganda for Greece’, 
31.8./2.9.41; cf. Ploumidis 2006, 417.

383 FO 898/152, Murray to Dixon, 25.10.41; FO 898/153, Murray to Coverley Price, 
19.10.41.
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Pwe regional director for South-east europe. it was also agreed that the Greek 
authorities could monitor broadcasting. Murray, however, rejected Michalopoulos’ 
request to lecture the bbC Greeks on questions of political correctness.384

The BBC Greek staff did not intend to submit without a fight. In a note to 
newsome, Soteriades claimed that the quality of the Greek broadcasts was falling 
victim to the policy of selling the king and his government. in his view, this project 
was being pursued at the expense of the cause of democracy and, on at least one 
occasion, it had led to news being ‘deliberately forged’. Soteriades also objected 
to the high content of official Greek ‘news and views’ and self-praise in BBC 
bulletins and PWE directives. He finally appeared to worry lest a ‘reversion to the 
old bbC aloofness from Greek politics’ would leave the king and his government 
‘unchallenged’.385 newsome relayed these views to Kirkpatrick, stating that he 
did not wish the Greek Service to identify with ‘what he considered the wrong 
cause’.386

Whatever expectations Foreign Office officials, such as Warner, entertained 
of co-operation with Greek officials, growing familiarity with the latter’s modus 
operandi soon dispelled them. warner came to regard Michalopoulos as the prime 
mover of a systematic campaign to discredit the personnel of the bbC Greek 
Service and have it replaced with his government’s ‘own creatures’. warner urged 
a clear distinction between British and official Greek propaganda, even if that 
meant granting the exiled government’s request for free broadcasting time. in his 
view, a clear propaganda policy was urgently required.387

there is ample evidence that Kirkpatrick, sometimes prompted by newsome, 
acted as a bulwark against successive waves of attacks on the bbC Greek Service 
by the Tsouderos government, usually seconded by the Foreign Office. In his view, 
the Greek staff ‘had no say in policy’ and was adequately supervised.388 Kirkpatrick 
also resisted warner’s suggestion that, in addition to issuing directives which the 
Service allegedly ignored, the Pwe Greek Section should supervise broadcasts on 
a daily basis.389 in early 1942, he defended Soteriades, whom the Greek authorities 
accused of circulating an anti-government ‘letter’ among the London Greeks.390 

384 fo 898/153, Murray to Price, ‘Steps taken in relations with the Greek Government 
on bbC propaganda’, 19.10.41.

385 BBCWA, E1/816/1, Soteriades to Newsome, 22.11.41; cf. Stenton 2000, 56.
386 BBCWA, E1/816/1, Newsome to Kirkpatrick, 30.11.41; cf. Stenton 2000, 58.
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389 FO 898/152, minutes of meeting at the Foreign Office, ‘Propaganda to Greece’, 
24.12.41.

390 this might have been the note which Soteriades had addressed to newsome in 
november 1941.
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although Murray suggested disciplinary action as a way of defusing tension with 
the émigré government,391 Kirkpatrick dismissed the charges as unfounded and 
stated that the Greek employee was doing a ‘first-class’ job.392

The controversy over the Greek Service in part reflected the inter-departmental 
struggle for control over ‘overt’ propaganda. in february 1942, for instance, 
Powell admitted that the Service had ‘completely ignored’ instructions to 
broadcast the long-awaited decree officially terminating the Metaxas regime and 
the removal of its remnants from the cabinet. when tsouderos made enquiries, 
the British officials were misleadingly reassuring.393 The Foreign Office, however, 
kept the matter open on two counts: first, what it perceived as a ‘fundamental clash 
of principle’ between bbC editors, newsome in particular, and Pwe regional 
directors. was the latter to exercise control and direction, Sargent wondered in 
a letter to Lockhart, or was their role an advisory one? in the case of the Greek 
Service, Sargent claimed that such uncertainty led to ‘political log-rolling and 
general inefficiency’. Second, the continuing presence of ‘strongly anti-Greek 
government elements’ within the Service resulted in bulletins of ‘low standard’ 
and ‘frequent gaffes’. among other examples, Sargent quoted the broadcasting 
to Greece of a tribute to the Yugoslav coup of 27 March 1941, the inadequate 
publicity to the king’s and trouderos’ visit to Cairo, and the downplaying of the 
first substantial relief shipment to Greece. Sargent suggested the ‘elimination’ of 
Soteriades, ‘the worst offender’, as a warning.394

Kirkpatrick’s rebuttal was extremely sharp. His senior colleague’s complaints, 
he told Lockhart, were ‘based on ignorance and, if they did not come from the 
Foreign Office, I would add malice’. The new principal editor of the Greek 
Service had assured him that there was no conflict between PWE and Newsome 
over propaganda policy, but only an occasional divergence of opinion between 
newsome and Powell. He defended Soteriades as ‘by far the ablest Greek on our 
staff’, a democrat who ‘does not allow his political views to spoil our broadcasts’. 
once again, he warned that it would be dangerous to let the Greek government 
have its own people in the Service. angelogou’s english successor as chief editor 
was satisfied with the quality of the bulletins and relations with the Greek staff. If 
the question of dismissal ever arose, Kirkpatrick explained, it was BBC policy first 
to give warning and to dismiss only the unreformed.395 However, Pwe complaints 
and Foreign Office disquiet thereof continued. In July 1943, Powell lamented that 
‘[m]ethods of control as such have up to now not existed’. whatever control she 

391 fo 898/153, (Murray) to Kirkpatrick, 19.1.42.
392 Soteriades was merely told to abstain from political activity: fo 898/152, 
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was able to exercise was entirely through personal contact and that method proved 
ineffective when it encountered ‘strong bbC opposition’.396

it is a tribute to Kirkpatrick’s resilience that the Greek Service survived this 
crisis with only a minor reshuffle. In March 1942, Angeloglou was replaced as 
principal editor by an englishman, d.e. noel-Paton, pre-war director of the 
institute of english Studies in athens.397 angeloglou stayed on as senior sub-
editor.398 when Soteriades was once more taken to task in august 1942, Kirkpatrick 
turned the tables on his critics. To ‘sacrifice’ a man because he was undesirable 
to his own government’, he argued, would set a ‘highly dangerous’ precedent. He 
reminded his Foreign Office colleagues that General de Gaulle, the Polish and 
the belgian governments-in-exile were ‘gunning for’ members of the bbC staff 
‘simply because these men take their instructions from us and not from their own 
Governments’. if such interference was sanctioned, he warned, ‘british discipline 
and british control would be impossible to maintain’.399

Official complaints about the attitude of BBC Greeks continued. In August 
1942, King George, already vexed by criticism from the ‘free Voice of Greece’, 
the Soe ‘black’ station in the Middle east, raised with eden the issue of bbC 
personnel ‘known to be hostile to the monarchy’. in his own demarche, tsouderos 
cited as an example the Greek Service’s failure to report improvement in the food 
situation, which, in his interpretation distorted the allied role in famine relief.400 
Kirkpatrick dismissed the complaint as ‘not only irresponsible and unfounded, 
but dangerous’. He explained that the broadcast in question was in line with the 
Foreign Office policy against offering the Germans ‘an excuse’ to stop the relief 
ships. instead, he reproached noel-Paton for indulging the Greek government and 
its spokesmen. ‘one cannot expect gratitude in this world and the Greeks have 
always been notoriously ungrateful people’, he quipped. He also urged Sargent to 
assure the government-in-exile ‘that policy control of Greek broadcasts is in the 
hands of Englishmen in whom the Foreign Office has confidence’.401 Sargent, for 
his part, expressed some sympathy with the Greek complaints. if a bbC Greek 
felt that he could not ‘conscientiously espouse’ the official policy of ‘wholehearted 
support’ for the king and his government, he argued, ‘then his proper course is to 
resign’.402
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More serious ‘tussles’ followed the transfer of the tsouderos government from 
London to Cairo, in april 1943. Greater awareness of the growth of anti-royalist 
resistance movements inside Greece, especially of eaM/eLaS, complicated 
matters for the Greek Service as did the appointment in early 1943 of a propaganda 
veteran, Leeper, as british ambassador to the government-in-exile. the Soe 
Mission to Greece complained that, by giving publicity to eaM/eLaS activities, 
bbC broadcasts threatened its efforts to reconcile the main resistance organisations 
‘on british terms’.403 eventually, the Pwe balkan directorate was persuaded to 
demand the loyal co-operation of the bbC Greeks. the latter were told that, in 
view of the new phase of the war in the Mediterranean, ‘allied military interests 
must take precedence over internal Greek political affairs’. therefore, they ought 
to accept orders ‘in accordance with military necessities’ and ‘try to swallow their 
suspicions’. britain, they were assured, had no interest in imposing dictatorship 
on the Greeks.404 for some time, ‘formal instructions to criticise eLaS or, at other 
points, to ignore everything they did, were, on the whole, obeyed’.405

amidst the controversy generated by the visit of the Greek resistance 
delegates to Cairo, in august–September 1943, the tsouderos government 
resumed its polemics, focusing on the perceived weakest links of the Greek 
Service, Hadjiargyris and Soteriades. the former was targeted for broadcasting 
a commentary which distinguished between the bulgarian people and its rulers. 
in fact, the piece had been written by Soteriades, and, although criticised as 
‘premature’, was in line with ‘the general policy of the bbC european Services’. 
the latter, as Powell admitted, was ‘far more inclined to appease the bulgarians 
than calculated to please Greek listeners’.406 nonetheless, Hadjiargyris, who had 
been saved from dismissal once,407 was called up for military service and had to 
leave the bbC in october 1943.408 ‘the Greek Government have got their knife 
into this man’, was Kirkpatrick’s bitter comment.409

Several months later, during the crisis precipitated by the mutinies in the Greek 
armed forces, the Soe Mission reiterated its complaints that the tone of bbC 
broadcasts about the government-in-exile crisis and Peea ‘bore every appearance 
of considerable concession to eaM/eLaS’. according to Leeper, both the bbC 
and the british press had taken eaM declarations at face value and ‘given them 
much too favourable comment’.410 as has been noted, his intervention led to 
Churchill’s ruling against publicity for this movement. this episode illustrated 

403 Briggs 1970, 461–2; Stenton 2000, 58–9.
404 fo 898/153, barker to Lockhart, 30.5.43.
405 Briggs 1970, 462; Stenton 2000, 59.
406 FO 371/37213 R8876, Powell to Laskey, 15.9.43; emphasis in the original.
407 fo 898/153, Powell to Murray, 6.2.42.
408 fo 371/37167C r10793, Selborne to Sargent, 21.10.43, enclosure: ‘report on 

bbC broadcasts in Greek, September’.
409 fo 371/37213 r8827, Kirkpatrick to dixon, 13.9.43.
410 fo 898/155, Leeper to fo, d. 257, 16.4.44.
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the pitfalls of news-making in conditions of organisational diffusion. in spring 
1943, it had been decided that ‘all press releases’ on Greek resistance were to be 
made in Cairo, with the agreement of Pwe and after consultation with Soe.411 
what caused Leeper’s reaction was a news item giving a ‘rather fulsome account’ 
of ELAS operations which, once officially released to the press, the BBC could 
not simply ignore.412 according to Lord Moyne, the resident minister, Leeper had 
consented to publicity about eLaS action ‘from Cairo whilst complaining about 
similar publicity from London’.413

after the Lebanon conference, and while eaM refused to join the government 
of ‘national unity’, the Greek Service came in for fresh accusations of ‘constant 
perversion of truth’ and pro-eaM bias.414 the Greek minister for the Press 
demanded stricter control to ensure that bbC Greek broadcasts contained 
nothing ‘not in line’ with the policy of his government or likely to hurt Greek 
national feeling. As examples, he mentioned alleged perversions of Greek official 
announcements and the soft treatment of albania and bulgaria.415 Powell was 
inclined to attribute the first accusation to faulty translations done in haste. In 
order to preclude further incidents, she asked that Cairo supplied the original text 
of important statements.416 Kirkpatrick pointed out that much of this controversy 
could have been avoided if the Greek government was able to communicate with 
its information bureau in London and had made better use of its free time on 
the bbC schedule.417 These explanations apparently persuaded the Foreign Office 
that, in this case at least, the bbC was not to blame.418 Yet this episode combined 
with further Greek demands on broadcasting time to produce a rare record of 
reverse criticism. Noel-Paton, the Greek editor, blamed the Foreign Office for the 
‘suppression of objective news in Cairo’ and for trying to ‘prevent bbC broadcasts 
of material representing other opinions’. Its policy, he affirmed, was unpopular 
with most Greeks ‘of all parties’. tongue in cheek, he worried lest the Greek 
government broadcast ‘more objectively than is possible for the bbC’.419

Greece’s fate after liberation continued to test the limits of bbC autonomy 
and, particularly, its right to broadcast views critical of government policy in time 
of war. as briggs noted, leftist MPs would join sections of the press in ‘noisy 
opposition’ to the british military intervention against eaM/eLaS in athens, 

411 HS 8/310, Pwe/Soe Co-ordination Committee, draft minutes regarding resistance 
and reprisals, 2.3.43.

412 inf 1/986, Kirkpatrick to M. Hodge, Moi, 19.4.44.
413 INF 1/986, Bracken to Churchill, 20.4.44; INF 1/986, Bracken to Churchill, 1.5.44.
414 FO 371/43707 R9100, Leeper to Howard, 3.6.44; cf. Ploumidis 2006, 419.
415 fo 930/273, Cartalis to Leeper, aide-Memoire, 13.6.44.
416 fo 371/43707 r9654, Powell to Laskey, 17.6.44.
417 fo 371/43707 r10813, minute by Kirkpatrick, 11.7.44.
418 fo 898/155, Sargent to Lockhart, 3.7.44.
419 bbCwa, e2/11, noel-Paton to Clark, ‘Greek Government request for daily 
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in december 1944. the fact that the bbC reported such criticism as part of its 
daily survey of british newspapers provoked ‘angry protests’ from Leeper and 
General Scobie. according to briggs, ‘[t]he issue was examined at the highest 
level, and the bbC retained its freedom to broadcast details not only of facts but 
of opinions’.420

Government-in-Exile Broadcasting

while still on its long journey from Crete to London, the tsouderos government 
requested free time on the British radio. A meeting of MOI, Foreign Office 
and BBC representatives in July 1941 ‘definitely’ opposed this.421 Citing the 
unpopularity of the king and his government, Pwe later proposed ‘both to limit 
and to supervise closely the participation of the Greek Government in propaganda 
to Greece’.422 However, equally resented was the ‘pooling’ of ‘continuous’ Greek 
official announcements and British views in the regular BBC Greek broadcasts. As 
a lesser evil, warner proposed to let the government-in-exile have its free time.423 
Kirkpatrick objected that ‘free periods had given rise to endless difficulties in the 
case of other allies’.424 the issue resurfaced in early april 1942, and after further 
deliberations, a 10-minute bulletin, separate from the regular Greek Service 
programme, was granted. it was inaugurated ‘with a speech by tsouderos on 19 
July 1942.425

before long, tsouderos complained that the bbC Greek staff was being 
unhelpful.426 Kirkpatrick explained that the latter objected to the Greek authorities’ 
attempt to conceal the fact that they were being given free time, apparently in order 
to capitalise on bbC prestige. as a result, the bulletin was properly ‘labelled’,427 
but some listeners still found it hard to distinguish between bbC and Greek 
government output.428 This was unfortunate, since the official Greek bulletin soon 
generated much negative comment. a source from Greece described it as ‘too full 

420 briggs 1970, 634.
421 fo 371/29853 r7879, Stavridi to Leigh ashton, 8.7.41.
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of verbiage’,429 and, according to another report, it was ‘frequently switched off 
as soon as it beg[an]’.430 Its unpopularity was further confirmed by Greek officers 
arriving at the Middle east.431 not surprisingly, the king and cabinet members 
generally preferred to speak over the Greek Service broadcasts – although, by 
early 1943, the british put a check on this tendency.432 noel-Paton’s verdict was 
that the programme never ‘properly carried out its declared purpose of expressing 
the views of the Greek Government to the Greek people’.433

According to Kirkpatrick, Greek officials could practically ‘say what they 
like[d]’ during their ten minutes. However, although the british authorities 
exercised only military and ‘a very light political censorship’, friction was not 
avoided when Greek rhetoric conflicted with PWE directives, for example with 
regard to bulgaria and italy.434 the Pwe also complained that it was getting no 
information from the Greek Propaganda Service in London, in contrast to its Cairo 
counterpart under the diplomat and poet George Seferiadis, with whom the british 
had co-operated since the time of Greece’s neutrality. warner was particularly 
scathing about Michalopoulos. upon learning of his departure for the united 
States, he tersely remarked: ‘He must by now have exhausted his english public, 
and he is quite useless for doing Greek propaganda to the Greeks in Greece. to 
them he is neither fish nor fowl’.435

429 fo 371/33158 r8285, warner, Cairo, to Meade, fo, 31.10.42. excerpts from a 
talk by Michalopoulos marking the axis defeat in north africa provide a telling example:

and, suddenly, from the torrid shores of africa, a strong fresh wind leaving behind the 
desert dust, the smoke of battle and the ashes of doom – the strong fresh wind of freedom 
blows outward to the northern shores of the Mediterranean Sea. upon this wind ride the 
wings of victory whirring to the pulse of high-powered meters … and, nearest to the scene 
of grandiose victory, the people of Hellas most rejoice, as they prepare to shake off the 
shackles which never enslaved their spirit … the future thucydides will marvel that in a 
vessel frail indeed so great a flame has burned so steadfastly across the ages.

bbCwa, e1/817 talk by andreas Michalopoulos, Greek [deputy] Minister of 
information, 18.5.43.

430 bbCwa, e2/190, Survey 12/43, 15.3.43. a broadcast by Virgo tsouderos attracted 
particularly adverse comment. Listeners found it ‘ridiculous that merely because she was 
the Prime Minister’s daughter she should start “playing the princess”’: bbCwa, e2/190, 
Survey 12/43, 15.3.43.

431 FO 371/37211 R2380, MoS, Cairo, to FO, tel. 81, 27.2.43; BBCWA, E2/190, 
Survey 12/43, 15.3.43.

432 this happened after Kanellopoulos was prevented from broadcasting the reasons 
for his resignation. it was then decided that no prominent Greek in Cairo or London would 
broadcast without Lockhart’s approval: fo 371/37211 r2496, MoS, Cairo, to fo, tel. 643, 
17.3.43; FO 371/37211 R2496, FO to MoS, Cairo, tel. 930, 21.3.43.
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after the tsouderos government – minus Kanellopoulos – was transferred to 
Cairo in March 1943, the quality of its daily free time deteriorated further and, in 
January 1944, it was reduced to 15 minutes four times weekly.436 as Kirkpatrick 
pointed out, the lack of communication between the Greek information services 
in London and Cairo resulted in a mélange of ‘rather amateurish comments on 
the war and other somewhat irresponsible and irrelevant material’.437 the Greek 
authorities, he minuted, were ‘so inefficient that the BBC has to help them to get 
their programme on the air’. bbC staff, both british and Greek, were particularly 
exasperated by the head of the Greek information Service in London, whom they 
blamed for ‘chaotic business methods’, biased views, inaccurate broadcasts and 
‘efforts to wash political linen’. the latter tendency apparently got the Greek 
official into trouble with the Papandreou government. As a result, Kirkpatrick 
suggested bypassing him in the future.438

with liberation in sight, the Greek government-in-exile sought more control 
over the dissemination of ‘all propaganda … touching purely Greek affairs’. to that 
end, it requested direct access to all british information and intelligence material 
coming from inside Greece, at least two regular daily broadcasts from the stations 
in the Middle east and britain, agreement prior to the release of propaganda to 
Greece (including leaflets and broadcasts), and the revision of ‘all existing stops and 
restrictions on Greek affairs’. The last two demands reflected discontent with the 
tendency of the british censorship authorities to take measures without informing 
the Greek services affected by them.439 Leeper was inclined to concur with the first 
two demands as a means of building up the prestige of the Papandreou government. 
However, he objected to the demands involving questions of military censorship 
and the timely dissemination of news. Pwb Cairo, which controlled intelligence 
from occupied Greece, opposed sharing its sources with a foreign service for 
security reasons.440 the bbC Greek editor, for his part, cited the poor record of 
Greek government broadcasts and his ‘considerable personal experience of Greek 
political methods’ as reasons against the granting of more free time.441 in the event, 
the Greek Ministry for the Press was offered preliminary co-ordination of material 
coming from British services with a Legation official earmarked for this purpose.442

436 BBCWA, E2/11, Noel-Paton, ‘Greek Government broadcasts’, 12.1.44; BBCWA, 
e2/11, noel-Paton to Clark, ‘Greek Government request for daily bulletin’, 11.8.44.
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438 fo 371/43707 r10813, minute by Kirkpatrick, 11.7.44.
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440 fo 930/273, Leeper, ‘Greek propaganda and Greek Ministry of info’ and appendix, 
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‘Black’ Broadcasting

even before the establishment of the bbC Greek Service, Moi planners had 
recommended some groundwork for broadcasts to Greece, using ‘a fairly powerful 
wireless transmitter in Jerusalem’ and training suitable personnel.443 More than 
two years later, Jerusalem hosted the first Greek ‘black’ station. It was originally 
conceived as a response to ‘intensive’ German propaganda in occupied Greece.444 
However, it took SOE several months to find a suitable concept and personnel 
among escapees and the Greek community in egypt.445 ‘free Voice of Greece’ 
began broadcasting from Jerusalem on 10 december 1941. its broadcasts consisted 
of a brief news summary, followed by a talk and concluding with a news bulletin 
in a language closer to the vernacular than the bbC ‘journalistic katharevousa’.446

its outlook, approved by Pwe and known to Leeper, was calculated to distance 
the station from both the british and the Greek governments in order to establish 
its credentials as ‘a spontaneous expression’ of patriotic and ‘militant’ citizens 
without specific political affiliation. To that end, it was to develop a ‘working 
class’ slant and even imply a Soviet connection by giving prominence to news 
from the eastern front. although it recognised the tsouderos government, it was 
critical of its delay in repudiating the Metaxist past and its failure to address 
the constitutional issue. approval, however, was supposed to increase as the 
government clarified its position. This line was intended to serve two purposes: 
first, to enable the station to ‘agitate in the country without being exposed’ as 
associated with the government; and, second, to contribute ‘to the weary task of 
“selling” the Greek Government to the Greek people’ by increasing the pressure 
for ‘helpful statements’.447

by early 1942, the station had drawn sharp protests from the Greek king and 
tsouderos and was embroiled in the bitter controversy over Soe’s handling of 
Greek affairs. Spearheading the attack, Pwe compiled a long list of complaints, 
including neglect to safeguard the station’s fictitious origin inside Greece, the 
implication of Soviet affiliation (considered ‘wholly inappropriate’ since there 
was ‘little communism in Greece’), frequent attacks on the record of the Metaxas 

443 inf 1/741, Moi, Publicity division: Planning Section, memo no. 276, ‘report on 
Greece’, 14.7.1939.

444 fo 898/145, minutes of meeting of balkan regional Section, 1.5.41.
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regime (deemed irresponsible and playing into the hands of axis propaganda), 
poor selection of topics (e.g. ‘the plutocratic origins of national Socialism’), 
and a tendency to distinguish between the nazi leaders and the German people 
(considered unnecessarily ‘sympathetic’ and counter-productive).448 Glenconner 
on the part of Soe Cairo did not dispute these points save that the ‘free Voice 
of Greece’ did not attack the king but only the government.449 further criticism 
focused on the station’s Greek staff, recruited from the colony of alexandria. they 
were described as a batch of leftists, ‘conspicuously’ out of touch with conditions 
in Greece.450 Their republicanism was deemed capable of inflicting ‘immediate 
and permanent damage’ to british objectives in Greece. Still, Pwe had not lost all 
hope that the station’s line, ‘if very carefully handled’, might still serve a useful 
purpose. as francis noel-baker, Murray’s assistant on Greek affairs, pointed 
out, ‘black broadcasting’ was an immense propaganda weapon to Greece and it 
should best be used from the Middle east.451 thus, Murray proposed to monitor 
the station pending a full enquiry by the station’s nominal supervisor, Monckton, 
the director general of propaganda and information services in the Middle east.452 
The monitoring confirmed much of the preceding criticism, though it spotted ‘less 
apparent irresponsibility’ and credited the station with good news bulletins.453

at that point, the reaction of the tsouderos government complicated matters 
further. it had originally been decided to keep the ru’s existence secret from the 
Greek authorities. In fact, when asked about its origin by a Greek official in Cairo, 
an apparently embarrassed Monckton ‘denied allegations that the station operated 
from Palestine and stated that it originated from Moscow’.454 in early february, 
Michalopoulos asked that the bbC disavow the station as a tool of ‘black’ 
German propaganda. Murray ‘stalled him off’ by claiming that the bbC did not 
monitor the station. He suspected, however, that Michalopoulos was aware of the 
real situation and proposed either to suppress or radically transform the ru.455 
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Murray’s suspicions were shortly afterwards borne out, as tsouderos himself took 
the matter up with eden.456

the ‘free Voice of Greece’ temporarily went off the air and members of its 
staff were suspended. when it was revived, in March 1942, it operated ‘under a 
strict definition’ of its mission457 provided by Pwe. the station should shed its 
‘internationalist left-wing tendencies’ and ‘proletarian appeal’ which was deemed 
inappropriate for the highly ‘individualistic’ Greeks. it should not attack the king 
or the government and should discontinue the condemnation of the Metaxist 
past, its ostensible connections with the Soviet or any other government, and 
the distinction between Germans and nazis, italians and fascists and, above all, 
‘Bulgarian rulers and people’. Its modified profile ought to be ‘firstly nationalist 
and secondly democratic’. the station should appear independent from both 
parties and the government-in-exile, urge the latter’s broadening ‘with fresh blood 
from Greece’, and encourage pro-british feeling on the basis of both self-interest 
and ‘common democratic principles’. in order to preserve verisimilitude, it should 
never state its whereabouts, but should quote news material from sources ‘within 
reach of, or inside, Greece’, of the sort that was generally available in the Middle 
east. finally, it should limit its international subjects to military operations and 
political events of immediate significance to Greece. German and Soviet internal 
affairs, in particular, were to be avoided.458 according to Pearson, the Soe balkan 
expert in London, all these restrictions simply did ‘not tally with the conception 
of a “freedom radio”’.459

Continued criticism implied that the station did not stick to its directive. in 
august 1942, a member of staff, roxanne Sedgwick-Soteriades, resigned on 
the grounds that her Greek colleagues continued to disseminate ‘Communist 
propaganda’ on the basis of ‘unapproved scripts’. Her charges, repeated in a long 
letter to Vice-Premier Kanellopoulos, were echoed in an aide-memoire which 
Tsouderos submitted to the Foreign Office.460 Soe Cairo dismissed the allegations 
and accepted Sedgwick-Soteriades’ resignation. Her colleagues defended their 
record as being in line with directives instructing them ‘to pay due attention to 
social conditions with a view to appealing to left opinion’.461

The matter was then discussed at a meeting of SOE, PWE and Foreign Office 
representatives in Cairo, at a time of renewed infighting over the control of 
subversive propaganda in the Middle east. although no evidence of substitution 
of unapproved scripts was found, the meeting agreed that the Greek team was 
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too left-wing and should be placed under ‘the most careful control’. reservations 
were also expressed regarding the compatibility of the station’s leftist tone with 
SOE’s attempt to make contact with ‘Venizelist organisations’ (apparently Zervas’ 
edeS).462 in fact, Murray would report in november that the station was inciting 
its listeners to organise and resist, ‘with some recent emphasis on the eaM’.463

Soe sought to reorganise the station before the Pwe Mission established 
itself in the Middle east. ‘Knowing Pwe’s views on propaganda to Greece’, an 
SOE official warned, ‘we feel certain that it would be fatal if they were ever to 
get control of our covert broadcast to that country’.464 it also tried to stave off 
Kanellopoulos’ attempt to have it replaced by an openly pro-government station.465 
defending its turf, Soe argued that the station ‘had built a considerable audience 
in Greece’, had provoked ‘numerous reactions’ from the German-controlled 
media, and, from “a purely technical point of view” its broadcasts were of “a high 
standard”’.466 Moreover, a message from the resident minister in Cairo suggested 
that, given the association of overt british propaganda with the king, ‘free Voice of 
Greece’ could be used as a decoy with leftist opinion.467 Such arguments failed to 
check the combined Foreign Office–PWE onslaught. When ‘Free Voice of Greece’ 
demanded from the Greek government an explanation regarding Kanellopoulos’ 
resignation,468 it was deemed that it had gone ‘well beyond [its] directive’ and was 
suspended.469

Having cornered the Soe, Pwe intended to reopen the station on a new basis 
and under its own control. within a week, Murray persuaded both Leeper and 
tsouderos that ‘free Voice of Greece’ could ‘continue with a viewpoint apart 
from but not contrary to the Greek Government’.470 broadcasting resumed on 29 
april 1943. Subsequently, the station was enlisted in the campaign to unify Greek 
resistance and implement strategic deception on the eve of the Sicilian landings. its 
contribution, however, to the task of increasing the popularity of the king and the 
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government-in-exile was questionable.471 amidst the furore created over the visit 
of the Greek resistance delegation to Cairo, the station was once again suspended 
on 28 august 1943. Vellacott recommended its termination owing to its political 
hue and the new situation created by the italian armistice. at that point, he argued, 
‘the whole weight of propaganda to Greece [was] concentrated on and limited 
to the establishment of allied authority’ by overt means. ‘black’ propaganda, 
he warned, might be harmful owing to the doubtful record of the Greek ru.472 
apparently, there was little point in transmitting ersatz leftist rhetoric at a time 
when british propaganda was being geared to London’s post-war aims in Greece.

Leaflets

During the first two years of enemy occupation, opportunities for leaflet dropping 
were preciously rare. it was during this period, however, that this method could 
have been most effective. the ‘mere appearance of british aircraft over Greece’, it 
was pointed out after an early ‘pamphlet raid’ over Crete and southern Greece, was 
a tremendous morale booster, refuting axis propaganda that Greece was forgotten 
and that the war was over for her.473 Not all RAF raids were accompanied by leaflet 
dropping. Out of four such raids in December 1941, leaflets were dropped only on 
one occasion while the choice of the text, a political speech by the Greek minister 
of Marine, was later deemed an unhappy one.474 More welcome were leaflets 
indicating Allied recognition of Greek sacrifices, as did Churchill’s message for 
Greek independence day, dropped in 700,000 copies over athens and southern 
Greece in april 1943.475

Leaflet raids became more regular during 1942. However, they mostly targeted 
Crete and parts of the Peloponnese and only rarely reached a major city, including 
athens.476 as late as May 1943, escapees from the Greek capital appeared totally 
unaware of Allied leaflets.477 a Pwe report perceived ‘serious disadvantages in 
the lack of co-ordination over policy’. It quoted an instance, whereby one leaflet 
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mentioned an appeal of radio Cairo to the Greek archbishop regarding the food 
situation, ‘though this item was banned for propaganda by Pwe’. Some of the 
material, mainly pamphlets and newspapers, while patently produced outside 
Greece, used a first person plural (e.g., ‘our sufferings’, ‘our deliverance’, ‘our 
children fighting’) which their recipients might consider provocative.478

The availability of Italian airfields seemed to open new prospects for British 
propaganda as it faced the challenge of eaM/eLaS preponderance. wishing to 
target sections of the population with little or no access to radio, especially in 
mountainous, ELAS-controlled territory, Cairo suggested using leaflets as the 
principal means of propaganda. this, it was realised, required ‘frequent, wide 
and rapid dissemination of “hot” material’ and, of course, increased allocation of 
aircraft to carry the extra load.479 the air Ministry, however, was not forthcoming. 
While ‘fully’ realising the need for ‘a greater leaflet dropping effort in Greece’, it 
had no plans for increasing the number of the two squadrons available for special 
operations.480 the Ministry’s suggestion for the use of normal bombing operations 
overlooked the fact that the areas where leaflets were mostly needed were usually 
remote from bombing targets; nor were other types of aircraft suitable or plentiful. 
as a result, in early december, Vellacott stated the inability of Pwe Cairo to 
expand the leaflet campaign with the existing facilities.481 The plan was finally 
abandoned, as the Foreign Office was not prepared to lobby the COS for a change 
in priorities.482

Leaflet dropping continued, but the range and targets of raids remained limited 
as before. Although nearly 30 million leaflets produced by PWB Bari were used 
between January and July 1944, only three per cent of the total were disseminated 
over athens. this situation caused the Greek émigré authorities to complain at 
the time of the Lebanon conference, indicating that athens was the single most 
important destination. Moreover, only a part of the material distributed, ranging 
from one to two thirds, contained political propaganda, the rest exclusively 
consisting ‘of straight war news from the various fronts’.483 at least one report 
from the field questioned the effectiveness of leaflet propaganda to the extent 
that it was outdated and reproduced speeches of allied personalities not directly 
related to Greece.484

following the Lebanon conference, Leeper once again stressed the importance 
of leaflets as the principal propaganda weapon, especially in ELAS-controlled 

478 FO 898/437, ‘Criticism of leaflets dropped by RAF over Greece’, 20.6.42.
479 FO 898/437, Mideast to Air Ministry for FO and COS, leaflets, 25.11.43..
480 fo 898/437, air Ministry to Mideast, for Middle east defence Committee, 44, 
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481 fo 898/437, MoS to fo, from Middle east defence Committee, 6.12.43.
482 fo 371/37167d r12790, fo to MoS, Cairo, tel. 3900, 8.12.43.
483 fo 371/43707 r12403, Chancery, british embassy to Greece, to Southern 

Department, ‘Dissemination of P.W.B. propaganda leaflets over Greece in 1944, 29.7.44.
484 HS 5/478, ‘trinket intelligence report’, 16.4.44.
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areas, and pleaded for special sorties.485 The Foreign Office concurred that the 
‘regular routine coverage of athens’ at least was essential if the objectives of 
Greek national unity and co-operation with allied plans were to be served.486 in 
this instance, the CoS contacted wilson’s headquarters in mid-June, indicating 
that it was worth making the extra effort since a ‘stable and friendly’ Greek 
government might ultimately lighten britain’s ‘occupational commitment in 
Greece’.487 nevertheless, the tonnage which Pwb bari hoped to distribute during 
July was ‘drastically reduced’.488 it was not until the second half of august that 
additional aircraft for leaflet dropping sorties became available.489

An Assessment

there is little doubt that, until after the German conquest, Greece was the most 
fertile terrain for british propaganda. the main risk was that of raising expectations 
which would later prove difficult to fulfil. During the occupation, propaganda-
makers were severely handicapped by the official commitment to the king’s return 
and the veto on the discussion of territorial issues. However, Garnett’s remark that 
‘british overt Political warfare to Greece was to a great extent that of providing a 
news service and avoiding dangerous subjects’ needs to be qualified in the light of 
available evidence.490 those at the receiving end had little cause to doubt that the 
British intended to restore their influence in post-war Greece and that, in order to 
further that aim, they supported the king and successive émigré governments. that 
this policy was ‘at variance’ with the short-term objective of stimulating resistance 
must also have been apparent to perceptive observers. this contradiction and a 
number of loose ends, including the treatment of resistance, Greek irredentist 
aspirations, and the famine, actually prevented british propagandists from 
articulating a consistent, ‘comprehensive and persuasive discourse towards 
Greece’.491 even the prospect of returning british armies could not be credibly 
projected until late in the last year of occupation.

485 FO 371/43706 R8633, Leeper to FO, tel. 360, 31.5.44; cf. Ploumidis, 419, 424, 
note 80.

486 FO 371/43706 R8633, Sargent to General Hollis, 2.6.44; FO 371/43706 R9042, 
Sargent to CoS Committee, 3.6.44.

487 fo 371/43706 r9042, aMSSo to afQH, CoS to wilson, 5.6.44. Ploumidis 
(idem 2006, 419) interprets this affair as a Pwe plan to promote reconciliation of the rival 
resistance organisations in order to ‘pave the way for britain’s “ultimate occupational 
commitment in Greece”’. His interpretation is probably due to a misreading of the sources.

488 FO 371/43707 R10666, Clutton to Earle, War Cabinet Office, 22.7.44.
489 fo 371/43708 r12952, resident Minister, Caserta, to fo, tel. 156, 20.8.44.
490 Garnett 2002, 181.
491 Ploumidis 2006, 421.
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eventually, Greece came out of the war as part of the british sphere of 
influence. This, however, was achieved at the cost of another ‘round’ of Greek 
civil war and military intervention, at a time when the Allies were still fighting 
Hitler’s forces in europe. there is no way to gauge the actual state of opinion 
during the critical autumn months of 1944. it seems clear, however, that if british 
propaganda helped to sustain morale and even pro-british feeling among large 
sections of the Greek public, there were many who distrusted british intentions 
and threw in their lot with the pro-Soviet, communist leaders of eaM/eLaS. at 
best, british propaganda did little to mitigate the growing rift between the two 
sides of the domestic divide. it would not be accurate, however, to claim that the 
bitter aftermath of liberation ‘speaks for the utter failure of british propaganda’ to 
win over ‘the Greeks’ minds and hearts’.492 Clearly, british policy could rely on 
enough minds, hearts and bodies in Greece to block the accession of eaM/eLaS 
to power.

492 ibid.



Chapter 8  

Yugoslavia

British Wartime Policy

Like romania, Yugoslavia was a status quo power, a member of both the 
Little entente and the balkan Pact. in addition to the revisionist aspirations of 
neighbouring italy, Hungary and bulgaria, the country was beset by internal 
centrifugal tendencies in reaction to Serbian supremacy. in october 1934, 
Macedonian and Croat separatists conspired to murder King alexander who 
had chosen repression as a means of keeping his kingdom united. during the 
regency of the underage heir’s uncle, Prince Paul, parliamentary rule was partially 
restored. in august 1939, only days before the German invasion of Poland, the 
Belgrade government and the Croat Peasant Party under Vladko Maček reached 
the so-called Sporazum (understanding) which reconstituted Yugoslavia on a 
quasi-federal basis with an extensive autonomous Croat region. Significantly, the 
Serbian opposition parties rejected the understanding.

at the outbreak of war, british policy towards neutral Yugoslavia faced three 
formidable dilemmas: (a) ‘geography’, in the sense that no effective aid could 
be given without control of the adriatic or Salonika, (b) Serb-Croat antagonism, 
and (c) ‘uncertainty over Prince Paul’.1 as a result, Yugoslavia’s participation in 
a balkan bloc of neutrality was the best british policy-makers could hope for. 
the country’s isolation became more acute after the fall of france and italy’s 
entry into the war. London had little reassurance to offer other than a ‘warm and 
friendly’ letter from King George Vi to Prince Paul. a further letter followed in 
the aftermath of the italian attack on Greece.2 during this time, british efforts 
concentrated on averting Yugoslav concessions to Germany, especially permission 
for the passage of troops, and ensuring resistance in case of an axis attack.3

unlike italy, with its record of expansionism in the adriatic, Germany exerted 
considerable influence, especially among the many Croats disillusioned with the 
Yugoslav experiment. the british, however, were slow in realising the problem 
and had neglected to cultivate Zagreb. Some, including the British Military 
attaché in belgrade, still thought in terms of the previous war, i.e. the alliance 
with ‘gallant little Serbia’.4

1 barker 1976, 78.
2 ibid., 79–80.
3 ibid., 86.
4 ibid., 79, 83–4.
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with Germany in the ascendant, the Yugoslav government sought to placate 
its revisionist neighbours. already in 1937, a pact of friendship had been signed 
with Sofia. A similar treaty was concluded with Budapest in December 1940.5 
despite his pro-british instincts, Prince Paul was anxious to maintain strict 
neutrality. when Churchill apprised him of his intention to send an expeditionary 
force into Greece, the regent’s response was one of apprehension and dismay. 
in late february 1941, Prince Paul secretly visited Hitler, while eschewing a 
meeting with eden. He was confronted with a demand for formal adherence to 
the German sphere of influence.6 bulgaria’s accession to the tripartite Pact and 
the entry of German troops onto her soil stepped up the pressure. in response, the 
British intensified contacts with opposition elements and military commanders. 
after the regent’s intentions became clear on 21 March, London unleashed an 
all-out propaganda campaign against the impending pro-axis shift.7 For the first 
time, the british appeared prepared to exploit ethnic rivalries by praising the Serb 
spirit of resistance in contrast to Croat compliance. Foreign Office officials even 
contemplated the establishment of a rival government in ‘Serbia proper’ along 
the lines of the pro-entente provisional government which Greek statesman 
eleftherios Venizelos had set up during world war i.8

the belgrade government did sign the tripartite Pact on 25 March – 
significantly without its military clauses. Two days later, it was overthrown by a 
military coup. Its leaders, Generals Simović and Bora Marković, had been in touch 
with Soe but, as barker points out, were not on its pay-roll – unlike a number of 
Serb generals who chose to remain inactive. it is also true that the success of the 
coup owed something to british backstage activity and propaganda, especially 
in Serbia. no wonder, it was the Serbs who enthusiastically rallied to the new 
government. the Croat leaders were far from happy, fearing that their hard-won 
measure of autonomy under the Sporazum might be jeopardised. Prince Paul was 
removed from office and left for Greece, before ending up in virtual confinement 
in Kenya. Prince Peter was declared of age and acceded to the throne only to go 
himself into exile a few weeks later, after the Wehrmacht overran the country on 
its way to Greece.9

in the wake of defeat, Yugoslavia was partitioned between Germany and her 
axis partners – italy/albania, bulgaria and Hungary. an administration under 
retired General Nedić, a former minister for War, undertook to salvage what 
remained of Serbia through faithful collaboration with the occupying powers. 
Croatia was proclaimed independent under the regime of Ante Pavelić, leader 
of the extreme nationalist ‘Ustaša’ (Insurrection) movement. Pavelić and his 
associates were determined to ‘cleanse’ Croat territory of Serbian presence. by 

5 ibid., 68.
6 ibid., 87–91.
7 ibid., 91.
8 Cole 1990, 64.
9 Barker 1976, 91–5; Stafford 1983, 53–4.
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the end of 1941, their genocidal campaign would result in hundreds of thousands 
dead – Serbs as well as Jews and Gypsies – and a quarter of a million refugees 
fleeing to neighbouring Serbia.10

while perfectly aware of strong centrifugal tendencies, the british government 
remained committed to the restoration of an integral, preferably federal, Yugoslavia 
after the war. it was also prepared to give serious consideration to Yugoslav claims 
to italian and austrian territory and possible transfers of italian and German-
speaking minorities, as indicated by a number of frPS studies commissioned by 
the Foreign Office in April–May 1942.11 of course, it would not say so in public. 
London envisaged an ethnically representative government-in-exile, capable of 
commanding the allegiance of Yugoslavia’s three most populous nationalities. 
in the event, it got various combinations of the following elements: Pan-Serbs, 
moderate Serbs of bosnia and Krajna, Croat Peasant Party members, and Slovene 
Catholic and Liberal politicians.12 in the absence of force majeure or a dominant 
personality, these groups proved unable to work effectively together. factionalism, 
especially the Serb-Croat rivalry but also the intra-Slovene feud between clericalists 
and Liberals, ‘became endemic’13 and paralysed decision-making.14

At first, the British counted on the Serbian ‘fighting spirit’ to make the occupation 
of Yugoslavia ‘a drain on enemy resources’.15 the events of March 1941 had 
corroborated this view. Reports of a nationalist ‘Četnik’ movement active in Serbia 
and Montenegro were eagerly seized upon and played up by british propaganda. 
What commended its leader, Colonel Mihailović, to both Churchill and the Yugoslav 
government-in-exile was his indisputable loyalty to the king. Mihailović was 
elevated first to the rank of general and then, in January 1942, to minister for War in 
the reconstituted cabinet under Jovanović, a distinguished Serb historian.

Publicity was nearly all the British could offer to Mihailović until mid-
1943, as neither aircraft nor supplies were available. thus, british and american 
propaganda projected the Serb general as a heroic symbol of european resistance. 
in the face of intermittent civil war in the occupied country, the bbC urged all 
patriotic Yugoslavs to unite under his banner. this campaign was tempered only 

10 Jelavich 1983, 263–5; Pavlowitch 2002, 140–41, 154.
11 fo 371/33446 r2682, Laffan, Joint editor for South-east europe, riia, frPS, to 
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Howard, 11.5.42, enclosure: ‘Yugoslavia, Special Areas, Dalmatia’; FO 371/33446 R3428, 
Laffan to Howard, 21.5.42, enclosure: ‘Italo-Yugoslav Frontiers’; FO 371/33446 R3509, 
Laffan to Howard, 26.5.42, enclosure: ‘the italo-Yugoslav frontier: conclusions and 
recommendations’.

12 fo 898/56, note by Murray on Serb ru ‘Sumadija’, 27.10.41.
13 fo 371/37630 r2130, minute for the Secretary of State, ‘Yugoslavia: Serbo-Croat 
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14 fo 898/145, Murray to Leeper, ‘balkan problems’, 26.7.42.
15 Garnett 2002, 180.
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by concern not to provoke more ruthless German reprisals. it was a risk to which 
both Mihailović and the government-in-exile were alive.16 in view of this and 
other considerations, including bitter memories of the austro-German occupation 
of 1915–18, the Četnik leader adopted tactics of self-preservation and avoided 
action against the occupying forces. He complicated matters further for his british 
sponsors by tolerating his lieutenants’ dealings with the Nedić regime and the 
italians in Montenegro and dalmatia. it took the british some time to realise 
that Mihailović’s ‘hibernation’ tactics were not simply aimed at saving precious 
Serbian blood from German reprisals. the Serb leader intended to conserve his 
strength for the day of reckoning with his domestic opponents: the ustaša, Croats, 
Moslems and, increasingly, the Partisans, against whom his forces had been 
pitched since autumn 1941.17 it should be noted that the Partisans also reached 
temporary understandings with the enemy at the Četniks’ expense.18

Although an SOE officer, Captain D.T. Hudson, reached Mihailović’s 
headquarters in late october 1941, several months passed before he started sending 
‘rather cryptic’ messages on the situation.19 even if, as Stenton argues, neither 
Mihailović nor London explained their positions clearly to each other,20 the latter 
was at first inclined to acquiesce to the Serb leader’s tactics. Hibernation presented 
no problem as long as the british considered active resistance premature. even 
accommodation with the enemy was tolerated as a tactical manoeuvre, ‘in the belief 
that when the crunch came’, the Četniks and possibly their Italian collaborators 
would fight on the Allied side.21 there was also considerable understanding for 
Mihailović’s adamant refusal to accommodate the Partisans. During the early stage 
of the Četnik-Partisan conflict, Lord Glenconner, an SOE authority on the Balkans 
and a staunch anti-Communist, suggested that, since conciliation was unlikely, 
the ‘only practical course is to continue to support that side which is most likely 
to achieve undisputed leadership with our help’, i.e. Mihailović.22 London urged 
the Četnik leader to patch up his differences with the Partisans and even sought to 
enlist Soviet help in expediting an understanding.23 as Soe London explained to 
their Moscow liaison officer in April 1942, by supporting the two rival resistance 

16 Bailey 1975, 61–63; Barker 1976, 157–61; Deakin 1975, 101; Seton-Watson 1975, 
276, 285–6; Stenton 2000, 322, 336–7.

17 As much was confessed by Mihailović in ‘a moment of alcoholic candour’: Stenton 
2000, 363. see also: Barker 1975, 29–35; Bailey 1975, 63–5, 83, 249–50; Sir Alexander 
Glen quoted in Auty and Clogg 1975, 249; Sweet-Escott 1975, 13; Stafford 1983, 73–4, 95; 
Foot 1999, 343–4; Stenton 2000, 324–7; Taylor 1975, 230–31.

18 Stenton 2000, 326, 364–5.
19 Barker 1975, 24; idem 1976, 158–9; Bailey 1975, 61.
20 Stenton 2000, 320, 325.
21 Bailey 1975, 68, 243; Stenton 2000, 320, 346.
22 fo 898/157, Glenconner to brigadier brooks, 13.11.41.
23 barker 1976, 159–60.
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movements, the British and the Soviets were ‘fighting each other, encouraging 
internal disunity, and so playing the German game’.24

Meanwhile, upset by the British pro-Mihailović campaign, Tito had appealed to 
Moscow for help. for some time, he took little satisfaction, as Soviet propaganda, 
while praising the Partisans, advocated unity in the framework of an ill-defined 
‘national front’.25 after July 1942, faced with relentless German pressure, Soviet 
policy switched on full support for the Partisans. Stalin’s ambassador in London, 
ivan Maisky, revealed that his government was not prepared to join with the british 
in admonishing the Partisans, especially in view of Mihailović’s misconduct.26 
Asked to clarify its position, Moscow dispatched an official note ‘documenting’ 
Četnik collaboration. It also asked that British propaganda give due credit to 
Partisan resistance.27 Although they defended Mihailović for some time, British 
officials with access to intelligence already knew. Lord Glenconner admitted in 
early July 1942 that ‘any activity in Yugoslavia should really be attributed to the 
Partisans’ – though he added for good measure that, ‘for public consumption, we 
can see no harm in a certain amount of this going to the credit of Mihailovic’.28

As evidence of Mihailović’s inaction and his lieutenants’ dealings with the 
enemy piled up, it became increasingly difficult for the British to continue making 
his case to the world.29 in august 1942, Murray suggested that the projection 
of Mihailović sounded increasingly unrealistic as did British appeals for unity 
under his banner.30 A few months later, the same official summarised the British 
dilemma as follows: the Partisans had ‘proved far tougher and more numerous 
than was expected, are out for action all the time regardless of losses or reprisals’; 
Mihailović had chosen to conserve strength and avoid reprisals; yet the ‘Mihailović 
area’ included one of the main targets of british political warfare in the balkans, 
i.e. the German lines of communication along the Morava and Vardar valleys.31

far from being a mere adjustment to the fact that the Partisans were ‘killing 
more Germans’,32 the revision of british policy (and propaganda) towards the 
Yugoslav resistance was a long and tortuous revision process, during which the 
positions of the agencies involved, principally the Foreign Office, SOE London, 

24 Stenton 2000, 339.
25 Barker 1975, 36; idem 1976, 163; Seton-Watson 1975, 287.
26 fo 898/157, dixon to rendel, 27.7.42.
27 Barker 1975, 29–33; Taylor 1975, 232–4; Stenton 2000, 324, 333.
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30 Stenton 2000, 345.
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Soe Cairo and the commander-in-chief Middle east, oscillated back and forth. 
SOE Cairo was the first to propose making contact with the Partisans.33 its balkan 
desk in London also favoured controlled publicity for tito’s movement as a 
means of ‘pin-pricking’ Mihailović into action.34 as further stimulants, Murray 
suggested threatening recognition of the Partisans and/or intimating imminent 
allied operations.35 The Foreign Office preferred a less direct approach. The 
case for a revised policy was strengthened following a message from Hudson, 
dated November 1st, 1942. Referring to Mihailović’s ‘disappointing’ record of 
resistance, the head of the Soe mission agreed that occasional references to his 
rivals might shake the General and his men off their ‘present self-jubilant inertia’.36

eventually, in november 1942, the bbC was instructed to display some reserve 
towards Mihailović while giving credit to his domestic rivals using the ‘Patriots’ 
formula. The implication was that the general was no longer entitled to unqualified 
british support.37 By December, Mihailović was no longer portrayed as the supreme 
leader of Yugoslav resistance and criticism of his conduct appeared in the London 
press.38 a notable exception was Soe Cairo which, unaware of London’s decision, 
had started the pro-Mihailović ‘Karageorge’ RU in Jerusalem.39 Subsequently, it 
warned that, rather than achieving its aim, pin-pricking was likely to infuriate 
Mihailović before its BLOs had a chance to establish a working relation with the 
Partisans.40 Indeed, the Četnik leader was soon lambasting the British media for 
‘publicising the enemies of Serbia’. The Jovanović government also protested on 
his behalf.41 As Mihailović continued to evade action,42 Hudson urged a tougher 
line. Since the british did not provide much material assistance, what the head of 
the Soe Mission meant was ‘withdrawing bbC support’ altogether.43

33 Stenton 2000, 359.
34 fo 898/157, Pearson to Murray, 23.9.42.
35 fo 898/145, Murray to Lockhart, considerations for future planning, 13.11.42.
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43 Stenton 2000, 362.
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for much of 1943, british policy towards Yugoslav resistance would remain 
ill-defined. Early in that year, PWE and the BBC were ready to dump Mihailović, 
if not exactly to champion the Partisans. Soe London reverted to supporting him, 
after Bailey, its new senior liaison officer at Četnik headquarters, warned that pin-
pricking propaganda was prejudicing his mission. bailey even wondered whether 
‘the destruction of the Partisans might be “the best solution for [british] long-term 
policy”’.44 Arguing in favour of Mihailović, SOE explicitly linked support for 
resistance movements to post-war considerations: the Partisans were impossible 
to control and support for them would pave the way to the Soviet domination 
of Yugoslavia.45 At that point, the COS also came out in favour of Mihailović. 
The Foreign Office considered him a long-term asset. The British dilemma was 
cynically summed up by Sargent in december 1942: ‘we hoped that if we waited 
the Partisans might be eventually wiped out’, but since ‘unfortunately’ that had 
not happened, britain had to adjust her policy.46 in March 1943, the joint foreign 
Office–SOE Committee decided ‘as a matter of policy to support all resistance 
groups in Yugoslavia’,47 which essentially meant that british propaganda avoided 
criticism of either side and appealed to both to end their internecine warfare.48 in 
the field, the SOE missions unsuccessfully tried to get the two sides to respect a 
rough territorial demarcation. even at that point, eden’s advisors in the foreign 
Office were under the impression that the Serbo-Croat conflict was the main 
obstacle to unified resistance.49

it was the shift in british strategy with a view to facilitating the allied re-entry 
into Europe via Sicily that spelled the end of unilateral support for Mihailović. 
As has been noted, in March 1943, the COS asked from SOE intensified sabotage 
and guerrilla action in the balkans, as part of a deception campaign. at that time, 
the situation in Serbia was reported as ‘quiet’, the result of ‘brutal terror’, the 
propaganda of the Nedić regime as well as Mihailović’s tactics.50 working on a 
scenario of allied landings in the balkans, in June 1943, Pwe proposed to urge 
the population ‘to cooperate with every other Jugoslav’ prepared to resist and to 
‘set aside all differences of race, creed or political opinion’.51 The Foreign Office, 
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for its part, acknowledged ‘that the Partisans are now the most formidable anti-
axis element in Yugoslavia outside Serbia’.52 even then, the diplomats and Soe 
London, out of step with its Cairo branch, appeared to believe that Mihailović 
could still be spurred into action through ‘stern words’ and supply drops.53 to 
that end, in May 1943, Mihailović received a ‘directive’ from Eden. It set out a 
number of conditions for british aid, including an end to all collaboration with the 
occupation authori

ties, active resistance and a ‘general undertaking’ not to fight the Partisans 
except in self-defence. Later that month, the first SOE mission under Colonel 
Deakin arrived at Tito’s headquarters. Mihailović did not take all this kindly and 
took his time to respond.54 even after he professed to accept the british terms, ‘his 
operational behaviour remained one of inaction’.55

in September 1943, defending the Soe missions to Yugoslavia and Greece 
against criticism for overstepping their political mandate, Selborne put his finger 
on one of the principal causes for British difficulties in these two countries, i.e. 
the support for symbols of continuity with the pre-war regimes, the exiled kings 
in particular. in his view, the essential difference between the two cases was that 
Greece had no equivalent of Mihailović.56 in his reply, Cadogan elaborated on the 
british line at that particular moment:

Politically we support King Peter and his government (whatever it may be) 
and aim at building up the King as the focal point of a united Yugoslavia after 
the war. Militarily we support all movements of resistance within the country 
provided they fight against the Axis and not among themselves.

in this context, there was no question of criticising the government-in-exile, 
however ‘puny and unrepresentative’ it was deemed. Cadogan admitted that there 
was no hope of satisfying both Mihailović and the Partisans. ‘It is inevitable’, 
he argued, ‘and even perhaps desirable that the lion’s share should fall to the 
Partisans: they have certainly deserved it’.57

Cadogan’s comment revealed the trend of british policy which had yet to 
be confirmed by Churchill. Already in February 1943, the prime minister had 
acknowledged the Partisans’ record in a letter to President roosevelt. He also 
realised that support for Mihailović was proving both an embarrassment to Anglo-
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Soviet relations and an impediment to british aims for post-war Yugoslavia.58 
Replying to a formal protest from Jovanović, in late March, Churchill maintained 
that support for Mihailović was becoming difficult to justify in view of his 
conduct, especially his use of british aid ‘for attacking his fellow countrymen 
in collaboration with our italian enemies’.59 in late June, he decided to send a 
personal envoy to Tito. Brigadier Fitzroy Maclean’s first task was to ascertain 
which side was ‘doing most harm to the Germans’. His verdict of 6 november 
was a foregone conclusion. While calls to Mihailović ‘to redeem his reputation as 
a fighter’ continued for a while, military supplies were cut off by the end of the 
year. On his way to the Tehran summit, Churchill told King Peter and Jovanović’s 
successor, Božidar Purić, that Mihailović ‘was collaborating with the enemy’ and 
that the time might come to have him removed from his Cabinet post. Purić retorted 
that it was british propaganda which had helped the Partisans rise to prominence.60

It was an unjust reproach. Not only had London held on to the Mihailović 
myth long after it was clear that it had little substance, it had also been resisting 
Moscow’s prodding in favour of the Partisans for more than a year. at the tehran 
summit in late december 1943, Stalin went so far as to urge allied operations 
in support of the Partisans.61 London was not moved even when both Moscow, 
through its ‘free Yugoslavia’ station, and tito himself in a letter to Churchill 
demanded recognition of the Partisan anti-fascist Council for national Liberation 
(aVnoJ) as the only legitimate authority in Yugoslavia. eden and the foreign 
Office wished to hold out until Tito became more conciliatory towards the king. 
The break with Mihailović became final in February 1944. All British personnel 
seconded to his forces were withdrawn and Churchill denounced the Četnik leader 
in the House of Commons on account of his accommodation with the enemy.62 
His speech was full of praise for ‘Marshal tito’ and the Partisans, but fell short 
of according them formal recognition. While he reaffirmed support for the king, 
Churchill also acknowledged that the Yugoslav people should be free to settle the 
regime issue after liberation.63

However, ‘differences of emphasis’ between Foreign Office officials and 
the prime minister persisted. The former were hard put to fine-tune the wildly 
inconsistent policies towards Yugoslavia and Greece. Churchill, in private, ‘spoke 
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vehemently’ against the diplomats’ conduct of anglo-Yugoslav relations.64 if that 
was not enough, the americans complicated matters further by sending their own 
intelligence mission to Mihailović. This untimely initiative probably came in 
retaliation for Churchill’s rejection of a proposal from roosevelt that all allied 
missions in Yugoslavia and Greece be placed under oSS head, General william 
donovan.65

after the Partisans became the sole recipients of british aid, Churchill focused 
on persuading tito to accept a role for the king and his ministers after liberation.66 
in order to expedite matters, Peter was ‘bullied’ into replacing the government-
in-exile with one willing to come to terms with the Partisan leader. at that point, 
a Pwe directive addressed the fundamental dilemma towards balkan resistance: 
although it was clear where the sympathies of the british government lay, in the 
case of Yugoslavia all resistance forces were urged to co-operate ‘under the military 
direction of Marshal tito’. all other questions, e.g. ‘of monarchy or republic, 
of Leftism or rightism’, were strictly subordinated to the task of defeating the 
enemy. after victory, it was presumably a matter of letting ‘the best expression be 
given to the will of the people’.67

the legitimacy which tito craved was conferred to him through his agreement 
with the new émigré prime minister, Dr Ivan Šubašić. His appointment was the 
result of unprecedented pressure from Churchill on the king and, among other 
things, resulted in Mihailović’s formal removal from his post as War minister.68 in 
mid-June, Šubašić met Tito on the adriatic island of Vis, where he was quartered 
under british protection after a near escape from a devastating German attack on 
his headquarters in bosnia. there, the Croat politician conceded several of his 
host’s demands: Peter would not return before the future of the monarchy was 
settled by referendum; the Partisans were recognised as the only political and 
military authority in occupied Yugoslavia and promised the lion’s share in a post-
war national government; finally, the Partisans were authorised to build up their 
forces in Serbia.69 It was time to strip Mihailović of his remaining military title as 
chief of staff of the Yugoslav High Command and this was done by royal decree 
in late august.70 on 12 September 1944, King Peter broadcast an appeal to all 
Yugoslavs to join tito’s national Liberation army (nLa). He also implicitly but 
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plainly denounced Mihailović for misusing ‘the Crown’s authority’ in an attempt 
to justify ‘collaboration with the enemy’.71

With a view to salvaging Peter’s throne and a measure of British influence 
in post-war Yugoslavia, Churchill took some pains to cultivate tito. the two 
men met in naples, in august 1944. tito, however, remained deeply suspicious 
of british motives. He was offended by the refusal to recognise his political 
authority in occupied Yugoslavia prior to his agreement with Šubašić.72 He also 
resented Churchill’s constant prodding over the king’s fate. other points of 
friction included the level of supplies, Partisan strategy and british intelligence 
activities.73 the prospect of british landings was particularly unwelcome. already 
in January 1943, tito’s lieutenant, edvard Kardelj, had warned against possible 
‘imperialist’ intervention in concert with either Maček’s Agrarians or ‘Panserbian 
hegemonists’.74 in July 1944, tito expressed to Stalin his opposition to any british 
or american presence on Yugoslav territory without his permission. as late as 
october 1944, he appeared inclined to resist unauthorised landings by force, if 
necessary. in the event, only a minor british operation took place near dubrovnik, 
with the approval of the local Partisan command.75 this attitude, and tito’s 
subsequent conduct in domestic and foreign affairs, confirmed that Churchill’s 
hopes of steering him towards a more pro-british course were quite misplaced.

British Propaganda Until April 1941

On the eve of the war, the British appeared confident that they enjoyed a considerable 
reservoir of goodwill in Yugoslavia. a british Council report submitted two 
days before the demise of the Munich agreement found anglophile feeling to be 
comparable to that in Greece.76 Later reports indicate that this sanguine assessment 
mostly applied to the Serb population. A British Council official visiting Belgrade 
in november 1939 was impressed by ‘the apparent unanimity and sincerity of 
pro-British sentiments’ in Belgrade, where, unlike in Bucharest and Sofia, no 
‘more convincing proof’ of british interest was required.77 although the Croatian 
Peasant Party was described as pro-british,78 Croat and Slovene sympathies were 
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deemed more ‘calculated’, aimed at seeking advantage vis-à-vis the Serbs.79 even 
in Serbia, france was considered ‘known, loved and respected’ more than britain, 
and the perceived russophilia seemed to complicate matters, as the Kremlin 
moved to cash in its gains from its pact with Hitler in Poland and finland.80 the 
likelihood of a break between the Soviets and the allies, the british press attaché 
argued in spring 1940, ‘had a profound effect’ on the latter’s popularity owing 
to a combination of Slavophilia, communist propaganda and economic distress. 
However, the same observer identified no significant pro-German feeling and 
reported a general distrust of italy.81

at the same time, british propaganda services perceived a disadvantage in 
the relatively limited interest in South Slav matters in britain. the academic 
reservoir of expert knowledge consisted of a lecturer for both birmingham and 
oxford, a lecturer at Cambridge, a reader in Serbo-Croat and Slovene in London, 
plus the all-encompassing east european authority, Professor Seton-watson. 
the latter was also honorary secretary of the Yugoslav Society of Great britain82 
which had succeeded the wartime Serbian Society with the avowed aim to dispel 
‘misconceptions about Yugoslavia’. Like its sister organisation in belgrade, it had 
had its day in the early inter-war period.83

In common with the rest of the Balkans, the awareness of a cultural deficit 
initially upgraded the role of the british Council. after touring Yugoslavia in 
early 1939, its representatives described her as ‘the most promising field’ for 
british cultural diplomacy. there already existed 20 spontaneous anglophile 
societies in various towns comprising ‘leading personalities’ as well as ‘officers 
of the local garrison’ and members of minorities. as a practical step, the team 
suggested the setting up of a british institute, as was already the case in Greece 
and romania.84 not unexpectedly, the british Council emphasised the importance 
of teaching activities. it could point with satisfaction to the increased attendance 
of the English Departments at the Universities of Belgrade and Zagreb, as well 
as of the classes provided by the anglo-Yugoslav Club and the english reading 
room in these two towns.85 the attitude of the british Legation was described 
as ‘enthusiastic’. its press attaché, Steven Lawford Childs, actively promoted 
the setting-up of British Institutes in Belgrade and Zagreb. At first, the Yugoslav 
authorities were uncooperative. it was only after the Soviet invasion of finland 
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and the news that Sofia had sanctioned the establishment of an English Institute 
that belgrade decided to grant the british request.86

However, an Moi memorandum had already warned that interest in english as 
a foreign language did not necessarily reflect well on Britain, particularly in view 
of the long-standing attraction of the united States as an emigration destination.87 
a similar reservation, i.e. the allure of american popular culture, applied in the 
case of the Anglo-American Yugoslav Club, which was praised as a flourishing 
centre of ‘Anglo-Saxon’ influence. The Club numbered 520 members in late 1939, 
mostly young people, including junior officers, who saw it more as an ‘opportunity 
for having a good time than for furthering their understanding of britain’. Yet it 
was this social appeal, sustained by ‘dances and social evenings’ that helped the 
Club to outpace its German and french counterparts in terms of popularity. the 
main risk was fragmentation. the Society of friends of Great britain and america 
was an offshoot of the anglo-Yugoslav Club but remained on friendly terms with 
it. It was important in so far as it was chaired by the influential Bishop Irinej and 
was subsidised by the Yugoslav government.88

from the outset, british cultural diplomacy and propaganda were confronted 
with the problems arising from Yugoslavia’s multinational set-up. the July 1939 
memorandum suggested ‘discreet oblivion’ of such issues.89 Several months into 
the war, the ‘minority question’ was considered the main complicating factor in 
Macedonia, where the british press attaché in belgrade considered it best to work 
‘with Serbs and adopt a Serb point of view’.90 a different approach was adopted vis-
à-vis Croatia and, partially, Slovenia. a memorandum submitted only days before 
the German invasion of Poland stressed the need for a decentralised propaganda 
effort, pointing to the benefits of the Sporazum.91 in late 1939 the british Council 
was urged to treat Croatia as a separate unit. anything coming from belgrade, the 
author of the report warned, ‘is looked at askance’ in Zagreb. Tongue in cheek, he 
urged that the british ‘grant the Croatians cultural autonomy under the Council’.92 
in addition to learning and culture, the british constitutional experience could also 
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be used to advantage as offering an example of how to reconcile the ‘desire for 
autonomy with the general security of the State’.93

when war came, cultural activity was harnessed to the broader, political 
objectives of British propaganda, which were defined as follows: (a) to ‘secure 
the benevolent neutrality of Yugoslavia’; (b) to display British power and resolve; 
and (c) to work through ‘the educated and newspaper reading class’ of opinion 
moulders.94 Yugoslav benevolence could be encouraged, inter alia, by projecting 
britain as champion of small nations.95 this was no easy task in view of the 
cumulative effect of the Munich agreement and the German seizure of bohemia-
Moravia. Some consolation was derived from estimates that france had suffered 
an even more ‘catastrophic’ loss of prestige.96 Early directives reflected a concern 
which was bound to intensify during the ‘Phoney war’: how to dispel the image 
of softness and decadence, which axis propaganda did its best to associate with 
western democracies, particularly in regions where local opinion was presumed 
to appreciate martial qualities above all else. thus, in its effort to project an 
image of strength, propaganda to Yugoslavia should ‘disguise the “plutocratic” 
characteristics’ of british life’, downplay ‘leisure and comfort’, and avoid 
advertising wealth ‘save as the sign and guarantee of power’.97

both before and increasingly after the outbreak of war, british agencies played 
a more direct part in stimulating pro-allied sentiment by subsidising Yugoslav 
newspapers, especially in Croatia. already in July 1939, the british Council 
had established ‘contact’ with 11 Croat newspapers.98 There were difficulties, of 
course. Shortly after the outbreak of war, the Yugoslav government nationalised 
the belgrade radio station, a concession of the british Marconi wireless telegraph 
Company. The Foreign Office considered this development ‘a severe blow to 
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british interests’.99 unhappy with the performance of reuters and other agencies, 
it also decided to take the distribution of pro-allied news into its own hands. thus, 
in december 1939, a front agency, britanova, was set up in belgrade. engineered 
by Section d and Childs, the energetic press attaché, it was directed by a former 
Times correspondent in the Yugoslav capital. Childs effectively controlled policy 
and output. the agency supplied written and to a lesser degree pictorial material 
from British sources. At first, the Legation hailed it as ‘a very successful venture’, 
encouraged by the surprising appeal of its bulletins in formerly hostile, especially 
Croat, newspapers and ‘a large number of provincial organs’.100 by May 1940, 
however, Childs’ successor, Ronald Syme, re-assessed it as a qualified success, 
considering its dealings ‘with the multitude of obscure and unimportant provincial 
organs’ a liability.101

there were also attempts to reach out for the grassroots. in october 1939, burr, 
the natural scientist, was dispatched to the Serb countryside ‘explaining the british 
case in the small villages’ which he had visited in the past.102 a further scheme, 
conceived in January 1940, envisaged a mobile cinema unit which would project 
british social achievements, especially in rural education and agriculture, in 
order to counteract communist and nazi-inspired ‘pluto-democracy’ propaganda. 
Croatia was considered ideal owing to the strong presence of the Peasant Party 
and the pro-british outlook of its press organs. Cover would be provided by a local 
welfare organisation. a sturdy vehicle was bought second-hand in Canada but it 
never reached Yugoslavia as british propaganda priorities redirected it to iraq.103

eight months into the war, the assessment of the press attaché in belgrade 
read like an indictment of the entire british propaganda strategy to weak neutral 
states during the Phoney war. in his view, the allied image had suffered from 
the effects of the ‘Polish catastrophe’ and the subsequent inertia. Moreover, the 
potential contribution of propaganda to victory was ‘often and easily exaggerated’. 
This element alone could ‘not outweigh military and economic factors’; nor 
was it ‘sufficient to emphasise the benevolence, respect for law and the high 
moral aims’ of britain and her allies. the inference in Syme’s report was that 
British propaganda had been unable to inspire confidence in Allied victory and 
to challenge the ‘anxious and timid neutrality’ of the Yugoslav government and 
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media.104 there was further critical comment a month and a half later, at the time 
when German Panzer divisions were fast approaching the english Channel. Syme 
criticised reuters for failing to provide a ‘greater proportion of polemical and 
propagandist material’, especially in view of its covert financing by the British 
government. there was similar criticism of exchange telegraph Company, also 
a secretly subsidised concern. The attaché was even less satisfied with the tone of 
the uS-based united Press international, in whose material he often detected signs 
of German influence. ‘We are too tolerant with them’, he exclaimed. Telegrams 
from the british Press reading bureaus in neutral capitals were deemed a poor 
substitute as, unlike Reuters’ messages, they were treated as unofficial. Syme 
also questioned the efficacy of the MOI, whose appointee he formally was. He 
described its liaison with reuters as unsatisfactory and criticised the articles it 
provided on various counts: they were ‘too polemical or hortatory’, as if written 
‘for the edification of a suburban public’; they contained attacks on foreign 
systems of government or leaders which rendered them unsuitable for neutral 
countries; they often dealt with trivial subjects, e.g. ‘Big Ben’ or ‘London still 
leads the world in tailoring’. as for pictorial material, Syme complained that the 
Moi undermined britain’s warlike image by supplying far too many photographs 
showing servicemen in leisurely activities.105

the collapse of france and italy’s entry into the war led to a general distancing 
of the Yugoslav press from the british point of view. the Legation interpreted this 
as reflecting both fear of Germany and a ‘deliberate government policy to counter 
axis pressure’. this tendency was even more marked in the Croat press.106 despite 
frequent british demarches, three months later the attitude of the Yugoslav media 
was still considered unsatisfactory.107 in September 1940, the authorities restricted 
the activities of britanova and, in January 1941, temporarily suppressed it.108

as axis pressure on belgrade mounted, british propaganda initially adopted 
a cautious approach.109 However, as Yugoslavia’s accession to the tripartite Pact 
appeared increasingly likely, Sir ronald Campbell, the british minister, urged a 
‘stronger’ line, aimed at ‘working on the feelings of Serbs’ against the government, 
without leaving out the Croats.110 on the day the Pact was signed, Campbell 
suggested that the bbC give the text with full explanation of the implications. the 
broadcasts should focus on the ensuing subservience to both Germany and italy, 
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and the ‘pledge’ to come into war against britain – overlooking the fact that the 
Yugoslavs had not signed the military clauses of the Pact.111 indeed, a sustained 
propaganda campaign was launched through Serbo-Croat bulletins and special 
messages from british personalities, including Leopold amery and Canon douglas. 
They invariably appealed to the ‘fighting spirit’ and the ‘heroic legacy’ of Serbia 
and Yugoslavia, which allegedly dictated the reversal of the recent alignment with 
the axis.112 the bbC Serbo-Croat Service, in particular, was praised in the press 
and the House of Commons for its contribution to ‘the widespread awareness of 
the facts’ over the strict censorship imposed by the Yugoslav authorities.113

after the coup, british propaganda gave priority to safeguarding Yugoslav unity 
in the face of the impending German attack. the bbC was asked to concentrate 
on the theme of the ‘country living up to its traditions’, without mentioning either 
Yugoslavia or Serbia.114 The consul-general in Zagreb asked that the Croats be 
praised in advance for their ‘entire loyalty to Yugoslavia’. to ignore them or to 
blame their leaders for accepting the tripartite Pact, he argued, would ‘only help 
the disruption of Yugoslavia and play the German game’.115 He also reported ‘great 
astonishment and indignation’ among Croatian listeners on account of exclusive 
bbC appeals ‘to Serb patriotism and prejudices’.116 The Simović government, 
for its part, pleaded for restraint in order to avoid anything provocative towards 
Germany.

whatever the british propaganda plans were during the last days of Yugoslav 
independence, the fast moving events soon rendered them obsolete. as an So1 
report admitted, the best propaganda would have been to provide effective military 
assistance.117 far from that, during the swift German offensive, words were largely 
what the british could offer. Sympathy, faith, solidarity, wartime recollections, and 
assurances of help, however vague, were used in an effort to bolster morale. british 
propagandists anxiously sought to relay encouraging signs ‘from Russia and 
america’. Yugoslav unity was also stressed, in spite of all evidence to the contrary. 
desperation perhaps pointed to more sublime themes. there were special easter 
broadcasts to Catholic and orthodox listeners, before and after the capitulation, 
respectively.118 Churchill’s address to the Yugoslav people, on 13 april 1941, 
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114 fo 371/30213 r3081, Campbell to fo, tel. 543, 27.3.41.
115 FO 371/30213 R3109, Zagreb to FO, tel. 15, 27.3.41.
116 The Foreign Office found this particular report ‘rather exaggerated’: FO 371/30213 

R3250, Zagreb to FO, tel. 17, 28.3.41.
117 fo 898/143, ‘Propaganda in the balkans’, 27.3.41.
118 BBCWA, E2/604, minutes of weekly meeting to discuss Balkan broadcasts, 9.4.41; 

fo 371/30214 r4010, Moi, propaganda directive, Yugoslavia, 11.4.41.
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attempted to raise some hope in their darkest hour. the prime minister assured 
his listeners of british solidarity, portraying both peoples as victims of the same 
aggressor. Yugoslav resistance, however brief and ineffective, was duly praised. 
‘whatever you may lose in the present, you have saved the future’, Churchill 
affirmed. The country’s most numerous nationalities were individually exalted: 
‘Serbs we know you … Croats and Slovenes, we know your military history’ – 
part of which Churchill hailed as a contribution to the struggle for ‘the rights 
of man … long before the french revolution’. and if the power of the british 
empire was not enough to inspire faith in ultimate victory, there existed ‘the great 
democracy of the united States with its vast and ever-increasing resources’.119

Propaganda During the Axis Occupation

during the early phase of the occupation, british propaganda sought to reassure the 
Yugoslavs that they were neither forgotten nor alone. the ‘ongoing alliance’ with 
Great britain and her Commonwealth was to be ‘a principal underlying theme’.120 
while ‘nine-tenths’ of the population were considered pro-allied,121 they still had 
to be convinced that britain was a worthwhile ally. thus, propaganda should point 
out that, the long list of setbacks notwithstanding, britain was ‘building up on 
land, slowly but surely’.122 until success on land could be reported, emphasis was 
given to britain’s sea power, especially her ability to enforce the ‘encirclement’ of 
Germany.123 at the same time, principled declarations of intent, e.g. the atlantic 
Charter, were contrasted with the brutal reality of the nazi ‘new order’.124

british propaganda did not attempt to sell King Peter and the government-in-
exile to the peoples of Yugoslavia to the extent that it did in the case of Greece. 
in early January 1942, the Pwe plan for political warfare still had ‘no doubt as 
to the King’s symbolic value’ but it did not put much store on his government 
owing to the incessant rivalry between its Serb and Croat members.125 in the 
Yugoslav case, senior Foreign Office and PWE officials were prepared to admit, 

119 fo 371/30214 r3934, fo to Vrnjaska banja, tel. 555, message from Churchill to 
the Yugoslav people, 14.4.41.

120 fo 371/30215 r8741, Pwe, Jugoslavia, directive for all propaganda media, 5–12 
October, 3.10.41; FO 371/29786 R10593, FO to Cairo, d. 4404, weekly Balkan propaganda 
directive, 13.12.41.

121 inf 1/899, Pw(M) (42) 3, Pwe, ‘Plan of political warfare for the balkans’, 5.1.42.
122 fo 371/30215 r8741, Pwe, Jugoslavia, directive for all propaganda media, 5–12 

october, 3.10.41.
123 fo 371/30215 r8893, Pwe, Jugoslavia, directive for all propaganda media,  

31 october–7 november, 31.10.41.
124 fo 371/30215 r8741, Pwe, Jugoslavia, directive for all propaganda media, 5–12 

october, 3.10.41.
125 inf 1/899, Pw(M) (42) 3, Pwe, ‘Plan of political warfare for the balkans’, 5.1.42.
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‘british hospitality for exiled kings’ should not be interpreted ‘as a commitment to 
reactionary restoration’.126 by mid-1943, the distinction between King Peter and 
the government-in-exile was abundantly clear. Pwe had enough evidence that the 
latter exercised little influence even among anti-Partisan elements who considered 
it ‘apathetic and without a programme’. Somehow, young Peter was deemed to 
command a measure of respect.127

there is, of course, the question, what kind of post-war Yugoslavia british 
policy-makers envisaged. the axis powers did much to exacerbate ethnic rivalries, 
partly as a means of pre-empting effective resistance.128 from the outset, british 
propaganda condemned the country’s dismemberment and consistently supported 
the restoration of Yugoslav unity. in the wake of defeat, the bbC was instructed 
to stress the ‘racial brotherhood’ between Serbs, Croats and Slovenes, already 
threatened by the invaders.129 the reconciliation of Serbs and Croats – as well 
as Četniks and Partisans – remained a priority throughout 1942 and beyond.130 
whenever possible, british propaganda was to remain deliberately vague. in 
projecting the attractions of the atlantic Charter, the bbC was instructed not to 
talk about ‘“freedom” to Jugoslavia’. the audience, it was maintained, was not 
interested in the ideological aspects of the Charter, presumably its endorsement 
of self-determination, which could be interpreted as a threat to the integrity of 
multinational states.131

british propagandists needed an alternative to the pre-war ‘Yugoslav ideal’, 
considered too worn-out to appeal to Croats and Slovenes. following some 
talks by ‘Yugoslav’ émigrés over the bbC, which were considered unhelpful,132 
Pwe and representatives of the government-in-exile agreed in december 1941 
that ‘Yugoslavia’ should be used in a political rather than a national sense.133 as 
Murray explained, ‘[a] 100% Jugoslav line … will probably fall between two 
stools’: to the Croats, it would appear as a ‘thinly-veiled form of pan-Serbism’, 

126 fo 371/33445 r577, Lockhart to Sargent, 22.1.42.
127 BBCWA, E2/190, Survey 13/43, 20.5.43; FO 898/146, ‘Political warfare plan for 

Jugoslavia, Greece and bulgaria’, 30.6.43.
128 Garnett 2002, 180.
129 FO 371/30214 R4010, MOI, propaganda directive, Yugoslavia, 18.4.41; FO 

898/115, WO to Commander-in-Chief, from Brigadier Brooks to Thornhill, first directive 
to Yugoslavia, 17.5.41.

130 inf 1/899, Pw(M) (42) 3, Pwe, ‘Plan of political warfare for the balkans’, 
5.1.42; INF 1/899, PW(M) (42) 21, PWE, ‘Monthly report on Propaganda for February 
1942’ 1.3.42.

131 fo 371/30215 r8741, Pwe, Jugoslavia, directive for all propaganda media, 5–12 
october, 3.10.41. the Charter acknowledged ‘the right of all peoples to choose the form of 
government under which they will live’.

132 fo 898/158, Murray to Price, 28.10.41.
133 fo 371/30215 r8893, Pwe, Jugoslavia, directive for all propaganda media, 12–

19 december, 12.12.41.
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while it would hurt Serb pride and nationalism and even play into Nedić’s hands. 
instead, in order to foster Serb-Croat collaboration in resisting the enemy, british 
propaganda should speak to ‘Croats as Croats’, appealing to them on the basis of 
‘Serbo-Croat brotherhood’, and to Serbs as Serbs, pointing out that ‘not all Croats 
are ustashi’.134

The prospect of a new, federal Yugoslavia was at first tacitly and then explicitly 
addressed in British broadcasts. As a Foreign Office minute put it in early 1943, 
more and more Yugoslavs were coming to the conclusion that Yugoslavia had no 
future except as a federal state.135 the fact that this theme corresponded to the 
Yugoslav communist party line136 was not necessarily a disadvantage. if adroitly 
handled, it could even take some wind out of the Partisans’ sails. However, the 
government-in-exile was too divided along ethnic lines to be convincing on this 
score, while Mihailović’s rhetoric easily lent itself to accusations of Serbian 
supremacism. the british were dismayed by the government’s inability to make 
‘some constructive statement’ on the future of Yugoslavia. in summer 1942, for 
instance, they tried but failed to persuade the Jovanović cabinet ‘to issue a general 
declaration of policy calculated to satisfy the natural aspirations of the Croat 
people’.137 Almost a year later, PWE was still after an official statement opening 
the prospect of a federal, socially progressive post-war Yugoslavia.138

the fact was that the british tended to restrain pan-Serb tendencies more than 
Croat particularism. not only was the government-in-exile Serb-dominated but 
Croat opinion was considered especially vulnerable to axis blandishments. Pwe 
advised ‘patient and friendly diplomacy and severe discouragement’ of those 
seeking to discredit the Croats.139 German support for Croatian independence was 
dismissed as a mere sham, part of divide and rule tactics.140 Croat listeners were 
urged to remember the democratic tradition of the Peasant Party and ‘the stoic 
example’ of its interned leader, Maček.141 every sign of a Croat contribution to 
the allied war effort at home or abroad was eagerly seized and played up.142 all 

134 fo 898/158, Murray to Lockhart, 25.1.42. Stenton interprets Murray’s carefully 
worded rationale as a more radical distancing from the ‘Yugoslav idea’: idem 2000, 334.

135 fo 371/37630 r2130, minute for the Secretary of State, ‘Yugoslavia: Serbo-Croat 
relations’, 8.3.43.

136 Stenton 2000, 337.
137 BBCWA, E1/1319/1, Murray to Kirkpatrick, 5.11.42; FO 371/37630 R2130, 

minute for the Secretary of State, ‘Yugoslavia: Serbo-Croat relations’, 8.3.43.
138 fo 898/146, ‘Political warfare plan for Jugoslavia, Greece and bulgaria’, 30.6.43.
139 inf 1/899, Pw(M) (42) 3, Pwe, ‘Plan of political warfare for the balkans’, 5.1.42.
140 fo 371/30215 r8893, Pwe, Jugoslavia, directive for all propaganda media, 14–

21 november, 14.11.41.
141 fo 898/143, amery to Lord Selborne, august 1943.
142 one directive, for instance, stressed the fact that the Yugoslav merchant marine 

was ‘largely manned by Croats’: fo 371/33135a r2472, fo to Cairo, tel. 1663, Yugoslav 
directive, 20–26 June, 20.6.42.
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this, of course, did not prevent Zagreb from attacking the BBC as a champion of 
Greater Serbia at a time when belgrade was denouncing the bbC ‘Croats’.143

the gruesome reality of ‘ethnic cleansing’ in the so-called independent State 
of Croatia threatened to wreck british efforts to win both Croat and Serb opinion 
on the basis of South Slav ‘brotherhood’. when the news of the ustaša massacres 
reached London, Croat émigrés, including cabinet members, disputed their 
accuracy. Initially, the Foreign Office backed them and even sought to bring the 
rest of the Yugoslav government into line.144 its fear was that, by reporting ustaša 
crimes, the Croats might get the impression that the british regarded ‘them as 
lost’. thus, the bbC was instructed ‘not to report too freely “Serb allegations” 
about “massacres and whatnot in bosnia”’. if that could not be avoided, then the 
perpetrators should misleadingly be described as ‘German-controlled troops’.145 
As various sources tended to confirm the atrocities, the BBC was instructed never 
to attribute them to ‘Croats’ but to ‘ustashi’ or ‘frankovci’ (an alternative name 
for Croatian secessionists).146 this distinction had been recommended by burr, 
then Balkan Press Reading Bureau director in Istanbul. He was among the first to 
confirm the ‘pretty terrible’ truth and presciently noted that the atrocities would 
‘not be forgotten by the relatives of those who suffered’.147

british incredulity and equidistance hurt the Serbs who complained of undue 
discrimination. Mihailović, in particular, would repeatedly protest that the BBC 
did not give enough coverage to the travails of the Serbian population.148 as a 
sop, the British minister of Information asked Juraj Krnjević, Maček’s lieutenant 
and deputy prime minister, to condemn the atrocities and ‘express sympathy’ 
for the victims. Krnjević, who according to Stenton ‘was in London less to save 
Yugoslavia than do battle with pan-Serbs’, agreed after several months’ delay. 
He refused, however, to broadcast the condemnation himself. the reason was 
that, at the time, he was boycotting the bbC on account of its failure to institute 
separate Croat broadcasts.149 by late 1942, british exasperation with all sides of 
the Yugoslav puzzle – including the perennial conflict between Slovene clericalists 

143 BBCWA, E2/190, Survey 12/43, 15.3.43; BBCWA, E2/190, Survey 13/43, 20.5.43.
144 fo 371/30214 r7294, minute by dixon, 26.7.41.
145 FO 371/30214 R7294, minute by Dixon, 26.7.41; FO 898/158, Murray to Harrison, 

January 1942, and FO 898/158, Murray to Lockhart, 25.1.42; cf. Stenton 2000, 334.
146 fo 371/30215 r8741, Pwe, Jugoslavia, directive for all propaganda media, 5–12 

october, 3.10.41.
147 fo 371/33445 r5351, burr, istanbul, to broadcasting division, 22.10.42. burr’s 

bureau, however, was not highly regarded among Moi and Pwe circles. Vellacott described 
it as ‘feeble in the extreme’ and bracken singled it out as a particularly unreliable source: 
FO 898/117, Vellacott to Lockhart, 3.5.43; INF 1/986, Bracken to Churchill, 1.5.44.

148 FO 371/33491 R3161, Rendel to FO, tel. 18, 13.5.42; FO 371/33491 R3945, 
Rendel to Dixon, 12.6.42; cf. Stenton 2000, 334–5.

149 Stenton 2000, 331, 333–6. See below, notes 343–7.
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and Liberals – was evident.150 in early august 1943, rendel, ambassador to the 
government-in-exile, wrote in a scathing valedictory: ‘the Yugoslav Ministers 
know that we do not expect them to return to power in Yugoslavia’.151

Concern for Serb susceptibilities was reflected in the British attitude to the 
Nedić regime and, more generally, to the issue of collaboration in Serbia. For 
some time after the occupation, Serb members of the government-in-exile pressed 
for a soft line vis-à-vis Nedić.152 thus, a distinction was initially drawn between 
the Serb general, described as a misguided man, ‘not a Quisling, but a Petain’, and 
Pavelić, who was consistently denounced as a traitor and murderer.153 this was in 
line with a formula proposed by Simović, whereby both Nedić and Pavelić could 
be ‘safely’ projected as German puppets: the former was being used to divide 
the Serbs among themselves, the latter to divide the Croats from the Serbs.154 
It was also decided not to pitch Mihailović against Nedić.155 as late as autumn 
1942, however, burr, who was considered an authority on all things Serbian, 
opposed attacks on Nedić. In his view, the general’s following was considerable 
and increasing.156 To the extent that this happened, it partly reflected an effort to 
capitalise on Serb nationalism. To that end, the propaganda of the Nedić regime 
was portraying the Partisans as anti-Serb and britain as having abandoned Serbia. 
At the same time, it was taking up a conciliatory line vis-à-vis Mihailović and 
the government-in-exile. In response, the BBC continued to attack Nedić and 
dismissed his propaganda as part of a German attempt to divide and rule.157

Propaganda to Slovenia was no easy matter either. the country was partitioned 
between Germany and italy, there were Slovenian claims to both austrian and 
italian territory, including istria and trieste, and, in terms of local politics, there 

150 Barker 1976, 154; idem 1975, 275; Fitzroy Maclean quoted in Auty and Clogg 
1975, 275; Stenton 2000, 328–34, 390.

151 barker 1975, 46.
152 FO 898/54, progress report for the week ending 19 September 1941; INF 1/900, 

PWE progress report for the week ending September 26, 1941; INF 1/900, PWE progress 
report for week ending october 10, 1941.

153 FO 898/56, note by Murray on Serb RU ‘Sumadija’, 27.10.41; FO 371/30215 
R8893, PWE, Jugoslavia, directive for all propaganda media, 14–21 November, 14.11.41; 
fo 371/29786 r10593, fo to Cairo, d. 4404, weekly balkan propaganda directive, 13.12.41.

154 fo 371/30215 r8893, Pwe, Jugoslavia, directive for all propaganda media, 21–
28 november, 21.11.41.

155 fo 371/30215 r8893, Pwe, Jugoslavia, directive for all propaganda media, 14–
21 november, 14.11.41.

156 fo 371/33445 r5351, burr, istanbul, to broadcasting division, 22.10.42. 
according to another estimate, the Serbian public was ‘divided between a small section who 
favour a Greater Serbia, the young intelligentsia who favour Communism, and the [majority 
of] middle-aged who favour the Yugoslav idea’: bbCwa, e2/190, Survey 12/43, 15.3.43.
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31 december–7 January 1944, 31.12.43.
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existed a deep pre-war cleavage between the clericalist People’s Party and the 
Liberals. added to this was the fact that thousands of Slovenes were conscripted 
by the italians. at the same time, the Yugoslav troops in the Middle east mainly 
consisted of Slovenes, a number of them deserters from the italian army. british 
propaganda was primarily directed against the occupying forces, but it also 
targeted the local collaborators and sought to demoralise the Slovenes serving in 
italian uniform.158

there was a limit, however, beyond which the acknowledgement of national 
susceptibilities threatened to undermine the overriding goal of an integral post-
war Yugoslavia. thus, the british refused to satisfy requests for separate daily 
Croat broadcasts on the bbC.159 the ‘basic’ broadcasting directive for Yugoslavia 
specifically warned against separatism. ‘British speakers’, it stated, ‘should say 
boldly that there is no place in europe for new small independent states … and that 
Yugoslavia’s only chance of survival is as a federated state’.160

Conducive to Yugoslav unity was the theme of balkan post-war co-operation. 
the Greek-Yugoslav treaty of 15 January 1942 was treated as heralding this 
prospect, in addition to boosting the exiled government’s image.161 to the same end, 
british propaganda refrained from stirring up anti-bulgarian feeling. only one day 
into the country’s occupation, the bbC Yugoslav Service was to remind its listeners 
of the pre-war rapprochement with bulgaria, the demise of which was exclusively 
blamed on German intrigue.162 british propaganda media urged solidarity with 
‘anti-boris bulgarians’ and, by april 1942, were inviting the two peoples to make 
common cause against Germany.163 According to Murray, Mihailović himself had 
‘on several occasions’ asked for appeals of this sort. In the PWE official’s view, 
their value was largely sentimental, as ‘long-term political considerations’ might 
militate against ‘Serb-bulgarian’ collaboration after the war.164 the possibility 
of co-operation with anti-axis bulgarians and albanians was another reason for 
which Murray deprecated the tendency of Yugoslav government propaganda to 
emphasise ‘the slaughter of Serbs’ by neighbouring peoples.165

158 inf 1/899, Pw(M) (42) 23, Pwe, ‘Monthly report on Propaganda for March 
1942’, 1.4.42.

159 See below, notes 344, 349.
160 fo 898/159, Pwe, broadcasting directives for Greece and Yugoslavia, 16.8.43.
161 fo 371/33135a r427, fo to Cairo, tel. 238, 14.1.42.
162 FO 371/30214 R4010, MOI, propaganda directive, Yugoslavia, 18.4.41; similarly, 
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163 INF 1/900, PWE progress report for week ending October 17, 1941; FO 371/30215 
R8893, PWE, Jugoslavia, directive for all propaganda media, 14–21 November, 14.11.41; 
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165 bbCwa, e1/1319/1, barker to Kirkpatrick, 5.12.42.
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british propaganda also sought to exploit pro-russian sentiments, without 
always reflecting the reasonable distinction between the Orthodox Serbs and 
Montenegrins and the rest.166 emphasis was given to the tenacity of the red 
army and its ability, with the aid of the western allies, to prevail in a prolonged 
struggle.167 the anglo-Soviet alliance and the treaty of May 1942 were projected 
as an example of co-operation across ideological boundaries which the ethnic 
groups and rival resistance organisations in Yugoslavia ought to emulate.168 
Whatever benefits were anticipated by this line were offset when, in summer 
1942, Soviet propaganda turned in a completely pro-Partisan and anti-Mihailović 
direction.169 there was also evidence that anti-Soviet propaganda was having an 
effect, especially in Croatia, where dissident politicians loathed the prospect of 
communist domination as much as the ustaša regime.170 Still, british propaganda 
planners considered the theme of anglo-Soviet co-operation reassuring enough 
to wish to revive it in case of allied landings in the balkans.171 this did not 
materialise and further references would have to await the end of the German 
occupation, long after the british themselves had switched sides in favour of the 
Partisans. the Moscow talks with Stalin in october 1944 apparently left Churchill 
with the impression that Yugoslavia could be treated as an anglo-Soviet joint 
venture. in the aftermath of the talks, the Yugoslavs were reminded that the two 
powers agreed to co-operate in order not only to rid Yugoslavia of the retreating 
Germans but also to help settle her ‘internal difficulties’. To that end, the spirit of 
anglo-Soviet co-operation favoured a coalition between the government-in-exile 
and tito’s aVnoJ.172

even before Pearl Harbor, the united States was presented as irrevocably 
committed to the side of Britain and her allies. The Atlantic Charter confirmed 
this and american re-armament and production were played up as guaranteeing 

166 fo 371/30215 r8741, Pwe, Jugoslavia, directive for all propaganda media, 5–12 
october, 3.10.41.

167 fo 371/30215 r8893, Pwe, Jugoslavia, directive for all propaganda media,  
31 October–7 November, 31.10.41; FO 371/30215 R8893, PWE, Jugoslavia, directive for 
all propaganda media, 14–21 november, 14.11.41.

168 fo 371/33135a r2472, fo to Cairo, tel. 1663, Yugoslav directive, 20–26 June, 
20.6.42; INF 1/899, PW(M) (42) 33, PWE, ‘Monthly report on Propaganda for June 1942’, 
1.7.42.
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172 fo 371/44289 r14503, Pwe, weekly directive for bbC Jugoslav Service,  
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final victory.173 finally, the entry of the united States in the war was used ‘to plug 
american solidarity with britain, russia and the oppressed european nations’.174

anti-axis propaganda primarily targeted the Germans. they were indicted on 
several counts: dissolving Yugoslavia; sowing discord among her nationalities and 
reviving ‘old hatreds’ between the Yugoslavs and their neighbours, particularly the 
Bulgarians; installing the Ustaša regime and condoning its murderous practices. 
the nazi ‘new order’ was equated with ‘disorder’ and its leaders were denounced 
as a criminal lot, a bunch of ‘political gangsters’.175 british propaganda played up 
the implications of nazi racism, especially its Herrenvolk fixation, for all Slavs in 
a German-dominated europe.176 italo-German differences, real or contrived, also 
featured prominently. the italian troops of occupation, in particular, were treated 
as obvious targets of a demoralisation campaign.177 when italy dropped out of 
the war, it was the turn of the Germans to be enlightened about their country’s 
‘internal weakness’.178

in the wake of the italian capitulation, british propaganda refrained from 
appealing for collaboration with the former enemy and avoided any hint of allied 
operations on Yugoslav soil.179 towards the end of 1943, however, ‘a new phase’ 
was announced, in connection with the allied operations in italy. in that context, 
the bbC was to mention a ‘joint allied strategic plan’ for 1944 and the possibility 
for the Yugoslavs to ‘make an even bigger contribution’ than in the previous 
year.180 by spring 1944, british propaganda undertook to explain air attacks on 
Yugoslav centres as ‘essential to destroy German communications and air bases’. 
it also pointed out obvious targets and warned the civilians to evacuate them.181

173 fo 371/30215 r8893, Pwe, Jugoslavia, directive for all propaganda media,  
31 october–7 november, 31.10.41.
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British Propaganda, Resistance and Civil War: The Ideological Divide

as in the Greek case, resistance proved the real test for british propaganda to 
Yugoslavia. there is evidence that London considered stirring things up right after 
the country’s occupation. on 18 april 1941, the Moi promised to supply the bbC 
with an ‘a.b.C. of sabotage’.182 However, british propaganda had little to do with 
the fact that Yugoslavia was the first country in Europe to boast a mass guerrilla 
movement. during summer 1941, enthusiasm for this development was mitigated 
by appeals from both occupied Serbia and the government-in-exile against all 
reference to guerrilla activity for fear of devastating German counter-insurgency 
operations and reprisals.183

for some time, british propaganda precariously sought to balance the 
advantages of encouraging resistance against the risk of provoking reaction which 
might ‘throttle the movement’.184 At first, the BBC was instructed to withhold 
‘guerrilla’ material from Serbo-Croat broadcasts ‘for the present’. the foreign 
Office Southern Department, however, considered that the advantages of publicity 
outweighed the risks.185 after consultation with the Yugoslav authorities in 
London,186 british propaganda media were instructed to report news of resistance 
and thus keep up ‘the flow of heroism’, while avoiding the impression of incitement 
to revolt.187 Moreover, in order not to unduly dispirit their audience, references to 
German reprisals had to be ‘indirect’, with emphasis on ‘the world’s sympathy and 
indignation’.188

in mid-november, eden explained to his Yugoslav counterpart that London 
wished to neither incite nor discourage ‘individual acts of violence’ and sought 
the views of the government-in-exile.189 Although Simović personally appealed 
for the suspension of all resistance,190 Pwe directives continued to authorise 
references and even ‘lively’ coverage of fighting subject to a few safeguards: 
in view of their doubtful accuracy, reports other than officially supplied ones 
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should be attributed to the british press or american correspondents,191 and the 
term ‘guerrilla operations’ should be avoided.192 the Yugoslav government-in-
exile officially requested that the fighting should not be presented ‘as a revolt or 
guerrilla warfare’ but ‘as engagements of the Yugoslav regular army’. its twin aim 
was to boost Mihailović and to deprive the enemy of a pretext for turning against 
the civilian population.193 in fact, british propaganda had already adopted that 
fiction. Četnik activity was presented ‘as serious organised military operations by 
an organised military force’ under the rubric of ‘Patriot forces’.194 the problem 
was that most of the fighting was between rival guerrilla movements. British 
propagandists vainly sought ways to reconcile their pro-Mihailović campaign with 
his abstention from active resistance without letting morale sag and exposing the 
hollowness of the entire project.195

The decision to build up Mihailović was taken with little regard for the realities 
on the ground. although no evidence was found that it was seriously challenged 
at the time, Johnstone, the So1/Pwe balkan expert in Cairo, claimed in March 
1943 that ‘it was not [the Pwe] who insisted on putting all our money’ on the 
Četnik leader.196 in late october 1941, and despite reservations regarding publicity 
for resistance as a whole, the bbC Yugoslav Service was instructed to ‘keep up 
more constant mention’ of the Četniks, even if only in the form of greeting them 
at the beginning and the end of their bulletins.197 By November, Mihailović was 
mentioned as the leader of the ‘Jugoslav Patriot forces’, though not yet starred 
‘constantly as the big personality’. british propaganda projected his movement as 
a symbol of ‘Serb’ unity and stressed its loyalty to King Peter.198

By early 1942, it was proving increasingly difficult to keep up the ‘permanent 
theme of resistance’ in view of the lack of hard news from Mihailović. Second 
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thoughts were creeping in. as a Pwe monthly report noted in January, the bbC 
had ‘perhaps over-emphasised’ his appointment as war minister.199 there is also 
evidence that Mihailović was unhappy with his unsolicited promotion. In view 
of his reluctance to engage the occupying forces, he was annoyed when the bbC 
‘recycled’ sensational reports of ‘actions and victories he had never carried out’. 
He occasionally requested ‘minimum’ or even no publicity, either for fear of 
intensified German reprisals or in reaction to perceived distortions by the BBC.200 
This seems to justify Maclean’s remark that the British had built up Mihailović 
‘into something which he never seriously claimed to be’201 – up to a point, though, 
because, after the bbC and other british media began cutting him down to size, 
he would repeatedly interpret this as a slight not only to himself but also to the 
Serbian people as a whole.202

until summer 1942, british planners appeared to ignore the ‘striking 
contrast’ between their own and the Soviet attitude to Yugoslav resistance and 
its implications for their influence on the course of events. Whereas British 
propaganda suggested mild forms of resistance, Moscow subjected Yugoslavia to 
‘a propaganda barrage’ intended to raise hell for the occupying forces. to that end, 
radio ‘free Yugoslavia’ reported atrocity stories ‘in gruesome detail’ and directly 
incited its audience to violence and sabotage.203 this line of propaganda appealed 
to the part of the population who, for whatever reasons, were prone to revolt and 
who, eventually, joined the Partisan ranks. it was not until november 1942 that 
the bbC began systematically monitoring the main channel of Soviet propaganda, 
‘free Yugoslavia’, which had been transmitting from ufa in the urals since early 
november 1941.204

by July 1942, Pwe was conceding that its propaganda on the issue of the 
civil war, which basically urged unity under Mihailović’s banner, had proved 
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ineffective and was likely to remain so unless it received ‘full Soviet backing’.205 
Instead, Moscow publicly accused Mihailović of collaborating with the enemy. 
‘our carefully conducted campaign for unity is plainly unrealistic’, a Pwe report 
confessed.206 in august, Murray undertook to assess the situation. on the basis of 
reports from the enemy and neutral press and radio, information received through 
Slovene and Croat exiled politicians, and such secret sources as were available to 
Pwe, he concluded that ‘there was very little resistance in Serbia but a great deal 
of resistance elsewhere in Yugoslavia, which had not been claimed by Mihailovic’. 
in his view, ‘it was no good pretending that the Partisans did not exist’.207

Subsequently, PWE tried to ‘temper’ the treatment of Mihailović as the only 
legitimate authority in Yugoslavia and to restrain the government-in-exile.208 the 
regular BBC broadcasts issued deliberately abstract appeals for a ‘united fighting 
front’, while an effort was made to conceal anglo-Soviet differences on this score.209 
At the same time, however, the Yugoslav Military Cabinet, a group of Serb officers 
with access to the BBC, was able to urge exclusive loyalty to Mihailović.210 this 
was hardly compatible with the pin-pricking tactics proposed by Soe London. 
Murray, for his part, asked for a change in what he described as ‘ostrich-like 
policy’ towards Yugoslav resistance.211 The Foreign Office replied that this was not 
yet possible. Its temporary guidance still fitted Murray’s description: there should 
be no reference to the civil war; its causes should be obscured by pointing to 
geographical rather than ideological obstacles to co-operation between Mihailović 
and the Partisans; British propaganda media should ‘continually’ express hope for 
unity; finally, in order to deflect Soviet criticism of Mihailović, ‘Free Yugoslavia’ 
should be misrepresented as an axis-controlled station. if the Soviets complained, 
it was submitted, the british should be able ‘to play the idiot boy’.212
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Even as it laid down these guidelines, the Foreign Office admitted that ‘the time 
is past … when we can ignore the Partisans altogether’.213 thus, the way opened 
for the adoption of pin-pricking tactics, in the sense that british propaganda began 
to acknowledge Partisan activity strictly ‘in their part of the country’ and without 
praise, and ceased referring to Mihailović as ‘the sole leader’ of resistance. 
otherwise, he was to be boosted on ‘every legitimate opportunity’. the Pwe also 
sought to have the Military Cabinet tone down its pro-Mihailović propaganda ‘for 
everybody’s sake’.214 as has been noted, Soe Cairo was left in the dark about this 
change in tactics. thus, it not only launched its ‘Karageorge’ station but its mission 
to Mihailović was seriously embarrassed.215 Bailey, its head, witnessed Mihailović 
bursting into an angry invective, particularly against the bbC, for dropping their 
‘support of the sacred Serbian cause’ and ‘publicising a band of terrorists’ whose 
action was bound to subject the Serbian population to terrible reprisals.216 the 
government-in-exile also handed the Foreign Office an aide-memoire deprecating 
both the bbC and ‘Sumadija’, the Serb ru based in england, for building up the 
Partisans. while reassuring the Yugoslav prime minister that no hint of british 
recognition of tito’s movement had been broadcast, eden pointed out that it was 
impossible for the bbC to ignore news about resistance in areas where there were 
no Mihailović forces.217 A reply to that effect was also sent to Mihailović through 
the Soe mission.

under pressure from bailey, Soe gradually changed its mind and sought to 
have the pin-pricking suspended. The Foreign Office concurred and asked for ‘a 
slightly more even balance’ in bbC broadcasts which could be achieved ‘either 
by suppressing some of the messages about the Partisans or by inventing news 
about Mihailović’. As Howard put it, his department did ‘not really mind which 
course’ was adopted.218 at the suggestion of Soe London it also reimposed an 
earlier ban on using the term ‘Partisan’.219 both Pwe and the bbC resisted this 
reversal and continued to press for greater latitude in dealing with the Mihailović-
Partisan problem. from Cairo, Vellacott pointed out that the british could not exert 
influence in Yugoslavia through Mihailović alone and suggested ‘an independent 
approach to the Croat and Partisan areas’.220
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When, in early May 1943, Cairo asked for instructions about Mihailović, the 
Foreign Office indicated that, after pin-pricking, it had reverted to agnosticism: 
there was no long-term directive, it replied, and recommended a ‘reserved 
attitude’.221 However, protests from Mihailović and Jovanović continued. The latter 
took particular exception to the BBC cutting all reference to Četnik resistance and 
his war minister from his easter message.222 an aide-memoire from the Yugoslav 
government-in-exile, dated 28 May 1943, listed a series of complaints against 
both the bbC and the british press. assuming allied operations in the balkans 
or their vicinity, it wondered how the people could be expected to participate ‘in 
the decisive struggle against the axis’ at a time when London radio was failing to 
create the impression that Mihailović enjoyed British confidence.223 the foreign 
Office heeded Barker’s advice and avoided an official reply. Pending a response 
to the terms laid out in Eden’s message to the Četnik leader on 10 May, British 
propaganda was to ‘try to give such news as is available about guerrilla activities 
in Mihailović’s area of operations’.224 Pwe issued a ‘basic directive’ on 14 august 
instructing all british propaganda media ‘to report only substantial successes’. the 
Partisans could be mentioned, though only when this was ‘absolutely necessary’. 
otherwise, ‘whenever possible’ the british media ought to refer to ‘the Yugoslav 
resistance movement as a whole’.225

Owing to the absence of hard news from his territory, Mihailović faded from 
the limelight during summer 1943. by way of contrast, an Soe report described 
the treatment of the Partisans as satisfactory.226 Still, the british were faced with 
complaints from all sides. the tactics of attributing Partisan exploits to ‘Patriots’ 
irritated tito, as did alleged instances of misreporting and emphasis on the part played 
by SOE officers in operations. This upset SOE officers at Partisan headquarters at 
least as much as their counterparts assigned to Mihailović.227 on the other hand, 
the Foreign Office had to defend the BBC and British stations in the Middle East 
against criticism from the opposite side. in reply to a demarche from the Yugoslav 
ambassador, Cadogan explained that, while there was no ban on Mihailović, the 
british radio had ‘naturally ceased to report his activities when these consisted 
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almost exclusively of attacks on the Partisans’. He assured the ambassador that 
‘full credit’ would be given to Mihailović when he ‘resumed operations against the 
Germans’.228 the british ambassador to the government-in-exile was also instructed 
to explain that greater attention to the Partisans was only natural since ‘they have 
been carrying the main burden of fighting against the Germans’.229

the pro-Partisan shift in british propaganda had become all but complete 
by the beginning of October 1943. The Foreign Office dropped its earlier 
opposition,230 and authorised more direct credit for tito’s forces. it also joined 
PWE in proposing the explicit condemnation of Četnik collaboration with the 
enemy.231 this was an important break with past practice. when, four months 
earlier, PWE Cairo had suggested the denunciation of particular Četnik leaders 
in Montenegro and Herzegovina,232 the Foreign Office had authorised only a 
deliberately vague warning to all Yugoslavs who ‘up to now have been misled 
and have misunderstood the purpose of britain and america to repair their errors 
before it is too late’.233 eventually, on 8 november, General wilson, while praising 
Yugoslav (i.e. Partisan) successes since the Italian surrender, specifically warned 
‘certain men, dishonouring the name of Chetnik’ who were helping the Germans 
in western Yugoslavia, especially dalmatia, and – like their Greek counterparts 
– were alleging british approval. the message appealed to all ‘once honest’ and 
subsequently misguided men to ‘desert the German service’. as noted on the 
relevant document, the Yugoslav government was ‘informed but not consulted’.234 
As the SOE mission at Četnik headquarters reported, its hosts, not wishing to 
challenge General wilson’s authority, targeted the bbC Yugoslav Service for 
misrepresenting the message as a ‘rebuke’ to Mihailović.235

by early 1944, ‘praise’ for the Partisans was explicitly authorised,236 while 
Mihailović became practically unmentionable.237 as a Pwe directive put it, ‘[i]
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t will not do to crow over the fallen idol’.238 However, the bbC was instructed 
to avoid the theme of Četnik collaboration ‘until further notice’.239 this notice 
did come on 24 february 1944, after the withdrawal of the british missions from 
Mihailović and his ‘final rejection’ by Churchill in the House of Commons, in the 
same month. the british prime minister praised tito as ‘an outstanding leader, 
glorious in the fight for freedom’, and his Partisans as ‘a national and unifying 
movement’, the only effective fighting force against the Germans.240 Subsequently, 
the BBC was authorised to use ‘Free Yugoslavia’ reports of Četnik collaboration 
with the Germans against the Partisans. However, even at that stage, there were 
signs of ambivalence. according to a Pwe directive, the recent repudiation of 
Mihailović should not be interpreted as a ‘definite break’ with him. Advising the 
BBC to keep the Partisan-Četnik conflict ‘as much in the background as possible’, 
the directive warned its recipients: ‘Churchill has brought the skeleton out of the 
cupboard into the light of day but we shall only do harm if we rattle the bones’.241

British sources are quite explicit about Mihailović’s sensitivity to British radio. 
When he did not listen himself, he could rely on a monitoring officer to convey 
the gist of bbC and ru broadcasts.242 The British, in turn, believed that the Četnik 
leader owed much of his influence to their propaganda.243 according to Hudson, 
he knew the british ‘could smash him by withdrawing bbC support’.244 Yet 
such views overlooked what Murray observed in november 1942, that it was his 
tactics of conserving strength and avoiding reprisals that had earned Mihailović 
his popularity in Serbia.245 a proud man, he did not take kindly to the tactics of 
holding various threats over his head, from the mentioning of the Partisans to his 
outright denunciation.246 one such instance, coming from the bbC balkan editor 
on 18 october 1942,247 sent Mihailović railing against ‘English public workers’ 
whose unauthorised statements were gratifying his enemies. on that occasion, he 
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made clear that he objected to ‘all mention of partisans or patriots fighting’ outside 
his ‘Yugoslav army’.248 Colonel Bailey was dropped to Mihailović’s headquarters 
on Christmas day 1942, at a time when pin-pricking tactics were taking their toll 
on his host’s good will. Bailey described Mihailović as an ‘avid’ BBC listener and 
related the extent to which publicity could affect his mood: sometimes, it took 
only a complimentary broadcast to offset his sullenness on account of reduced 
british supplies, and bailey ‘would be invited to dinner’.249

while the british were working for a settlement between tito and the exiled 
Yugoslav authorities, they effectively questioned the claim of ‘any existing 
government or organisation’ to rule Yugoslavia after the war. Since november 1943, 
British propaganda had avoided mentioning the Purić government,250 and had even 
played down themes evoking continuity with pre-war Yugoslavia.251 to be sure, 
London anxiously sought to say nothing that might be construed as recognition of 
the Partisans’ claim to political legitimacy. Limited publicity was permitted for their 
political activities and institutions, including their federal schemes as a solution to 
the nationalities question, but was always complemented with reference to the free 
expression of the Yugoslav peoples’ will after the war. instead, british propaganda 
concentrated on tito’s qualities as a military leader (including his ‘Marshal’ title) 
and the Partisans’ contribution to the allied war effort, which entitled them to 
increased military support.252 at the same time, it sought to keep the king in the 
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picture ‘as a symbol of unity’ and, implicitly, as a counter to tito’s ambitions.253 the 
replacement of Purić with Šubašić on 1 June 1944, a development which Churchill 
had anticipated in the House of Commons a week earlier, was greeted as signalling 
Peter’s ‘breach with the narrow associations of the past’, and his intention to form 
a government representative of all resistance elements.254

It took the Foreign Office a little longer to end the silence on the subject of 
civil war. in april 1944, eden ruled that co-operation between tito and other 
organisations was for the parties themselves to arrange.255 Lockhart advocated 
a clear pro-tito line. ‘when a Slav country is in disruption’, he explained, ‘the 
virile elements tend to join the strongest centre of resistance’. Since it was agreed 
that ‘tito’s forces represent the only real centre of resistance’, there was no point 
in continuing the policy of ‘dualism’. this, he warned, not only undermined 
the military effort but also risked pushing the Partisan leader into the arms of 
Moscow.256 although he admitted the disadvantages of the current line, Sargent 
still saw no alternative under the ‘present circumstances’.257

whatever the reasons behind Sargent’s reticence, the pro-Partisan shift 
would become complete by mid-May. Pwe directives prescribed appeals for 
‘unity in resistance to the Germans’ under tito’s banner. the bbC was to treat 
his communiqués ‘as those of an ally’, denounce his opponents in so far as they 
collaborated with the enemy, and publicise Partisan military achievements and 
the british contribution to them ‘in all languages’.258 It was a considerable fillip 
for the Partisan leader on the eve of his negotiations with Šubašić on Vis, as 
Macmillan had predicted. it was the resident minister’s turn to ask for a ‘balanced 
and objective tone’ in transmissions to Yugoslavia. eden agreed that King Peter 
and Šubašić should be supported and that a ‘[p]anegyric of Tito … would be a 

form a basis for future administrative and political developments’: fo 371/44289 r10127, 
Pwe, weekly directive for bbC Jugoslav Service, 1–8 September, 31.8.44.
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21.1.44; FO 371/44287, R2792 PWE, weekly directive for BBC Jugoslav Service, 10–17 
March, 9.3.44; FO 371/44289 R10127, PWE, weekly directive for BBC Jugoslav Service, 
14–21 July, summary for Cairo, 13.7.44; INF 1/926, minute by Kirkpatrick, 8.8.44.

254 fo 371/44289 r8034, Pwe, weekly directive for bbC Jugoslav Service, 26 May–
2 June, 25.5.44; FO 371/44289 R8034, PWE, weekly directive for BBC Jugoslav Service, 
2–9 June, summary for Cairo, 2.6.44.

255 fo 371/44288, r5247 Pwe, weekly directive for bbC Jugoslav Service, 14–21 
april, summary for Cairo, 13.4.44.
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grave error’.259 although barker defended the Pwe line,260 Lockhart was told that 
British propaganda should immediately publicise Šubašić and his government, 
‘and incidentally the King … without waiting for the outcome’ of the negotiations 
on Vis.261 Šubašić was portrayed ‘as a disinterested Yugoslav who had assumed the 
burden of securing Yugoslav unity’.262 Lockhart, however, warned against giving 
the Partisans the impression that ‘we were trying to force the Ban [i.e. Šubašić] 
and the King down their throats’.263

The impact of British propaganda on the Tito-Šubašić talks remains a matter 
of conjecture. The event was hailed as a first step towards unity and effective 
resistance264 and the eventual agreement was publicised during the summer 
months in parallel with the nLa’s enhanced role ‘in the liquidation of the German 
forces in the balkans’.265 after the liberation of belgrade and on the eve of a 
second agreement between Tito and Šubašić which paved the way for a Partisan-
dominated government, british propaganda rather lamely sought to emphasise the 
‘recognised and inalienable’ right of the Yugoslavs to decide on their political 
future for themselves.266

it should be clear by now that terminology was an important indicator of all 
major shifts in british attitudes towards Yugoslav resistance. at an early stage, 
when referring to guerrilla activity, the british radio was instructed to use the 
term ‘Yugoslav Patriot forces’267 and avoid the word ‘Cetnici’ because it was 
considered ‘of dubious value in some parts of Yugoslavia’.268 even later, ‘Patriot’ 
was used in case of doubt or in order to avoid politically undesirable terms. it also 
seemed to imply ‘the existence of apolitical groups’ which might accept british 

259 FO 371/44285 R9279, Macmillan, Algiers, to FO, tel. 777, 12.6.44; minute by 
eden.

260 fo 371/44285 r9279, minute by reed, 13.6.44.
261 fo 898/159, Sargent to Lockhart, 15.6.44.
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Jugoslav Service, 2–9 June, summary for Cairo, 2.6.44.
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control.269 by summer 1942, it was practically a substitute for ‘Partisan’.270 the 
ban on the latter term was tentatively lifted in november 1942, reintroduced in 
March 1943, and finally abolished in August. Even then, hair-splitting is quite 
evident in Pwe instructions. according to the basic directive of 14 august 1943, 
british propaganda media should try to be as vague as possible and refer to 
the resistance movement as a whole. when distinguishing, they could mention 
‘Mihailović Forces’ and ‘Partisan Forces’, but only ‘when absolutely necessary’. 
The directive banned the terms ‘Četnik’, ‘People’s Army of Liberation’ and 
‘aVnoJ’.271 in october 1943, the bbC was allowed to use the term ‘national 
Liberation army’ but not ‘People’s Liberation army’, and then only when quoting 
Partisan communiqués verbatim.272

with regard to tito’s appellation, from december 1943 until late february 
1944, he was referred to as ‘the Commander-in-Chief, tito’ or ‘tito, Commander-
in-Chief of Partisan forces’.273 british propaganda media were authorised to use 
his self-awarded title of ‘Marshal’ after Churchill had done so in a speech to the 
House of Commons.274 on the eve of liberation, the bbC was instructed to ‘[p]
ay tributes’ to the ‘Yugoslav national Liberation army’, the ‘national Liberation 
Movement’ or ‘the peoples of Yugoslavia’ rather than to tito personally – 
possibly in reaction to his recent surreptitious flight from Vis to Moscow in mid-
September.275 it has been argued that such shifts in terminology and emphasis 
impaired consistency, as necessary in foreign broadcasting as ‘objectivity’ and a 
‘vital element’ of effective propaganda.276

269 Deakin 1988, 79; Stenton 2000, 343.
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British Propaganda, Resistance and Civil War: The Ethnic Divide

as has been noted, ethnic rivalries ran parallel and often cut across the seemingly 
ideological divide between the Partisans and their rivals in the various parts of 
Yugoslavia. The confluence of ideological and ethnic differences was, perhaps, 
most pronounced in Serbia and Montenegro, where the Partisan presence remained 
limited until the last year of occupation. this posed a formidable challenge to 
British propaganda as it switched sides. Lack of publicity for Mihailović, it was 
realised, tended to remove Serbia from the limelight. an Soe survey of bbC 
broadcasts during July 1943 could trace no specific reference to Serbia and Serbs, 
‘no reminders of Serbian heroism’, no speeches from Serb leaders. this was 
deemed contrary not only to previous practice but also to the supposedly better 
treatment of Croats and Partisans. From Mihailović’s headquarters, Bailey warned 
that bbC prestige in Serbia was in ‘rapid decline’.277 after spending two months 
with the Četniks, his successor, Brigadier C.D. Armstrong, warned that the BBC 
would soon be ‘an absolutely useless instrument’ of operational propaganda ‘as 
far as the Serbs are concerned’.278 barker admitted that the bbC had manifested 
admiration and sympathy for the Partisans at a time when there was scarcely 
anything to report from Mihailović’s camp. This, in her view, should in no way be 
interpreted as slighting to the Serbs, at a time when Pwe and bbC were ‘making 
special efforts … to increase the Serb element’ in bbC broadcasts.279

indeed, by late 1943, british propaganda to Serbia was being stepped up. 
the bbC introduced two weekly special talks which exalted the Serb nation’s 
glorious record of resistance, especially during world war i, while Pwe was still 
making ‘an effort to supply any brief news items’ showing Serb contribution to 
resistance.280 at the same time, it instructed the bbC to ‘unobtrusively’ show that 
the majority of Partisan forces in Yugoslavia were Serb and led by Serbs.281 an 
appeal by Simović, the former prime minister, for increased Serbian participation 
in the Partisan movement apparently failed to produce the desired effect. Simović 
had originally wished to appeal for unity between Mihailović and Tito, but this 

277 FO 371/37602 R5841, Barker to Rose, 2.7.43; FO 898/143, Amery to Lord 
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Service, 1–8 october, summary for Cairo, 30.9.43.
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was considered ‘hopelessly out-of-date’.282 according to Pwe Cairo, his message 
was well received by the Partisans but infuriated the ‘royalists’.283

by mid-May 1944, british propaganda began explicitly to urge the Serbs to 
join forces with the Partisans as the only way to fulfil their ‘desire … to join in 
the struggle’. ‘Marshal tito’ was reassuringly portrayed as a patriotic Yugoslav 
leader who had ‘largely sunk his Communistic aspect’ and had ‘no intention of 
reversing the property and social system which prevail in Serbia’.284 it was this 
line that provoked Macmillan’s reaction to the ‘heavy partisan bias’ and neglect of 
‘the Serb point of view’ in bbC broadcasts.285 Barker rejoined that it was ‘difficult 
to avoid controversial matter as a mere reading of Marshal tito’s communiqués 
appears to upset the Serbs’. She agreed, however, to have ‘any part’ offensive to 
the Serbs deleted from subsequent broadcasts.286

After the Tito-Šubašić accord, appeals for Serb participation in Partisan 
warfare resumed. for some reason, unlike the axis-organised militia in Croatia 
and Slovenia, Četniks with a record of collaboration as well as the forces of 
the Nedić regime were excluded.287 there was a growing sense, however, that 
this line was failing to make an impact. Serbia had been left as a ‘backwater’, 
the Pwe expert on Yugoslavia complained, and british political warfare was 
‘making no direct effort to neutralise, win over or dissolve the Chetnik forces’. 
The official suggested that British propaganda should give a lead to non-Partisan 
Serbs. first, it should explain the evolution of the british position from full 
support to disillusionment with ‘certain Chetnik leaders’ who collaborated and 
with Mihailović’s tactics which prevented ‘the Serbian people from joining in 
active resistance to the Germans’. Then, the Četniks would be urged to ‘honour 
their traditions’ by joining the nLa. tito’s recent statement denying an intention 
to impose Communism and to use force for political ends could also serve this 
purpose.288 these proposals were included and further elaborated in a directive 
which PWE issued on 31 August. While avoiding polemics against Mihailović, 
his adherents were invited to ‘come out into the open’ and join tito’s forces, partly 
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in order ‘to wipe out [the] stain on the Serb name’ and secure for Serbia ‘a fitting 
place of honour in the future democratic Jugoslavia’.289

with regard to Croatia, the british tried to adjust their propaganda to the 
overriding task of preserving Yugoslav unity. the independent State of Croatia 
was denounced as an axis ‘puppet’ run by ‘notorious terrorists and assassins, 
an equal insult to europe and Croatia’.290 the british realised that the most 
effective insurance against separatism would be a home-grown resistance 
movement, preferably identified with the Peasant Party. With this aim in mind,291 
Pwe planners resorted to various themes, including Yugoslav unity,292 and 
scanned the horizon for any sign of passive or active resistance.293 the mirage 
of a Croat guerrilla movement distinct from the Partisans294 began to fade after 
august 1942, when Pwe acknowledged that resistance in Croatia was almost 
wholly in communist hands.295 Subsequently, it was hoped that the flow of Croat 
Peasant Party supporters into the Partisan ranks might ‘weaken the communist 
element, weaken the opposition to the return of the King, and enlist the Partisans’ 
enthusiasm for what would amount to a vigorous agrarian ideology rather than a 
dogmatic communist one’.296

the eventual switch of british propaganda to tito’s favour meant that Croat 
susceptibilities would have to be balanced against the need to address legitimate 
Serb grievances, accentuated after the abandonment of Mihailović. As a first step, 
the bbC could mention ustaša atrocities against ‘both Serbs and Croats’,297 before 
it was authorised to ‘strongly’ condemn these as war crimes.298 the pro-tito shift 
also spelled the end of moral support for the Croat Peasant Party. already in august 
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1943, Pwe Cairo recommended a ‘policy of complete silence’. the Party, it was 
argued, was ‘hindering rather than helping the resistance movement’ and posed a 
long-term threat to Yugoslav unity. in spring 1944, the bbC was instructed not to 
mention Partisan attacks on Peasant Party members.299 by summer, the bbC was 
appealing ‘directly and openly’ to the Croat militiamen to join the Partisans. it 
excluded, however, the ustaša, who were being condemned as criminals.300

equally unavailing was the attempt to stimulate resistance in Slovenia, largely 
owing to deep-running local political divisions.301 it was a problem of squaring the 
circle, Murray commented, i.e. how ‘to run propaganda addressed to the militant 
(anti-clerical) elements with the agreement’ of the clericalist party, represented 
by dr. Miha Krek in successive governments-in-exile. if not ‘exclusively 
Communist’, as Krek maintained,302 the local resistance movement soon came 
under Partisan control and before long clashed with its domestic rivals, a number 
of whom enlisted in units organised and armed by the italians.303 as vice-premier, 
Krek had regular access to the bbC microphone. this was liable to be interpreted 
as support for the clericalists, at a time when british propaganda appealed for unity 
rather than condemnation of any party. upon occasion, Pwe had to intervene and 
dissuade Krek and his followers from denouncing their opponents over the bbC.304

from March 1943, in an effort to extract italy from the war, the british 
radio was instructed to avoid the subject of Slovene territorial claims. the ban 
persisted even after the capitulation of italy. to have done otherwise, a foreign 
Office official remarked, would let ‘loose a flood of careless Balkan irredentist 
talk’.305 at about the same time, military considerations dictated more publicity for 
Partisan exploits. as a result, whenever Krek attempted to reiterate his irredentist 
vision,306 or condemn the Partisans, the bbC censors intervened. Krek complained 
bitterly to Leo amery and the british ambassador, rendel, accusing the bbC 
of ‘glorifying’ the Partisans. although both amery and rendel warned against 
aligning ‘so definitely with the partisans’,307 neither the Moi nor the foreign 
Office gave Krek satisfaction. The censors’ intervention was partly attributed 
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to the rather outdated line against encouraging a premature revolt in any part of 
occupied europe. More revealing of british intentions was the second explanation, 
couched in terms of impartiality: so long as the Partisans ‘continue to serve the 
cause of the united nations by actively resisting the axis, it would not be possible 
for the british Government to allow them to be attacked over the bbC’.308 by way 
of compliment, Howard conceded to Krek that there were ‘no collaborators’ in 
Slovenia. barker considered this unfortunate and the Slovene vice-premier was 
prevented from saying as much on air. the british were aware that many of Krek’s 
followers at home had joined the Italians in fighting the Partisans,309 and would 
go on to serve in the German-organised militia, the Domobranci.310 increased 
publicity for Partisan activity in Slovenia drew criticism from bLos serving with 
Mihailović. ‘From listening to Radio London’, one of them recalled in July 1944, 
‘i myself had formed the opinion that Slovenia was ablaze with resistance, that the 
Germans have hardly any hold on the country’.311 by that time, british propaganda 
had assumed ‘a warning tone’ to the Domobranci, in an attempt to induce those 
‘who have not committed crimes’ to enlist in tito’s forces.312

bulgarian-occupied Macedonia was a different case. until late 1943, british 
propaganda had largely targeted the army of occupation, mostly through the 
campaign directed at bulgaria proper. following the short-lived support for the 
Protogerovists in early 1941,313 there was no further attempt to capitalise on the 
subversive legacy of Macedonian revolutionaries, whose most prominent faction, 
ivan Mihailov’s internal Macedonian revolutionary organisation (iMro), was 
deemed a ‘terrorist organisation … working with the Germans’.314 things changed 
when, in november 1943, the second congress of aVnoJ held at Jaice, in bosnia, 
declared Macedonia as one of the six constituent republics of a post-war federal 
Yugoslavia. the twin aim was to stimulate the Partisan movement in the region 
and to lay the ground for a solution of the Macedonian question after the war 
in accordance with the objectives of the Yugoslav Communist Party. the british 
were inclined to encourage Partisan activity without acknowledging tito’s post-
war vision for Macedonia. thus, in november 1943, the bbC was instructed 
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to ‘report military operations by Macedonian Partisans, but not their political 
declarations’.315

a further dilemma for british propaganda policy arose in february 1944, in 
connection with the building up of bulgarian resistance. by then, a small number 
of Bulgarians were fighting with Partisan units in southern Serbia and Yugoslav 
Macedonia.316 Correspondence between Pwe and Soe experts in Cairo reveal 
considerable confusion. Murray conflated the Bulgarian position with those of 
tito’s movement and the Soviet-sponsored all-Slav Congress, respectively.317 
Christopher ‘Kit’ Steel of force 133 considered that tito’s own ‘Macedonian 
proclivities’ were somehow compatible with those of the bulgarians.318 barker in 
London and the Foreign Office had a much clearer picture. They knew that Tito’s 
programme envisaged ‘an autonomous Macedonia’ as a means of diminishing 
Serbian influence in the future federation and as a check on Bulgarian aspirations. 
Moreover, the bulgarian resistance movement appeared divided on this issue. 
while the Communists had indicated acceptance of Macedonian autonomy 
within a ‘democratic’ federal Yugoslavia,319 their allies ‘unanimously’ supported 
the bulgarian character of Macedonia. the question also affected the Serbs and 
the Greeks. any contact with the Macedonians was bound to arouse suspicion 
of british motives, especially at a time when support for tito and the bulgarian 
resistance alienated Mihailović’s supporters and upset the Greek government-in-
exile. If that was not enough, the prospect of an autonomous Macedonia conflicted 
with the Greek demand for a ‘rectification’ of the Greek-Bulgarian frontier.320 in 
the face of all these factors, and pending more information from Maclean’s mission 
to Tito, the Foreign Office banned all references to Macedonia, including Tito’s 
post-war designs. british agencies were urged not to get involved ‘at all costs’.321

Pwe directives reveal the extent of the ban. the bbC bulgarian Service, for 
instance, was instructed to avoid ‘all discussions of Macedonian independence or 
aspirations’. when demanding the evacuation of the occupied territories, it should 
‘avoid using the name Macedonia, because of its geographical vagueness and 
emotional content’. instead, it could refer to ‘occupied united nations territories 
[or] bulgaria’s 1941 borders, according to context’.322 the Soe, for its part, was to 
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produce material favourable to the bulgarian fatherland front without mentioning 
Macedonia. in their dealings with the latter organisation, bLos were to ‘make it 
perfectly plain’ that the british declined to discuss the question with anyone and 
that their only concern was ‘in getting bulgaria out of the war and freeing Greek 
and Yugoslav territory’.323

in early august 1944, tito’s Partisans in Macedonia proclaimed the region a 
People’s republic within a new Yugoslav federation. they also seized the occasion 
to send ‘heartfelt greetings’ from the ‘Macedonian people’ to Churchill and the 
other major allied leaders. The Foreign Office ruled out anything more encouraging 
than a mere acknowledgement through Maclean.324 However, the bbC wished to 
be more explicit. Clark, the european Services Controller, newsome, the director 
of european broadcasts, and Hubert Harrison, editor for the bulgarian, Yugoslav 
and Slovene region, drafted a note in favour of lifting the ban on references to 
Macedonia. Kirkpatrick, then deputy director general of Pwe, and Lockhart 
concurred. It would be embarrassing, they argued, to maintain the ban indefinitely. 
‘free Yugoslavia’ and Moscow had been projecting Macedonia as part of a 
federal Yugoslavia after the war. they proposed to let the bbC quote from ‘free 
Yugoslavia’ and the press and its commentators refer to a future ‘autonomous 
federated Macedonia’ in the context of post-war Yugoslavia. for good measure 
they added that a clear distinction should be drawn between ‘Slav’ and ‘Greek’ 
Macedonia. in support of their proposal, they listed the following arguments: 
(a) it fell into line with tito’s movement and Soviet policy, (b) it offered ‘an 
excellent incentive to all Macedonians’, whether they identified themselves as a 
separate nation or as Serbs or Bulgarians, ‘to fight on Tito’s side, as the people of 
Macedonia have always craved for home rule’; (c) it disarmed Bulgarian irredentist 
propaganda; (d) by removing the greatest bone of contention between Serbs and 
bulgarians, it helped ‘pave the way for a wider federation of the balkans’, which, 
it was pointed out, had been a british policy objective since the Greek-Yugoslav 
treaty of 1942. with regard to local reactions, they considered that the terms of 
the suggested directive should suffice to remove Greek apprehension. They were 
equally sanguine about bulgarian reactions: owing to the bloody record of iMro 
terrorism, ‘[t]he mass of the bulgarian peasant people, apart from a general desire 
that their Macedonian half-brothers should not be enslaved, are not very keen on 
the Macedonian connection’; even Bulgarian nationalists were said to be prepared 
to accept autonomy ‘under Yugoslav control as one of the terms of peace’.325

This proposal foundered on Foreign Office cautiousness. Howard of the 
Southern department clearly implied that, in view of the uncertain prospects for 
British influence in the Balkans, there was no compelling reason to change the 

323 FO 898/147, FO to Cairo, d. 1179, 9.4.44; FO 371/43585 R3644, FO to HM 
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324 Livanios 2008, 165, 184–5.
325 FO 371/44285 R13662, note by BBC European Service; ibid., minutes by 
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tactics of silence on the Macedonian question. ‘we do not yet know what we shall 
want’, he admitted, ‘or be able, to do in this area after the war’, where a Yugoslav-
bulgarian bloc might not suit british interests. Moreover, he saw no advantage 
in reproducing a theme of titoist and Soviet propaganda. finally, Howard made 
it clear that the Foreign Office did not consider Greek suspicions unfounded: an 
autonomous or independent Macedonia, ‘even if it included no Greek territory, 
would be a serious embarrassment and a menace to Greece’.326 as a result, the ban 
was maintained.

The BBC

the bbC introduced its Yugoslav Service with a 15-minute bulletin on 15 
September 1939. its potential audience numbered more than the 135,000 radio set 
owners who had been registered at the end of 1938 and were considered largely part 
of ‘the well-to-do sections of the population’.327 on 19 September 1940, the daily 
output was cut to 10 minutes but shortly afterwards a second bulletin was added 
at the request of the Moi.328 the bbC suggested further expansion, arguing that 
Yugoslavia, already under heavy diplomatic pressure by the axis, might ‘become 
an occupied country in the near future’.329 on the eve of the country’s short-lived 
accession to the tripartite Pact, broadcasting in Serbo-Croat and, occasionally, 
Slovene, was increased from 45 to 70 minutes per day, in six regular periods of 
news and talks. when, on 26 March, a parliamentary question asked for a further 
increase, duff Cooper replied that it was ‘more a question of lack of staff than of 
time’, as Serbo-Croat experts in england were scarce.330 broadcasts in Slovene 
were regularised on 22 april 1941.

in common with preferences elsewhere in the balkans, news, particularly from 
the war fronts, appeared to be by far the item most in demand. reviewing the 
british propaganda campaign in May 1940, the british press attaché commended 

326 fo 371/44285 r13662, Howard to Scarlett, Pwe, 6.9.44. the preservation of 
Greek security and territorial integrity remained central to the formulation of british policy 
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the ‘factual nature’ of news bulletins but suggested a sprinkle of one or two 
propaganda items linked to local conditions.331 in early 1943, in addition to 
war coverage, Serb listeners were also reported as being interested in post-war 
planning.332

with regard to reception, at the time of the battle of france, the british Press 
Office in Belgrade reported deliberate interference with broadcasts ‘in Serbian’. It 
suggested ‘limited reprisals’, a practice the bbC refused to contemplate.333 during 
the occupation, electricity shortages and more jamming, especially ‘when German 
reverses had to be concealed’, were common obstacles.334 instances of outright 
confiscation were reported in Serbia. In Croatia, radio sets were plentiful but the 
authorities sealed them in order to exclude short-wave reception – at a time when 
the Yugoslav Service broadcast only on that band.335

British observers in the field provided further evidence, although the influence 
of their hosts should be factored in. thus, in July 1943, deakin estimated that 
‘only 10% of Serbs’, mostly town bourgeoisie, had access to radio, while the 
peasantry in Četnik areas had to rely on mimeographed bulletins ‘distributed by 
Military intelligence local commanders’.336 after spending a month in Partisan 
territory, mostly in Croatia, two escapee british Pows reported in late 1943 that 
the bbC was ‘at least equal in popular esteem’, if not superior to ‘free Yugoslavia’ 
as a source of news. ‘everything stops when the time comes for the Yugoslav 
transmission’, they added.337

‘encouraging acknowledgement’ was also derived from the enemy camp. 
For instance, the Nedić regime organised public meetings against the ‘damaging 
influence of the propaganda from London and Moscow’, and Axis media blamed 
Serb opposition to labour mobilisation on bbC broadcasts.338 in Croatia, the 
Pavelić regime penalised the listening to ‘hostile’ stations in July 1942,339 and 

331 fo 930/170, Syme to Kirkpatrick, belgrade, 15.5.40, enclosure: ‘report upon the 
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invited people to denounce clandestine listeners. informers were promised 
rewards. according to bbC surveys, severe sentences were meted out and 
civilians, including women, were shot for ‘spreading false rumours’ heard on the 
british radio.340 nonetheless, there were indications of ‘a large and appreciative 
audience’.341

finally, the bbC had to compete with Soviet as well as american broadcasts. 
in spring 1943, radio Moscow’s reception was described as ‘excellent’ and the 
station was deemed to enjoy a wide audience, hungry for news from the eastern 
front. broadcasts from boston were also reported as gaining in popularity at the 
expense of the bbC Serbo-Croat programme, especially in Croatia.342

Criticism of BBC Broadcasts

For some time, criticism of BBC output primarily reflected Yugoslavia’s 
nationality problems. the renaming of the Yugoslav Service to ‘Serbo-Croat’ on 
22 april 1941 did little to appease either side which was prone to accuse the bbC 
of becoming a tool of the other.343 At first, it was mainly émigré Croat politicians, 
including members of the government-in-exile, who protested. Krnjević, the 
Croat vice-premier, demanded a daily news bulletin ‘in pure Croat’ on the grounds 
that the existing ones were pan-Serb in tone. although Pwe dismissed the latter 
allegation,344 Krnjević’s demand was supported by V. Duckworth-Barker, the BBC 
european Language Supervisor, who argued that the Croats were suspicious of 
anything bearing ‘the political or linguistic stamp of belgrade’. both the rest of 
the government-in-exile and Pwe opposed the proposal. the former rejected a 
‘purely’ Croat bulletin on the grounds that ‘it would emphasise the breaking up of 
Yugoslavia and the growth of separatist tendencies’. the Pwe balkan directorate 
appeared to entertain the view that the Croatian language was ‘a philologically 
meaningless expression’.345 although the government-in-exile appeared prepared 
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to acquiesce to de facto Croatian transmissions,346 Krnjević dug his heels in 
and, until May 1942, not only refused to speak on the bbC himself, but also 
prevented other Croats from doing so.347 when he at last broadcast two ‘important 
statements’, followed by conciliatory Serb messages, PWE hailed this as ‘the first 
political progress’ ever since the government-in-exile had arrived in London.348 
However, on Christmas Eve 1942, Jovanović and Milan Grol, leader of the 
Serbian Democratic Party, vetoed Krnjević’s broadcast to Croats claiming that it 
was ‘almost openly separatist in tone’.349

Towards the end of his term in office, Krnjević reiterated his request for separate 
Croat broadcasts in a letter to Cadogan. on behalf of Pwe, barker countered that 
the linguistic distinction had largely been superseded by the Mihailović-Partisan 
divide. She also pointed out that ‘free Yugoslavia’ broadcasts did not follow an 
ethnic demarcation line and that a separate Croat bulletin would be interpreted by 
anti-Partisan Serbs ‘as yet another sign’ of british anti-Serb prejudice.350

in fact, throughout the war, the bbC discouraged the use of idiomatic language 
which might identify its Serbo-Croat broadcasts with either ethnic group. news 
bulletins were read by ‘Croat’ and ‘Serb’ announcers in rotation,351 though, as 
barker noted, ‘the majority [were] neither pure Croat nor pure Serb’. there was 
only one ‘pure Serb’ voice – a situation that provoked constant complaints from 
Mihailović to the effect ‘that all bbC speakers are Croats’. by summer 1943, 
british observers had noticed a growing imbalance in favour of the Croats. at a 
time when Mihailović’s star was on the wane and ‘authoritative’ Serbs refused to 
broadcast, it was the turn of Krnjević and other Croat members of the Cabinet to 
take their place in the recording studio.352 in reaction to this and to the perceived 
anti-Mihailović shift, one of the Yugoslav speakers suspended his weekly 
broadcasts.353

there were more particular complaints, too. in spring 1940, for instance, one 
announcer reportedly aroused dislike because he sounded Czech.354 with German 
forces overrunning Yugoslavia, the Moi advised that news bulletins should be 
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couched in the ‘simplest language’.355 A Foreign Office minute from autumn 
1941 reproduced criticism by a belgrade scholar to the effect that bbC Serbo-
Croat bulletins lacked imagination and ignored ‘the Yugoslav psychology’.356 the 
preference of the ‘intellectual and upper classes’ – in Croatia in this particular case 
– for bbC broadcasts in German, french or italian was also interpreted as implying 
dissatisfaction with the Yugoslav Service, though this was a common tendency 
among polyglot listeners in the balkans.357 a Croat source wished that ‘Yugoslav 
issues proper should be avoided’. both Serb and Croat sources urged the bbC ‘to 
give less details [sic] about patriots and escapees’, for fear of provoking German 
reprisals. Serb listeners were ‘highly critical’ of talks, especially those referring to 
their ‘Croat brothers’, and, as has been noted, seemed to resent female voices.358 
finally, associations with Serbia’s heroic past provoked reactions from a quite 
unexpected quarter. in december 1941, the head of the turkish Press bureau and 
other turkish sources complained ‘bitterly’ because a Serb speaker had exhorted 
her fellow countrymen to resist by recalling how they ‘had been the first to raise 
the standard against the “barbarous and bloody invasion” of the turks’.359

among the reasons complicating relations between the bbC Yugoslav Service 
and the government-in-exile perhaps the most innocuous was the ‘appropriation’ 
of its translators and typists by the latter. according to Harrison, this practice 
resulted in ‘a marked falling off’ in the Service’s work.360 More serious were 
the Yugoslav government’s attempts to make its presence felt, occasionally by 
threatening to call up ‘key members’ of the Service.361 access to the microphone 
provoked more friction. The BBC complained that Yugoslav officials not only 
sought ‘to broadcast too often’ but also ‘wrecked’ the Serbo-Croat programme 
by exceeding their allotted time or transcending their script.362 in april 1942, on 
behalf of his staff, Patrick ryan, Home Controller of the bbC, wrote to the Pwe 
balkan directorate in exasperation: ‘of your charity and for the love of Mike, 
never land us with a Krek [the Slovene vice premier] again. … His english is 
better than my Serb [sic], but it was only after an hour of hard rehearsing that he 
went on the air’.363

this situation led eden to intervene in July 1942. at his request, Murray and 
Kirkpatrick undertook to hammer out a new arrangement with Dr. Većeslav Vilder, 
the new director of the Yugoslav information department. this provided for the 
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timely arrival of texts of talks by Yugoslav officials, due notification of changes in 
the weekly schedule (apparently in reaction to Prime Minister Jovanović’s failure 
‘to turn up for a broadcast’364), tighter joint supervision of the duration of talks and 
improved liaison between the two propaganda machineries.365 after some initial 
improvement,366 friction returned. Kirkpatrick twice threatened to ban further talks 
if the speakers did not stick to the rules. in fact, the bbC repeatedly intervened 
and censored or cancelled speeches by high ranking officials, including Krnjević, 
Krek and even Jovanović.367

As might be expected, the BBC was caught in a crossfire between the various 
parties involved in the Mihailović-Partisan conflict. For nearly a year, British radio 
was instrumental in building up the Četnik leader. According to Briggs, even after 
a clearer picture about Yugoslav resistance began to emerge, the bbC ‘could do 
little to determine its own policy’.368 The first aberration appeared on 21 June 
1942, when Harrison, the bbC editor for the South Slav countries, broke the ban 
on mentioning the Partisans in an appeal for unity among ideologically opposed 
factions. The Yugoslav government-in-exile officially protested369 and the taboo 
was reaffirmed. When Harrison once more broke it in a similar context on 18 
october, he did so upon the request of Pwe and Soe. the part in Harrison’s 
broadcast, which, as Murray admitted, went ‘slightly beyond the limits of the 
[PWE] Directive’, read as follows: ‘all the best Yugoslav fighters, whether under 
Mihailovic or under Partisan leadership, are fighting for the same ideals of liberty 
and cooperation’.370 equally controversial proved Harrison’s reference to ‘the bad 
old party system’. according to Stenton, as former correspondent in belgrade, 
Harrison had learned to dislike the pre-war Yugoslav regime and, as bbC editor, 
he was one of the least amenable to Pwe control.371

Two days after Harrison’s broadcast, the BBC specifically addressed the 
Partisans in an appeal for ‘patience and moderation’.372 Such references provoked 
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further complaints from both the government-in-exile and Mihailović who 
suspected a change in British policy. Pearson, the SOE Balkan desk officer in 
London, Kirkpatrick and Murray defended Harrison’s broadcast as part of the new, 
‘pin-pricking’ line. Murray pointed out that the speech was based on a message from 
Hudson endorsed by Mihailović. It was also intended as a ‘stimulus’ to the Yugoslav 
government to make ‘some constructive statement’ about the country’s future.373 in 
response to a demarche from Jovanović, Kirkpatrick argued that, although BBC 
broadcasts conformed with the british ‘basic policy of full support to General 
Mihailovic in his fight against the Axis’, it was impossible to condemn Partisan 
activity. the latter, he explained, would be mentioned only where necessary.374

there were, however, reactions from british quarters, too. dixon criticised the 
PWE for its failure to uphold the position of the Foreign Office that the Yugoslav 
government ought to be consulted before the bbC ‘make any pronouncement 
on the internal situation in Yugoslavia’.375 as Murray had already admitted, this 
had not happened out of fear that an endless debate would forestall decisions.376 
Casey, the resident minister in Cairo, questioned the idea of bbC publicity for 
the Partisans ‘by arrangement with Soe’. although he recognised pin-pricking 
tactics as ‘reasonable in fact’, he asked that the bbC ‘exercise more economy … 
and exclude all favourable mention [of the Partisans] at any rate for the present’.377

in february 1943, the Yugoslav government once more took Harrison to task 
after it got hold of a letter, perhaps one which the bbC balkan editor had addressed 
to alec brown, The Times Yugoslav correspondent and part-time advisor to the 
Yugoslav information department. in this, Harrison argued that the bbC was 
giving ‘far greater weight to Mihailovitch than his recent deeds or his following 
in the country would seem to warrant’. He added, though, that bbC editors could 
not ‘be so stupid as to blind [them]selves to the fact’ that the Partisans were 
doing most of the fighting.378 a few days later, on 21 february, Harrison offered 
unprecedented praise for the Partisans in what sounded like an attempt to account 
for the earlier failure to mention them by name. until recently, he claimed, owing 
to ‘confused, incomplete and very scarce’ information, the bbC was ‘not able to 
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refer regularly to the important and courageous front which represents the only 
organised military force now fighting in Occupied Europe’.379

defending Harrison, Kirkpatrick repeated that, while there was no question 
of bias, Partisan successes had to be reported as accurately as possible. He 
emphatically dismissed Yugoslav allegations that ‘tito’s rise owed [any]thing to 
bbC propaganda from London’.380 barker added that the bbC ‘tributes’ to the 
Partisans were intended to offset the impact of the rabidly pro-Mihailović Military 
Cabinet bulletins.381

Such arguments did not prevent the Foreign Office from reinstating the ban on 
the ‘P’ word. Pwe Cairo agreed with its Soe counterpart that british propaganda 
ought not ‘to praise the Partisans’ but to combine building up Mihailović with an 
effort to influence him ‘by threatening to withhold or give [British] moral backing 
as circumstances demand’.382 Pearson questioned barker’s argument that, at a time 
when Partisan activities were regularly reported by Soviet, neutral and even axis 
media, the ban might create the impression of a ‘radio war’ between britain and 
the Soviet union.383 the Soviets ‘have no such scruples’, he argued, and claimed 
that the news about Partisan activity were mostly derived from biased Soviet 
sources, i.e. ‘free Yugoslavia’.384

the bbC Yugoslav Service did not stick to the ban as completely as its 
sponsors wished it to do. Hambro, the Soe executive director, took exception to 
barker’s interpretation of the measure as allowing the bbC to continue reporting 
Partisan activity, substituting ‘Patriot’ for ‘Partisan’.385 in early May, the foreign 
Office still insisted that ‘the word must be scrupulously avoided’.386 after renewed 
complaints from the government-in-exile and Soe London, Hambro sought to 
have the Pwe Yugoslav directive inspected by the Soe Yugoslav Section. barker 
rejected this as neither ‘practicable [n]or desirable’. She continued to point out 
the futility of the ban at a time when the term was in use inside Yugoslavia and 
prominent Yugoslav émigrés, including the king, used it. rather than introducing 
further controls, barker invited the Soe people to contact her and discuss ‘both 
fact and policy … on a friendly basis’.387

As has been noted, the ban was finally lifted in August, owing to new military 
priorities in the Mediterranean theatre. radio propaganda was to fall into line 
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and ‘extend publicity to all groups fighting the Axis’.388 Since they were doing 
most of the fighting, London admitted, it would be unrealistic not to mention 
the Partisans at all.389 this did not prevent Soe from launching an attack on the 
bbC, possibly in reaction to its recent defeat by Pwe over the control of the 
‘black’ stations Jerusalem. the alleged bias of bbC broadcasts in favour of left-
wing resistance movements, Soe claimed, could endanger its mission or even the 
lives of its officers in Greece and Yugoslavia.390 the pretext had apparently been 
given by a talk which Grga Zlatoper, a commentator of the Yugoslav Service, 
broadcast on 11 June 1943.391 Zlatoper drew a parallel between Colonel Blimp, 
david Low’s cartoon character exemplifying ‘antiquated reaction’ and barracks 
mentality, and ‘certain people’ in his listeners’ midst who believed that ‘everything 
should be as they say’. This Mihailović interpreted as a personal slight. In his 
furious reaction, conveyed through bailey, he alleged, among other things, that the 
London speakers were ‘almost exclusively Croats’ and, if there are any Serbs, then 
they were ‘Communists’, conducting ‘open propaganda’ in favour of their patrons. 
The SOE officer in his turn warned that such broadcasts put his mission at risk 
and even suggested a division of Serbo-Croat broadcasts into ‘Serb Mihailovic 
and Croat Partisan sections’.392 while conceding that the Yugoslav editors as well 
as their Greek colleagues had been getting too independent, barker attributed the 
drift to the lack of ‘a clear cut and definite line of policy’.393

the incident ignited Selborne’s ire against the bbC. in a letter to eden, he 
argued that Yugoslav broadcasters were ‘unduly biased in favour of Partisans and 
against Mihailovic’ and demanded for Soe the right to vet the scripts of the Greek 
and Yugoslav Services.394 He also sought bracken’s support.395 ever committed 
to Mihailović and the world he represented, Selborne spoke of ‘BBC stabs in the 
back at our most vital work’ and sharply contrasted the corporation’s record in the 
balkans with that in western europe, for which Soe was ‘enormously indebted.396 
Lockhart admitted that ‘certain Left wing tendencies in the bbC tended to 
reassert themselves’, a phenomenon he attributed to newsome’s ‘inclination 

388 fo 898/157, fo to washington, d. 4363, and MoS, Cairo, d. 2093, 2.7.43.
389 fo 898/157, fo to MoS, Cairo, d. 2408, 31.7.43.
390 FO 371/37602 R6018, Selborne to Eden, 8.7.43; INF 1/926, Selborne to Bracken, 

9.8.43, enclosures from bailey, Myers, deakin, 9.8.43.
391 fo 371/44284 r520, barker to rose, 8.1.44.
392 inf 1/926, Selborne to bracken, 22.7.43, enclosure: copy tel. from Cairo, 

Mihailovic to Yugoslav Prime Minister, 19.7.43; FO 898/159, CD to Lockhart, 2.7.43; FO 
371/37602 R5952, Rendel to Howard, 22.7.43; cf. Stenton 2000, 375.

393 FO 898/159, Barker to Scarlett, 6.7.43; FO 898/157, Barker to Lockhart, 17.7.43; 
cf. Stenton 2000, 381.

394 inf 1/926, Selborne to eden, 8.7.43.
395 inf 1/926, Selborne to bracken, 22.7.43.
396 inf 1/926, Selborne to bracken, 9.8.43.
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to run his own policy and therefore to disregard directives’.397 bracken replied 
that if members of the bbC staff departed from their directives, ‘they should be 
instantly dismissed and if they are of military age the Minister of Labour should 
be notified’.398 Selborne’s demand for the inspection of Greek and Yugoslav scripts 
was granted but proved easier said than done.399

at the height of the controversy, Julian amery undertook to monitor bbC 
broadcasts on behalf of Soe. His report indicated a ‘serious disparity’ in the 
treatment of Partisans and Mihailović. Between 5 and 31 July 1943, he identified 
29 items for the Partisans, referred to as ‘Patriots’, and only five for Mihailović.400 
Pwe and the bbC dismissed amery’s report as ‘a collection of inaccuracies’.401 
Still, even this report acknowledged that Mihailović had ceased ‘making news’. 
according to barker, there had been only ‘one engagement of any size’ in which 
Mihailović’s forces were involved during the summer of 1943.402 the foreign 
Office, Lockhart, Bracken and Hambro realised as much. On 5 August Bracken 
informed Selborne that all five had reached agreement about propaganda policy 
to Mihailović. The latter’s complaints, he maintained, ‘are rarely justified and 
are always couched in the same extravagant language’. british propaganda, he 
added, could not be expected to ‘invent news merely to satisfy his vanity’.403 this 
was a complete about-face since, only five months earlier, Howard had suggested 
inventing news about Mihailović. In fact, it was that same Foreign Office official 
who minuted on Bracken’s reply: ‘the point I find most extraordinary is that Lord 
Selborne continues to tread his own path of out and out sympathy for Mihailović 
at complete variance with the views and policy of his own department’.404

the result was a ‘basic’ broadcasting directive on Yugoslavia (and Greece). 
Although the Partisan taboo was finally dropped, the directive read as a list of 
restrictions. the bbC should report ‘only substantial successes’ of resistance and, 
in addition to various terms, should avoid the following: identifying resistance with 
any particular national group, references to the political character of resistance 
groups, references to ‘the anglo-Soviet political background’, the ‘Communist’ 
issue, Soviet-Partisan contacts or the pre-1941 political parties. the bbC staff was 
required to ‘adhere strictly’ to the new position.405

397 fo 898/143, Lockhart to bracken, 13.8.43.
398 fo 898/143, bracken to Lockhart, 13.8.43.
399 FO 371/37602 R6018, Selborne to Eden, 8.7.43; FO 898/143, Hambro to Lockhart, 

4.9.43.
400 fo 898/143, amery to Lord Selborne, august 1943.
401 inf 1/926, Lockhart bracken, 26.8.43.
402 fo 898/143, barker to Lockhart, 30.8.43.
403 FO 371/37589, Bracken to Selborne, 31.7.43; FO 898/159, Bracken to Selborne, 

5.8.43.
404 fo 371/37589, bracken to Selborne, 31.7.43, minute by Howard, 1.8.43, quoted 

in Barker 1975, 38; cf. Stenton 2000, 379.
405 fo 898/159, Pwe, broadcasting directives for Greece and Yugoslavia, 16.8.43.
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In September 1943, with the controversy between the Foreign Office and 
Soe over the Greek and Yugoslav quandary in full swing, Selborne attempted 
a diversion. He repeated the charges of pro-Partisan bias against the bbC in 
order to point out that its broadcasts to the Balkans also deviated from official 
policy and demanded timely access for Soe ‘inspectors’ to the ‘exact texts’.406 
Cadogan retorted that ‘more often the trouble has come from the bbC following 
our policy, not from their neglecting it’. implying that he considered Soe 
inspection redundant, he asked for close cooperation between Pwe, ‘who are 
kept fully informed on policy’, and the regional editors of the bbC in order to 
prevent gaffes.407 Subsequently, it was Pwe Cairo which undertook to ensure that 
broadcasts to South-east europe contained nothing contrary to special operations 
policy.408

until early 1944, Pwe directives continued to stress the ‘don’ts’ in a rather 
vain attempt to strike a balance between the two sides of the divide: the bbC 
was neither to appeal for ‘collaboration’ between Mihailović and the Partisans 
nor to ‘comment on their differences’;409 it was not to mention Mihailović, Četnik 
collaboration with the Germans, tito’s aVnoJ, and, in general, Partisan political 
aims.410 Stories of resistance activity by either side should not be reported unless 
carried by major news agencies or confirmed by BLOs.411 Partisan successes 
in Slovenia, ‘including istria’, could also be reported but without mentioning 
territorial claims.412 There were, however, significant departures from past practice. 
in november 1943, the bbC was authorised to stress the contribution of Yugoslav 

406 fo 371/37167C r9239, Selborne to Cadogan, 24.9.43, and enclosure: ‘Serbo-
Croat broadcasts’, 20 September 1943.

407 FO 371/37167C R9239, Cadogan to Selborne, 1.10.43; similarly, FO 371/37603 
r9691, air to Me, fo and Mew to Middle east defence Committee, 1.10.43.

408 fo 371/37167C r10624, final minutes of 22nd meeting of fo-Soe Committee, 
‘bbC broadcasts to Greece and Yugoslavia, 19.10.43.

409 FO 898/143, Lockhart to Kirkpatrick, 25.9.43; FO 898/159, FO to Washington, d. 
6595, 1.10.43; FO 371/37603 R9600, PWE, weekly directive for BBC Jugoslav Service, 
5–12 november, summary for Cairo, 4.11.43.

410 fo 371/37604 r12027, fo to MoS, Cairo, tel. 3915, recommended propaganda 
directive regarding Tito, 9.12.43; FO 371/44287, R154 PWE, weekly directive for BBC 
Jugoslav Service, 31 December–7 January 1944, 31.12.43; also BBCWA, R35/665/1; 
bbCwa, r35/665/1, Pwe, weekly directive for bbC Jugoslav Service, 21–28 January, 
21.1.44; FO 371/44287, R2792 PWE, weekly directive for BBC Jugoslav Service, 24–31 
March, 23.3.44; FO 371/44288, R5247 PWE, weekly directive for BBC Jugoslav Service, 
28 april–5 May, summary for Cairo, 27.4.44.

411 FO 898/159, FO to HM Ambassador to Yugoslavia, d. 51, 8.11.43; BBCWA, 
e1/1319/2, barker to rose, 30.11.43.

412 fo 371/37603 r9600, Pwe, weekly directive for bbC Jugoslav Service, 1–8 
october, summary for Cairo, 30.9.43.
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resistance ‘to russian victories and progress in italy’413 and to express anglo-
American sympathy with all Yugoslavs fighting the Germans.414

unsurprisingly, complaints continued from all sides. barker admitted that most 
announcers were pro-Partisan, but the bbC ‘has always tried to impose a strictly 
unemotional method of announcing’.415 According to Stenton, Mihailo Petrović and 
Zlatoper favoured the Partisans, ‘though Zlatoper eventually changed his mind’. 
Slavko Klemencić, the main Slovene presenter, ‘was also active on behalf of the 
Partisans’ both inside and outside the bbC.416 Harrison, as the only englishman to 
speak on the bbC Serbo-Croat programme, continued to draw criticism.417 even 
newsome was taken to task. His failure to give King Peter credit in one of his regular 
‘the Man in the Street’ broadcasts, in March 1944, led Selborne to complain to 
eden about the ‘outpouring’ of left-wing propaganda from the bbC.418 in his reply, 
eden agreed that the tone of that particular broadcast was inappropriate, but he 
described it as ‘not typical’. bbC broadcasting to europe, he argued, was seeking 
to assure its audience that the ‘freedom of speech’ was upheld and ‘to provide a 
programme sufficiently attractive to be accepted by the listener as an alternative to 
Moscow broadcasts’ and as proof of interest in the future of all european countries. 
in this context, a ‘fairly wide range of views … and considerable latitude’ were 
tolerated. He then proceeded to name various contributors to the european Service 
talks, whom he described as ‘rather “right wing” than not’. eden’s verdict was 
unambiguous. ‘according to the available evidence’, he wrote, ‘the european 
Service possesses both a higher authority and a wider popularity than any other 
broadcasting system operating to europe’, while its controllers were ‘very much 
alive to criticism’ which ‘has been remarkably small’.419

as has been noted, shortly after Churchill expedited the formation of 
the Šubašić government, it was Macmillan’s turn to object to the alleged pro-
Partisan bias of bbC broadcasts, particularly in connection with Serbia.420 Later 
in the summer, the treatment of Mihailović provoked a debate in the House of 
Commons.421 flight-Lieutenant teeling charged the bbC with selectively quoting 

413 fo 371/37603 r9600, Pwe, weekly directive for bbC Jugoslav Service, 5–12 
november, summary for Cairo, 4.11.43.

414 fo 371/37604 r12027, fo to MoS, Cairo, tel. 3915, recommended propaganda 
directive regarding tito, 9.12.43.

415 fo 371/44284 r520, barker to rose, 8.1.44.
416 Stenton 2000, 345.
417 inf 1/926, Selborne to bracken, 3.8.44, enclosure: ‘“radio London” to 

Yugoslavia’, July 1944. The propaganda of the Nedić regime denounced Harrison as ‘an 
english Jew … a well known agent of the intelligence Service and at the same time a 
bolshevik spy’: bbCwa, e2/190, Survey 12/43, 15.3.43.

418 fo 371/44285 r6637, Selborne to eden, 28.3.44.
419 fo 371/44285 r6637, Sargent to Selborn, 19.4.44.
420 fo 371/44285 r9279, Macmillan, algiers, to fo, tel. 777, 12.6.44.
421 See Chapter i, note 156.
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Churchill and contended that it was unclear who had the last word on bbC 
broadcasts to Yugoslavia. the Conservative MP implied that the Moi and Pwe 
were antagonising Foreign Office policy. Replying for the government, Bracken 
stated that there was no such antagonism and that the bbC Yugoslav broadcasts 
were ultimately Churchill’s responsibility.422 as for the charge in connection with 
Churchill’s speech, the relevant Pwe directive was vague enough to leave room 
for creative elaboration.423

The pro-Partisan shift was at first little appreciated by Tito and even a section of 
the british press. at some point, the Partisan headquarters warned that if the bbC 
‘continued to give flagrant support’ to Mihailović, they would retaliate on their 
wireless. tito appeared unhappy on account of not only british terminology but 
also alleged misreporting of Partisan successes. Pwe countered that bbC Partisan 
stories were derived ‘almost entirely’ from ‘free Yugoslavia’.424 Criticism from 
papers sympathising with the Partisans, such as the New Statesman or the Daily 
Mail, were interpreted by Kirkpatrick as evidence of bbC fairness.425 a minute he 
penned in august 1944 summed up the record of broadcasts to Yugoslavia: ‘the 
bbC has carried out in its mainstream of propaganda the policy of the Government, 
first supporting Mihailovic, secondly supporting Tito and thirdly King Peter’, in 
each case arousing resentment from the other side. ‘the only fault’, he conceded, 
could ‘have been over-enthusiasm’.426 Selborne, whose persistent criticism had 
provoked Kirkpatrick’s comment, finally admitted: ‘I do appreciate the difficulties 
of the bbC because what you say to northern Yugoslavia is also heard by Southern 
Yugoslavia, and that cramps the style of any propagandist!’427

Government-in-Exile Propaganda

in principle, in accordance with Churchill’s ruling of february 1941, the Yugoslav 
government was to be consulted ‘on the main lines of propaganda’ and the 
‘interpretation of events inside the country’. in october 1941, weekly meetings 
were agreed between Murray and Mgr. dr. alois Kuhar, the Slovene director 
of the Yugoslav information department.428 the latter was to vet ‘all talks and 

422 fo 371/44285 r5532, 8258, Parliamentary Question regarding the treatment of 
Mihailovic by British media; FO 371/44285 R10647, Extract from House of Commons 
debates, 7.7.44.

423 fo 371/44289 r8034, Pwe, weekly directive for bbC Jugoslav Service, 26 May–
2 June, 25.5.44.
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427 inf 1/926, Selborne to bracken, 18.8.44.
428 fo 898/158, Murray to Price, 28.10.41.
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declarations’ to be broadcast to Yugoslavia. before long, however, Murray came 
to regret this arrangement. He warned against the prerogative of the Yugoslav 
government being extended ‘on every broadcast by british speakers’. in british 
eyes, its endemic factionalism429 was compounded by sheer incompetence. a 
telling example was provided by a botched attempt to have a new Year’s message 
from King Peter dropped over Yugoslavia, on the last days of 1941. after a 
message had been printed separately for the three principal Yugoslav nationalities 
and transported to Malta, the royal entourage realised that, although the text 
had passed through the cabinet, it had not received the king’s approval. thus, 
they asked for the message to be withdrawn and replaced. eventually, a new and 
approved text was printed but could not immediately be dispatched as the plane 
for Malta had already departed. Murray warned the king’s representative, General 
Radović, that his government might never get another leaflet for Yugoslavia again. 
Undeterred, Radović replied that ‘perhaps this time next year something could be 
done’. then, on 29 december, Murray received a letter from the General ‘curtly 
asking whether the new text can go over Yugoslavia on January 15th’. the Pwe 
regional director suggested a negative reply.430

after a year’s experience, Murray concluded that it was hard to obtain a 
single Yugoslav view ‘on any given question’.431 His problems as chief british 
propagandist for the balkans were aggravated by the broadcasting concession to 
the Yugoslav Military Cabinet.432 Led by Major Živan Knežević and described as 
‘rather hot-headed young Serbs … gone over to internal affairs’,433 this group of 
officers supported Mihailović as a counterweight to both the Communists and the 
‘incompetent’ generals of the pre-war army. according to barker, they had ‘no real 
political significance, apart from the personal influence which they wield[ed]’ over 
Jovanović.434 under the original agreement with the bbC, the Military Cabinet 
was supposed to broadcast 10-minute weekly bulletins consisting ‘mainly of 
general war commentary, and secondarily of national appeals’. Murray, however, 
complained that they were mostly used to denounce the various enemies and 
‘slaughterers’ of the Serb people on the basis of messages received from Mihailović. 
Moreover, the bulletins included coded instructions to the general whose content 

429 See, for instance, inf 1/899, Pw(M) (42) 30, Pwe, ‘Monthly report on Propaganda 
for april 1942’, 1.5.42.
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Lockhart, 29.12.41.
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432 fo 898/158, Murray to Kuhar, 27.3.42.
433 bbCwa, e1/1319/1, Murray to Kirkpatrick, 12.6.42. Soe Cairo described them 
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remained ‘unclear’.435 Their Pan-Serb tone was being exploited by the Pavelić 
regime in its effort to discredit the bbC in the eyes of Croat opinion. Similarly, 
their attacks on tito’s movement fuelled Partisan allegations that ‘radio London’ 
remained pro-Mihailović well after it had adopted a more balanced approach. The 
bbC was unable to intervene because the Military Cabinet bulletins had been 
‘tacitly’ exempted from the shift in british propaganda.436 when, however, the 
Pwe asked for the suspension of these broadcasts, it was overruled by the foreign 
Office.437 this left the studio as the last line of defence. after ‘a thousand cuts’, the 
émigré government itself suspended the Military Cabinet bulletins in May 1943.438 
Subsequently, the Pwe saw to it that the break became permanent.439

when, in September 1943, the government-in-exile requested access to the 
newly available bari station, barker counselled against it largely on account of 
past negative experience. during the previous two years, she noted, the Yugoslavs 
had intermittently requested daily free time over the bbC. their proposals, 
however, were vague and came to naught because they never reached ‘any definite 
internal agreement on propaganda policy’ among themselves.440 a month later, 
the Foreign Office condensed Barker’s arguments in a message to the resident 
minister in Cairo authorising him to turn down the Yugoslav request. it referred 
to previous difficulties arising from the ‘internal disunion or incompetence’ of 
successive governments-in-exile, the reluctance of Yugoslav officials to accept 
British censorship, the adverse influence of extreme Serb nationalists, and the 
‘particularly weak position’ of the incumbent Purić cabinet. While paying lip 
service to the principle of ‘sustaining’ the king and his government, it affirmed that 
the ‘present policy’ was to support all those who were fighting the Germans. In 
this context, it was essential that the british kept their ‘hands free’ to conduct their 
own propaganda to Yugoslavia.441 a similar demand for broadcasting facilities in 
Cairo was rejected in December. Only the official Yugoslav communiqués could 
be repeated by the Yugoslav Service, while the bbC retained ‘the right to omit 
anything that may conflict with … existing censorship stops’.442
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an attempt on the part of the government-in-exile to exploit american generosity 
in order to extract concessions from the british also failed. an opportunity offered 
itself in early october, when a speech by King Peter was successively ‘edited’ 
by Pwe in Cairo and the bbC in London. first, Vellacott excised a reference to 
Mihailović. Then, five recordings had to be made as the king had not seen the 
message in advance.443 When the final copy was delivered for broadcasting, the BBC 
omitted certain passages.444 barker admitted that this was done on her own initiative, 
because she had considered the speech, which failed to acknowledge the Partisan 
record, ‘a psychological blunder’445 and ‘not in the King’s own best interest’.446 the 
incident offered the Yugoslav minister in London the opportunity to point out the 
contrast between the bbC and uS stations which had reported the king’s statement 
in full. at the time, the government-in-exile could broadcast a daily programme 
from the united States over which the owi exercised only ‘imperfect’ control. 
This afforded ‘considerable latitude’ to its producer to glorify Mihailović and wage 
‘aggressively Serb’ propaganda. these broadcasts, barker had already pointed out, 
ran counter to the bbC and owi policy of sympathy for all Yugoslavs and for Serbo-
Croat unity.447 what was more, washington had recently donated four b-24 Liberator 
heavy bombers to King Peter and his government, which the latter intended to use for 
propaganda purposes. In November 1943, the Foreign Office intervened to prevent a 
leaflet-dropping sortie. Although it found the text unobjectionable, it considered that 
its designation ‘High Command of Yugoslav Army’ (i.e. Mihailović’s headquarters) 
was bound to irritate tito and even lead him to suspect anglo-american complicity. 
The State Department was notified while the US ambassador to the Yugoslav 
government was advised that ‘further gifts of this character might best be avoided’.448 
From Washington, OWI agreed that leaflets ‘issued independently by the Yugoslav 
government should not to be dropped by Yugoslav aviators acting on their own 
initiative and under their own direction’. the american counterpart of Pwe added 
that it did not wish to do anything that might upset ‘one of the bravest and most 
effective fighting groups in occupied Europe, namely the P[eople’s] L[iberation] 
a[rmy].’449 Despite an initial recommendation to have the leaflet issued in King 
Peter’s name, the british ambassador’s reaction killed the project.450
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‘Black’ Propaganda

The first RU to transmit to Yugoslavia from Woburn was the Croat Y.1, which is 
discussed later. its Serb counterpart, Y.2 or ‘radio Sumadija’, started more than 
two months later, on 7 august 1941. this was due to recruitment problems451 which 
were never satisfactorily solved. for quite some time, the station was operated by 
a single Serb writer and speaker, a graduate student ‘who also worked part-time in 
Prime Minister Simović’s office’.452 Professor Seton-watson, ‘the grand old man 
of anglo-Yugoslav affairs’,453 ‘kept an eye’ on both the Croat Y.1 and ‘Sumadija’ 
on behalf of So1. after Pwe took over, the stations were controlled by neate, 
the Pwe balkan region ‘black’ specialist who, according to Stenton, ‘remained 
sympathetic to Mihailovic longer than others’.454

‘Sumadija’ developed a vaguely ‘bourgeois’-liberal profile which was supposed 
to attract ‘young and progressive Serbs’455 – or what Murray alternatively described 
as ‘informed and reasonable political opinion’ sympathetic to Mihailović.456 its 
objectives were in line with overt british propaganda, i.e., to maintain morale 
and stimulate resistance in Serbia, discourage collaboration with the Germans, 
discredit the Nedić government, and expose the German exploitation of Serbia.457 
in order to boost morale, it stressed Serb national pride in contrast to the nazi 
Herrenvolk idea, predicted the coming resurrection of Serbia and Yugoslavia, and 
spoke of the ‘mathematical certainty of [allied] victory’. as for non-cooperation, 
the station specifically called on medics and nurses to avoid conscription in 
German hospitals treating eastern front wounded. the Germans were threatened 
that after allied victory ‘none will escape from the country with his head on his 
shoulders’. threats were also directed at the Vojvodina Schwabe, denounced as ‘a 
genuine fifth column’.

With regard to domestic matters, the station confined itself to generalities about 
the reconstitution of ‘a free and united Serbia’ within a democratic, equitable and 
strong Yugoslavia. it handled the issue of the monarchy cautiously, implying that 
its role was likely to diminish ‘in proportion to the russian success’. faithful to 

451 FO 898/54, draft for progress report, South-East Europe, 6.6.41; FO 898/54, 
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the South Slav idea, ‘Sumadija’ also took care to distinguish between Pavelić and 
the Croat people.458

The station at first reserved judgement regarding Nedić’s regime. Its attitude 
stiffened upon receiving information of the latter’s co-operation with a German 
drive against Serb guerrillas. it also appealed to the collaborationist forces to join 
‘the free Serbs’. In line with overt British propaganda, Nedić was attacked but not 
slighted and ‘Sumadija’ drew a sharp distinction between the Serb general and 
Pavelić. The former was portrayed as ‘a man of standing’ who ‘allowed himself 
to become the tool of the enemies of his people’, while the Croat Poglavnik was 
branded ‘a criminal and regicide’ and was abused at every opportunity.459 Still, 
Serb cabinet members resented the RU’s attitude to Nedić, on account of which 
they unsuccessfully sought its suspension.460

despite its appeals to ‘the age-long resistance of the foresters of Central 
Serbia’, ‘Sumadija’ was quick to urge restraint in view of German brutality and 
in accordance with the wishes of the government-in-exile.461 instead, it advertised 
various forms of passive resistance, such as black marketeering and hoarding, 
and civil disobedience.462 It was enlisted in the pro-Mihailović campaign, though 
it was not to accept instructions from him. ‘Sumadija’ emphasised the Serbian 
character of his movement ‘without going exactly pan-Serb’. it tried to combine 
the necessity of ‘holding down axis troops’ with the general’s concern ‘to minimise 
the sacrifice to [his] own people’. In an effort to cast a progressive light on its 
hero, the station vaguely associated Mihailović with its own social and political 
messages of ‘peasant democracy, equality, justice and freedom from poverty’. 
After the Soviet-sponsored ‘Free Yugoslavia’ launched its anti-Mihailović 
campaign in summer 1942, ‘Sumadija’ rejected allegations about his conduct as 
‘the fruit of enemy propaganda’ and called for unity under his banner ‘in the purely 
Serbian districts’ – where Partisan presence was almost non-existent. it was an 
equivocal approach which, as Murray admitted, could be interpreted either as ‘an 
indirect way of demanding an agreement with the Partisans’ or ‘a demand for the 
recognition of the exclusive authority of Mihailovic’.463 during the pin-pricking 

458 FO 898/56, Report on Serb RU (‘Sumadija’), 14.8.41; FO 898/56, Murray to 
Pearson, SOE, ‘Serb RU Programme’, 29.9.42; FO 898/54, Barker to Barman, PID, ‘Notes 
of Sumadija and Karageorge’, 25.11.42.

459 FO 898/56, Report on Serb RU (‘Sumadija’), 14.8.41; FO 898/54, progress report 
for the week ending 19 September 1941; INF 1/900, PWE progress report for week ending 
October 17, 1941; FO 898/56, note by Murray on Serb RU ‘Sumadija’, 27.10.41; FO 
898/56, note on ‘Sumadija’, 27.1.42.

460 inf 1/899, Pw(M) (42) 1, Pwe, ‘Monthly report on Propaganda for december 
1941’, 1.1.42.

461 FO 898/54, progress report for the week ending 15 August 1941; FO 898/54, 
progress report for the week ending 19 September 1941.

462 fo 898/56, Leeper, ‘evidence of ru reception’, 1.1.43.
463 fo 898/145, Murray to Leeper, ‘balkan problems’, 26.7.42.
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campaign, the station was ‘held in reserve’,464 vaguely recommending a ‘united 
fighting front’, styling Mihailović as a purely military leader, and stressing South 
Slav unity.465 By early 1943, it was drawing discreetly away from both Mihailović 
and the government-in-exile.466 as a result, like the bbC, ‘Sumadija’ became the 
target of bitter complaints from both.467

earlier, Soe London had asked that ‘Sumadija’ abandon its ‘equivocal’ line 
and revert to all-out support for Mihailović.468 Murray defended the station, 
without disclosing the shift in propaganda tactics.469 Partly as a result, on 20 
november 1942, Soe Cairo abolished two earlier Serbian rus and replaced 
them by an explicitly pro-Mihailović one, ‘Karageorge’. It was staffed by two 
Serb diplomats paid by the Yugoslav government-in-exile. as a contribution to its 
verisimilitude, Mihailović agreed to send ‘up to fifteen telegrams a day in code, 
giving local information on current events’.470 According to PWE officials, this 
station developed a distinctly more conservative outlook than ‘Sumadija’, often 
sounding like ‘a loud counter-blast’ to Soviet-sponsored ‘free Yugoslavia’.471

indeed, Pwe immediately targeted ‘Karageorge’, complaining that the station 
had been set up without prior consultation, as stipulated in the September 1942 
agreement with SOE. In consultation with the Foreign Office, Neate undertook 

464 inf 1/899, Pw(M) (42) 36, Pwe, ‘Monthly report on Propaganda for august 
1942’, 1.9.42.

465 fo 898/56, record of meeting held in the fo, ‘black radio Stations (rus)’, 
23.12.42.

466 FO 898/56, Murray to Pearson, SOE, ‘Serb RU Programme’, 29.9.42; FO 898/54, 
Barker to Barman, PID, ‘Notes of Sumadija and Karageorge’, 25.11.42; FO 898/54, 
draft, ‘Suggestions for a detailed plan of rus propaganda to the Southern Slavs (istria, 
Jugoslavija, Bulgaria) arising out of the Agreement’, 18.12.42; FO 371/37165 R576, FO to 
MoS, Cairo, for Vellacott, tel. 8, 18.1.43; cf. Garnett 2002, 205; Stenton 2000, 381.

467 FO 898/157, Eden to Yovanovitch, 22.1.43; FO 898/56, Barker to (Lockhart), 
5.2.43; FO 898/159, Churchill to Yovanovitch, 29.3.43.

468 fo 898/56, Pearson to Murray, 4.10.42.
469 fo 898/56, Murray to Pearson, ‘Sumadija’, 6.10.42.
470 HS 8/308, D/HV to CD, ‘SOE/PWE agreement in the M.E.’, 24.11.42; FO 898/117, 

Murray to Vellacott, report ‘on the Soe covert broadcasting unit’ in Jerusalem, 30.11.42. 
the station introduced itself as follows: ‘this is the broadcasting station Karadjorje of the 
Heaquarters of the Chetnik forces calling. we are speaking from the Serbian mountains. 
We are the voice of General Draža Mihailović. Our motto: with faith in God for King 
and fatherland’. its programme ended with the following words: ‘Long live King Peter ii. 
Long live Yugoslavia. Long live our great and powerful allies’: HS 5/954, ‘Karageorge 
transmissions’, March 1943.

471 FO 898/56, Murray to Pearson, SOE, ‘Serb RU Programme’, 29.9.42; FO 898/54, 
Barker to Barman, PID, ‘Notes of Sumadija and Karageorge’, 25.11.42; also, Stenton 2000, 
356.
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to monitor its output.472 while admitting some virtues, he spotted ‘unacceptable 
material’, such as denunciations of the Partisans as traitors and of those advocating 
armed resistance as ‘foreigners and agents of the Gestapo’.473 on behalf of Pwe, 
barker ‘urgently’ asked that the matter be taken up with the head of Soe Cairo in 
order to achieve some co-ordination between the two Serbian rus. ‘Karageorge’, 
Barker explained, was out of tune with the BBC effort to spur Mihailović into 
‘a little more activity’. in case of doubt, she clearly expressed preference for 
retaining ‘Sumadija’.474

defending itself, Soe revealed that it was Murray who had proposed the 
creation of the station in July. ‘Since the suggestion had been made by Pwe’, 
SOE argued, it ‘did not further consult the Foreign Office before carrying it out’. 
what was more, the agency was ‘never informed of the intention to damp down on 
Mihailovic’ and did not receive a Foreign Office request to suspend the station.475 
at a meeting between Pwe and Soe experts in Cairo it was acknowledged that 
the BBC sufficed as an instrument of putting pressure on Mihailović. Yet, as a 
gesture of good will towards Soe and possibly out of a bad conscience, Murray 
consented to the closing down of ‘Sumadija’ only.476 this was unacceptable to 
PWE London which alerted the Foreign Office to the SOE ‘deviation’. It was 
seconded in its criticism by the resident minister in Cairo.477

‘Karageorge’ survived that first turmoil but its critics did not give up478 until the 
issue resurfaced in february 1943. this time, eden’s intervention effectively settled 
the broader question of whether Soe or Pwe should lead in political warfare from 
the Middle east. as has been noted, Pwe prevailed. Lord Glenconner was ‘at last’ 
convinced to accept the demise of ‘Karageorge’ which coincided with the second 
anniversary of the 27th March coup.479 after its suppression, the only Yugoslav 
broadcast from the Middle east was a programme transmitted courtesy of the 

472 fo 898/56, record of meeting held in the fo, ‘black radio Stations (rus)’, 
23.12.42; FO 371/37602 R398, minute by Sargent, 20.1.43; FO 371/37165 R2353 & 
r2457, eden to Selborne, 10.2.43.

473 Stenton 2000, 356.
474 fo 898/54, barker to barman, Pid, ‘notes of Sumadija and Karageorge’, 25.11.42.
475 fo 898/117, Soe memo regarding the ‘Karageorge freedom Station’, undated 

(late december 1942).
476 HS 8/308, minutes of meeting between Lt. Colonel butler, Lord Harcourt, 

Davidson of SOE and Murray of PWE, 2.12.42; cf. Garnett 2002, 156–7.
477 fo 371/37602 r772, MoS, Cairo, to fo, no. 9, for Pwe/Lockhart personally, 

12.1.43.
478 fo 371/37602 r398, minute by Sargent, 20.1.43.
479 FO 371/37165 R2353 & R2457, Eden to Selborne, 10.2.43; FO 371/37165 R2045, 

MoS, Cairo, to FO, tel. 511, from Vellacott to Lockhart, 5.3.43; FO 371/37602 R2046, 
MoS, Cairo, to FO, tel. 512, from Vellacott to Lockhart, 6.3.43; HS 5/954, ‘Karageorge 
transmissions’, March 1943; FO 371/37602 R5841, Barker to Rose, 2.7.43; cf. Stenton 
2000, 357.
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british-controlled eSb. it was censored by the british and written and broadcast 
by Yugoslavs under the control of the government-in-exile.480

The Croat RU, Y.1 or Radio ‘Zrinski’, began transmitting from England 
on 31 May 1941. its staff initially consisted of ‘two of the very few Croats’ in 
Britain. It was ‘designed to fill the gap’ in propaganda to Yugoslavia owing to 
the émigré government’s lack of appeal to the Croat population.481 its principal 
objectives were to discredit the Pavelić regime by focusing on its corruption and 
‘treachery’, reconcile Croat nationalism with the prospect of a post-war ‘reformed 
and federal Yugoslavia’,482 and foment anti-German feeling. although the station 
was originally intended to stimulate resistance, axis reprisals led to a change of 
tactics, as in the case of its Serb counterpart. thus, it appealed for ‘clever restraint 
in action against the enemy’ and encouraged only passive resistance. to that end, 
it adopted campaigns tried elsewhere in axis-dominated europe, i.e. ‘go-slow’, 
recruitment evasion (an important goal since Croatia remained a significant source 
of workforce for the reich483), hoarding of agricultural produce, and, after the 
invasion of the Soviet union, countering the ‘bolshevik bogey’. it also resorted 
to themes peculiar to the Croat situation, criticising, for instance, the attitude of 
the Catholic Church or playing up signs of Vatican disapproval of nazi ‘anti-
Christian’ beliefs.484

there is evidence that the station managed to confuse listeners regarding 
its real provenance. Possibly as a result of its effort to combat ustaša and nazi 
anti-bolshevism, the Hungarian Pester Lloyd described its output as ‘[Y]ugoslav 
Communist poison’. A Croat Peasant Party member also assumed ‘Zrinski’ to 
be communist-controlled.485 Its slogans against the Pavelić regime – e.g. ‘For 
disaster (slom/dom) – ready!’, ‘Plunderers (Pustaše/ustaše)’ – reportedly gained 
currency.486 in early 1942, the station’s future looked uncertain, but Murray’s 
proposal for a new ‘free Croat’ ru was not followed through.487 Krnjević 

480 fo 371/37602 r5841, barker to rose, 2.7.43.
481 Garnett 2002, 204.
482 INF 1/900, PWE progress report for week ending October 10, 1941; BBCWA, 

E2/190, Survey 12/43, 15.3.43; cf. Stenton 2000, 335.
483 bbCwa, e2/190, Survey 13/43, 20.5.43.
484 FO 898/54, draft for progress report, South-East Europe, 6.6.41; FO 898/54, 
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Pw(M) (42) 21, Pwe, ‘Monthly report on Propaganda for february 1942’ 1.3.42.

485 fo 898/53, ‘evidence of reception: reactions to rus in Jugoslavija and bulgaria’, 
11.4.42.

486 fo 898/56, Leeper, ‘evidence of ru reception’, 1.1.43.
487 fo 898/54, Murray to Lockhart, 27.2.42.
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compared ‘Zrinski’ favourably to the BBC, and Ivan Subotić, the Croat-born 
ambassador in London, acted as its semi-official adviser.488

In summer 1942, ‘Zrinski’ resumed its appeals to Croats to join the resistance.489 
Before long, it was realised that Mihailović’s tactics of compromise with the 
Italian forces were damaging the station’s effort. It was then decided that ‘Zrinski’ 
should promote the Croat Peasant Party and its leader, Maček, as an alternative to 
both Mihailović and the Partisans. Its new line, framed as a ‘political programme’, 
deliberately distinguished between the western allies with their atlantic Charter 
and the ‘great and powerful Slav Russia, that titanic fighter against German 
bestiality’. it spoke of a future federal Yugoslavia including bulgaria and alluded 
to ‘a general balkan union or Confederation’, the nucleus of which was the Greek-
Yugoslav accord. In the domestic field, it advocated the principles of ‘Croat 
Peasant democracy’, including ‘social and religious tolerance’, retribution for 
the crimes of the ustaša regime and the ‘cleansing’ of the Catholic Church from 
foreign influence and ‘political dregs’.490 this line was subsequently criticised for 
neglecting the Muslim population living in the Croat puppet state.491

By autumn 1943, there were serious doubts about Maček’s influence at a time 
when many members of his party were believed to be fighting with the Partisans.492 
As a result, it was considered that ‘Zrinski’ no longer served its original purpose, 
i.e. the discrediting of the Pavelić regime. The station was terminated on 1 
december 1943.493

a Slovene ru, Y.3 or radio ‘triglav’, started on 23 august 1941. Like its Serb 
counterpart, it was beset by a shortage of suitable personnel.494 its main task was to 
attack collaborators in the German and Italian zones of occupation. Its fulfilment 
was complicated by the deep divisions among Slovene political parties at home 
and in exile, as well as the lack of reliable intelligence from the occupied country. 
The station was ‘not considered sufficiently effective to continue’ after its script 

488 FO 898/56, Neate to Murray, conversation with Krnjević, 23.10.42; cf. Garnett 
2002, 204; Stenton 2000, 335.

489 inf 1/899, Pw(M) (42) 33, Pwe, ‘Monthly report on Propaganda for June 1942’, 
1.7.42.

490 FO 898/56, Neate to Murray, conversation with Krnjević, 23.10.42; FO 898/56, 
‘Suggestions for Croat political programme’, mid-October 1942; FO 898/56, Translation 
of Croat programmes, ‘the political aims of those resisting the Germans and ustaše in 
Croatia’, 1.11.42.

491 fo 898/56, Clissold to barker, 9.11.42. also, fo 898/54, draft, ‘Suggestions for 
a detailed plan of rus propaganda to the Southern Slavs (istria, Jugoslavija, bulgaria) 
arising out of the agreement’, 18.12.42.

492 898/159, barker to Pwe, Cairo, 18.8.43.
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writer left for america and was closed down on 9 april 1942.495 Pwe hoped to 
revive it in order to capitalise on italy’s impending collapse. Soe, for its part, 
expressed interest in setting up a station in the Middle east designed to appeal 
to the ‘istrian liberals’. apart from the fact that intelligence from Slovenia was 
‘entirely in the hands of the Clericals [sic] and in London’, the Soe plan had little 
chance of being realised at a time when the agency was waging a losing battle over 
its existing rus.496

Eventually, PWE had its way and Y.4 or ‘For Old Justice’ (Za Staro Pravdo) 
started broadcasting on 23 January 1943. based in england, it pretended to operate 
from north-east italy. it originally targeted italian morale. its technique was to 
convey bad news to the occupying forces through native listeners. a ‘secondary’ 
objective was the promotion of Slovene unity. to that end, the station was to avoid 
all matters likely to stir controversy. rather, it styled itself as both pro-Yugoslav 
and nationalistic, in the sense that it advocated the unification of all ‘Slovene’ 
lands, including the whole of istria and Gorizia (Gorica).497 in March 1943, Pwe 
proposed to regularly broadcast a ‘pseudo-official announcement’ urging Slovenes 
in italian uniform to learn the use of arms in order to turn them against their 
foreign masters in due course, and, if sent to the front, to desert. the ulterior 
motive, however, was to neutralise the military value of the Slovene units and 
force the italians to reassign their men to labour battalions in italy, ‘where they 
would have excellent opportunities for subversive work and sabotage’.498 after 
italy’s capitulation, the station switched to promoting Slovene-italian co-operation 
against the Germans,499 before it was terminated on 19 december 1943.

it seems that all Yugoslav ‘black’ stations shared a common problem of 
reception. Brigadier Armstrong, the head of the SOE mission to Mihailović, 
reported in december 1943 that broadcasts from Jerusalem were ‘completely 
unknown’ owing to their weak signal which the ‘small battery sets available in 
[Serb] villages’ were unable to receive. the situation was no better in towns, 
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where the owners of more powerful sets would not tune in at the required volume 
for fear of being detected.500

An Assessment

whatever the shortcomings of british propaganda prior to the German invasion, 
its practitioners never ceased to draw satisfaction from their role in preventing 
Yugoslavia’s smooth inclusion into Hitler’s europe. of course, the cost for the 
country itself was terrible. the burden of occupation was considerable for the axis 
powers, too, and increased in proportion to the growing resistance movement. 
However, as has been shown, the british attitude towards the latter remained 
ambivalent well into 1943. The pro-Mihailović campaign proved premature and 
ill-fated, while the pro-Partisan shift came too late to secure much influence with 
tito’s movement – an unlikely prospect in any event. in Stenton’s view, ‘the key 
to restoring British influence’ over Yugoslav resistance would have been criticism 
of both Partisans and Četniks.501 one might also point at the civil war in Greece, 
where a stiff british attitude did force the hand of the Soe mission vis-à-vis the 
communist-controlled eaM. in this case, however, it was the sanction of british 
military power that would decisively tip the scales. Such intervention was never 
seriously contemplated in Yugoslavia.

the attribution of active resistance in Yugoslavia to ‘british intrigue’ or 
explicitly to the bbC by axis propagandists misled some to overestimate the role 
of british policy and propaganda in the course of events that led to the post-war 
communist regime. Both Tito and Mihailović entered the fray quite independently 
of any british prodding. with regard to the bbC’s role, in particular, briggs rightly 
observed that its analysts ‘showed little real understanding of the developing 
complexities of rival resistance movements’, which were to bedevil broadcasting 
to Yugoslavia until the end of the war.502 this is not to say, however, as briggs 
claimed, that, following the decision to back tito and for the rest of the war, ‘the 
bbC remained essentially a reporter of the Yugoslav situation rather than an 
active agent in Yugoslav politics’.503 this view overlooks the role reserved for 
the Yugoslav Service in the british effort to secure an understanding between the 
king and the government-in-exile, on the one hand, and the Partisans, on the other, 
on the eve of liberation. Part of this role was the selling of tito as a responsible 
political leader to the Yugoslav public, in general, and its Serb section, in particular.

Stenton also criticised what he described as the british propagandists’ 
‘provocative detachment’ towards Mihailović and their ‘inability to identify 

500 fo 371/37605 r13853, brigadier armstrong, december 1943.
501 Stenton 2000, 349, 364.
502 Briggs 1970, 380; Stenton 2000, 335–6.
503 briggs 1970, 466.
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Chetnik anxieties’ and to acknowledge ‘that they were legitimate’.504 as has been 
seen, british propaganda sought to court Croat opinion at a time when it was 
building up Mihailović. As a result, it downplayed the latter’s Serb character – with 
the exception, that is, of ‘Karageorge’ and Military Cabinet broadcasts. after the 
shift in favour of the Partisans, an effort was made to address the susceptibilities of 
Serb nationalists. the aim was not simply to mobilise the latter against the forces 
of occupation. as Stenton pointed out, the idea had taken hold among Pwe and 
SOE officials that, by encouraging Croat and, latter, Serb participation, they were 
strengthening the non-communist rank and file and, ultimately, the British ability to 
induce the Partisans to abandon dogmatic Communism.505 wishful thinking of this 
sort was apparently encouraged by Partisan propaganda. as a bbC survey put it in 
March 1943, the Partisan movement projected itself not as purely communist but 
as patriotic, moderate, and tolerant of political, national or religious differences.506 
a rare, high-level intimation was related by Lockhart. in May 1944, Vladimir 
Velebit, the Partisan emissary to the Middle East and London, confided to him that 
tito realised that ‘if he relied on russia alone, Yugoslavia would almost certainly 
become a vassal state of Moscow’. therefore, he would rather balance himself 
between west and east.507 This Tito was finally forced to do, for reasons that had 
little to do with wartime british policy. at the time of his split with Stalin, britain 
had all but terminated her active involvement in balkan affairs.

504 Stenton 2000, 351, 383.
505 ibid., 366–7, 374.
506 bbCwa, e2/190, Survey 12/43, 15.3.43.
507 FO 898/159, Minute, Lockhart to Sargent, 15.5.44; cf. Young 1980, 310.
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Concluding remarks

the balkan microcosm presented the british with several of the challenges 
which their propaganda faced in much of the world during world war ii. the 
local ingredients included neutral, allied, enemy and enemy-occupied states; 
relatively homogeneous and multi-ethnic societies; nationalist agendas and visions 
of integration; entrenched elites and communist revolutionaries; resisters and 
collaborators; and, of course, conflicting great power interests. Unable to project her 
limited power effectively in this region, britain relied perhaps disproportionately 
on propaganda as a means of keeping the balkan states neutral. this aim was not 
furthered by the organisational proliferation and infighting which characterised 
the British propaganda machinery during the first two war years. Defeat in the 
balkans arguably made the british more circumspect in their effort to project power 
and resolve.1 Their propaganda appeared more down-to-earth and diversified, to 
the extent that it was adjusted to the conditions prevailing in the axis-dominated 
balkans. its principal aims were to raise the cost of occupation, subvert satellites 
and collaborators, and inspire friends, as indirect ways to hasten victory.

Limited power also meant that post-war considerations remained of secondary 
importance everywhere except Greece. this is not to say, however, that, as 
Garnett argued, british propaganda-makers, Pwe in particular, remained ‘solely’ 
concerned with winning the war and not with any longer-term political aims.2 
The latter were ever present, primarily because the Foreign Office remained 
permanently and actively involved in the process.

with regard to the chief military aim of propaganda, does Lockhart’s verdict 
that ‘political warfare did not noticeably weaken German resistance’3 apply in the 
case of the balkans? Surely, ‘the fostering of defeatist attitudes’ among the axis 
satellites was insufficient as a means of detaching them from Germany’s grip. As 
taylor pointed out, in order to ‘have an impact, attitudes would have to be translated 
into actions’. a serious propaganda campaign needed to identify ‘susceptible 
targets’ and apply ‘persuasion and pressure to induce the desired responses’.4 
the hard military facts, above all, were never conducive to an effective defection 
strategy. As Lockhart observed in March 1944, ‘[i]t was difficult for a small nation 

1 according to richard Crossman, Pwe regional director for Germany, subversion, 
alongside strategic bombing, were ‘the only aspects of war at which … the british … 
achieved real pre-eminence’. Quoted in taylor 1999, 193.

2 Garnett 2002, 91–2.
3 Quoted in taylor 1999, 192.
4 ibid., 201–2.
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to surrender or to come out of a war unless there was someone to surrender to’.5 
However prodded by british propaganda, bulgarian and, especially, romanian 
rulers had no intention of coming to terms with the ‘russians’ while there was the 
slightest prospect of surrendering to the western allies. it was to the extent that 
it deliberately refrained from dispelling this illusion that british propaganda to 
bulgaria and romania – in addition to keeping the enemy on his toes – played a 
greater part ‘in influencing the course of events’ than is usually acknowledged6 – 
and it did so largely by omission.

in the case of the occupied countries, the principal questions are whether 
british propaganda contributed to the growth of resistance movements and, to 
the extent it did, whether it influenced their course in a way that served London’s 
objectives, both during the war and its aftermath. in a post-war analysis, Lockhart 
claimed that, in Greece and Yugoslavia at least, the british expressed support 
for ‘any people or groups of people prepared to resist’ the axis. this statement 
needs to be qualified in the light of the preceding chapters: after an initial, brief 
impulse to set the region ablaze, the british clearly indicated their preference for 
passive over active forms of resistance. it took them more than two years to give 
explicit support to the communist-controlled resistance movement in Yugoslavia, 
considerably longer in the case of its albanian counterpart, while in Greece 
qualified support for EAM/ELAS alternated with long periods of reserve and 
disapproval. as Lockhart himself complained in May 1944, Pwe and the bbC 
were ‘hardly allowed to mention … Yugoslavs and Greeks except in terms which 
bear little or no resemblance to reality’.7

the Pwe director’s later assessment reveals the most controversial aspect 
of british propaganda to enemy-occupied balkan countries. ‘it was obviously 
a dangerous long-term policy’, he pointed out, ‘justified only by the desperate 
need of a short-term dividend’. Even this was jeopardised by the ensuing conflict 
between rival resistance groups. ‘when civil war begins’, Lockhart mused, ‘other 
enemies tend inevitably to become secondary considerations’. in retrospect, he 
doubted ‘very much if the benefit compensated in any way for the subsequent 
difficulties’.8

Lockhart’s critical assessment is amplified in Stenton’s analysis. The latter 
holds british propaganda to Yugoslavia and elsewhere in east-Central europe 
responsible for sowing ‘disruption’ which in turn risked a ‘catastrophic social 
collapse’, something that its practitioners ‘never contemplated’ in western 
countries, such as france or denmark. there, the formula of ‘who is killing the 
most Germans’ was not a decisive criterion.9 in his view, the eventual shift in 

5 Young 1980, 284.
6 See, for example, briggs 1970, 471.
7 Lockhart to bracken, 4 May 1944, quoted in Garnett 2002, 378.
8 Young 1980, 32–3. these remarks were contained in a lecture given by Lockhart to 

riia in July 1946.
9 Stenton 2000, 388, 390.
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support of communist-controlled movements owed much to the primacy of the 
anglo-Soviet alliance which raised ‘vanguard militancy … above criticism’10 – 
although, according to eden, the projection of this alliance was mere lip-service, 
aimed at providing an alternative to Moscow propaganda. to be sure, as already 
mentioned, criticism similar to Stenton’s was voiced at the time, even if by ‘an 
imperialist’ and a Churchman’.11 as minister of economic warfare, Lord Selborne 
criticised the bbC of ‘continuous outpouring’ of left-wing propaganda ‘to all 
europe’ and, in this particular instance, Yugoslavia. He considered that such 
propaganda had ‘convinced many people of substance and position in europe’ 
that the british government was recklessly ‘undermining the society of their 
neighbours’.12 ‘Churchill’s choice’ in favour of the Partisans in Yugoslavia, Stenton 
concluded, ‘bought temporary safety at the cost of piling up the difficulties which 
formed the Cold war’.13

Such criticism overestimates the role of british propaganda in comparison 
with festering local problems, the shattering impact of enemy occupation and 
the resurgence of Soviet power. nor were ‘balkan problems’ in general, as the 
same author claimed, ‘sufficiently marginal’14 for the british to overlook the 
longer-term consequences of consorting with communist-led guerrillas. rather, 
London withheld support from such elements until military necessity and limited 
capabilities dictated the sharp distinction between Greece and the rest.

regarding the region as a whole, Lockhart concluded that, having to steer a 
course through the ‘Balkan maze of civil conflict’, British political warfare ‘did not 
have satisfactory results’.15 the author of the internal-use Pwe history agreed. its 
avowed objectives to unite the balkan peoples against the common enemy and to 
induce them to co-operate after the war, Garnett admitted, ‘proved like most Pwe 
Political warfare to eastern europe to be unrealistic by events’. as he pointed out, 
it was easier to inspire hatred than solidarity and unity among peoples animated 
by conflicting nationalisms and political-ideological agendas. In this respect, the 
task of German propagandists was considerably easier.16 Moreover, the inherent 
contradictions of british policy towards occupied Greece and Yugoslavia as well 
as the relative lack of teeth vis-à-vis the satellite countries crippled propaganda to a 
serious extent. when eden suggested that Pwe should do ‘more for the projection 
of britain’ in May 1944, Lockhart retorted that his agency was eager, but it was 
helped neither by the bans on mentioning Greek and Yugoslav affairs nor by recent 
military ‘blunders’ in the aegean or italy.17

10 ibid., 388.
11 ibid., 77.
12 FO 371/44285 R6637, Selborne to Eden, 28.3.44; cf. Deakin 1988, 79.
13 ibid., 391.
14 ibid., 390.
15 Young 1980, 33.
16 Garnett 2002, 179–80.
17 Young 1980, 309.
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throughout this war, the british propaganda effort suffered from organisational 
deficiencies and inconsistent guidance. With regard to the Balkans, the emerging 
picture is one of ad-hoc responses, partly based on preconceived ideas, to a variety 
of local conditions and fast evolving situations. in some cases, particularly in 
Greece, this picture reflected the ‘chaotic conservatism’ – or pragmatism? – of the 
Foreign Office in its ‘attempt to maintain order without a grand plan’.18 indeed, 
when matters came to a head, the last word was more often than not reserved for 
the diplomats. in the meantime, the practitioners of propaganda, especially in the 
bbC or the ‘black’ stations, occasionally seized the opportunity to go beyond their 
directives if they felt strongly about an issue. that they were not immediately 
relieved of their posts was not simply due to ‘the collective reticence of ministers 
and mandarins who were almost reconciled to some radical new Europe’; it was 
also the result of a developed esprit de corps within the agencies concerned which 
reflected both an instinct of self-preservation and a strong sense of professional 
integrity. that principled attitudes were given some leeway in conditions of total 
war is a tribute to the resilience of contemporary british institutions.

Much of the – very considerable – British effort in the field of propaganda went 
unacknowledged.19 for one thing, it is not easy to calculate its effects in material 
terms. Still, if ‘words do not win wars’,20 they do affect their course by sustaining 
morale, spreading defeatism and deceiving the enemy as to one’s real intentions. 
British propaganda in the Balkans can be considered a qualified success on all 
three counts.

18 Stenton 2000, 61.
19 for instance, Churchill’s six-volume history of world war ii contains fewer ‘than 

ten references to the role of broadcasting or of the bbC’: briggs 1970, 4.
20 ibid., 3.
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